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"*.......  I hope that in under-developed

countries young people will not waste 

time discussing "the peasant", or sit in 

offices computing the size of their 

surplus populations, but will walk through 

the villages and see farms and talk to 

farmers, to learn what can be done about 

farm poverty."

D. UJarriner, April 1963 

(in Uarriner, D. "Economics of 

peasant farming", page xxxiv, 1964)



ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with agrarian change in eleven 

villages in Olya sub-district, western Iran, during the period 

1962-1974e The thesis begins by setting out the principle 

hypotheses and discusses the selection of the study area, The 

physical features of Olya and the bearing they have on agriculture 

are then described. Chapter Three examines the land reform laws 

and the part they played in agrarian change. Chapter Four first 

describes the improvements made in the irrigation system and goes 

on to investigate the changes in land use and the cropping pattern 

made by the farm population since the eve Df land reform. Social 

and economic changes are then systematically examined. Chapter 

Six discusses the institutions and services which may be included 

under the heading "supporting system" and their relevance for 

rural development. Finally, a series of case studies of seven 

small-holders and one former landlord is presented as the "human 

evidence" upon which the arguments of this thesis have been based.

The study reveals that the progress made by the farm 

population in Dlya during the first decade of land reform is 

presently being jeopardised by the re-direction of government 

policy with regard to agricultural development since 196B; in 

particular, the likely location of a farm corporation in Dlya has 

created much uncertainty which threatens the continued welfare of 

the rural population.

An explanation of the methods by which I collected data 

in Olya during the period 1972-74 is given as an appendix. The 

last part of the thesis reviews the literature on agriculture in 

economic development in Iran and presents a bibliography.
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Correspondence of Iranian and Gregorian calendars

Iranian calendar 

1352 

F arvardin

Ordibehesht

Khordad

Tir

Mordad 

Shahrivar 

Mehr 

Aban 

Azar 

Dei

Dei

Bahman 

Esfand

Gregorian calendar 

1973

30

30

30

30

1
30

1
29/30

March
April

April
May

May
Dune

dune
duly

duly
August

August
September

September
October

October
November

November
December

December

1974

January

January 
F ebruary

F ebruary 
March

21
20

21
21

22
21

22
22

23
22

23
22

23
22

23
21

22
21

22

20

21
19

20 
20

Note t There are 31 days in each of the first six months of the 

Iranian calendar, 30 days in each of the next five months 

and 29 days in the last month, except in leap years when 

it has 30 days0



ABBREVIATIONS

a 0s*l0 *» above sea level

cumeca0 — cubic metres per second

F*A*0o « Food and Agriculture Organisation

hac « hectares

j« - jarib

kgsE <-■’ kilogrammes

kmse - kilometres

lc - litres

no0 “ number

rlso — rials <

sec. “ second

sq0me - square metres

CURRENCY

The official unit of currency in Iran is the rials The 

term toman, while not in official use, is commonly employed to 

designate 10 rials0 167 rials was equivalent to £1 sterling in

August 1973 (154 rials in August 1975)0
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION

’ t ' a as in pat

if f e index
A ̂  .
t 0 pull

t 1
S ow low

$ i U T _a g_arden
if J i peel

if* ei Q. *5

u boot
t da f̂ arabad
£ qom

L £tL Naracjheh
U" sh show
£ ch change
i kh Kharaqan
E A dapan
j zh pleasure
£ £ _guest

c d h horn
j d[ dash

^  J z_ zone
j r_ ra il

U° ij" 8 sad
wL cu A table

I_■V £ j3ark
Uy b_ bad
c? X Z Qar

y value
£ k kind
J I I on9
f rn mad
o £ rmoise
iJ f far

The system of transliteration used is, with some modifications, that 
adopted by the Statistical Centre of Iran in its Village Gazetteers„ 
No distinction is made between Persian letters which are pronounced 
alike, such as j , ? andJ=>* The G_zcrfeh is shown by ~e and by —ye
after a and u 6



CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION

1.1. AIMS AND HYPOTHESES

Events have shown that during the period 1962-1974 Olya 

sub-district has witnessed perhaps the greatest agrarian changes 

in its history. These changes may be accounted for by a number of 

inter-related factors. In particular, the commencement of land 

reform in January 1962 may be seen as the starting point and pre

requisite of other changes. The land reform laws of 1962 and 1964 

brought about extensive changes in the ownership of land and 

relationship of landlord and share-cropper (see Chapter 3) 0 The 

result was the possibility and the incentive for the new small

holder to work more and work more effectively to raise yields, and 

to put his resouces ** in the first place his own labour - into 

improving the land. He was also able to experiment with new crops 

and new methods of husbandry, which had not been permitted under 

the old landlord regime (see Chapter 4.2. and 5.2.). Moreover, the 

reforms revolutionized the values and aspirations of the small-holder, 

who began to feel that his voice counted for something and to take a 

greater interest in his land and his village. Without these 

institutional reforms rural development could not have occurred,,

The first phase of land reform laid down that agricultural 

extension services should be provided in the villages that were 

transferred to the share-croppers. In Olya extension officials were 

very thin on the ground in the early sixties and, furthermore, as 

much involved with land reform work as with agricultural extension. 

However, considerable effort was expended on animal vaccination and 

the distribution of new, improved wheat seed. This was helped by 

the creation of an agricultural extension corps in Iran in 1964

1. Lambton, A.K.S. "The Persian land reform, 1962-1966" (1969a)
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(sea Chapter 6e2c)0 Nevertheless, in 1970, whBn the eleven villages

under detailed study were designated a Pilot Villages Project (see

section 6*263*), there were only two extension agents in the villages

and by 1973 still only five agents, who represented the total

commitment to the seventy villages of Olya sub-district* This

emphasis on agricultural extension work in a concentrated area was

purposely made in order to be first more effective and therefore an

example to the whole district, and secondly to demonstrate the self-

help principle of agricultural extension as a supplementary aid to

rural development and complement to land reform* X shall

suggest that agricultural extension can only be successful if made

predominantly through the agency of the inhabitants themselves and
- 1that this should be recognised by the planners in Tehran *

The Land Reform Organisation also intended that co-operative 

societies should play a key role in rural development by taking the 

place of the landowners in villages transferred to the share-croppers* 

Membership of a co-operative society was a condition to thB receipt 

of land* The co-operatives in Olya intended initially to provide the 

small-holders with short-term credit, which was welcomed by the 

villagers as the means to reduce their two main problems of 

indebtedness and the foreselling of crops. The co-operatives were 

seen by the villagers as a means to establish their social and 

economic independence by introducing training in responsibility, the 

practice of co-operation at the local level, and adequate credit^*

The subsequent ability of the societies to increase their activities

1* Warriner, D e "Economics of peasant farming", page xxxii (1964)

2e Lambton, A.K*S0 "Land reform and rural co-operative societies 

in Persia", Journal of the Royal Central Asian Society, page 

247 (October, 1969b)
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on broader lines, such as the sale of oil products, consumer goods 

and fertiliser, proved of great benefit to the villagers, whether 

or not members of the societies®

Finally? it should be emphasized that agrarian change 

cannot be regarded in isolation* Ths period 1962~1974 has been one 

of rapid economic development in Iran, as a result in particular of 

the growth in revenue from oil exports, which has had a major effect 

on society® Increased government expenditure has contributed to 

agrarian change in rural Olya in a number of important ways. First, 

there has been a considerable improvement in communications and 

the provision of cheap transport, which has stimulated the exchange 

of goods and ideas between the villages and the surrounding urban 

centres and given the rural population greater access to opportunities 

for non-agricultural employment and education# Secondly, the 

irrigation system has received substantial investment to improve 

reticulation and reduce the wastage of water, thereby encouraging 

the more intensive use of the land® Thirdly, a major effort to 

improve the social services and amenities in the villages has been 

made; new schools, piped drinking water systems, rural cultural 

centres and a clinic have been built with government financial 

assistance# Fourthly, the number of alternative employment opportunities, 

especially in the service sector, has grown. Fifthly, the demand for 

food produce in both neighbouring and distant centres has increased 

rapidly, so that there is now a market for all surplus production.

Lastly, the availability of new consumer goods and farm imputs, the 

radio, and the appearance of a much more affluent urban class have 

profoundly affected the aspirations of the rural population, 

especially the younger generation, for its future#

dust as tha first two stages of land reform may be seen as 

having initiated change in Olya, so,paradoxically, the first step 

of the third stage of reform, passed by the government in 1968
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(see sections 3.2, and 3*3*), has begun to impede progress in the last

few years* The merB rumour of an intention to set up a farm

corporation in Olya in 1973, following the establishment of the

Aran farm corporation at the other end of the Nahavand valley (see

Figure 11 ), was sufficient to give rise to an air of uncertainty,

which involved even the landlord class, and was showing itself in

a more cautious attitude towards investment,, Moreover, it will be

shown that in other ways, notably thB inadequate provision of credit

and the loss of direction of the co-operatives, government policy

in the last few years has had a debilitating effect on rural

development for the small-holders of Olya*

It is the contention of this thesis that at the present

time there would seem to be a strong case for delaying any measures

which will destroy the confidence of the population living from

the land, however desirable such measures may be in themselves*

In such a district as the river valley of Olya, where land and

water resources are of well above average value, and where the

small-holders have proved their ability to develop these resources

intensively, general hostility to a farm corporation is hardly

surprising* Indeed, the establishment of a farm corporation would

surely be a retrograde step and would adversely affect the whole

social and economic structure that has emerged since land reform*

In dry-farming districts, where land has little value and the farmers

are forced to make agreements with tractor owners and others for

its cultivation, the proposed corporations might have a valid 
1function * It is easy for critics to point to shortcomings and 

failures in Olya; no-one would deny that there is still much to 

be done and many difficulties to be overcome, but the overall picture 

is of a countryside stirring to new life and inspired by a spirit of 

self-confidence and enterprise*

1* Lambton, A.K*S», ;page 359 (1969a)
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1 *2* THE STUDY AREA

The sub-district (dehestan) of Olya is in tha central Zagros

mountains on latitude 34°P 150 kilometres by asphalted road south

of Hamadan (see Figure 1 )o It forms the eastern extremity of the

four administrative divisions of Nahavand district (shahrestan) 0

which is part of Hamadan province* Apart from the political and

economic centre of Nahavand cityp which had a population of 239922

according to the 1966 censusp Olya contains 70 villages and hamlets
1with a total population of about 2 DP0 Q0 „

Olya lies across the upper valley of the river Gamasiab* 

known locally as the Ab-e NahavandP which has its source at a spring 

off tho main valley to thB south and into which a number of small 

streams f!owP the most important being the Kharchang Rud0 The 

valley is hemmed in by two ranges of the Zagros mountain chain 

running parallel to each other in a north-west9 south-east direction* 

Tho mountains riso to over 2S500 metres at Kuh-e Sefid in the north 

and reach 3 f000 metros in the southerly Qarin (Kuh-e Qaru) range 

(see Plate 1), The river valley falls smoothly from over 1PB00 

metres in the extreme south-east near the village of Flilab to 1P600 

metres in the north-west near Nahavand city9 a distance of some 

17 kilometres* An intricate network of irrigation canals from 

especially the Ab™e Nahavand stretches along both sides of the 

valley and provides about half the villages of Olya and the city 

with a reliable supply of water for agriculture (see Chapter 4*1*)* 

From archaeological evidence uncovered at Tappeh-e Baba 

Qasantj Nahavand city and at Tappeh-o Giyan in nearby Sofia sub- 

district P it seems that the Gamasiab valley was the site of early 

settlement and agricultural exploitations extending back to tho

1c Iran Statistical Centre* ’'Village gazetteer of Hamadan and 

H a m ” j, (1969)0 Refer to Appendix 2*
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Figure 1 Olya sub-district
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Plate 1 Nahavand city, looking south-eastwards towards 
the Qarin mountains and the study area.

Plate 2 Aerial view of the main valley of Olya from 
the foothills of the Qarin mountains. The 
open fields of wheat and beans, the wooded 
course of the river Ab-e Nahavand and the 
northern limits of irrigation following the 
Sha’ban canal stand out clearly.
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1fourth millenium B.C. » Before Alexander the Great destroyed 

Nahavand in 331 B.C., it was one of the eight major cities of Iran, 

situated an the "silk route" . However, no precise date can be 

put on the origin of the individual villages in Olya, nor on the 

construction of the irrigation canals which made possible an 

increased density of population and intensity of cultivation.

Settlement is particularly concentrated along the main 

canals, with large villages regularly spaced. Elsewhere in Giya, 

in the higher side valleys and surrounding mountains, villages are 

fBwer and agriculture far less intensive, relying on dry land 

cropping and animal grazing. These villages would appear in general 

to be of more recent origin, a result of gradual settlement by 

nomads, and their size is smaller than in the main valley*

The eleven villages under detailed study form a line along 

the main valley, generally close to the asphalted road, and stretch 

over a distance of 15 kilometres* They account for some 3,000 

hectares of irrigated land and a similar area of unirrigated land*

Of this land approximately one-third is still owned by the former 

landlord class (see Chapter 3 ) 0 The eleven villages are not 

completely contiguous, but are separated by smaller villages such 

as Kalindar-e Sofia and Gerde Cham or the river (sea Figure 2 )c 

With these other villages they constitute a narrow area of intensive 

irrigated agriculture.

For the most part ths houses of the villages are constructed 

of mud-brick, with flat roofs and surrounded by high walls* The 

villages are not themselves walled but the houses tend to be

1. Ghirshman, Re "Iran", (1954), and Contenau, G», and Ghirshman, R* 

"Fouilles du Tepe-Giyan pres de Nahavand, 1931 et 1932", Soria 

Archeoloqique, Uol03, Paris (1935)

2a Frye, R.N. "The heritage of Persia", (1963)
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clustered together. The central points of thB village are the 

mosque, shops, bath (hammain) and tea-house (where there is one). 

Regular mini-bus services link the villages to Nahavand city and 

tractors, pick-up trucks and taxis are a common sight.

The population of the villages consists of all or some of

the followings former landlords (though these are generally absentee 

small farmers (whether share-croppers or peasant proprietors 

(khordeh malek) before land reform) and a "landless" (khoshneshin) 

class of agricultural labourers, artisans, shopkeepers and members 

of the religious classes. All classes are found in most villages 

but landlords are not found in Kuhani or Sha'ban. The total

population numbered about 10,000 in 1973 which, if the figures may

be accepted as roughly accurate, showed a marked increase from 

the earlier census figures of 6,546 in 1956 and 8,441 in 1966 

(see Table 1 ). The largest village is Sha’ban with 1,705 people 

and the smallest Raziabad with 265. Of the total number of 1,778 

households, the Department of Co-operation and Rural Affairs listed 

997 as owning land - that is, persons to whom land had been (or was 

being) transferred under the reform. Ethnically the villagers 

closely resemble the people of neighbouring Lorestan and linguistics 

they speak a variety of lori dialects. Yet economically and 

politically their attachment is first and foremost to Nahavand city 

and modern Persian (or farsi) is understood by all.

1.3. CRITERIA FOR CHOICE OE STUDY AREA

There were several closely connected reasons for the choice 

of Olya sub—district and in particular the eleven villages as the 

study area. First, thB villages had already been designated a 

Pilot V/illages Project by the Ministry of Agriculture in 1970^ they
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Table 1 Breakdown of the population of the eleven villages

Village 1956 (Male)
(Female)

1966 (No „ of 1973 (No, of
households) households)

Gol~e Zard

Raziabad

Kuhani

193

188

1132

Baba Rostam 611

Jahanabad

F iazsman

Sha’ban

539

346

1307

Qal’eh-e Qobad 516

Bsyan

Baba Qasem

Hilab

Total

564

685

465

(90
(103

(93
(95

560
572

315
296

273
266

166
180

680
627

258
258

277
287

344
341

228
237

6546 (3284
(3262

276

237

1427

765

752

436

1499

711

862

866

610

(56) 

(47) 

(273) 

(147) 

(155) 

(78) 

(308) 

(145) 

(168) 

(159) 

(111 )

8441 (1647)

300

26!

1642

953

1026

526

1705

812

1026

1022

661

(59) 

(50) 

(258) 

(175) 

(174) 

(100) 

(311 ) 

(156) 

(189) 

(186) 

(120)

9946 (1778)

Note? 1, All figures for population should be viewed with reserve, 
as detailed household questionnaire work in 1973-74 
suggested numerous errors,

2, Number of households is not defined in the census and is 
rather meaningless as extended families with different 
landholding rights (nasaq) may well live in the same 
walled compound (hayat) (see Chapter 7),

Source? 1956 & 1966 - National census
1973 - Flalaria Department, Nahavand city
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were to receive more intensive agricultural extension work under

the auspices of the Development and Extension Corps Department (see

Chapter 6e20), and therefore formed a conveniently defined area for

study* The Extension Corps Department also demonstrated from the

start its interest in such a study by the provision of assistance

in the form of air photographs and inter-departmental introductions

which facilitated preparation for fieldwork. Additionally, the

presence of an American Peace Corps volunteer, who had been actively

engaged in extension work in the eleven villages since 1970, made

possible the establishment of relatively rapid close contact with

the villagers and helped overcome language difficulties in 19730

Secondly, just as encouragement for the agricultural extension
Iproject was initially given by the Shell-financed extension experiment 

and Agricultural Research Centre at Borgo a Mozzano in Italy, so 

guidance in data collection for this thesis was drawn from the 

questionnaires used at Borgo, Thirdly, judging from my own earlier
-  2fieldwork m  western Iran , the population and area covered seemed 

suitable for my aims and the time at my disposal. Moreover, by 

isolating national issues at a localised level, the problems of 

stepping on politically sensitive ground or of meaningless general

isations could be largely avoided. It should be stressed ‘that no 

attempt will be made to relate this study of Olya to Iran as a whole, 

for generalisation in the Iranian context is almost invariably 

misleading. Finally, the changes occurring and intended for the 

villages, by way of social and economic development, and the likely 

location of a farm corporation within the area, made the construction 

of a thesis possible,

1. Finance and ownership were taken over by the Italian state-owned

oil corporation, Enta Nozionale Idrocarburi, in 1974„

2 0 Stobbs, CpA, “Land and wator resources of Ramadan, Iran", unpublished

undergraduate dissertation, Department of Geography, Durham University
(1970)
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CHAPTER TWO PHYSICAL RESOURCES RELEVANT TO AGRICULTURE 

IN OLYA

This chapter examines the physical resources of Olya and

in particular thB.ir relevance for agriculture in the main valley

in which the eleven villages under study are situated. Detailed

and reliable data in the Zagros mountain area is in general sparse,

but Olya is fortunate in that a meteorological station has operated

continuously there sincB 1956, a semi-detailed soil survey was

carried out in 1959 and a survey of the potential of the water

resources and reticulation system of the Ab-a Nahavand for further

agricultural development was completed in 1960. Furthermore, in

recent years several consultancy reports to the Iranian government

- Gibb (1966), Ab va Khak (1971), Abkav (1972) - and a doctoral
'jthesis submitted to the University of Berne have included the 

Nahavand shahrestan9 and revised the earlier data. Between 1972 

and 1974, during my own fieldwork, a diary was also kept of local 

incidents related to environmental influences and constraints, 

notably climatic extremes, such as floods, late harvests, and 

ravages of crops by pests or disease.

2.1. CLIMATE

Olya sub-district has one meteorological station at Nahavand 

city, established at No, 4B°22’ Eo, and records of temperature

and precipitation are available from 1956 onwards at the Iranian 

Meteorological Department * It is not known how much reliability 

can be placed on this data. Supporting and comparative data has also 

been drawn from the nearby evaporation station of Uaraineh, established 

at 34D05' N., 48°25' E. in 196B, from the meteorological station at

1„ Gigon, 0. ’’Apor^u hydrologique du bassin de la riviere Gamasiab 

en Iran", doctoral thesis, University of Berne (1974)
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figure 3 Existing hydrometeorological stations: isohyotal 
lines

&
Hamadan

Gusheh Nahavand \inava

Kermansh

jerd

Meteorological Department (Ministry of Roads’) stationsoO
□

Raingauge station - number inside shows mean annual
precipitation, 1966-1970

Climatological station

Synoptic station
A River gauge station
□ Evaporation station
Abkav consultant engineers'stations:
@  Raingauge station 
* Climatological station
A River gauge
£ir A. Gibb consultant engineers:

Proposed storage dam site 
V - Dam storage (beyond the gauge 

station), million cu* m. 
d - Discharge of river at gauge

station, million cu. m. per annum 
Gauge station: possible dam site

_b00_ Isohyetal lines (mms.)

Rivers

Watershed

Source: fieldwork, 1972-74
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tat mi Q
Gusheh Nahavand in Sofia sub-district, established at 34 17* N.y

E.j in 1957, thirteen kilometres to the north-west, and from 

more generalised information for western Iran*

2*1*1* PR ECIPITATION

Host of the precipitation of Olya sub-district falls 

between October and Hay and is associated with the passage of 

cyclonic depressions from the west in late autumn and winter and 

canvectional air currents especially in spring* Annual precipitation 

av/erages about 350 mms* for both the above meteorological stations 

(see Figure 4 and Table 2 ), although in the mountains especially 

to the west the total is much higher* Records at Varaineh station 

(see Table 2 ), on the mountain fringe, give some .indication of the 

increasing total* No records are available for the western mountain 

barrier, but it does seem to shelter the main valley from rain- 

bearing westerlies. Equally, however, the mountains direct much 

of the precipitation they trap to the valley either directly as 

surface runoff, or indirectly via underground water-bearing rock 

strata (see sections 2*20 and 2o3.)0

Snowfall accounts for much of the precipitation on the 

mountains* Snow falls from October onwards and may remain on the 

highest peaks throughout the year* The lower valley also receives 

snow, which may lie in a bad year for as long as four months or in 

a mild year, like 1972-73, for as little as two months* Villages 

in the mountains may be completely cut off from outside contact 

during winter and even low-lying villages, especially away from the 

main road, like Baba Rostam or Baba Qasem, may also be effectively 

isolated for several weeks on end* The first major snowfalls mark 

the Bnd of the agricultural year and the beginning of a period of 

"enforced hibernation" for the village * The melting of the snows
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Table? 2 Precipitation data (mms*)

Guaheh Nahavand stations 34° 171 N*? 48°14’ E*

19G5 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 19;

3. 105 60*5 18 71 171*5 33.5 5
F. 3 27*5 61 62 27*5 13 23
m * 67 e 5 55 9 26 94 39*5 95
A * 27.5 32 18*5 89 81 78
n* 15*5 27*5 52*5 117*5 35*5 30
3* - •» <» - -

30 t*. - - - -
Ao 2 - -- - -
S. 5 2 “ - -
0 * 48o5 83*5 22 29*5 23*5 3
No 79 - 74 62*5 31 23
Do 2 2 2 * 8 15 32 e 5 21 101

355 310*8 270 490 485 321

Uaraineh stations 34°05* N*P 48°25 ' E,

1348 1349 1350 1351 1352

F * 34*5 177*5 91*5 88

0 * 87*5 40 95*5 10

K* 11 16,5 -
To - - - «u
Ho - 35 - -
Sc - - -
Ho 29 X 1.5 2

Ac 52 X 133 1 0 0

A* 10 159 1 2 0 109
Do 49* 5 X 44 16
Be 78*5 X 10 2 50
Eo 66*5 83 80 89

X X 74-4 569*5 X

Notes' « = zero x ~ data missing 

Sources Iran Meteorological Dapartmant
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in the main valley in spring likewise marks both the start of the

crop year and also the main period of rainfall*

The Nahavand station has virtually no record of rainfall in

the summer months, duns to September inclusive, when water is most

needed for agriculture.. In summer it would seem that high pressure

in central Iran shuts out the wet westerliesa However, highly

localised cloudbursts are a feature of the summer months, and are

potential hazards for the farmer especially at harvest time* More

dangerous still, though less frequent, are violent summer storms

over the mountains * In late duly '1971, for example, a storm broke

over a six kilometre stretch of mountains above and to the east

of Nahavand cityc The deluge lasted for some 48 hours, and the

ensuing run-off caused severe flood damage to the city and to four

villages leaving a trail of destruction? the small village of

Kalindar-e Dlya and the hamlet of Torkon Torkon were totally

destroyed? two villages, Kuhani and dahanabad, were partially

ruined? eleven people were killed? animals were drowned; much

damage was done to the harvest? and a large area of infertile debris 
1was deposited » Similarly m  1968 the villages and crops of fl.ilab, 

Deh Choqa*i and Hoseinabad at the eastern end of the main valley 

were damaged by a flash flood following a sudden storm in the 

mountains * However, this was in spring and therefore rather more 

typicale In both examples the villagers were deeply concerned 

about the possibility of a recurrence and requested the authorities 

to strengthen earthen flood barriers and deepen several irrigation™ 

cum-drainags canals., Damage to cropland was fortunately not too 

severe on both occasions, due mainly to the protection of irrigation 

canals, especially the Sha'ban canal in the 1971 flood, which acted 

as a break to the run-off from the hillside and dispersed it down

1* D.K. bleb, Peace Corps field report, 1st Tir, 1350
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the valley*

TIib concentration of precipitation in the winter months, 

when agricultural activity is reduced to a minimum by low temperatures, 

means that almost all the seasonal water^balance surplus in the 

valley and surrounding moutains is lost either in direct run-off 

or in rapid snow-~me.lt run-off in spring* Thus, virtually all the 

water required for agriculture must be supplied artificially and 

reliance on rain-fed agriculture is both poorly productive and 

hazardous (see Chapter 4*1.)*

Apart from its marked seasonality, precipitation in the 

main valley of Olya is very variable from year to year due to the 

influence of the surrounding moutainous physiography* 1964, for 

example, was particularly dry with only 194*6 rnms* recorded at the 

Nahavand station* The year before almost twice this amount fell 

and in 1969 559*2 mms* was recorded (sea Figure 4 ) * However, 

variations take on rather less significance for agriculture than 

would be expected * A shortfall in winter and spring precipitation 

naturally increases the need for supplementary water for crops in 

Olya, and yields of unirrigated (deiml) crops - wheat, barley, pulses ~ 

in particular fall sharply, often not covering the amount of seed 

planted, as widely reported in 1973 and 1974* The main crops are, 

however, at least partially irrigated, and a shortfall for them 

generally means merely a small reduction in yield* Only in very 

dry years, such as 1964 and 1974, are crop yields seriously reduced*

For the eleven villages under study precipitation certainly is not 

the decisive factor in agricultural exploitation, though its 

localised variations may have an important effect on crop yields\ 

an adequate supply of water for irrigation is guaranteed by the 

largo Icarstic spring which is the sourco of the Gamasiab rivor 

(see section 2*3*)* On the other hand a "wet year", with an above



average total and some rainfall in the summer months, does help to 

ensure a good harvest all round, especially on semi-irrigated arid 

delmi land* It should be noted, however, that as the intensity of 

cultivation of irrigable land increases further, a year of shortfall 

in precipitation will necessitate the maximum efficiency in 

irrigation, water conservation and distribution (see Chapter 4*1 „)<, 

The main valley of Olya sub-district in which the eleven 

villages under study are situated should therefore be viewed as 

an atypical area in that although the growing season is a period 

of water balance deficit the availability of groundwater enables 

agriculture to be practised successfully*
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2*1*2* TEMPERATURE

The temperature records like the precipitation records 

indicate the importance of a very definite seasonal rhythm and 

considerable annual variations for agriculture in Olya (see Tables 5 

and 6 ) 0 The cold season generally lasts from November (by which 

time the harvest is completed and the winter grain planted) to 

March inclusive and temperatures may fall to *~2QDC, emphasizing 

Olya's marked continentality of location* The number of days of 

frost, according to the few complete records available at the Gusheh 

Nahavand station9 has varied from less than 90 to more than 150 

(see Table 3 ), and thus the date of planting the first spring crops 

in the main valley varies considerably* In 1973 planting started 

in early March, over a month earlier than in 1972, following a 

particularly mild winter* In 1964, however, severe cold and frost 

in April damaged much of the spring crop* Higher up away from the 

main valley the cold season is of course longer and more restrictive 

for agriculture*

With a limited growing season, the range of crops and potential 

for double-cropping is restricted? wheat, pulses, vegetables and 

deciduous fruit predominate* Cotton, whose growing season is longer 

than the valley's average, is grown in small patches for local use, 

but yields are always low* Double-cropping is only successfully 

practised after an early spring and then with a combination of only 

certain crops, for example, opium and then chickpeas or beans* It 

should bB noted that a harsh winter is especially favourable for fruit 

growing*, encouraging the dormant season of the trees to break and 

thus resulting in a higher potential yield*

In April and May the temperature rises rapidly and in summer 

may reach 40°C (see Tables 5 and 6 )* In general, however, the 

high altitude of the valley and the surrounding moutains ameliorates
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Table 3

Days 
35

30

25

Number of days of air frost at thB Gusheh Nahavand 

station , 1960-1970

20

15

10

5

0 tSiZIKiMSjSeaRlTXf iHTH

Maximum

Average

Minimum

d F M A M d d A S 0 N D

Month 1960 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

d. 2Q 28 31 22 X 31 16 28 26 29 27
F e 29 27 21 15 X 22 20 25 28 20 28
M. 30 21 14 21 X 8 21 25 12 — 4
A o 5 9 7 « X 4 2 6 - 5 -

M* - - X 1 - ~ - -

No days iof frost during the imonths of dune! 9
duly 5 August and September 6

0 . 14 - - 2 X - - -

N. 16 19 20 21 X 5 9 6 1 19 5
D o 30 26 24 31 X 29 28 28 16 31 28

Total 152 130 117 11 2 X 1 0 0 96 118 83 104 92

Table 4 INumber of„day s of air frost at the Nahavand station

Month 1965 66 67 68 69

3* X 28 26 X 31
F o X 28 27 X 22
M o X 31 24 11
A o X 17 X 3 tsrr

M o X 2 X —

No days of frost during the months 
of dune, duly} August and September 

0 * 6 - - - * -
N* 14 x 17 3 11
Do 31 x 20 19 x

Note: x

Total x x

data missing 
- - zero 

Source: Iranian M0tBoro.logj.cal 
Department
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Table 5 Temperature figures for the Nahauarid station?

34°12f N » ■? 48°22|l E* (1740 metres a.s.l.)

1961 1962
Nonth Naan Absolute Nean Absolute

Daily Nax Nin Nax Nin Daily Nax Nin Nax Nir

3o -0 , 1 5,3 ”5,6 9 - 1 1 -0 , 2 50 6 ”6,3 8 ” 12

F. -0 , 1 6,4 -6,7 11 ”19 4,3 11 ”2,3 17 -7
N„ 5.5 13 - 2 20 ” 8 8,9 17,1 0,7 23 -4
A« 9,9 17,5 2,4 26 “ 1 10,5 18,9 2 , 2 23 ” 2

No 16,6 27 o 2 6 , 1 30 4 16 25,8 6,3 32 2

3, 20,7 32,5 9 38 6 2 0 , 8 33,1 8 , 6 38 5
3, 25,7 37 14,5 40 12 26 38 14 41 11

A. 24,8 36 13,7 38 9 24,8 36,2 13,5 39 10

So 18,4 30* 6 6 , 2 32 3 21,4 34,5 8,3 37 3
0 . 13.5 24,9 2 , 2 30 1 14,9 25,1 4,7 30 1

Mo 6 , 8 14,5 »0 , 8 21 ” 10 7,5 15,8 ”0 , 8 25 ”9
D. 3,8 10,3 ”2 , 6 14 ”7 3,9 11 ”3,2 15 ” 8

Year 1 2 , 1 21 , 2 3 40 ” 19 13,2 22,7 3,8 41 - 1 2

1963 1964

3, 4,3 10,7 ”2 , 2 14 ”7 ”8,9 ”0,3 ”17,5 8 ”24
F, 5,7 1 2 , 1 -0 , 6 16 -5 3,7 10,4 ”2.9 17 ”7
N, 7,7 14,7 0 , 6 19 -7 9,7 16,2 3,2 23 ” 2
A, 13 20 6 25 1 11,9 18,7 5 25 ”1,5
N, 15 2 2 , 8 7,2 32 3 17,7 27,4 8 32,5 1
0 , 21 ,7 33,6 9,9 38,5 6 22,5 33,6 11.3 35 8
3, 26,9 40,1 13,7 43,5 10 28,2 38,3 18,1 42 11
A. 26,5 38,7 14,3 41 8 24,5 34 14.5 40 9
S, 22 35,1 8,9 38,5 4 2 1 , 6 33,2 10 37,5 5.5
0 , 16,5 27,2 5,9 34 0 22,4 32,3 12;5 36 11
N. 9,7 20,4 - 1 , 1 24 *™5 7,1 14.7 ”0 o 4 20,5 ” 8
D* 1 , 8 8,9 ”5,3 17 -17 ”2 , 1 3.2 ”7,5 14 -11.5
Year 14,2. 23,7 4,8 43,5 ”17 13,2 2 1 , 8 4.5 42 ”24

1966 1967

3. 2.3 9,5 ”4,9 15 -15 X X ”4,7 X ” 19
F. 0.7 9,5 ” 8 15 ” 12 7 17,7 -3,7 19 ” 12
N. 3 12,5 ” 6.5 17 ” 12 X X ” 1.7 X ” 7
A. 7.1 14.4 ~0o2 22 ” 6 X 19 X 21 X
No 13,9 21 ,7 6,1 28 0 X /s X X X
0. 21.1 29,6 12,7 33 10 X X X X X
3. 26.8 32,5 21.2 36 12 27,3 33,5 21 ,2 38 18
A. X X X X X X X 13.1 X 11
S. 19.3 25.1 13.6 34 9 X X 13 X 10
0, X X 7,4 X 4 12,5 17 8 21 5
Mo X 18 x 22 X X X 2 X “ 4
Do X 16 X 20 X X X ” 5.3 X ” 14
Year X X X X X X X X X X

N o t e ; x 
Source;

- mis 
Irani

sing data
an Netserological Department p Mini

! 
>■r~i

I! 
a of Hoad s
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Table 6 Temperature figures for the Gusheh Nahavand stationf 

34°17* N.t 48°14t E, (1G00 metres a.s.lo)

1965 1966
Month Mean Absolute Mean Absolute

Daily Max Min Max Min Daily Max Min Max Min

0 , -■2 . 2 1,7 *”6 , 2 6 “12,5 6 12,3 -0,3 17 - 6
F«. 3.6 9,9 -2.7 17 -10,5 5,6 12 -0 . 8 17 -3.5
M, 8.4 14,9 1,9 21.5 —5 7,2 14 0,4 19,5 -3
A 0 9 14,9 3 24 -3 11,7 19.3 4,2 25,5 —0,5
M. 17.4 26 8 , 8 33 0 17 25,8 8,3 32 1.5
do 21.3 32 o 3 10,4 34,5 7 2 2 , 2 34,1 10.4 37 5
3, 25 o 1 35,7 14,5 39,5 10 25,7 36.5 14.9 40,5 9,5
A. 26.3 36 16,7 39 11 25,5 36,4 14,6 38 11.5s. 2 0 , 1 30,6 9,3 34 3,5 20,5 31.1 1 0 36 6,5
0 . 14.1 21 ,3 7 26 4 14.7 21 .5 7,9 27 5
N. 9o5 15,3 3,7 20 ~1,5 9,3 17.7 1 21 - 6
D, 4 11.5 ”3 o 6 17 -8,5 4,5 11,5 -2 . 6 17 -5,5
Year X X X 19,5 -12,5 X x X 40.5 - 6

1967 1968

3. 0.9 6.9 -5 14 -16 0 . 1 5.9 “5.7 12.5 - 1 2
F, 1 5,7 -3.7 7.5 -11.5 -1.5 3,8 - 6 , 8 15 -14
M. 4.8 11.9 -2,3 17 - 6 7.1 13,8 0 . 6 17.5 -9
A. 1 0 , 6 17,8 3.4 22 —6,5 1 1 . 2 18,1 4,3 25 1
M» 16.9 25,1 8.7 29 2,5 15.5 23 8 , 1 28 4,5
3. 2 0 , 2 31 .1 9,4 37 2.5 20,3 30.4 10.3 36.5 7.5
3. 26 37.2 14,7 40,5 11 25,8 36,9 14.7 39,5 10
A. 26,2 37,4 15 39,5 11 23.0 35.5 1 2 . 2 38 9
S. 20,4 30.9 10 36 6 19,4 30,5 8 , 2 35 6.5
0 , 14 23 5 26 2,5 15,3 25,3 5.3 30.5 3
N. 8,5 14,3 2 , 8 23 -5.5 9.2 15,2 3,2 19.5 0
D. 1 .3 7,2 -4,6 14 -11.5 4,7 9.4 0 14.5 - 6

Year X X X 40,5 -16 X X X 39.5 -14

1969 1970

0 . cnCMi 1.7 -7.6 10 -22.5 1 . 8 8 . 1 -4.5 10 - 1 0
F. -2 . 1 3 -7.2 13 -23.5 5.5 1 2 . 6 3.4 16.5 -5,5
M, 1 0 . 1 15,4 4.8 20 1 5.7 11.7 0.3 23.5 -4
A. 10.3 16,1 4,6 24,5 13.4 2 2 . 2 4.6 28 -0,5
M. 16.3 25.4 7.3 30 5 16.5 26,3 6 , 8 32.5 3
3. 21 . 6 32.5 1 0 . 8 35 8 21 .4 32.4 10.4 38 5.5
3. 25.1 37 13.7 42 9.5 25,6 35.8 15,5 38 12.5
A. 24,9 35.8 14.3 39.5 10 24.8 36,7 12.9 40 9
S. 1 0 , 2 29,4 1 0 . 6 34.5 7 19,4 30.4 0.5 35 6.5
0 . 16,2 24,6 7,9 30.5 3.5 14.4 24.6 4.3 30 1 .5
N. 6,5 13.9 —0 , 8 16.5 — 5 e 5 10.7 19.3 2 , 1 23.5 - 1
D. 4.3 1 2 . 6 -4 16 _7 0 7.1 “7.1 17,5 -18
Year X X X 42 -23,5 X X X X X

Notes x ~ missing data
Source: Iranian Meteorological Department* Ministry of Roads



temperatures, although long hours of bright summer sunshine encourag 

rapid crop growth. Nevertheless, an occasional intense hot spell of 

just a feu days’ duration can cause crop damage, as for example in

August 1973 when the sugar beet crop uas "burnt",
oThe high daily range of temperature, of possibly 20 C, is 

an additional potential constraint for agriculture. For example, 

extreme variations may cause damage to maturing wheat and barley, 

especially at the "milk" stage of ear growth. Similarly, during 

the flowering phase of orchard trees, they may cause serious losses 

in quantity of fruit, especially when night temperatures fall to 

near freezing point in spring.

Finally, mention must be made of the dust "devil", a minor

but common hot weather phenomenon occurring at any time of the day

in fairly calm conditions. It is a vortex or rotating column of air 

sharply delimited, and because of its load of dust easily visable.

It moves with the direction of the wind and may curl upwards to 

several hundred feet in height. It appears to be violent but does 

not do much damage,

2,1o3, WIND

The importance of wind as an erosive force on cultivated 

land in the main valley is minimal, for the mountains act as an 

effective shelter, although in the neighbouring valleys of Malayer 

and Borujerd wind may be a serious hazard for agriculture especially 

in the summer months, and may remove the dry top-soil.
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2.2. GEOLOGY

□lya lies on the border of the Bisitun zone and the Hamadan

zone, which together with the Radiolar.ite and Ophiolite zone make
- 1up the major complex known as the Iranides . The Bisitun zone,

formed of limestone and of cretaceous age, is a remarkable formation

and of great relevance to agricultures It extends in a major belt

from north-west of Kermanshah to south-east of the Nahavand

shahrestan and may reach several thousand feet in thickness * Its

importance lies in its capacity to store considerable amounts of

ground-water* The ability of precipitation to infiltrate limt3stone

is well knowne In Olya, and all along the limestone belt, this

phenomenon is highly developed and the water stored in a complicated

system of caves and underground lakes emerges in numerous springs,

which historically have been of great importance for irrigation

and drinking water (see section 2.3.).

Schroder suggests that the Hamadan zone, formed of dark

shales and sandstones, dark phyllites and chlorite schists of

mesozoic age, underlies the Bisitun limestone, providing an impervious

layero The former zone also reaches up above its 50-1 DO metre

overlay of quarternary alluvial and colluvial material in the valley

at Olya in several places leaving outcrops (known locally as
2

tappeh) to a height of some 50 metres <> The relevance of the 

quarternary material for agriculture is discussed in section 2„4.s 

the outcrops encourage the groundwater in the alluvium to re-appear 

as springs, which are locally important as a source of drinking

It. Schroder, D.W. ’'Interim report to the government of Iran on

the geology of the Karkheh river basin", LAO, Rome (1953)

2„ Ab va Khak and Electroconsulto "Karkheh river basin development

master plan", Tehran and Rome (1971)
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uatery as at Tappeh-e Baba Rostam.

Finally, the occurrence of earthquakes ought to be noted*

Small tremors are felt annually and local people tell of a more 

severe series of quakes some ten years ago which brought about 

temporary localised dislocation to irrigation and agriculture, 

especially lower down the valley from Olya*

Figure 6 The Bisitun karstic zone

©  Sanandaj

Hamadan150 Kms

Ilam

Headwater area of 
Karkheh river
Flain karstic zones 'Andimeshk
Kermanshah

2 Khorramabad
3 Nahavand

IRAQ4*1 Alishtar 
4*2 Ceqalvandi 
5 Shahabad

Source; Ab va Khak •» Electroconsult (1971)
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2.3* lil ATER AVAILABILITY

2*3*1* INTRODUCTION

The area under study is atypical of much of Iran in 

possessing a regular and reliable water supply9 consisting of a 

through-flowing stream, the Ab-e Nahavand, fed by a large spring, 

several small springs, and the Kharchang Rod and Pamasb streams0

There is little quantitative data on water availability and

quality in Olya* The flow of the main spring was not recorded

systematically by the Ministry of Water and Power until 1969 (1348)

and'even this record is far from complete (see Table 7 ) * Furthermore,

an irrigation offtake at the foot of the spring but above the

gauge is not taken into account* The few consultancy reports

which include Olya also contain estimates of spring and river flow

and of ground-water availability, but do not attempt a detailed

analysis. An earlier examination of the irrigation scheme of 
_ ^

Nahavand m  1960 gave only a rough estimate of the total water 

available from both springs and streams and directed its energies 

towards the more important question of how much water was actually 

utilised for agriculture and the potential for both extending and 

intensifying irrigation (see Chapter 4.1.). There are no systematic 

records of the flow of the Kharchang Rud and Pamasb streams or of 

the numerous small springs which occur* The fullest records of 

river flow available have been collected since 1954 at the Gusheh- 

Nahavand station, outside Olya sub-district? but offer only a 

rather confusing picture of monthly variations, and add little to 

our knowledge of total water availability or utilisation upstream 

(see Table 8 )*

1* Rsjali, M.A. ’’The Nahavand irrigation scheme; present and 

proposed", Tehran (i960)
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Table 7 Ftean flaw of the spring 9 Sarab-e Gamas lab , 34°D6I [M, ̂  

48°25t F. (c u m e c s.)

1348 1349 1350 1351^ 1352

F * 4 * 5 2 4 , 9 5 X 5*95

0* 6*21 8 , 5 6 X X

K* 5o29 8*98 X 6o 17

TV 3*6 9 6 C77 X 4 , 0 5

ft* 2*0 4 ,  61 X 2 *8 4

■s* 2 *43 3 , 4 3 4* 91 2*45

FU 4 *05 X 1 *77 3 „ 73 2 , 7 3

A, 4 *38 X 2*43 3 *46 1*85

A 6 3 *5 9 X 4 , 4 9 3 c 55 1*98

D 0 3*33 X 2 , 5 7 X 2*44

B o 2* 95 X X 3 o 4 7 X

Do 3*23 X 2 0 24 X X

T a b le  8 _ Mean f lo w  o f  th e  Ab—e fviahavarid  a t  Gu sh eh Na h a v and ^  

34°15{ Nos 4G°1G1 E, (cumscs.)

1346 1347 1348 1349 1350 1351 1552

Fo 3*25 5*64 X 4 0 32 11.347 X 5,13
Do 1* 1 6*16 X 4,39 11*54? X 0,31
K, 0*84 6,07 X 0*16 1 , 6 4,02 0,38
To 0*26 0,44 X 0 o 08 0 * 8 2,37 0,24
FI* 0o25 0,27 X 0.09 2 * 2 X 0,24
S o 0*31 0*39 X 0.39 0CB1 0,95 0,3
FI* 0*25 0,35 X X 0*49 1,3 0.25
A. 0* 67 3C 87 X X 1,85 5,46 0,53
A* 2 * 8 8 4 c 22 X X 8,3 8,05 2.92
Do 2, 69 4,5 X X 4,52 X 3,95
Bo 2 0 4 6 7e 1 8 X X 4,45 5,5 4,02
F, 4,21 7.2 X X 5.47 17,2? 9.3

Note % 1 . x -= data missing

2o The head of the Department of Irrigation in Nahavand

stressed that the figures should be viewed with reserve* 

Sourceg Department of Irrigation? Kermanshah
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2*3*2. SURFACE WATER

The Ab~e IMahauand river has .its source in a major karstic

limestone spring, known locally as the Sarab-e Gamasiab, or Sang-o

Sorakh, several hundred metres to the south of the main valley at

the foot of a limestone cliff which forms part of the Qarin range

(see Plate 3 )* The few available records (see Table 7 ) and my own
1observations confirm that the maximum flow of the spring occurs

between Qrdibehesht and Khordad (April to dune), boosted by

snowmelt, but slowly decreases to a minimum in late autumn *

From its sourca the river runs northwards in a narrow

valley and enters the area under study (s b b  Figure 14)* East of

the village of Qal*eh-e Qobad two perennial streams, the Kharchang

Rud and the Pamasb Rud, join up with the Ab-e Nahavand, and their

combined flow runs north-westwards. During the summer months the

two tributaries contribute little or no water to the flow of the

main river as water is diverted from their upper reaches for

irrigation, hut in spring their flow may be considerable as their

catchment area for precipitation and snowmelt is large (see Table 9 )«

flany small natural springs in the main valley and in the higher

side valleys of Olya also provide sources of water but little of

it actually flows directly into the main river. The more reliable

of these at, for example, the villages of Raziabad (50 litres/sec)

and Baba Rostam (75 litres/sec) are utilised primarily for drinking
2water but also irrigate small patches of land nearby . Surface 

water flow and runoff in the main valley increase markedly in spring 

as snowmelt and precipitation reach a peak, and the Ab-e Nahavand 

often floods the low lying terraces along its banks* Cultivation 

is thus restricted in this narrow flood plain zono but small dense

1. Generally no more than six cumecs. Eioctroconsu.lt, (1971)

2 e R e j o l . i . , ( 1 9 6 0 )
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Plate 3 Sanq-s Sorakh; the main source of mater of the 
Olya irrigation system.

Plate 4 Ju-e Sha'ban in the village of Sha’ban



plantations of willow and poplar (tabrizi) thrive (see Chapter 4*2,) 

Runoff in general causes little erosive damage to agricultural 

land for the irrigation canals, which follow the valley contours, 

channel most of the excess water downstream*

The Ab~e Nahavand runs along the centre of the study area 

in a series of elongated loops and oxbows, slightly incised in its 

alluvial bed, especially below Fiazaman, but showing little sign 

of rapid erosion either horizontally or vertically * Its volume of 

water varies greatly according to the amount taken off along its 

course for irrigation* At the junction of the main stream and 

Kharchang Rud, Rejali's team took measurements of discharge in 1959 

and 1950* Though these are open to criticism on the grounds of 

their unsystematic collection, they nevertheless give an idea of 

the variations occurring (soe Table 9 )*

Table 9 Volume of discharge of the Ab-n Nahawand and Kharchang R 

Date Total discharge Kharchang Rud
(litres/sec,)

21/11/59 3,000 250

19/7/60 2,600 50

24/7/60 2,600 30

3/8/60 2,600 30

13/B/60 2,600 30

21/8/60 2,575 20

27/8/60 2,550 18

29/8/60 2,500 15

Sources Rejali, 1960

Similarly the data collected at the Gusheh-Nahavand station provide 

a measure of discharge variability (see Table 0 )„
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The large flow of the Ab~e Nahavand in winter and spring 

acts as a severe barrier to communications, normally destroying 

small wooden foot-bridges and closing fording places, such as that 

at Fiazeman. Since 1968, however, when the mountain road to 

Lorestan was improved, a new bridge at Qal’eh-e Qobad has opened 

up more villages to year-round motor traffice Nevertheless, 

irrigation canals still hinder all mechanised transport, including 

tractors and agricultural equipment.

2„3„3 c GROUNDWATER

Very little information exists concerning the groundwater 

resources of the alluvial bed of the river valley of Olya sub

district. One of the few consultancy reports to the Ministry of 

Water and Power which includes Olya concludes that, other than 

natural springs, groundwater holds little potential for irrigation
'Idevelopment and is poorly utilised „ The Electroconsult examination 

of groundwater in 1971 confirmed this opinion but measured the 

depth of the water table near to the village of Fiazeman as 

between two and eight metres (see Figure 14). No systematic 

record of water table depth in wells or pumping tests has yet 

been made.

In a situation of abundant surface water supplies this 

neglect is hardly surprising. However, fieldwork suggests that 

groundwater does have an important role. First, it is a major 

source of drinking water, and is tapped by both qanats and shallow, 

hand-dug w b IIs . The flow is in general small but reliable, and 

wells exist in many village households. Secondly, it is exploited 

by qanats to irrigate land which cannot be reached by the existing 

reticulation network, for example on the higher land above Shafban

1o Sir A. Gibb and Partners, (1950 and 1966)
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and Sahanabad villages, and more importantly for intensifying 

current irrigation. This latter aspect, for many years practised 

in the village of Hoseinabad, where ths only substantial qariat of 

the valley provides much needed water, should become of more 

widespread relevance in the near future as the increasing intensity 

of agricultural development demands more water, especially in a 

"dry" year0 Recharge of the alluvial material is provided by 

percolation of precipitation and of watBr from the limestone aquifer, 

river and irrigation canals.

2 o 3.4. WATER QUALITY

From personal observations and the few tests conducted, for 

example Table 10, it seems that the slightly alkaline quality and 

low saline content of both surface and groundwater do not adversely 

affect their use for agricultural purposes.

Table 10 Surface water quality of the Ab-e Nahavand at 

Gusheh Nahavand

6Ph ECx10 - Discharge (cumecs)

8.5 490 0.376

Note S Date of collection ■» 12th Shahrivar, 1349

Sourcei Ministry of Water and Power, Report No.31 (135D)
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2,40 SOILS

A semi-detailed soil survey of the upper Gamasiah valley, 

up to but excluding the land of Flilab, was carried out by the 

Irrigation Institute of the Ministry of Agriculture in 1959, The 

soils of the study area w b t b found to bo of recent origin, 

comprised of alluvial and colluvial material, and with the 

characteristics of immature brown soils. Although the report did 

not examine the chemical or organic characteristics of the soil in 

detail, physical characteristics were analysed and the soils of the 

study area were found in general to be deep, well-drained and 

suitable for producing a wide range of crops. Salinity was not 

found to be a problem, as my own fieldwork has since made clear, 

but the soil was found to be on the whole slightly alkaline, with 

a pH of 7o4 to 7 e8, Flore recent investigations by two government 

consultancy firms, Abkav and Ab va Khak-Electroconsult, corroborated 

these findings but also emphasized the general nutrient deficiency 

of the soil, especially in respect of phosphorous*.

The 1959 survey classified the soil into the following 

divisions (see Figure 7 ) !- 

Alluvia1 suiIs 

Qd - Qobad

Qdp - Qobad poorly drained 
phase

Za - Zafarabad

Ga - Gamasiab

Colluvial soils

By ™ Beyan deep soils

Bys - Beyan shallow phase

Byss ™ Beyan shallow, stony 
phase

Na - Nahavand

Alluvial fan soils 

Tk ~ Tokeh

Tkp Tokeh brown phase

Floun t a in soils 

Am - Amirabad
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From this it may bo concluded that detailed soil tests now 

need to be made if the use of chemical fertiliser by the farmers 

is to be optimised (see Chapter 5.2.3*)

2.5 * LAND CLASSIFICATION

On the basis of a map drawn by bhe Irrigation Institute 

in 1959 evaluating the suitability of land in the upper Gamasiab 

valley for irrigation and agricultural development, and supported by 

my own fieldwork, I have drawn a map of land classification for the 

study area* The classification of land is based on the examination

of soil and site characteristics which limit the soil

behaviour and its expected evolution as well as the land use 

capability under sustained .irrigation* Economic considerations 

are not taken into account®

The land classification is as follows?— (see Figure 8 )

Class 1 *» Land with very minor or no physical limitations to

agricultural use. The soils are deep, well drained 

alluvials and colluvials, lying on gently sloping sites, 

and are easily cultivated® The land is considered very 

suitable for sustained irrigated agriculture and capable 

of producing good yields of a wide variety of crops under 

present conditions®

Class 2 “ Land with slight hazards and / or limitations of soil 

(mainly heavy texture), salinity, topography or drainage® 

Under present conditions this land is suitable for sustained 

irrigation, and capable of producing good yields from a

slightly narrower range of crops than Class 1 * Some of

the land could be transformed into Class 1 land by means of

low coot improvements such as levelling and drainage.
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2S » Land with a slight problem of gravel or heavy texture*

2ST - Land with a slight problem of gravel and undulating

micro-relief„

2SliJ ~ Land with a slight problem of gravel and moderate 

flooding*

2.STW ~ Land with a slight problem of gravel and undulating 

micro-relief and moderate flooding*

2T - Land with a slight problem of undulating micro-relief,

2TW - Land with slight undulating micro-relief and a

moderate flooding problem*

2U ~ Land with a slight flooding problem*

Glass 3 — Land with moderate hazards and / or limitations of soil 

(light texture) 9 salinity, topography (slope, rapid runoff 

and erosion) 9 or drainage (temporary water-logging and / or 

flooding), for sustained irrigated agriculture* Under 

present conditions this land is considered marginally 

suitable for irrigation and is expected to have a restricted 

crop adaptability and to produce yields lower than the 

Class 2 land* Land improvements (to raise yields and / or 

crop adaptability) are possible (drainage, levelling, 

leaching etc,), but they are expected to be definitely more 

costly than on Class 2 land*

38 - Land with a problem of surface gravel.

31 - Land with a moderate undulating micro-relief problem*

3liJ — Land with a high water table, and moderate flooding

problem*

3ST - Land with a moderate problem of gravel and undulating 

micro-relief*

3SW -» Land with a moderate problem of gravel and a high

water table.and moderate flooding*
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3STW - Land with a moderate problem of gravel and undulating 

micro-relief and with problems of water erosion and 

flooding*

Class 4 - Land with such severe limitations (steepness, rockyness, 

stonyness, severe erosion etc.) that it may be considered 

permanently non~drrigable0

4T - Land with a severe topographic problem*

The villagers of the upper Gamasiab valley, up to about the 

1,700 metre contour, are thus fortunate in cultivating land which 

has few limitations for sustained irrigated agriculture and the 

production of good yields (see Chapter 4)* However, topography 

is a major constraint in that there is a dire shortage of irrigable 

land relative to wateri the irrigated area at a maximum stretches 

to only four kilometres across the valley and cannot be increased 

by any significant amount*
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CHAPTER THREE

THE RELEVANCE OF [AMD REFORM

In the traditional and generally accepted sense of the term,

land reform means the redistribution of property or rights in land

far the benefit of small farmers and agricultural labourers «

Such a "land-to-the-tiller" policy inevitably involves some degree

of compulsion in expropriation and is therefore above all a political

questionP Professor Lambton has fully documented the history of

land reform in Iran and its central role in determining agrarian 
2change 0 In addition, she has suggested that the creation of a 

"self-reliant and independent peasantry", which might rightly be 

deemed to be the main object of land reform, can only be achieved in
3

the long-run if the reform is economically successful o

It is the aim of this chapter to examine the changes in 

land ownership and tenure in Qlya, with particular reference to the 

eleven villages mentioned in Chapter One, since 1952 «» the eve of 

land reform* But it should be emphasized at the outset that this 

thesis is concerned specifically with the relevance of changes since 

1968, the third stage of land reform, and that the earlier period 

described in this chapter is intended primarily as a historical 

backcloth to the whole thesis®

The almost complete absence of source material for Olya has 

made it very difficult to reconstruct the history of land ownership 

and tenure even as late as 1962* Similarly, the exact sequence of

1C Uarriner, D e "Land reform in principle and practice", page xiv

(1969)

2e Lambton, A.K«S* "Landlord and peasant in Persia" (1953) and

"The Persian land reform, 1952-1966" (1969a)

3* Lambton, A tK.Se "Some reflections on the question of rural

development and land reform in Iran" (1963)
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changes brought about by the three stages of land reform in tho 

elBven villages under study is difficult to establishy particularly 

as the Department of Co-operation and Rural Affairs in Nahavand 

city refused to allow its records to be examined • Furthermore9 

no cadastral survey has been made and land registration, in so far 

as it exists, only states in general terms the boundaries of the 

property and not the actual area® The need for clear delimitation 

of land ownership and indeed the value of accurate statistics, has 

not so far heen recognised in rural Iran* Much emphasis was 

therefore put on fieldwork observation and mapping of land ownership 

and changes in the eleven villages® Lengthy questionning of the 

former landlord and crop-sharing classes also enabled reconstruction 

of the recent past® However, it is notoriously difficult to arrive 

at the truth in a Persian village,, Long periods of oppression 

have made the people naturally inclined to conceal the truth. Thus 

gaps and generalisations even within the confined limits of the study 

area are inevitable®

1« Throughout the collection of 

notable reticence on the part of 

Rural Affairs and its provincial 

encountered.

background data for this work a 

the Ministry of Co-operation and 

offices to provide assistance was
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3.1 © LAND OWNERSHIP AMD TENURE IN 1962

The outstanding feature of land ownership in Olya in 1962s 

on the eve of land reform? was its inequality. By far the greatest 

part of the land was in the hands of a small number of proprietors9 

who contracted its cultivation to share-croppers» Before discussing 

relations between these two classes9 it is necessary to describe tho 

composition of the landed proprietors© These can bo divided into 

large landed proprietors and peasant proprietors 9 with various 

intermediary holdings9 the small landowner group being often only 

slightly better off than the share-croppers©

3 © 1 © 1 © THE large; LANDED PROPRIETOR

This landowning class can in turn be divided into several 

groups according to the number of villages owned and its politicalp 

social and economic power© The Zafari family formed the most 

prominent and wealthiest of the landlords (arbab) in the western1 tassKotia uu.'4» *

part of Olya sub-districts owning the total land area of nine 

adjacent villages in the valley « Raziabadp Zafarabadp Baba Rostamp 

Amirabadf Tokohp Fiazemanp Beyan9 Hajiabadj Varaineh «* and also of 

several villages in the mountain foothills to the south ■» including 

Ravand and Taz-o Nab (see Table 11 and Figure 9 ) 0 Their sphere of 

power also spread into Nahavand oityp where they owned both land 

and propertyP and westwards into Sofia and Solgi districtsP where 

reputedly 1P000 hectares was in their hands© The land of the 

Zafari family was divided amongst its member's by inheritances being 

handed down from the very powerful Zafar al-Soltan (see Figure 10)© 

This division was complicated by joint ownership among hairsp known 

as moshaj tenure© For exampleB on the death of Amir Zafar al-Soltan 

the land of Beyan9 Tokeh and several other villages became the
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Table 11 Land ownership in the eleven study villages pre-land 

reform

V/illage Largs landed proprietor Total irrigated area owned
and intermediary class Hectares Soft (plough

land )

Gol-e Zard

Raziabad 
Baba Rostam

F iazeman
-g- Beyan (3 dangs)

Baba Qasem 
Bahanabad

Qal’eh-e Qobad

(Bilab

■2 Beyan (3 dangs)

Haji Dr. Tabibian 15
Ne'matollah Rastegari x
Vaqf 1 * 2

Abedin Khosrav/i 2*5
Others x
Khanum Zafari 80
Amir Hosein Khan Zafari 240
Salar Akram Zolfaqari 60
rAli Ehsan Zafari 180
Oavad Khan Zafari and 100

relations
Salar Akram Zolfaqari 180
’Abdol Amir 'Ali IBir2a 150

Zamanian
Aqa Sharif Gudarzi 55
Rastegari brothers 60
IBasht Qasemi 25
Mohammad Zarrini (and Aqa 20 

Khosravi)
Khan Baba Khan Yahuari 140
(’Ali Reza Khan Abolfathi)
Morad Rezvani 50
Haji Vali IBo'azzami 50

3 
x
0 P 25 
0.5 
x 

16 
40 
10 

28 
20

28
30

8
9
4 
3

28

10

10

Peasant propr l e t o p s  

Kuhani 300 48/50
Sha’ban 200/350

Source; Fieldwork, 19Y3 x - not known
Note; The areas of land held are not all clear, but the essential 

factor is the earlier power, both political and economic, of 
the large landed proprietor class.
The term joft is explained more fully in section 3.4.
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['iqure 10 Family tree of the Safari family

Zafar al-Soltan

Salar Nosrat m< 
Khanum Zafari.

Raziabad 
™ Ravand 
- Taz-e Nab

Amir Hosein 
~ Baba Rostam 
™ Zafarabad 
~ Amirabad

Amir Zafar 
al^Solban

Yahya Other
sisters?

Ali Mohammad Yadollah
Oavad Khan

fAli Fhsan 
- Fiazeman

Son Son Son

Hosein •Ali Khan 
Beyan 
Uaraineh 
Hajiabad 
Tokeh

Afkham

'All Reza Heideh

Kaveh Gudi Other

Source i FieldworkP 1973--74
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joint property of Bavad Khan and his three brothers and two sisters*

The individual shares were not delimited, each of the joint owners

having the right to a specific share of the total proceeds, and

Bavad Khan administered the property on their behalf*

□n the eastern side of Olya, however, the Zolfaqari family

were the main proprietors, rivalling the Zafari*s for political

power and prestige* In addition to Baba Qasem, which is in the

study area, Salar Akram Zolfaqari and three of his sons (Taqi,

Hosein and Bafar) owned nine villages consolidated in one area;

Taqiabad, Ba'farabad, Salarabad, Hoseinabad, Deh Heydar, Gorg Heydar,

Deh Choqa'i, Sefid Khani (in part), and Abolfathabad*

Apart from these two main landlords, a number of other

individuals who owned a single village, or part of a village, are

to be included in the large landed proprietor class* For example,

Bahanabad belonged entirely to 'Abdol *Ali Nirza Zamanian, and

flilab to Khan Baba Khan Yahvari* Finally, a small area of land in
1Gol*~e Zard village was vaqf and has been included here for convenience

because of its closer similarity to the absentee landlord than

the village proprietor*

The attitude to land among landowners varied slightly

according to their class. They invariably looked on the land as

a source of gain; but for the two major landed proprietors this had

rather more a political aspect than for the smaller ones, such as

Haji Dr* Tabibian or I\le*matollah Rastegari of Gol-s Zard (see

section 3*1*2*), for whom the gain was generally more of an economic

nature. It should be mentioned, however, that their answers to
2questions on this subject in 1973 were vagus‘* But it was

y,aq^ is land immobilized for some purpose, often charitable*

In this case the yagf was a personal vacjf (vagf-g Khass), the

revenue of which went to the settlor's descendants*

2* They showed littl(e inclination to give carefully considered answers*
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discovered that even by 1960 leading members of the main landlord 

families had considerable sources of income from investments other 

than in land, ’Ali Ehsan Zafari, for example, had a permanent job 

with the Ministry of Water and Power in Sari, ’Abdol ’Ali Mir2 a 

Zamanian worked in the Ministry of the Interior and both the Zafari 

and Zolfaqari families held considerable property in Nahavand and 

Tehrano Furthermore, their younger generation was being well 

educated, in Tehran and abroad, and encouraged to become less reliant 

on their landed income, It may well be that there wore already 

some forebodings about the possibility of losing their landed 

power* Certainly the landlords must have been aware of a growing 

tide of feeling against them, even if it was rather muted and 

expressed only in terms of dissent with their power over irrigation 

control and water usurpation*

The common characteristic of the large landed proprietors 

was that they were absentees for much of the year, usually in 

Tehran in the case of the two main families* Several of the smaller 

landlords lived locally, for example Khan Baba Khan in Borujerd 

and Haji Dr* Tabibian in Nahavand city. Absenteeism was of course 

inevitable in cases where they owned several widely separated 

villages, but the landlords retained a house in each village for 

their visits, which generally took place at the beginning and end 

of the crop year when accounts had to be settled and the harvest 

divided. There were, however, exceptions to this rulej Khanum 

Zafari was seldom absent from Raziabad for long and relations with 

the villagers tended to be better for this. During their periods 

of absence the landowners delegated responsibility for organising 

their affairs to a representative (namayandeh) from the village 

who was paid by a share of the harvest. In the case of villages 

with several owners, such as Beyan, Gol-e Zard and Qal®eh~e Qobad 

each owner had his own representative, In general this worked
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satisfactorily9 for the representative, as a member of the village, 

was not able to "feather his own nest" at the expense of his fellow - 

often a close relation* In Beyan, however, the representative of 

Haji Uali flo'azzami originated from the neighbouring village of 

Qal'eh Qobad and was more of a bailiffj ha is supposed to have 

practised extortion against the crop-sharing tenants, and as a 

result to have become a petty landowner 'in his home village (see 

section 3,1t2o)«

It must not be imagined that because most of the land was 

held by large landowners that large-scale farming was practised*

This was not the case* It is true that a general control or 

supervision was exercised by the landlord's representative, seed 

sometimes purchased centrally and the irrigation system regulated 

and maintained from one source* But in the main the large estates 

were not large producing units and were run, like the small estates, 

on the basis of the ploughland (joft) or the small-holding* Their 

essential feature was a division of function between ownership and 

production* Although Bavad Khan Zafari and Amir Hosein Zafari had 

by 1960 each purchased a tractor, their use was restricted by lack 

of technical knowledge of their capabilities (see Chapter 5,2.),

There was in fact no question of the management of a large-scale 

enterprise and little reinvestment by the landowners of their large 

incomes £ thus none of the economic advantages of large landownership 

applied* Nevertheless, it is true that the landlords werB at 

least patrons of the villages they owned and as such provided the 

people with a security that comes with tradition and familiarity*

In times of economic hardship or natural calamities they did hold 

the structure of life together by providing credit or a market outlet, 

even if for their own pecuniary gains*
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3,1,2. THE INTERMEDIARY CLASS

Between the large landed proprietor and the peasant 

proprietor who lived on and worked his own land there were certain 

intermediary groups. First, there were a number of small "business- 

men" from Nahavand, such as the Rastegari merchant brothers and 

Haji Dr, Tabibian, a money-lender, who had invested their profits 

in land neighbouring the city? particularly in G o 1- b Zard, Even by 

1962 land was still seen by the townsman as offering greater 

security of investment for his earnings than other fields (and its 

ownership also considerably increased his social prestige). Secondly, 

on a smaller scale? a motive for this kind of ownership of land was 

not an economic one, but the desire to make a garden to which to 

retire from the town in summer. This type of holding was commonly 

found in land adjoining Nahavand city or the village of Gusheh, 

but also tended to be mixed with ownership by peasant proprietors 

near the road in Kuhani. Thirdly, there were several small landlords 

who lived on but did not work the land themselves, such as Mohammad 

"Sardar" Zarrini, who had acquired land as the landlord's representative, 

and Masht Qasemi of Beyan, Finally, thBre was a type of small 

absentee land ownership in the peasant proprietor villages of 

Kuhani and Shaman, It occurred when economic pressure had driven 

the owner or his forebears out, or ambition had induced them to 

migrate to seek economic advancement in the city. In such cases 

the villager seldom cut himself off completely from his roots but, 

like fAli Mohammad sAli Bakhshi who left Sha'ban to work in the 

Abadan oil industry as a young man, retained some land in his original 

village for security and for his retirement.

The intermediary landowner, in so far as he did not work 

the land himself but employed labour, usually on a crop-sharing 

basis, resembled the large landed proprietor. But his social,



political and economic position was vastly different from that of 

the large landed proprietor in that he enjoyed none of the power 

and influence wielded by the latter (see Lambton, A.K.S., page 282, 

1953).

3.1.3. THE PEASANT PROPRIETOR (KHDRDEH MALEK)

Peasant proprietorship was not an important form of land- 

holding in Nahavand district in 1962. Of the eleven villages 

under study only two, Kuhani and Sha{ban, were so owned and from 

the accounts of villagers it would seem that Kuhani in the earlier 

part of the century was owned by a single absentee landlord, Aqa 

Kazem* On his death, however, the land was divided between his 

four sons, who in turn sold their land to the crop^sharing tenants. 

Several former tenants were in possession of considerable areas by 

1962 and formed the most wealthy and prominent section of the village 

In Shafban, it seems that the land had always been split up 

amongst small landholders, although three brothers — Haji Nabi,

Haji Rostam and Haji Mehdi had earlier owned the largest holdings 

(which they leased). By 1962, however, their land had also been 

divided and sold and there were about 2 0 0 small-holders.

Unfortunately there is little information concerning the 

actual size of the holdings of the peasant proprietors. However, 

villagers when questionned in 1973 and 1974 agreed that individual 

holdings were much as today - small in area and fragmented (see 

section 3.4.). In Sha'ban holdings were for the most part worked 

as a family concern. But because the pressure on irrigated (and 

indeed all cultivable) land was high, many were reported as having 

been too small to afford an adequate living unless the income was 

supplemented by some outside source such as carpet-weaving and
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casual labouring, and it was found that many villagers had worked

in Kuwait (see Chapter 5*1» ) 0 Nevertheless in Kuhani there were

several larger peasant proprietor families, such as those of

Mohammad Oafar Matin and Shirzad Zamanian (see Chapter 7, Case 3)

who jointly owned about 60 hectares ( 1 2 joft) of irrigated land

and were relatively men of substance, hiring labourers or leasing

their land on a crop-sharing basis to members of thBir families or

other villagers*

Although it is very difficult to compare the incomes and

standard of living of the peasant proprietor and his crop-sharing

fellow, it was generally remarked in Olya and in the Nahavand bazar

in 1973~74 that Kuhani and Sha'ban were better off in 1962, The

greater security of tenure enjoyed by the peasant proprietor and

the larger measure of independence of character which accompanied
11it undoubtedly made for better cultivation and better social 

conditions, and perhaps helps to account for the greater concentration 

of papulation there*

3 01 * 4 * THE CROP-SHARING AGREEMENT

This chapter has so far described the position of the

landowner, both large and small* The vast majority of the rural

population was, however, composed of a crop-sharing class and a

’’landless” class of labourers, artisans and shopkeepers* It is
2with the former that this section is concerned a They too were

1* As evidence for this claim it was found that Kuhani and Sha’ban
had a greater area of grape gardens and fruit trees than the other 
villages (see Chapter 4*2*); ownership of a garden in addition to 
arable land clearly suggests a more favourable economic position*

2„ The number of share-croppers in 1962 is not known* But it is 
suggested that Table 13 (section 3,3,), which shows the number 
of small-holders in 1966 and 1973, gives a guide, for it would 
seem that the land worked by individuals has changed very little.



strictly speaking landless, but by virtue of a verbal contract, 

recognised both by Islamic law and the Civil Code and regulated by 

local custom, a certain area of land was handed over to them on a 

crop-sharing lease by the landlord and it was on this agreement that 

their relationship was based* Payment to the landlord was 

generally made in kind. Five elements - land, water, seed, draft 

animals and labour — were taken into consideration in fixing the 

shares of the two parties* In theory for each element one share 

was given to the party supplying it, but a variety of practices was 

actually found, influenced by the nature of farming, whether 

irrigated or dry, by the type of irrigation -* river or qanat, and 

by the crop grown* In the case of irrigated wheat and barley, the 

division was nesfi, that is half went to the landowner and half to 

the share-cropper who provided the oxen (gavhand ) and labour* The 

landowner provided the land, water and seed, which was deducted 

before division from the total harvest* The actual division of 

grain (and beans) was made on the threshing floor, but the landlord5 

share of other summer crops and tree crops was normally decided by 

valuation* Straw was usually not included in the division but 

went to the share-cropper for his animals* After the harvest the 

villagers were also permitted to garner the grain and straw from 

the fields for their own use* The following table shows the relativ 

proportions of different crops received by the landowner (L) and 

the share-cropper (s) in seven of the villages under studys



Division of crop between landowner (L) and share- 

cropper (5)

Irrigated Beans Clover Grapes Non-irrigated 
.wheat and 1 C & tree wheat and
barley crops 2 * barley 3*
L S L S L S L S L S

Baba Rostam 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 3

Kuhani 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3

dahanabad 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 3

Sha!ban 1 1 1 2 1 5 1 4

Qai’eh-e Qobad 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 4

Beyan 1 1 1 2 2 1

Baba Qasem 1 1 1 2 1 3

Sourcet Rejali, (i960)

Fieldwork, 1973-74 

Notes 1Q In the case of beans and other summer crops the provision 

of seed was less important than in the case of wheat or 

barley; manure and weeding were more important and 

provided by the share-cropper, who usually received two- 

thirds of the harvest*

2 0 Conflicting v I bws were expressed as to the landlord’s

share of grapes and tree crops. This could be because of 

the more varied relationships involved in their cultivation, 

whether share-cropping, in which case a one-third share 

was generally taken by the landlord, or renting, or by an 

appointed gardener being paid in cash or more often in 

kind c

3* The share-cropper provided the oxen and labour (and also 

often the seed) and the landlord only the land*

Table 12

Village
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In addition to the share of the crop which went to the 

landlord, the share-cropper was subject to certain levies and 

personal services, based on the ploughland (joft)« The most common 

was liability to transport the landlord8s share of the crop from 

the threshing floor to his granary (ambar) in the village or to a 

merchant in Nahavand for sale^ the most onerous was labour service, 

such as assisting in thB annual repair of irrigation canals and 

the construction of roadse

The share-cropper also paid a share of the crop or a due 

to certain village officials for their services as, for example, 

to the head-man (kadkhoda) for his local administrative work, to the 

dashbhan who was responsible for the protection of the village 

fields from thieves, to the miller, bathman, blacksmith, barber, 

carpenter and to the mosque and molla (akhund)„ Many of these dues 

were also found in the peasarrt-proprietor villages of Kuhani and 

Shaman, where in addition payment was made to officials in charge 

of water distribution *

Perhaps the most important consideration for the share- 

cropper was that he had no real security of tenure 0 Some slight 

security was theoretically provided with regard to sown crops, tree 

crops, and if tha share-cropper owned his own house, which were
«  2 * ttrtcollectively known as a r yan „ Ownership of tha a yon could be 

registered0 But the landlord could in fact evict the share-cropper

1o Lambton, A*K,S,, page 295 (1953)

2, The general tendency was for the landowners not to encourage the 

share-croppers to make gardens,. The reason for this was that 

the landowners knew that the possession of gardens was likely 

to make the share-croppers more prosperous, and feared that 

easier circumstances might make them independentc See Lambton, 

AoKFS„, page 302 (1953)
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at will, though to do this ho had to buy the B Tyan, It was not 

possible to ascertain reliably to what extent eviction in fact

occurred in CJlya, but it would seem to have been very unusual, for

tradition was strong0 In the prevailing circumstances both 

landlord and share-cropper had an interest in the status quo, 

although tha latter was occasionally driven by poverty to leave of 

his own accord* In keeping with custom too, although the share

cropper had no right to transmit his holdings by inheritance, the 

landlord would usually make an agreement in the event of his death

with one of his sons, who would continue to cultivate the land in

his place®

In spite of the unfavourable conditions under which the 

bulk of the share-croppers lived, there was little obvious 

resentment or demand for change0 Morale was low and they were 

invariably resigned to their position of subservience* Moreover,

"lack of leadership from the landowner and his agent in the 

technical field was but infrequently compensated by the peasants 

themselves* Until comparatively modern times 0 OPoe******** the 

peasantry were isolated by lack of training and educational 

facilities from knowledge of management and agricultural improvement* 

Similarly, the peasant had access only to limited and expensive
'I

sources of unorganised credit" , (see Chapters 5 and 6 )* Although 

there had been some minor improvements in water distribution, 

several schools built and levies by the landlord had been slightly 

less harsh in the late—fifties, the pressures remained heavy* With 

no say in village affairs and no security of tenure there could be 

no major change in the morale of the villagers which was fundamental 

to a reform of rural conditions*

1c Mclachlan, K„S» "Land reform in Iran", page 6D6 (1968)
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3.105, THE "LANDLESS” CLASS (KHDSHNJSHIN)

Under this heading are included the inhabitants of the 

village who were neither landowners nor share-croppers. Their exact 

'number in 1962 is not known, but village officials estimated that 

roughly half the working men were "landless"* By occupation the 

majority were agricultural labourers (barzegar), working often for 

the share-croppers* They were differentiated from the share-croppers 

by the fact that they had no contract with the landowners and 

provided, of the five traditional elements of production, only 

labour* They were paid in cash or kind, sometimes on a daily basis, 

more often as a percentage of the crop. In Beyan and Baba Rostarn 

the "landless" labourers could find work on behalf of the landlords 

on land which they had exempted from the general distribution 

among the share-croppers, with tractor for ploughing, seed and 

implements provided by ths owner, in return for a specified and 

inevitably minor share of the crop* Some of the "landless", especially 

in Kuhani and Sha'ban, were shopkeepers , artisans or minor village 

officials such as the shepherd or bath-keeper, and they also often 

engaged in agricultural work at harvest time* In addition, it would 

seem that the khoshneshin figured largely in seasonal migration for 

employment outside the village, especially to Kuwait (see Chapter 

5„1 *) *

1„ Shopkeepers were generally the richest and most secure section 

of the "landless" class, engaging in money-lending and wholesale 

trade in addition to their normal shop sales of fruit, vegetables 

and household goods*
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3c20 THE LAND REFORM LAliJS

During the sixties a series of laws was passed in Iran

which brought about extensive changes in the ownership of land

and the relationship of landlord and share-croppere

The main provisions of the Land Reform Law of January 9th?

1962 s which came to be known as the first stagey wares (l) limitation

of land holdings to a maximum of one village} whether held as one
- 2village or as parts of several villages totalling six dangs 9 

any surplus to be sold to the government \ (2 ) fixing of compensation

to be given tp the landowners on the basis of the taxes they had

paid? (3) allocation of the land bought by the government to the 

share-croppers actually working it without upsetting the field 

layout of the village (nasaq)9 so that normally the share-croppers 

would continue to cultivate the land which they held when the 

transfer was madef payment to be made in ten (later increased to 

fifteen) annual instalments? (4) making membership of a co-operative 

society a condition for the receipt of land. Orchards, tea 

plantations and woodland (provided the 1arseh and the a * yan both 

belonged to the landowner) and land worked by mechanized means at 

the date of the passing of the law (provided the labourer was paid 

a wags in cash or kind and as long as it was so worked) wore exempted 

from the provisions of the laue Land which had been held on a 

leasehold tenure on 5th December 1959 was not to be subject to sale 

to thB government until the lease expired} provided that not more 

than five years of the lease was still to runc In the case of land 

constituted into a private or personal vaqf before 5th December 1959?

1c Technically} this bill was merely an emendation of the law of

17th Hay 1960} but in fact it was a new law (see Lambtony A.K.S.? 

pages 56-63)

2c Every village in Iron consists of six damp.
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each of the beneficiaries was allowed to draw revenue from up to 

the maximum holding permitted by the law, that is one village.

On 17th January, 1963* five Additional Articles were 

issued laying down the procedure to be adopted in those villages 

that were not subject to purchase by the government under the 1962 

law. The landowners were given the choice of (1) renting the land 

to the occupying share-croppers for a cash rent based on the average 

annual income of the three preceding years* (2 ) selling the land 

to the occupying share-croppers, or (3) dividing the land between 

themselves and the share-croppers in the same proportion as the 

crop was divided under the crop-sharing agreement, the share-croppers 

to pay two-fifths of the price of the land reckoned at the highest 

rate for the region in ten equal annual instalmentst. Mechanized land 

within the confines of a village, provided it did not exceed 500 

hectares,was exempted from the articles. Note 6 to Article 1 laid 

down that landowners could only retain up to 30 hectares of rice- 

growing land. Article 2 stated that charitable oucjjrf were to be 

let to the occupying share-croppers for a cash rent for 99 yoars, 

the rent to be reviewed every five years. Article 4 extended the 

period for the repayment of compensation to the landowners from ten 

to fifteen years. The Additional Articles, together with their 

regulations, became known as the second stage of the land reform.

The regulations were not issued until July 25th, 1964, They 

departed somewhat from the original conception of the Additional 

Articles and gavb landowners five choices for the settlement of 

their land. The two new methods laid down were? (1) the formation 

of an agricultural unit with the agreement of the majority of 

share-croppers and landowners, to be run by a managing committee 

of throe persons, one chosen by the share-croppers, one by the 

landowner or landowners, and one chosen by mutual agreement, of the 

two parties (Article 17), and (2) the purchase of the share-cropporp *
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rights by the landowner (Article 45)«

As in 19G2 membership of a co-operative society was again

a condition of receipt of land0 Similarly, land had also to be 

registered, and the share-cropper was not given tha title deeds 

to the land until he had fully paid up his instalments for it to

either the landowner or thB government, and thus he was not able

to sell his holding immediately (see section 3B4„)o

A third stage of land reform was passed by the government 

in 1968-696 The first step was for the establishment, of agricultural 

corporations (sherkat-e zera*!), or joint stock agricultural 

companies , comprising two or more villagese Their aim was to 

deal with the question of uneconomic holdings and the excessive 

fragmentation of farms, to increase output by mechanization, to 

facilitate irrigation and to put manpower to more economic use„

They were to be run under the control of the government, which was 

to invest considerable sums of money in them* By end-September 

1974 the Ministry of Co-operation and Rural Affairs reported that 

there were 65 corporations in existence in Iran* The second step 

under the third stage was for the abolition of tenancies except 

in charitable ouqaf and the sale of the land to the occupying 

cultivators, who were again required to join the local co-operative 

societyc
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3.3c THE CHANGES BROUGHT ABOUT BY LAND REFORM IN OLYA

The first stags of land reform had very limited direct 

impact on land ownership and tenure in Olya as a whole and in the 

eleven villages under study in particular. The only large landed 

proprietor substantially affected was Salar Akram Zolfaqari, Of 

the ten villages under his control nine were sold to the government 

and only Baba Qasem retained as his "chosen" village. Thus his 

political and economic power was considerably eroded. But he did 

manage to use his influence to some degree with the land reform 

department and retain small areas in Taqiabad (2 ,joft) and 

Da'farabad which he claimed were already "mechanised" - that is, 

they had been ploughed by tractor at least once and were being 

worked by fixed paid labour, albeit payment was still in the form 

of a share of the crop.

The Zafari family was affected far less, Khanum Zafari 

was forced to transfer several villages, including Ravand and Taz-e 

Nab, to the cultivators working the land, but retained Raziabad?

Amir Hosein Khan lost Amirabad but kept Fiazeman, Likewise, Khan 

Baba Khan Yahvari sold the land he held in Sefid Khani and Nesar to 

the government and ?Abdol fAli Flirza Zamanian lost Kalindar-e Sofia 

and Kalindar-e Olya, but the former retained all of Klilab and the 

latter Oahanabad,

Indirectly, nevertheless, the results were considerable<.

That even limited changes had actually taken place in tenurial 

conditions and the element of subservience in landlord-cultivator 

relations destroyed in a few villages induced widespread excitement 

and not surprisingly gave rise to aspirations for changes in villages 

not affected by the land reform* Several of the more influential 

share-croppers attended the first national congress of peasants in 

Tehran on 8 th January, 1963, and returned full of enthusiasm for it
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1and for the "White Revolution" „ Those villagers mho received land

exhibited a new confidence in their independent status and looked

on the co-operative societies as their future source of hops* People

fait they could stand up at last against those who had formerly

extorted from them* and that they were no longer faced with only

the alternative of submission or flight„

Finally9 the landlord class realised for the first time that

its landed power was really, at stake,, The reform provoked anticipatory

moves by Javad Khan and Amir Hosein Zafari who each bought a tractor

and "mechanized" especially their larger holdings of land in Sofia

sub-district but also a little of their land in Beyari and Baba Rostarru

The second stage was of much greater relevance to tho study

area and indeed to the whole of Dlya® It was largely put into

practice in the summer of 1965 and 1966s although in several cases

where there was disagreement settlement was not completed until 1969„

The course that was chosen with few exceptions was the third form of

settlements and land was divided in the same proportion as the wheat

crop was shared under the existing crop-sharing agreements Thuss

half the irrigated land of the village was left in the hands of the
2landlords and half was divided amongst the nasaq holders (see Table 

13 and Figure 9 )e Daimi land rights were also variously delimitedc

1. Lambton? A 0K0Se Unpublished fieldnotes*

It was at the national congress that the Shah announced the six- 

point reform programme (later extended to twelve points) 9 approved 

in a national referendum on Sanuary 26th 1963f which he later 

referred to as the beginning of the "White Revolution" and which 

has since become known as the "Revolution of the Shah and people"*

2 0 Villagers holding the rights f agreed with the landlord,, to 

cultivate a ploughland9 or part of a ploughland„



Village Small-holders Foriner landlords
Number
small-

19661

of
holding

Total 
s irrigated 

area

Former land
lords still 
holding land

T otal
irrigated
area

1 9732 Ha 0 Ooft 197 3 2 Ha c Ooft

Go.l™e Zard 36 42 X X Haji Dr a Tabibian 
Rastegari brothers 
Abedin Khosravi

7
X
1 , 2

1,5
X
0 ,2 !

Raziabad 23 25 40 8 Khanum Zafari 40 8

Kuhani 176 1 60 300 50 - -

Dahanabad 64 119 75 
( 1 0 0  in

20
1974)

'Abdol Amir ’ Ali 75 
Nirza Zamanian (50 in

10
1974)

Baba Rostam 63 72 1 2 0 20 Amir Hosein Khan 
Zafari

12 0 20

F iazeman 47 47 90 14 ’Ali Ehsan Zafari 90 14

Sha'ban 225 204 2 0 0 X - - -

Qal’eh-e Qobad 98 82 80 12 Aqa Sharif Gudarzi) x 
Rastegari brothers) 
Fiasht Qasemi )

12

Beyan 1 2 0 115 1 1 0 20 Oavad Khan Zafari 50 
Horad Rezvani 25 
Haji Vali no’azzami25

10
5
5

Baba Qasem 87 106 90 14 Zolfaqari brothers 90 14

Flilab 58 55 140 22 Khan Baba Khan . 10 2

Source % 1 «> Department of Co-operation and Rural Affairs? Nahavand,

2 e F ielduork census , 1973 .

Note; All figures must be accepted with some reserve.

x -= not known zero



Table 14 The price of land paid by eight; of the sampled farmers 

at land reform

Village Farmer Area of irrigated Price
land (rials)

Mb * Doft

Gol-e Zard Hosein Zamanian 1 .5 3A 5,666

Kuhani Hosein Faria'd Ras 1.5 14 6 , 0 0 0

Ahmad Qaponvari 8 . 0 2 30,000

Baba Rostam Flohammad Aqa Zafari G * 0 1 24,000

Beyan Nur Khoda Fasihi 1 ,5 i 6,700

Darvish Florad Zarrin.i1. 8 i 8,500

Baba Qasem •Ali Florad Zolfaqari 3.5 14,000

FI i lab Bakhzad Abolfathi 3.0 i,2 1 0 , 0 0 0

Scujrco; Fieldwork, 1973-74

Notes It was not possible to check the accuracy of these figures, 

but given that they were collected separately from the 

eight farmers and show a good degree of consistency there 

is reason to believe that they may be accepted as reasonably 

accurate,,
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Land with trees and grapes was generally not divided? the land

remained in the ownership of the landlord who continued tD lease

it to the smallholders on a two-third crop share agreement in their

favourQ Of great importance was Article 33 of the law which ensured

that the rights to a fair share in the rotation of the water of the

Ab-e Nahavand river and the use of the irrigation canals, traditionally

under the control of the landowner, were transferred with the land to

the new owners (see Chapter 4Ji,)o The share-croppers divided land

amongst themselves on the same basis and in the same proportion as

their holdings under the former division of the land into ploughlands

(see section 3*4* )t Houses occupied by the share-croppers were also

left in their possession0

In the case of the village of Baba Qasem the landlord had

first proposed to lease the land to the cultivators, but the rent

had been high and finally, following discussions with tine land reform

officials, division was agreed upon as a compromises Settlement by

division was favoured by the share-croppers because they wanted to

be "free" and therefore able to cultivate the land transferred to

them without interference,, Thus, half went to the share-croppers

who with their families numbered about 1 , 0 0 0  persons, and half to the 
- ~ 1three sons of Salar Akram „ In the village of Beyan, which was held 

by davad Khan Zafari and his relations on a joint tenure, division 

was chosen„ Division was also agreed upon in Raziabad, Gol—e Zard,

Baba Rostam, dahanabad, Fia2 eman and Qal’eh-e Qobad in the area under 

study, and .in Horadabad, Dar-e Ebrahim, Tokeh, Sorkh Kandi, Deh 

Choqa'i and (Vtesar in the main valley0

Several exceptions to the choice of division of land may be 

rioted, howevero In Flilab and Varaineh, for example, tenancy

1 „ Professor Lambton .in her fieldnotes stresses the harshness of 

the landlords' rule in Nahavand prior to refornu
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agreements were roachGd for the whole village area, though the

landlords in each case retained small areas of fruit and poplar

trees,, But subsequently (after the third stage of land reform) the

land was sold to the occupying tenants* In the case of the two

peasant proprietor villages of Kuhani and Sha'ban it was not easy

to elucidate the facts, but it seemed that a mixture-) of the first

three procedures of reform was chosen * Settlement was more between

individuals than village groups of share-croppers and took rather

longere In the case of Mohammad dafar Matin, Shirzad Zamanian and

Taqi Matin, three of the larger peasant proprietors of Kuhani,

division was chosen« There wars no cases in Olya of choices four

and five being adopted*

Although the original clear-cut spirit and intentions of

the 1962 land reform law were rather weakened by the second stage

and those villagers who were able to settle under the first stage

WBre rather envied, the people welcomed the 5Qs50 division of land

with enthusiasm* Their independence from the landlord and security

of tenure were of profound importance * The smallholder for ths

first time began to feel that his voice counted for something and

to take a greater interest in his land and his village * He was also

drawn into wider social contacts than ever before, since he now had

to deal directly with the various governmental departments, banks

and agencies such as the sugar beet factory whereas formerly the
1landlord had undertaken these matters „ Possession of land boosted 

his morale and aspirations* Similarly there was the opportunity 

to market excess produce in Nahavand city, where demand was growing, 

and the encouragement of an increased availability of irrigation 

water (see Chapter z^l*)* Thus, the new smallholder began to work 

harder, reduce the fallowed aroas intensify production and experiment

1a MeLachian, K*S„ "Land reform in Iran", page 712 (1968)
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with new crops (see Chapter A 626)9 chemical fertiliser and 

pesticides (see Chapter 5o2fl)0 It is true that suspicion of 

the government’s intentions and fear of the landlords continued 

to exist after reformf but confidence grew rapidly and by 1973 

there was clear evidence that the former share-croppers as a 

group had "found their feet" and were prospering<>

From the foregoing it will have been noticed that the 

second stage of land reform was not weighted too heavily against 

the small group of large landed proprietors under study* Their 

dominant political and social' influence was considerably reduced 

but economically they retained large areas of fertile land with 

water supplies (see Table 13)„ Although the law itself did not 

permit them to choose the location of their lands. in practice they 

did and were thus able to retain the best areas in terms of soil 

and irrigatione In addition they retained land already mechanised 

which amounted to some fifty hectares in Beyan* The land reform 

officials also encouraged them to consolidate their holdings as 

more practical for future mechanised farming; their blocks of land 

stand out clearly on Figure 9 * It may have been thought by 

government planners that land reform would have stimulated the 

large landed proprietors to take a more active interest in the land 

remaining in their possession and make up their losses by more 

efficient farming* But fieldwork found them to be still largely 

absentee and unwilling to farm the land themselves (see Case 0 in 

Chapter 7)<> As has been already mentioned f they had other jobs 

outside agriculture and were technically unqualified* They showed 

an overall disinterest and disdain in re-directing sufficient 

capital to their land# either in machinery or field improvements? 

to make it economically efficient9 yet not surprisingly welcomed 

the considerable revenue it still produced with open arms*
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The basis of their individual farm management, such as it

was, still rested in large part on their representatives, each paid

by a share of the crop, and reflected closely pre-land reform days0

For example, Shirzad Zamanian, the representative of fAbdol Amir

’Ali Flirza Zamanian of Bahanabad, received about 10‘/6 of the total

harvest (see Case 3 in Chapter 7 ) 0 Two main cash crops were grown

- wheat and beans« Wheat cultivation was partially mechanised by

the landlords; ploughing was done by their own tractor or a hired

one; the seed was sown and the growing wheat irrigated by hired

labourers (kargar) who were paid in cash or usually kind at harvest

time; and the harvesting was carried out on contract by a hired

combine for an agreed percentage of the grain - usually 1 2/£ff

Unirrigated wheat and irrigated barley were also worked in the same

mannerc Only three landlords, davad Khan, Amir Hosein Khan and

’Ali Fhsan Zafari, owned tractors and the latter had a share in a

combine harvester with several villagers from Fiazeman (see Chapter

5*2*)c Beans, on the other hand, were generally worked by the

villagers, both those owning land and the ".landless'1 class, on a

form of share-cropping agreementt This resembled the pre-reform

agreement with the khoshneshin who provided only the labour; the

landlord ploughed the land and provided all the imputs at his own
1expense and took two-thirds of the crop e Sugar beet, sunflowers, 

and chick-peas were also cultivated on this same arrangement in 

Fiazeman and Baba Rostam* The small areas of fruit trees owned 

by tho landlords in Nilab and Jahanabad, and retained in full under 

the land reform, continued to be cared for by appointed gardeners 

who received a share of the produce as payment* davad Khan, who 

planted a four hectare orchard in 1974 in Tokeh, was also managing

1* It should be noted that most of tho smail-holdors who took on 

labour usually did so on this same basis (see Chapter 7)«
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it on this basis * Finally, land planted with grapes or poplars 

(tabrizl) under the land reform was left in ths ownership of the 

landlord? cultivation, however, remained in the hands of the former 

share-croppers who received usually two-thirds of the produce„ Even 

the few animals, mainly cows, ownad by the landlords were let out 

to villagers on a reciprocal arrangement « on the agreement that 

dairy produce would be made available to the landlord when present 

in the village and all progeny would be his*. Of tho landlords who 

had retained considerable areas of land under division, only 1 Abdol 

Zamanian of Oahanabad had sold land to the villagers subsequently»

As may be seen from Table 13, he had sold about 25 hectares of 

irrigated land by 1974 and a considerable area of deimi land along 

thB road«*side for houses to the villagers of Oahanabad and Kalindar-e 

Olya following the flood which destroyed much property in both 

villages in 1971 „

In addition, several landlords leased land to the villagers 

on an annual basis for a cash rento Khanum Zafari of Raziabad, for 

example, leased about 20 hectares of her 40 hectares total in 1973 

and charged 1 0 , 0 0 0  rials or 1 1 , 0 0 0  rials per hectare depending on the 

location of land as rent* Although no long term security was offered 

and the rent was not low, the farmer was free to choose his crop, 

generally an intensive one of vegetables or pulses, and the land was 

much in demand both by local villagers and outsiders from even as 

far away as Borjak, some 10 kilometres distance in the mountains, 

where irrigated land was shorte

Finally, mention must be made of the "landless ' 1 class, who 

were rarely included in the categories of persons to whom land 

might be transferred * Urban onlookers, such as Dill, have tended
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1to stress the dissatxsfaction of tha "landless'' with reform e He

has suggested that "the resulting situation has seen tha wealthier

peasants become wealthier and the poorer peasants, poorer" 6 This

may have been the case in the first few years of reform in Olya*

Professor Lambton, on the other hand, has suggested some early
2discontent amongst those who did not qualify for land , but added 

that she found, for example, in Shamsabad village near Dezful in 

1966 that "there were a good many khwushnishinha 0«.»*<=, many of 

whom worked in the gardens c«* * * (whose conditions, it was alleged)
3

had improved in recent years because wages had risen" * Bill has 

further suggested that by 1970 tensions ware building up between the 

small-holder and "landless" classes and that the latter who had not 

benefitted from reform were becoming increasingly restless^® However, 

fieldwork in Olya revealed a situation very different from his 

dramatic picture but mirroring Professor Lambton's views0 Agricultural 

wages had risen (see Chapter 5 030 ) and the number of opportunities 

.locally for more remunerative employment, especially in the service 

sector, had increased., Large numbers of "landless" males had also 

left their village for work elsewhere, particularly in Tehran but also 

in other cities and often in the Persian Gulf region, on a semi

permanent basis (see Chapter 5010)<, Thus, the economy of the 

"landless" class was prospering and there was little sign of 

dissatisfaction®

1 * Bill, "The politics of Iran", page 14-15 (1972)

20 See also Miller, U.G. "Hosseinabadi a Persian village", page 

594 (1964)

3® Lambton, A„K»S,r pages 249-250 (1969a)

4t Bill, DoA.y pages 15 and 146 (1972)
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1The first step of the third stage of land reform , which

was for the establishment of farm corporations«. was not felt in

Nahavand district until spring 1973 when the Aran farm corporation
2was established in seven villages on the western side of Khezel sub- 

districts It was run by a government-appointed manager and began 

to receive considerable government-directed investment in the form 

of machinery, roads, buildings and land improvements„ Those 

villagers holding land in the farm corporation exchanged their land 

for a share in the corporation, for which they received a proportionate 

share of the annual profits« The villagers had no direct 

responsibility for the cultivation of the land but ware, when needed, 

employed by the corporation as agricultural labourers. The 

declared aim is to eventually hand over the corporation to its members. 

However, as Professor Lambton has emphasized, it seems doubtful 

that it will meanwhile be possible to maintain the interest and
3

confidence of the farmers" 0

Olya sub-district lies some 60 kilometres from the Aran 

farm corporation and at first very little response was shown by 

the villagers for the principles behind and organisation of the 

corporation were understood by very few people. In the autumn of

1973, however, the Nahavand farm production co-operative (sherkat-e
„  . 4 —ta * av on i-e tow1id) was established in the neighbouring Sofia sub

district at Barzul and included several other villages. This was

1c The second step, which concerned the abolition of tenancies,

affected only small numbers of villagers in Kuhani and Sha’ban®

2, Do flb, Deh Kohneh, Deh Lor, Aran, Dsh Now, Sarab flaharan and 

Qarah Bsnas0 

3e Lambton, A.K.S,, page 358 (1969a)

4* The farm Production Co-operative Law was approved by the 

government on 28th February, 1971®
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also government-imposed and resembled the farm corporation in its 

aims of abolishing the fragmentation of holdings and introducing 

centralised large-scale mechanization? but land ownership remained 

with the villagers, although they had to agree to pool their land 

under collective management„ At the same time a rumour spread in 

Olya that Shafban, the largest village by population, was to he dev

eloped as a rural township (shahrak-s rusta8!), or rural development 
1centre , and in due course would become the centre for another 

farm corporation.. In both the villages comprising the Aran farm 

corporation and the Nahavand farm production co-operative, where 

good land and adequate water wore available, there was strong 

hostility to those projects<. To the villagers in the area under 

study, where land and water provide for a still higher yield, they 

appeared a complete'reversal of the original reform which had 

stimulated production because it had given the farmers security of 

tenure and independent ownership* The villagers found it hard to 

believe that the land which some had only recently received could 

now be taken away from them* Although for the "landless" class 

and poorer small-holders this further development represented no 

direct threat, the more astute have since recognised that large- . 

scale farming requires less labourers and that their future is 

equally in doubt*

Signs of a weakening of government support for tho small

holders and land reform as originally conceived may, however, be 

found in the last few years of the sixties, most notably in the 

failing momentum of the development of the co-operative movement 

at the village level, and are reflected in the study area (see 

Chapter 6*1*) * In tho face of growing support for private

1e This was officially announced in summer 1974 when construction 

of a small hospital commenced there.

2 0 Lambton, AJ<*S«, pages 345-6 (1969a)
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investment in agriculture and highly capitalised and mechanised 

corporate farming as the best means to increase production, the 

government turned away from its support of village co-operatives®

It was argued that the village smallholders as a body had neither 

the capital nor the experience to increase production * Thus the 

co-operatives, both in Olya and nationally, soon found themselves 

starved of the credit they needed, marketing assistance and 

agricultural supplies4

Similarly, since the incorporation of tha Central Organisation 

for Rural Co-operation into the newly established Ministy of Co

operation and Rural Affairs in 1967, government officials have 

increasingly taken away tha independence of the village co-operatives 

on the pretext of tho need for "direction" and "leadership"® Most 

recently the number of co-operative societies, of which there was 

originally one in each of thB eleven villages under study, has 

been reduced to four (see Chapter 601o)0 Conversation with the 

small-holdars during fieldwork made it clear that the societies, 

which initially, despite their weaknesses, were regarded with a 

certain pride, no longer command any loyalty from their members and 

have largely ceased to be effective instruments of agricultural 

developmente Rather they are looked on warily as yet another 

instrument of government and the officials who run them with distrust® 

The loss of confidence in the co-operative society and the 

fear of being deprived of their land and being forced into a farm 

corporation has created an atmosphere of uncertainty in the minds 

of both the small-holders and the landlord class as to the security 

of their title to the land® In the summer of 1974 this was being 

expressed in doubts concerning the wisdom of long-term investment 

to improve their holdings and extend their operations, both of which 

have been notable features of recent years, as the following
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chapters will show* At this stage* just over a decade since land

reform officially began* there would seam to be a strong case in

the study area for delaying any measures which will further destroy

the confidence* independence and investment of the farmers.

Moreover* tha farm corporation and the farm production co-operative

have not so far proved themselves capable of producing significant

volumes of crops any more cheaply or efficiently then the farmers

and* indeed* current research suggests that the new units are
1wasteful and inefficient .

Figure 11 Location of collective farms in Nahavand

1,5 3. kms
A

oAran

sliahrâ
.... ^

y ^Jahavand
° cdtpLYAi

/  Barzul s 5v
^ '^ h a 'b a lV  
L

Aran « centre of farm corporation
Barzul ~ centre of Nahavand farm 

production co-operative
O - proposed rural township

Sources Fieldwork

1 o McLachlan, K.S. 11 Iran” * E.I.U., No® 2* page 12 (1974)
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3 - 4 * rftRH S H E  AND FRAGMENTATION

The land area of the eleven villages under study was from
-i

early times divided into ploughlands (joft) , which meant the amount
2of land a yoke of oxen could cultivate * The equality of shares 

was not strictly quantitative, but also took into account quality*

Tho size and shape of the ploughland therefore varied, due to 

differences in for example soil type and irrigation supply, the 

common factor being that the holdings were such as could ba worked 

by one plough or a yoke of oxen* Tho ploughland was expected to 

provide for the needs of a family group and, under the crop-sharing 

agreement with the landlord, was regarded as belonging to the head 

of the family * Allotment of the jojPt by the landlord varied 

somewhat depending on the means of production at the disposal of 

the cultivator, his farming skill and often on his relation with 

the landlord or his representative * Some share-croppers worked 

only half a ploughland or even less, whereas other more prosperous 

villagers held two or more* Tho ploughland consisted of several 

strips in different parts of the village, which in turn was divided 

into a number of parts by type of crop cultivated or fallow area*

In this way each crop area was made up of numerous separate plots

of which an individual cultivator might own one or more* Only 

narrow balks Dr irrigation channels separated the plots of land 

and the village thus took on an open-field appearance* In general 

a communal rotation was practised and united the village, though 

it did allow for sorno slight variations (see Chapter 4*20)c

Although the economic interests of the large landed

proprietors in theory would bast have been served by consolidation,

1 * Division in the village of flilab was also referred to by 

sha’ir of which there were 96*

20 Lambton, A*K*Ss, pegs A (1953)
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the traditional arrangement of tha village was largely preserved®

Professor Lambton suggests that this was mainly because it was more

convenient for the landlords to keep the allotment of dues and

services proportionate to shares and holdings, and furthermore that

this obligation would not be affected by the subdivision of a holding 
1among co-heirs ® In some parts of Iran the landlord used to 

periodically redistribute the holdings in order to prevent the tenant 

from getting a vested interest in his holding® Although redistribution 

was uncommon in Olya, permanency of tenure was not assured, and the 

share-cropper had no means of re-dress if the landlord revoked his 

crop-sharing agreement®

Land reform in 1962 and 1964 was not concerned with changing 

the field layout of the village land, for it was feared that this 

would result in an initial fall in production which would leave the 

government open to criticism from those opposed to reform® It did 

not attempt to consolidate holdings consisting of several parcels of 

land because the difference in quality of land was generally accepted 

as good reason for fragmented holdings and to have forced consolidation 

on a reluctant rural population would have destroyed their confidence 

which it was the aim of reform to build up® Nor did it attempt to 

remedy the small size of many holdings, except in so far as it forbade 

their further break-up, since this problem was bound up with the more 

complex question of other sources of employment and training for 

those displaced® Further, since at that time there was no shortage 

of labour in the towns, there was little immediate advantage in 

consolidating holdings in order to economise on effort® Nevertheless, 

some changes in the layout of the village land did taka place under 

the second stage of reform® In the villages where division was 

chosen as the form of settlement, the share of the large landlord

Lambton, A,KsS., page 6 (1956)
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class.and the share of the small-holders respectively were consolidated 

(sea Figure 9 )c However, the shares of the latter within their 

portion remained the same* The planners behind land reform argued 

that in due course the economic advantages of land consolidation, for 

the use of machinery and improved efficiency of irrigation and so on, 

would become apparent and the demand for it among the small-holders 

would spread*

During fieldwork in 1973, therefore, an examination was made 

of whether the "apparent" advantages of land consolidation had in 

fact been recognised or acted upon by the village small-holders over 

the decade since land reform commenced* Data was collected by- 

questionnaire survey for a 5% random sample of 51 small-holders in 

the eleven villages (see Appendix 1)„ But emphasis was also put 

on mapping the location of parcels of individual owners as being 

more accurate in the absence of a cadastral survey, even if time™ 

consuming* Little research work has been done on farm size and 

fragmentation in Western Iran and it is hoped that this section may 

go some way to rectifying this deficiency, and also help to clarify 

the problems the small-holder in Olya is currently facing in managing 

his farm as a unit and in increasing both his productivity and 

standard of living* Finally, it is hoped that this data may provide 

a guide for the future consolidation of holdings*

Fieldwork suggested that many of the conceptions underlying 

the division of the land were losing their validity. For example, 

although the term joft was still used as a measure for alioting 

the payment of village officials and for the administration of 

irrigation water, measurements by hectare or one-tenth of a hectare, 

known locally as the Jnrib, were in use among the more progressive 

villagers of Kuhani and Sha'ban, and elsewhere, with the introduction 

of ploughing by tractor, changes in field layout at land reform and
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recent land transactions, tha significance of the joft has been 

lessened*

The survey revealed a great range in the size of the farm 

as a whole, in the size of individual parcels of land and in the 

degree of fragmentation of holdings* Considerable village to 

village differences were also found* The total area of land owned 

by the 51 farmers was 148 hectares, averaging 2*9 hectares per farm* 

These figures are exclusive of unirrigated land * The largest farm 

had 15*35 hectares and the smallest 0*15 hectares* 84?o of the farms 

had four hectares of land or less, 2Z% one hectare or less and only 

4% (or two farmers) had over ten hectares ( see Table 15)* Thus the 

general smallness of holding is a major problem for increasing 

production and income from the land*

Table 15 Variations in size of the sampled farms

Size (ha .) No* of farms {%) Total area 
(ha*)

Average area/farm 
(ha*)

0 - 1 12 23*5 8*13 0 * 6 8

1 .1 - 2 12 23 o 5 19*23 1 *62

2*1-3 11 21 * 6 27«65 2*51

3*1-4 8 15*7 27*96 3*5

4*1-5 _ - - —

5*1™10 6 11*7 38*18 6*36

1 0.1-15 1 2 11 *77 11 *77

Over 15 1 2 15*35 15*35

Total 51 1 DD 148*27 2*9

Source: Fieldwork, questionnaire survey, 1973

Sha'ban was found to have the smallest average size of farr

at 1*3 hectares (see Table 16)* Papulation pressure on the land is

particularly acute there for the people of Sha'ban, being individual

1* The total area of this, however, was extremely small and amounted

only to 19*0 ha* in 1973 (20*9 ha* in 1974) (see Table 24in Ch. 4*1*)*
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owners of their land in the past, were not restricted by a landlord 

from sub™div.tding holdings by inheritance* Not surprisingly, many 

people have sources of income other than agricultural land (see 

Chapter 5*3* )* In Kuhani, also a khordah malek village, population 

is smaller and pressure on the land is less marked„ Raziabad is 

considered unreliable for generalisation as only one farmer was 

sampled there« Of the remaining former landlord-owned villages 

only Baba Qasem stands out as having a particularly low average 

farm size of 1*83 hectares* Land relative to water is vary short 

there and the division of the land with the landlord under the 

second stage of land reform resulted in this situation* Many of 

the villagers have left for Tehran, Kuwait and elsewhere* Of the 

small-holder class remaining many supplement their incomes by 

share-cropping the land of neighbouring villages* Thus in Taqiabad 

Darvish Zolfaqari and two relations farm 12 jarib of wheat and beans 

for half the crop* One of the larger small-holdings in Baba Qasems 

0 0 9 •i-n area, was owned by the manager of the co-operative

society,, but it was found that 25 people were living from this in 

1973 *

Table 16 Village differences in farm size
Village

Gol—e Zard 
Raziabad 
Kuhani 
Oahanabad 
Baba Rostam 
F iazeinan 
Sha’ban
Qa.lfeh-e Qobad 
Bey an
Baba Qasem 
Mi lab

Average size 
of farm (ha*)

2,49
1 *72 
3*09 
3*6 
3*25 
3 c 87 
1*3 
6*76
2 * 55 
1 *83 
3*3

Average number 
of parcels

11

5
8.8

13
13
16
5.6
18
13*3
10* 6

8*3

Source; Fieldwork, 
questionnaire survey, 
1973

Total 2.9 10*7
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The size of separate parcels of land on individual farms 

similarly varied considerablyQ For example, Shah *Ali Zafari of 

Fiazoman had one parcel of 1e3 hectares, three of 0„5 hectares, 

two of 1 jarlb, one of only 2 0 0 square metres and other paresis of 

various sizos (see Table 17 and Figure 30 in Chapter ?)„ In this 

same way Amir Khan A'zami of Beyan had two parcels of 1 hectare 

and five below 2 jarlb» In these circumstances crop rotation is 

not a straightforward practice, for the use of land for different 

crops must be carefully considered * Similarly, the use of machinery 

is limited *

Table 17 Two case studies of the varied size of individual 

pareels of 1 and

Shah fAli Zafari, Amir Khan A'zami,
Fiazeman (sq.m.) Beyan (sqem a)

1 * 2 , 0 0 0 1 0 . 9,000 1 c 6 , 0 0 0 8 c 2 , 0 0 0

2 c 4,500 11 „ 5 , 0 0 0 2 P 6 , 0 0 0 9c 1 , 0 0 0

3 0 3,000 1 2 . 5,000 3 „ 1 ,500 1 G0 1 0 , 0 0 0

4 0 13,000 13. 1 , 0 0 0 4. 1 ,500 1 1 c 1 , 0 0 0

5 o 5,000 140 4,000 wJ 0 1 0 , 0 0 0 1 2 . 4,000

6 0 5,500 150 1 , 0 0 0 6 o 6 , 0 0 0 13. 1 ,500

7 o 750 1 6 0 1 0 , 0 0 0 7 c 2 , 2 0 0 14. 8,500

8 o 2 , 0 0 0 17c 750

90 2 , 0 0 0 18c 2 0 0

19. 500

Source; Fieldwork, questionnaire survey, 1973

The degree of fragmentation was particularly marked, 

averaging over ten separate parcels per farm,, It ranged from one 

pieco.of land owned by Nabi Navvabi of Kuhani (and purchased from 

one of the peasant proprietors in 1962) to 29 places owned by Haji 

Safiollah Zarrini of Qal'oh-e Qobad,■ 37/S of tho sample had over

ton pieces of land (seo Table 18)* Disregarding Raziabad, Sha'ban
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was again found to have the smallest average number of parcels per 

farm at 5,6, reflecting population pressure on the land (see Table 16),

Table 18 Number of parcels of land

Number of parcels Number of farms
of land %

0-5 15 29,4

6 - 1 0  17 33,3

11-15 7 13,7

16-20 8 15,7

21-25 1 2

26-30 3 5,9

Total 51 100

Sourcog Fieldwork* questionnaire survey* 1973

Two village case studies* of Kuhani and Fiazeman, may help 

to clarify the above data. They are presented in map form and may 

be compared with the information in Table 16 (see Figure 12) < The 

scattered distribution of the plots of the sampled farms makes it 

clear that consolidation of land has to-date failed to materialize.

The average number of parcels of land in Kuhani was 8 ,8 .and in 

Fiazeman 16* and would appear a major constraint for future 

agricultural development. The small size of holdings in some cases 

has led the owner to supplement his income either by non-agricultural 

employment (see Chapter 5) or by leasing and share-cropping the land 

of others, Mohammad Nabi Navvobi, with one piece of land of 1*500 

square metres, was found to be share-cropping over two hectares of 

irrigated land in seven separate plots in Kuhani belonging to Sarjali 

Bahirai for just one-third of the crop, Shah 'Ali Zafari of rtazeman, 

on the other hand, has over six hectares of land. However, it has 

to .support 19 members of his extended family (which includes three 

married sons and their families) and only by increasing his income 

from sheep-herding and a tractor (which one of tho sons manages) has
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Figure 12 Fragmentation of farms in Kuhani

Farm ot' 19 parcels 
Farm of 2 parcels 
Farm of 1 parcel 
Farm of 5 parcels 
Farm of 6 parcels 
Farm of 7 parcels 
Farm of 7 parcels

>  S

A
Scales 1 to 20.000
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Figure 13 Fragmentation of farms in Fiazeman

Tokeh Landlordfs land

k.—

Farm of 12 parcels 
Farm of 16 parcels

Scales 1 to 2 0 * 0 0 0
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Table 19 Spatter graph of number of parcels against farm
tho 151 farms in the sample 
30 r"~~"

!
Average 
size of 
farm

25

20

Numb©)? of 
parcels 15 
of land

10

A v/e r a g £» ujti b 0 r 
of parcels

5 10 15
Farm size (ha„) 

Sources Fieldworks questionnairef 1973
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he managed to be successful (see Case 6 in Chapter ?)*

The unirrigated areas that are cultivated should also be 

mentioneds although of far less significance in total area or 

productive capacity„ They also tend to be fragmented, small plots 

and are generally at a greater distance from the village than the 

irrigated land* Fiazeman has no rights to deiml land far cultivation, 

but does graze its sheep in spring and summer on common mountain 

pasture land ( s b b  Chapter 5*2* )c. In the other villages 18 (35^) 

of the sampled formers planted 20 hectares of delml crops in 1973, 

but when questionned in 1974 all reported low yields due to shortage 

of precipitation (see Chapter 4*1c3 0)*

Of the farmers questionned during fieldwork the majority 

recognised that the parcellation of their holdings and the small 

size of plots were a hinderance to theme Time was wasted in 

travelling to scattered plots which might be three kilometres apart 

in Beyan and further if delml land was under cultivation* Likewise, 

the use of machinery was somewhat restricted by problems of access 

across open fields* They also agreed that their holdings were 

generally too small in size to allow them to increase their total 

production substantially, but added that water was plentiful and to 

some extent made up for land shortage* But the farmers did not 

suggest that fragmentation and the size of farm might be holding 

back crop production to an important degree* This will be more 

closely examined in Chapter 4*2C* It is therefore clear that as 

yet the farmers on the whole do not recognise sufficiently the need 

for consolidation to motivate them to do a great deal about it 

themselves *

There were, however, some small, but perhaps significant, 

signs of change in 1973 and 1974* The most remarkable was the 

purchase in Kuhani village of a two hectare block of land in the
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midst of the village land area (sahra) in 1973 by three brothers 

from Tehran who, in an unprecedented move, fenced in their parcel, 

rented a house in the village and began to farm the land themselves, 

cultivating fruit trees, vegetables and flowers* In 1974 they 

bought another one hectare block of land which they also fenced 

.in* This disrupted both the open-field custom and landscape of 

the main valley and, though it might be thought that the villagers 

of Kuhani would have strongly objected to this intrusion, in fact 

general opinion was one of admiration for the brothers5 courage and 

agreement that consolidation and fencing made good economic sense., 

Several other smallholders in Kuhani, Raziabad and Baba Rostam 

subsequently also fenced in the parcels of land in which they had 

planted fruit trees* Of equal significance was the attempt by a 

large group of villagers from Beyan, on their own initiative, to 

persuade the Department of Agriculture to help them, by a subsidy, 

collectively to plant a 2 0 hectare consolidated block of fruit trees* 

Unfortunately the department would not agree to support them, but 

their efforts caused a great deal of earnest discussion in both 

Beyan and nearby villagese

Finally, mention should be made of the increasing transactions 

in land in recent years* A growing number of villagers, especially 

former peasant proprietors, were found to bo actively selling 

parcels of land* This was especially truo of the villages close 

to Mahavand city or the main road, such as Bol-o Zard and Kuhani 

respectively, where the demand of townspeople for land for a garden 

has increased considerably„ But it was also found to a lessor degree 

in all the villages under study* It would seem that improved 

economic opportunities outside agriculture are encouraging many 

villagers, especially the younger ones, to leave the village and 

sell their land. In this situation of change land prices have risen
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rapidly* Land near the villages in 1974 was fetching 50~*75 r laIs 

per square metre*, land away from the villages about 1 0 - 2 0  rials por 

square metre*

In conclusion it would seem that the small size and 

fragmented nature of holdings are constraints to agricultural 

development in the study area but their importance should not be 

over-estimated at the present time for, as Chapter 4*2* will show, 

crop production has shown a major improvement in recent years*

In due course there seems every reason to believe that the advantages 

of land consolidation, for the use of machinery and the increase of 

per capita productivity, will become apparent and the demand for 

it among the small-holders will spread, given encouragement in the 

form of financial and technical assistance*
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CHAPTER FOUR IRRIGATION AND _ LAND USEs PRESENT POSITION

AND REGENT CHANGES

In Chapters 2 and 3 an examination of the physical and 

tenurial factors relevant to agriculture has been mades but before 

going on to examine the closely connected changes in land use and 

crop patterns in the study area, there is one subject inextricably 

bound up with the question of agrarian change which must first be 

dealt with, namely, irrigation0

4*1 * IRRIGATION

"Mountain rivulets and streams provide water for irrigation, 

being deviated by canals to both sides of the valleyse In these 

higher zones the density of cultivated lands relative to available 

land is much greater than in the lower plain or piedmont zone* 

Complicated water works conduct the water to minute fields and 

terraced agriculture is often of an ingenious kind* The work of 

generations has shaped the sedentary agricultural landscape and 

crop diversification exists together with an important fruit growing 

complex* These zones 3 uffor most from shortage of land .and the 

distance to market centres*"

“ A study for the modernization of peasant life_and animal 

husbandry in the Zagros, Memorandum to Plan Organisation 

of Iran by Italconsult (i960)

Although the study area receives substantial year-round 

supplies of surface water, particularly from the large karstic 

spring at Sang-e Sorakh, it would be far from realistic to assume 

that water has not in the past been, nor may not in the future be, 

a limiting factor for agriculture0 It should be pointed out that 

the present comprehensive network of canals developed only gradually 

and that until the last few years, when the government acceptod
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responsibility for water control, widespread inequalities existed 

in water distribution which led to much hardship and discontent, and 

great amounts of water were being wasted by leakage and inefficient 

control c,

The evolution of the pattern of irrigation canals in the 

Gamasiab valley is not clear, and records seemingly noiv-existant*

Local village elders have little knowledge of its history but 

emphasize its antiquity„ The network that has emerged follows the 

contour lines of the valley closely, extending to the limits that 

topographical conditions 'allow, some 1,700 metres, and suggests a 

gradual intensification of irrigation as the increasing density of 

settlement necessitated a corresponding rise in agricultural 

production <.

Water is led off to the area under study by six main, free

flow canals from the Ab-e Nahavand rivers Baba Qasem (and also from 

its main drain), Upper and Lower Beyan, Fiazeman, Sha’ban and Pa.iahj 

and six smaller canals from the Kharchang Rud; Izavand, Khorasan, 

Vahaneh, Oahanabad, Kharabeh-e Olya and Barzanju (see Figure 14)*

These and a number of other canals also serve several villages in 

the valley and the large orchard-garden area of over 550 hectares 

below the city of Nahavand which are outside the direct scope of 

study*

The total area of land served by all these canals in Olya 

as far as the lower edge of Nahavand city is about 5,000 hectares 

(see Table 20) * The largest and most important canal is the Shafban 

canal, which runs for about thirteen kilometres, irrigates about 

2,000 hectares of land and, according to the Irrigation Department, 

can carry 2,400 litres of water per second* It diverts much of the

1 * Several canals, originating from the river at Baba Rostam, also 

carry water outside the Olya into the Sofia sub^district*
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flaw of the river below the confluence of the Gamasiab

Rud during the summer months„

Table 20 Approximate area irrigated by the main cana.'

Olya suh-district

Canal Area (ha. )

Upper Beyan 260

Lower Beyan 450

Baba Qasem 450

Fiazaman 650

Sha'ban 2 , 0 0 0

Paieh 150

Total 3,950

Sourcet Rejali, 1960

Fieldwork, 1973

Table 21_ The irrigated area in the elev/on villages

\l i 1.1 age 

Gol-e Zard

Irrigated 
(HaP)
70

area

( M l )
12

Raziabad 80 16
Kuhani 300 50
Oahanabad 150 30
Baba Rostam 250 40
F iazoman 180 28
Sha * ban 2 0 0

Qal'eh-e Qobad 160 24
Beyan 240 40
Baba Qasem 1 0 0 28
Milab 150 24

Source; Fieldwork, 1973-■74

QoteFigures are only approximatBp
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Water is delivered from the main canals to the land by a main 

channel or jub,s as it; is locally called, from which a lattice-work 

of smaller Jubs^ carries it to the cultivated plots* At the field 

level irrigation is managed in two main ways* The most common is 

by inundation with the jubs either set close together, dividing the 

field into long narrow basins, or spaced more widely as border dykes, 

so that less land is taken up by the channels* Furrow irrigation 

is also practised, particularly for pulses and grapes (see Figure 15)* 

The number of times irrigation water is given to wheat and barley is 

normally four, to beans thirteen, clover eighteen, sugar beet 

sixteen, garden crops eleven, and other summer crops ten or twelve*

The amount of water required is usually reckoned at about one cubic 

metre per second for some 1,000-1,400 hectares of winter crops and 

twice as much for summer crops*

Drainage is accomplished efficiently and simply by using 

the river as the main drain* The Jubs as they lead downhill in 

turn act as both distributors and collectors of excess water, finally 

draining into the river* At the village of Fiazeman, for example, 

the Paieh jjjb collects surplus irrigation water from the land below 

Oahanabad and Kuhani and distributes this, together with additional 

river water, to the lower land of Baba Rostam*

Excessive water in some Jubs, especially on the steeper 

slopes in Beyan, has over the course of time caused erosive damage, 

but the problem of gulleys is minor* Indeed the small farmers in 

1973-74 seemed well aware of the dangers of erosion by irrigation 

water and on the whole managed water-handling very skilfully* At 

trouble-spots trees have often been planted to strengthen the banks 

of channels or sand-bag barriers constructed to slow down or redirect 

the flow of water* Gulleying was found to be a major problem only 

on land owned by the former landlords due simply to the lack of 

care at the due time and regular attention*
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Figure 15 Methods of irrigation in Olya

1 6 Border dyke

Basin

Direction of 
water flow

Ditch

2C Ditch and basin
 «—»—«J j |

3C Straight furrow

4* Snake-shape furrow

Source s Fie.ldwor!
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4.1*1* THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM PRE-19681

During the late 1950fs tbs owners of land along the lower

reaches of the Sha’ban canal, and especially city people with

valuable orchards and gardens, complained increasingly to the
2representative of the Irrigation Institute in Nahavand that the 

reticulation system was unjust and leading to unnecessary hardship, 

which culminated, in the dry summer of 1959, in their fruit trees 

being damaged by droughts (The crops had been irrigated only 2-4 

times instead of the necessary 10-12 times)* They requested the 

authorities to take strict measures towards the protection of their 

rights and the proper distribution of the Gamasiab water*

Their complaints were investigated in the summer of 1960 

by a joint team from the Ministry of Agriculture and FeA.O*, led 

by M.A. Rejail, which was authorised to examine the existing system 

of irrigation and to make recommendations for its improvement*
3

Rejalifs report documented several major shortcomings and proposed 

possible solutionss™

1 * Water was drawn off from the river without the use of ■ 

regulators and without regard for the interest of the cultivators 

lower downstream* Thus, the Baba Qasem, Upper and Lower Beyan, and 

Fiazeman canals served only half the area under irrigation, yet 

diverted about two-thirds of the flow of the Gamasiab river, to the

1 * The law of water nationalization came into effect on 29th duly, 1968 

2* The full title is the Independent Irrigation Institute, but it 

will be referred to as the Irrigation Institute in the following 

pages* It was established by the law of May 20th, 1943, under 

tho supervision of the Ministry of Agriculture, with the intention 

of giving the state a wider control over irrigation than was 

envisaged by Islamic law (see Lambton, A*KcS.t page 224, 1953)®

3„ Rejali, M*A* "The Nahavand irrigation scheme: present and proposed"

Tehran (1960)



detriment of the She’ban canal which was left with a grossly 

inadequate supply for its needs (see Table 2 2 )a

Table 22 

Month

3une

duly

August

September

October

The unequal flow of the main canals, 1960

Flow of Gamasiab 
(litres/sec)

2 , 600

2,600

2,550

2,500

2,150

Flow of the 4 
canals (L/s)

1 ,840

1,640 

1 ,805 

1 ,785 

1,470

Flow of Sha’ban 
canal (L/s)

760

760

745

715

680

SOURCE: Rejali, FLA*, 1960

NOTE % The accuracy of these measurements was questionned by

kL Lawley in 1963 but he agreed that they showed the
1correct measure of the problem e

This unequal division was based largely on the principle sanctioned

by Shi’i law that the villages nearest the source of water received 
2water first a

Even when the Sha'ban canal did carry a larger flow of water, 

in response to occasional special requests from the mayor of 

Nahavand, this was generally for a short period only - less than 

24 hours -» and much of the water was taken in the first two villages 

that were served by it0

2„ The second point, the proper distribution of the water, 

is closely linked with the first; the landlords who ownad the 

villages upstream above the Sha’ban diversion also automatically 

had the major influence on the diversion of thsso canals and were

1 <■ Lawley, hL "The Nahavand irrigation schemes proposed modifications" 

Tehran (1963)

2* Lambton, A.K.S*, Chapter 10 (1953)
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controlling the misappropriation of water® The dispute over water

rights between the upper and lower users (the landlord families of

Zafari and Zolfaqori, and the city landowners) had been simmering

for some time before it came to the boil in 1959— 60*

3* On the other hand, the power of the Irrigation Institute

was minimal and blatantly inadequate® It neither had the full

responsibility necessary for the effective control and regulation

of water use in the valley nor a sufficient budget to finance
1irrigation improvements 0 Thus it could not control the amount 

of water entering the canals* Similarly, there were no regulations 

governing the subsequent distribution of water on any canal except 

for the Sha’ban, where from 8-12 a.m, the water belonged to Sha’ban 

village, from 12-4 pftrru to Dahanabad and Kuhani, from 4-5 p^m® to 

Raziabad, from 5-6 pem® to Gol—e Zard, and from 6 p*mc- 8  a®m0 to 

the city of Nahavand, but even here no supervision was maintained*

Water division in the individual villages was, however, fairly 

managed, with officials (abler) paid by the landlords or villagers 

supervising the delivery of water®

4® Great amounts of water were wasted along all the canals, 

especially the Sha’ban, by inefficient control of off-takes and 

by leakage® For example, the flow of the Upper Beyan canal - the 

first canal to take water from the river ~ was measured as 400 litres/ 

second at the point of diversionj but at Sorkh Kandi village it was 

only 160-220 litres/second® Yet between these two points only a 

few hectares of land were irrigated from the canal, and the rest of 

the water went to waste® Rejali estimated that about 40/ of the 

water let into the head of all the canals ran to waste® A major 

weakness of the She’ban canal was its length and the large number

1® The date that water dues were first collected in Nahavand is 

not clear®
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of offtakes - about 260 — from it| there were no control gates 

and at the set hours the farmers would take water by opening a 

hole in the canal bank* Hareover, these diversions in general 

carried a much greater quantity of water than was needed for irrigation 

and many openings were often only partially closed after the 

irrigation was terminated and water went to waste* By reducing 

canal losses to the more acceptable figure of about 2 0^ ? Rejali 

pointed out that not only could a greater area of land be irrigated 

but also more intensive crops with higher water requirements could 

be cultivated* Seepage losses, however, were found to bo smallj 

on some canals a hard marl was noticed, and therefore canal lining 

was not considered to be a necessity*

5* The intensity of cultivation over the past decade had 

been steadily increasing and the fallowed area of irrigable land 

reduced (see section 4*2*)* In particular white beans which required 

frequent irrigation in the hot months of lato summer were being 

widely grown* Even steep land not well suited to irrigation was 

being brought into cultivation and served by the upper canals.

6 . finally, 1959-60 was a "dry year"f with below average 

precipitation in total and in spring in particular, and summer 

temperatures were high* Total water availability from the river 

was thus less than normal and exacerbated the drought conditions in 

the lower region of the Sha’ban canal and indeed of all the canals* 

Rejali suggested that first and foremost a strong central 

irrigation authority must be established with sufficient responsibility 

and funds to take full control of the reticulation system and its 

improvement. Only then could co-ordinated measures to correct the 

unequal distribution of water and its excessive wastage be implemented 

and supervised. Such measures should include

1. The distribution of water from the Gamasiab river among the
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canals strictly according to their needs. This could bo effected 

by a distributor on each canal near the point of offtake, with 

excess water being returned to the river for use downstream. The 

irrigation authority would determine the amounts required for each 

canal at varying times of the year and set the distributors 

accordingly.

2. Decreasing the number of water offtakes on all the canals, 

especially the Shaman, by about twa-thirds, and installing diversion 

gates to control the flow of water and prevent unnecessary wastage

after an irrigation period. The farmers should divide the water

from each gate among themselves by constructing secondary canals 

parallel to the main canal. Some of the current offtakes could

be controlled or stopped up by very small structures ? others would 

need a few metres of lining. To accomplish this properly, the

first step should be a hydraulic survey of each canal.

3. Regular maintenance of canals and minor repairs, including the 

correction of grade along certain sections, to make the flow of 

water more efficient. The farmers1 advice should be sought on 

problem areas for Irrigation.

4. Close co-operation between the extension service of the 

Department of Agriculture and the irrigation authority to instruct 

farmers in improved cultural practices c

Rejali pointed out that all these measures would be 

expensive, but that the result would be a recognition of thB 

potentially large surplus of water at present going to waste 

downstream, an end to the water deficit in the lower reaches of the 

Sha'ban canal, and a subsequent extension and intensification of 

irrigation in the study area. During years of short supply more 

rigid control would ensure the maximum utilisation and fair

1. See Chapter 6.2.
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distribution of all available waters. Disputes would bo handled 

by the Irrigation Institute and enforced by law. Since the people

who would benefit most would be the orchard owners of the city, the

cost of water would be proportionately more for them - 800 rials 

per hectare* compared with 4 Q0 rials per hectare elsewhere along 

the Sha’ban canal and 150 rials per hectare on other canals.

In summer 1963 another team from Tehran* led by Li. Lawley*
... 1completed a further investigation of the Nahavand irrigation system a

Its report gave little evidence of improvements having been made 

in the intervening three years and re-emphasized the main problems* 

particularly the weakness of the local irrigation authority.

Lawley accepted in full Regalias proposed modifications and added 

several possible methods of implementing them* but warned against 

the dangers of too rapid change. Rather he recognised that irrigation 

was very traditional and change must come slowly and be accompanied 

by proper education of the people and technical assistance to ensure 

its acceptance and therefore its success. He thought that the 

farmers in the upper areas might strongly resent modifications 

if made too drastically. By a gradual reduction of the excess 

amounts of water at present used, however, the farmers could be 

given time to acquire improved habits of water useage. On the other 

hand, a large proportion of farmers along the Sha’ban canal who 

had suffered from short supplies in the past would no doubt be only 

too willing to accept any new system which would give them more 

water. Finally, Lawley suggested the formation of a water user’s 

co-operative to aid the participation and therefore the responsibility 

of all those involved.

Howevor, during the sixties the proposals of neither Rejali 

nor Lawley were acted upon. Attention was focussed rather on the 

implementation of the land reform laws, although further years of

1. Lawley, LI. (19G3).
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water shortage* such as 1964* again emphasized the weakness of the 

reticulation system*,

4*1*2. THh PRi-Si-'NT IRRIGATION SYSTEM

Following the nationalization of water on 29th duly 1968

and the establishment of the Ministry of Water and Power* a separate
1Department of Irrigation was set up in Nahavand city in 1969 to take 

over full responsibility for the control and distribution of water 

in the districts of Nahavand and Tuserkan. The need for a strong* 

independent body to deal with the conflicting and complex demands 

of the irrigation system* stressed by both Rejali and Lawley in Olyaj 

had at last been acted upon.

During the period 1969-1974 much progress has been achieved 

in realising their proposals. The power of the landlords to usurp 

water for their own ends* already reduced when they lost their land 

together with its attached water rights at land reform* was 

curtailed. The traditional take-off of water was replaced by a 

formal system of water rotation on a time basis. For each canal 

water was allocated according to its needs and the villages along 

it received water at set times (see Table 23). On the Sha'ban canal* 

for example* water was divided between the villages and the city in

1. In spring 1974 it was announced that the Western Development 

Authority (Sherkat-eGmran-e Gharb) was in the process of 

formation* with its headquarters in Sanandaj* The Irrigation 

Department is to be transferred to this authority from the 

Ministry of Water and Power (now the Ministry of Energy) and 

irrigation will again become the responsibility of the Ministry 

of Agricui.ture„
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Table 23 The present system of water division

Village Irrigation canal(s) Cost of water Water division

Gol-a Zard 
Raziabad

Kuhani

Baba Rostam)

Oahanabad

Fiazeman

Sha!ban 
GqI-e Zard

Sha * ban 
Asiab

Sha’ ban 
Fiazeman

Sha f ban

F iazeman

2000
2000

450
350

ShaTban ShaJbanP Pusht-s
Sub

Sha’ban5 Zir-e Oub 
Qalteh—e Qobad )Sha ’ ban

3 canals from
Kharchang Rud

rials/joft) 3-5pm (plus
riSls/juft) “atEr at night— & on [ rioays )
rials/haa )1 1am~3pm

a )(plus any time riala/ha0 u L  . j)there is water)
2 0 0 0 rials/joft 2<,30-5030pm
1250 rials/joft 3 days & nights 

per week
2 0 0 0 rials/joft) 6-1 0am (/ of 

) water)
)1 0-1 1am (all 
water)

1250 rials/joft 3 days and
nights per week

rials/hao ) 6—1 Gam (-̂ of 
) water) 

rials/ha, )
ri.als/v)oft 6-1 0 am (/ of 

water)
3 days and 
nights per week

250

200 
900

1 0 0 0 rials/joft

Beyan Upper Beyan (Sang-e 1250 
Sorakh)

Lower Beyan 1250

Baba Qasem) Baba Qasem 
)) Kharchang Rud canals

)1250 
)
)

rials/joft Afternoons only

rials/joft Half the supply 
(half for Tokeh)

rial.s/joft 3̂ - days per week
2 ioft from 
Salarabadj 2 
from Oa’farabad

Flilab Kharchang Rud canals 1000 risl^J^oft

Nahavand city) Sha'ban 
)

1 0 0 0 rials/ha,

) Gol-e Zard

6 hours par 12 
days per farmer

) 6 pm~"6am and all 
) day Friday )

Sources Fieldwork, 1973-74
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the following manner?

Qal’eh^e Qobad - 6-1 0am daily of water)

Sha1ban 6- 1 0am daily (■§■ of water)

Oahanabad « 6-10am daily (x of water)

— 1 0-1 1am daily (all of water)

Raziabad 
and Gol-e Zard

Kuhani - 11anv~3pm daily (all of water)

- 3™5pm daily (all of water)

Nahavand city ■» 6pm*»6am daily (all of water)
2- all day and night on Friday

Note? 16 The hour between 5~6pm was purposely not allocated*

thereby giving flexibility to the system to allow for 

variations in daily requirements*

2c All the village outlets were kept closed on Fridays 

and only the city received waters

Wastage of water by leakage and mishandling has also beBn steadily 

reduced since 1971 by the establishment of proper diversion gates* 

lined with cement, at points of off-take and by repairs to canals*

handled directly by the head of the Irrigation Department, but 

since 1974 he has employed a villager from Kuhani to supervise the 

control of the system on his behalf* The department also employs 

a number of village officials to regulate the off-takes along the 

canals (j^rab), to ensure that the villages receive their share of 

the canals1 water, and to collect water duos* Lastly, the village 

official in charge of irrigation, or the individual farmer or 

labourer, distributes water to wherever it is needed* War!-: on the 

upkeep of canals, carried out before land reform by the landowners 

by corvoos, is now shared among the villages, except for tho 

Sha1ban canal whore responsibility remains with the Irrigation

Administration of the reticulation system was originally
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Department * Ail users of water from the canals are charged 

according to the area of land under irrigation held by them and 

the length of the canal serving it® Thus the city landowners at 

the end of the Shafban canal pay more than the villagers of Sha^ban 

or Dahanabad (see Table 23)« Payment is collected twice a year 

either by joft or by hectare? according to custom and ease of 

calculation® Whore irrigation is based solely on water from other 

sourcess notably springs and qanatsP for example at Torkan Torkan, 

close to Plilab village, and to the north of the main road at 

Sha1banf control of the water is left completely in the hands of 

the farmers and no charge is made®

Although bureaucratic control of irrigation in Olya would 

appear much greater than is usual in Iran, in practice it is not 

too tightly managed because there is generally a surplus of water 

available for division® The success of the system may be judged 

by the few complaints raised, although some villagers still dislike 

having to pay for water which they consider to ba theirs by right® 

However, the concensus of opinion is that the cost of water is 

reasonable and is more than compensated for by the reliability of 

supply now assured® Perhaps, too, the system has been readily 

accepted because the actual distribution of water to the land , is 

still in the hands of village people and the use of arbitrary power 

is minimal. In any case, disputes may be brought directly to the 

head of the Irrigation Department and receive (and be seen to 

receive) prompt and fair attention® Particularly during the late 

summer months, when crops require a great deal of water and there is

1® The department cuts off the water to the Shafban canal annually 

in mid—April for about ten days and employs teams of workers 

to dig out the mud from its bed and carry out repairs®
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a strain on the canals* capacity, the gendarmerie is often called 

in to ensure the department’s rules and decisions are accepted® In 

the past thB misappropriation of water was a common complaint but 

now is a rare occurrence in Olya and carries a 1000 rial minimum 

fine®

The reticulation system has been successful so far largely 

because, as mentioned above, the Ab~e Nahavand and to a lesser 

extent the Kharchang Rud have provided an ample and reliable source 

of water® In turn this has encouraged a steady intensification of 

land use and a reduction in the area under fallow® Now, however, 

some concern is being expressed over the pressure on water supply 

in the late summer months and how far intensification can continue 

without a serious water shortage developing® Another closely 

connected problem arises from the demands for a fair share of the 

Gamasiab water by farmers below Nahavand city, who are the first 

to feel threatened by any reduction in water supplies® Although 

measurements of river flow are few and of dubious reliability, 

frequent observations of the river in the summer months of 1973 

and 1974 during fieldwork would suggest that there is still 

considerable water available for irrigation and that much water 

still runs to waste from the reticulation system® To avoid undue 

stress being put on the system in the future stricter measurement 

and a fuller understanding by the Irrigation Department of total 

water availability will be required and an overall tighter control 

of reticulation to match conflicting local interests; but more 

important still it will require a much improved knowledge of crop 

requirements and an increased efficiency of water use by the farm 

population than is at present the case® So far there does not 

seem to have been a recognition by the villagers of water as the 

prime basic resource of the valley nor of the need for full
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co-operation between the Irrigation Department and the cultivators 

in- its conservation and for its optimum use* This is essential if 

agriculture is not again to be held back by water constraints*

4 • 1 • 3 „ THE UNIRRIGATED (DEIMI) AREA1

Much of tho land of the villages under study cannot be

irrigatedf as it lies too far above the level of the river .for

water to be commanded by jubs„ It is true that a number of springs

do permit small areas of dry land to be irrigated9 or at least

semi-irrigatedj for example at Torkan Torkan, Dahanabad and

She*ban (see Figure 14)9 which are well above tho reach of the

Sha'ban canal9 but on the whole the canals mark a clear inner zone

of irrigated? highly productive land and a perimeter of poorly

productive dry land, dependent only on an unreliable rainfall,,

The deirni area has other disadvantages for cultivations it is

topographically hilly or steeply sloping and either very stony or

stripped of its thin cover of soil by erosion consequent upon over-

grazing or bad ploughing practices*

All the village nasaq-holders with irrigated land have

commensurate rights to cultivate the deimi land and9 despite its

unfavourable conditions;, it is cultivated quite extensively with

grains or pulses* These require little work and in a good year,

with adequate rainfall in the spring and summer monthst provide an
?additional boost to production «, The yield of wheat may reach one

1. The total area of dry land belonging to the villages is not 

known, but the villagers said that it exceeded the irrigated 

area* Only Fiazeman has no deimi land*

2* One-third of the farmers sampled had deimi crops in 1973 and others 

had ploughed their land ready for future cropping (see Table 24)*
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Table 24 Land under deimi crops in t_h e Far in sample

V/illage F'armor Total area (ha*) No, of pieces Crops

1973 1974 1973 1974 ±973 1974

Raziabad 1 . Ot, 6 - 1 W.
Kuhani 4. 0o3 0 * 6 1 1 W* W. ,P.

8o - 1 «XA 1 Wo
11 e 6 7 10 12 W ., B * , P.

Sahanabad 12 o 1 1 1 1 P» P.
130 OcB 2 1 2 Po Pc
14* 0o5 0c5 2 2 W,,P. P.
150 - 2*5 - 2 Po

S h a 5 ban 260 - 1 o2 - 2 Pc
28o 2*5 3*5 2 3 W, W*
30e 0*4 - 1 Pc

Beyan 38c 2 - 4 Wo
390 1 0 o2 1 1 W* W.
40o 0c5 2 *■“ Wo
41 e 0o1 0 ©  3 1 1 lit w.
42c 0*4 1 - Wc

43 c 0c 2 1 Wc

Baba Qasem 44 c 0o 5 - 3 - Bo
46c OcB 1 *5 3 2 Wo W 0  5  B 0
47 c 0e3 Q o S 1 1 Wc Bo

48 0 Oe 8 2 1 2 ‘Wo Wc fBo

Milab 50c 0c5 2 01 2 3 P* W. ,P0

51 o 1 aB 1*9 2 3 W» ,P, W. ,Po

Total 2 D „ 0 28*9

Notei W *“ Wheat Bt "  Barley P„ “  Pulses

Sources Fieldwork, questiannaire survey, 1973=-74



ton par hectare. Deimi crops are, however, very speculative and, 

in a bad year, as was 1974,the harvest may not even cover the seed 

used* Farmers generally cultivate their dry land at most in 

alternate years* "Landless” villagers have no rights to cultivate 

deimi land but bath classes have the right to graze their animals 

on all land not being cultivated*
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4.2. CHANGES IN LAND USE1

Nate: In this section, except where noted, land use refers to

irrigated land.

4.2.1. THE GENERAL PATTERN OF LAND USE IN 1960 IN THE

MAIN VALLEY2

Land use in the main valley of Olya in 196D was largely
3based on two crops: wheat,planted in autumn, and beans , planted in 

spring. This was true both for the large landed proprietor villages, 

such as Beyan and Raziabad, and for the peasant proprietor villages, 

such as Kuhani and Sha'ban. The third most important crop was 

clover. A large range of other crops was also grown, including 

barley, vegetables, sugar beet, alfalfa, cucurbits, cotton, tobacco, 

sunflowers, grapes, fruit trees and poplars (tabrizi). but on a 

much smaller scale. In addition, about 25% of the total area, 

particularly at the extremities of the main canals, was left fallow 

each year. But fallowing did not imply a purposeful resting of thB 

soil| the limiting factor on land use in 1960 for many cultivators

1* See Appendix 1 for an explanation of data collection.

2, Information for this section is largely drawn from two F.A.O - 

Irrigation Institute reports: Rejali, M.A., et al. "The

Nahavand irrigation scheme? present and proposed11, (1960), and 

Samadi, El., et al. "Nahavand semi-detailed soil survey", (1959)

3, In this chapter, except where noted, "beans" are used as a 

convenient collective word for the large range of pulses grown.

Of these, white beans (lubia-ye sefid) and red beans (lubia-ye

qermez) were most important in terms of area planted, but pink 

beans (lubia-ye soratti), chick-peas (nokhod), mashak, lubia-ye 

chitti, lubia-ye polo and lubia-ye cheshm-e bolboli were also 

grown.
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was, as mentioned in the previous section, thB amount of water 

available* In general, a crop rotation of beans and wheat was 

practised, interspersed by a fallow year or an alternative summer 

crop*

The exact total area under different crops for each village

is not known, but Rejali did record land use areas under the main

canals in five categories (see Table 25 and Figure 16):

a. Wheat - About 1,650 Ha., with yields averaging 1,200 - 

1,500 kilos per hectare.

b. Beans - About 690 Ha., yielding 1,500 ~ 1,800 kilos 

per hectare.

c. Clover - About 130 Ha.

d. Fallow « About 860 Ha.

e. Garden-cum-orGhard - About 680 Ha,, but concentrated 

in the Nahavand city area and to a lesser extent along 

the Sha’ban canal between Oahanabad and Gol~e Zard. The 

main trees were apricot, walnut, quince and apple. ThBre 

were also a considerable number of small vineyards 

scattered throughout the valley. Poplar trees were 

included in this category, and were found in patches 

mainly along the banks of the Ab-e Nahavand river and 

Sha’ban canal.

Yields were on the whole high in the main valley of Olya compared 

with the largely unirrigatBd surrounding mountains and indeed with 

Iran as a whole (see Table 2B). Not surprisingly, the reports of 

Samadi and Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners (1958) recorded the 

relative verdancy of the villages.

The most significant change in land use during the fifties 

was noted by Rejali as being the increasing area under beans, which 

had replaced opium as the major cash crop in Olya since the
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Table 25 Land us8 under the main canals , I9601 (ha.)

Irrig- I
ation
canals

lilheat Beans Clover Fallow Garden^ Total 3
area

4

Upper 
Bey an

1 1 0 45 5 95 B 263 168 58

Lower
Beyan

219 74 12 132 10 447 315 96

Baba
Qasem

216 144 35 35 26 456 421 205

FiazBman 315 57 10 247 31 660 413 98
Sha* ban 672 282 50 340 582 1926 1586 914
From
Kharchang
Rud

114 85 15 14 21 249 235 121

Total 164 6 687 127 863 678 4001 3138 1492

Note; 1* Reja.li's data was found to be of rather doubtful accuracy 

during fieldwork* It also, does not cover the exact area 

under the present study* The data corresponds to Figure 16o

2* Includes fruit trees, poplars and grapes grown under garden 

conditions* Of the total, over 5110 ha* were located 

outside the study area below Nahavand city*

3, Area under irrigation in dune, including wheat*

4. Area under irrigation in July-August, excluding wheate 

Sourcet Information drawn from Rejali, (1960)
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« 1 prohibition in Iran of opium cutivation in 1955 * In this role

beans were proving more successful than other crops for not only

were they well suited tothe climate and soil of the valley and to

rotation with wheat, but they also had a high market value. This

latter point was particularly important, for opium, although

widely abused as a drug, had previously been the major source of

income of the valley*. Beans also were a labour intensive crop,

requiring regular weeding and frequent irrigation, and provided

much needed employment in the densely populated villages* Land-

owners in turn encouraged their cultivation, taking one-third of

the crop as their share ( s b b  Chapter 3.1*), However, the extension

of the cultivated area under beans, with the consequent increase in

water demands in the period of shortest supplies in late summer,

helped to precipitate the previously mentioned water shortage crisis

of 1950*

The village land area in both landlord and peasant proprietor 

villages was typically divided into a number of crop zones, much 

like the English open-field system, each planted .with one crop.

In each zone the cultivators had their individual plots of land 

but field operations WBre co-ordinated and thus access to land 

facilitated without damage to crops* There was therefore no need 

for tracks to individual fields* Transport was in any case by 

foot or donkey and could follow the balks or irrigation ditches 

separating fields. The decision as to the crop grown was made 

either by the landlord or in the peasant proprietor villages by 

common agreement founded on tradition. Thus the introduction of 

new crops or a different rotation was not encouraged? likewise, crop 

diseases and pests spread rapidly across contiguous plots of the 

same crop*

1. See Tienstra, T.3., and Strandkjaer, N. "Report to the government 

of Iran on opium p°PPl/ replacement (Ostjan, 11)", (195B)
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4.2*2. CHANGES IN LAND USE ON SMALLHOLDER FARMS, 1960-1974

Land use in 1973 in the eleven villages under study rested 

largely, as in 1960, on wheat and beans. Together they accounted 

for about two-thirds of the cultivated area. From the questionnaire 

survey of the small-holders it was found that wheat was still the 

major crop, occupying 37^ of the land, but that beans had increased 

to the point that they were rivalling wheat in terms of acreage with 

30^ of the land area. This has been represented on the series of 

maps of the eleven villages included in Figure 17 and in Tables 26 

and 27. The increased area under beans was not found to be at the 

expense of wheat because more land was under cultivation than in 

1960 and the fallowed area had been greatly reduced, for the increased 

availability of water to a wider area of land, especially since 1969, 

has encouraged its fuller use. The fallowed area by 1973 had almost 

completely disappeared in the eleven villages? of the farmers in the 

sample ten had left land fallow but this amounted to only 4.5 hectares 

(and this fell to 2.B ha. in 1974). Fallowing was not practised as 

a deliberate part of the rotation system for, being a densely 

populated area, the demand on land to produce crops was.high.

Although the farmers often stated that the wheat acreage 

had fallen in recent years as yields had risen, it was not possible 

to prove this conclusively. Table 27 shows a slight fall in the 

wheat area for the farmers in the sample between 1973 and 1974, but 

it will require further surveys to determine if this is a trend or 

not. On the other hand it is clear that yields of both wheat and

1. ThB only other winter grain crop grown in Olya was barley. But 

yields of barley and its market price were lower than for wheat 

and it was grown on only a very small area. Of the sample, five 

farmers planted 1.8 hectares in 1973 (2,2 ha. in 1974).
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Table 25 Pis graphs of agricultural land use In the 11 villages

( % )
1973

Fallow 
2.9

Timber 
 ̂ trees \  6.8

Gladioli
0.1

ruit Wheatirees

Alfalfa 
0.9 I

Clover

Sugar
beet

F allow

Timber 
\  trees 
\  6.9

Gladioli

Fruit

Clover

Beans
Barley

Source^ Fieldwork5 questionnaire surveys
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Figure 17 Land use in the 11 villages. 1973

Note: The following maps show tho distribution of land use on

the 51 farms included in the sample and on the landlords’ land.

Key:

Wheat |
Barley

Sugar beet

Beans (except chick-peas)

Chick-peas m
Clover

T T' i 
/ Alfalfa ill

/ / /
/A Potatoes

Tomatoes

Vegetables

Sunflowers

Gladioli

Grapes

Fruit trees

Timber trees (tabrizi) 

F allow

Scale: 1 to 20,000
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Table 27 Total sample area of wheat and beans in 1973 and 1974

1973 1974
Ha. % No# of Ha, % No, of

farmers farmers

Wheat 57,4 37 46 52.3 33 47

Beans 46.9 30 48 45.7 29 46

Total area 153.1 100 51 156.9 100 51
under cultiv
ation

Source; Fieldworks questionnaire surveys

also beans have risen considerably over the past decade. Farmers 

claimed increases of as much as 300^ and questionnaire answers 

suggested current yields of between 2.0-3.5 tons/ha. for wheat and 

of 1.5-3.0 tons/ha, for beans. These levels compare very favourably 

with figures for western Iran and the national average (see Table 28), 

This can be largely accounted for by the intensity of irrigation of 

these crops (see section 4,1.), by the use of improved varieties of 

seedy especially of Hamadan Omid wheat, and by the application of 

chemical fertiliser (sea Chapter 5.2.).

Table 28 A comparison of wheat and bean yields (tons/ha.)

1 — 2 3 5The study Hamadan- Kermanshahan Qazvin National
area LorBstan average

Wheat 2.0-3,5 1,2 0,75 1.8-3,4 1,3

Beans 1,5-3.0 2,0 1.6 1.3

Sources 1. Fieldwork, 1973-74

2, Plan Organisation - Battelle Regional Development Project 

for Region Five, Hamadan and lorestan, 1972

3, Ministry of Water and Power - Sir Alexander Gibb and 

Partners, 1966

4, Plan Organisation - Tahal Ltd., 1966

5, Ministry of Agriculture, 1973
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In early summer 1974 there were two important market 

developments connected with wheat and beans. The first was the 

government announcement that it would substantially reduce its 

purchases of beans both through the rural co-operative societies 

and from the free market. The price of beans, which had risen 

over the sixties, fell sharply, in the case of white beans from 

about 22 rials/kilo to about 17 rialst

Bean prices (rials/kilo)

1973 1974

White beans 22 17/19

Red beans 25 21/23

Chick-peas 25/30 20/25

The second development was the rise in the free-market price of 

wheat from about 6 - 8  rials/kilo to about 12-16 rials in response 

to the introduction of a government guaranteed minimum price of 

10 rials (see Chapter 6,4,), The farmers were generally uncertain 

about how these changes would affect them, but tharB seems little 

doubt that the 1975 crop year will see an increase of the wheat area 

and the reduction of beans in favour of more profitable .summer crops0 

At the farm level the area under wheat and beans varied 

considerably. In 1973 five farmers had no wheat at all, only one 

had five hectares (and this was in twelve separate parcels), and 

over half the sample had less than one hectare (see Table 29), 

Similarly, three farmers had no beans in 1973, only one had over 

five hectares, and two-thirds had less than one hectare (see Table 30)« 

The third most important field crop in the study area was 

clover (see Table 26), Tho questionnaire showed 43 of the 51 farmers 

in the sample to have planted it in 1973 (see Table 31 ) on about 

10/& of their total land area. Clover was grown by the farmers as 

the staple feed crop for their animals but was also sold, along
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Table 29 Area under wheat by farm size? 1973

3.1-4

4.1-5

5.1-6 

6 c 1-7

0-0 o 5 

0,6-1 

1 ,1-1,5

1 o 6-2

2,1-2.5

Area (ha.)
0 - 1 1.1-2

Farm size 
2.1-3 3,

I 
I 

I 
*£3 stf {

56)
4.1-5 5.1--10 1 0 .1--15

0 - 1 7 11 7 2
15% 24% 15% 4%

1 ,1 - 2 1 4 5 1
2% 8% 11% 2%

2.1-3 1 3
2% 6%

3.1-4 2 1
4% 2%

4,1-5

5.1-6

6.1-7

Total 7 12 11 8 6 -

Table 30 Area ijnder boans by farrri size? 1973

0 - 1 9 12 6 6 1
19% 25% 1 2-2% 1 2ifo 2%

1 .1 - 2 5 2 2
1 0^% 4% 4%

2.1-3 2
4%

Total 9 12 11 8

Table 31 Area under clover by farm size, 1973

9 10 11 6
21% 23% 25 o 5% 14% 7%

2,5/.

4.5%

Total 9 10 11 6

Source; Fieldwork, questionnaire survey, 1973

Njotes 5 - Number of forms
19% - % of total farms sampled
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with other forage crops, to neighbouring mountain villages such 

as Borjak and Oshvand which had numerous sheep and goats but were 

short of animal feed, and to visiting Lori nomadic herdsmen after 

particularly arid summers to feed their flocks before their autumn 

migration south. As an annual crop clover was wall liked, for it 

fitted in conveniently as a rotation crop with wheat and beans and 

its yield was good, giving at least four cuts during the year and 

sometimes as many as six. Clover was generally planted after wheat 

in early autumn and could therefore give one cut before winter set 

in.

Table 52 Total sample area of other rotational crops in the

eleven villages (ha.)

1973 1974

Barley 1.875 2 , 2

Sugar beet 2 4.455
Clover 15,585 19.435
Alfalfa 1,34 1.79
Potatoes 1 ,801 0,065
Gladioli flowers 0 . 1 '0.16
Other (vegetables 
cotton, tobacco)

, 1,457 2,345

Total 24,158 30,45

Source % Fieldwork, questionnaire surveys

Alfalfa was also cultivated as an alternative fodder crop. 

However, it was of secondary importance to clover because, although 

of a similar yield, it was a perennial crop and did not fit in with 

the rotation system. Of the sample only twelve farmers (23%) had 

planted alfalfa on an area totalling less than 1,5 hectares.

Several farmers had, however, recognised its value for cultivation 

under fruit orchards and, with the encouragement of the Department 

of Agriculture's alfalfa extension programme, under which first 

class seed was provided at a subsidised cost, there seems every
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likelihood of its cultivation being extended (seo Chapter 5,2.3,)*

On the remaining land a wide range of crops was being grown 

in all the villages. The land use survey identified sixteen field 

crops and a substantial area of tree crops (see Figure 32). Although 

most of these crops had a subsistence origin, many of them were 

being cultivated in 1973 for the local market. As some of these 

crops were cultivated intensively,the income generated was 

proportionately higher than their planted areas would suggest.

Thus, sugar beet, tomatoes, cucumbers and gladioli could earn more 

income for some farmers than their larger acreage of wheat or bsans 

(see Chapter 5,3,)a In Sha'ban village, for example, where the 

average holding per family was particularly small - six of the ten 

farmers sampled had less than one hectare of land ~ there was 

particularly intensive cultivation of summer crops in the immediate 

vicinity of the village (see Figure 19). The land use survey did 

not show this up well, but did give some impression of the equally 

important and unexpectedly wide distribution of labour intensive 

crops away from the village (see Figure 18).

The most important of these individual field crops, in 

terms of area, was sugar beet , It is not known when sugar beet 

was first cultivated in 01yao Before the opening of the Borujerd 

sugar refinery in 1967, there was very little cultivation, for 

the nearest factory was at Dorud (Shahzand), over 100 kilometres 

awayfand transport was extremely limited and expensive, Moreover, 

the small~holders generally complained about the amount of work 

involved in beet cultivation for, on small plots and in the absence 

of machinery, beet is a labour intensive crop requiring regular 

irrigation and weeding, Rejali, in his 19G0 report, did not mention

1, Beet is sown in Olya from February to May, after the end of the 

spring frosts, and lifted in late autumn.
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Figure 19 Land use in Sha'ban, 1973

Kalindar-e Sofia

Intensive cultivation of summer crops 
“ especially vegetables, fruit trees and flawBrs

Mainly wheat
- also a few scattered parcels of beans and flowers 

Mainly beans
- also parcels of sugar beet, clover, tomatoes and 

flowers
Wheat and beans 
™ also a few scattered parcels of other crops

Mainly pulses
- also parcels of wheat, barley, sugar beet, clover,

, . , . . grapes and fallowMainly tabrizi r
- also a few cultivated parcels

Sources Fieldwork„ 1973
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the cultivation of beet* Since 1967 the area under beet has 

increased steadily, encouraged by the subsidy offered by the sugar 

factory (see Chapter 5,2,3*), and in 1974 it was estimated that 

about 1,800 hectares had been planted in Nahavand districts

Area under sugar beet in Nahavand district (ha,)

1972 1973 1974

1,200 1,400 1,800

SOURCES Sugar bBet office, Nahavand city

NOTES Of the area planted in 1974, only about 1,500 ha* actually 

germinated successfully* The rest was replanted with other 

crops*

Of the eleven villages under study only six, those nearest the city, 

had planted beet in 1973, totalling 40.3 hectares (see Table 33)* 

However, in 1974 eight villages planted an area of 164.9 hectares, 

which was up by 124.6 hectares on the previous year. Of this total 

45 hectares was planted by the landlords of Baba Rostam (20 ha.) and 

Fiazeman (25 ha.). Yields varied considerably from farmer to 

farmer but in 1973 averaged 23 tons/ha* in the study area, which 

was above the average of about 15-20 tons for the Nahavand district 

as a whole. With the incentives offered to the farmer by the 

Borujerd sugar factory to cultivate beet, in the form of credit and 

subsidised fertiliser,a reasonable return was earned by the majority 

of farmers (sejb Chapter 5.3.). The sugar bBet office in Nahavand 

pointed out to me that yields would have been higher in 1973, and 

profits greater, but for an unusually hot spell of weather in the 

summer when the leaves were burnt and growth therefore reduced.

The factory price of beet, which was 1,500 rials/ton in 1973, was 

increased to 2,500 rials/ton in summer 1974 and, although it came
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Village Area harvested 
1973 (Ha,)

Total yield 
(Tons).

Area planted 
1974 (Ha.)

Gol-e Zard 10,5 307 9.1

Raziabad 2 , 2 48 9.6

Kuhani 11.3

Oahanabad 1.7 51 toCOr*
Baba Rostam 1

17.3 304 36
2Fiazeman 1 30 29.3

Sha'ban 7.5 177 50

Qal^h-e Qobad

Beyan
V\

Baba Qasem

Milab 1

TOTAL s 40,3 917 164.9

SOURCEi Sugar Beet Office, Nahavand city*

NOTEt 1. The landlord, Amir Khan Zafari, accounted for 7,8 Ha, 

(119 tons) in 1973 and 20 Ha, in 1974 (which had, 

however,failed to germinate successfully and was 

ploughed up in Dune and beans planted in its place),

2, The landlord, TAli Ehsan Zafari, accounted for 25 Ha,

too late to influence} farmers that year, many of those questionned 

were considering introducing or extending beet cultivation in 1975. 

The factory is also planning to increase its assistance to farmers 

in 1975, especially to those planting larger blocks of land, by the 

introduction of machinery on hire at a cheap rate, and it therefore 

seems likely that the beet area will continue to increase over the 

next few years.
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Taken as a group, vegetables accounted for a more important 

alternative crop than sugar beet in 1973 (see Table 32)* and 

included various cucurbits (melons, cucumbers, squash), potatoes, 

tomatoes, seed onions, eating onions, carrots, aubergines and sweet 

corn. They were grown by almost all farmers on a small scale, 

often at a corner of a plot of beans, for household consumption.

However, only a small number of farmers purposely grQw vegetables 

especially potatoes and tomatoes - for the market. In the sample 

of farmers 14 {21%) grew potatoes in 1973, but only seven had 1000 

square metres or more and regarded the crop as a cash crop. Tomatoes, 

brought by bus to Olya from Pol*-e Dokhtar as seedlings in Play, were 

grown by ten farmers. Eight farmers were recorded as growing 

cucumbersj Mohammad Aqa Zafari of Baba Rostam and his son, for 

example, shared a two jarib plot of cucumbers, planted under a young 

orchard of apricot trees, which were destined for the Nahavand market 

(see Case 5 in Chapter 7). It was found that in the three villages 

nearest Nahavand - Gol-e Zard, Raziabad and Kuhani »* a number of city 

people were renting land on which to grow their own vegetables, 

particularly thB more valuable ones such as aubergines and sweet 

corn. Similarly, a number of ’’landless" villagers were renting 

small parcels of land to cultivate vegetables intensively for the 

market. In dahanabad, for example, three men were growing cucumbers 

and melons on one hectare of land belonging to a villager now 

resident in Tehran, who would receive half the crop in lieu of 

payment for the lease of his land.

The most remarkable field crops found in the study area 

were flowers, particularly gladioli. Their cultivation marks ari 

important diversification and intensification of land use in the 

valley, though they occupied only a very small part of the total 

land area in 1973. Gladioli cultivation was centred on the village



of Sha'ban, The farmers stated that the first year of gladioli 

cultivation took place at the time of land reform, about 1962, when 

a villager who had a flower shop in Tehran returned to Sha'ban and 

planted Dutch gladioli bulbs on a small plot of his father's land 

as an experiment* This specialist crop was cultivated extensively 

in Sha'ban in 1973 in small plots, often of only 200 square metres, 

totalling in all about five hectares * However, two farmers were 

each found to have about one hectare under cultivation in several 

plots* Of the 10 farmers included in the sample in Sha'ban only 

one had planted gladioli on 1000 square metres* In 1974 the total 

area had increased to about ten hectares and three farmers in the 

sample had 1600 square metres* Outside Sha'ban, only in the village 

of Kuhani were flowers being grown, and then by just one farmer on 

about 500 square metres* The flowers were sold mainly in Tehran, 

but also in Esfahan and Ahvaz, and were a very valuable source of 

income (see Chapter 5.3, and Case 7 in Chapter 7).

Flower cultivation requires initially a costly outlay and

a great deal of labour intensive work, and for this latter reason

was well suited to Sha'ban, where land™holdings were small but the

workforce large and progressive. It might be thought that such a

valuable crop would be grown close to the village for easy guard

against pilfering, but in fact the distribution of gladioli plots

was widespread* When the flower buds were beginning to form,
2however, straw shelters were erected near the plots and guard was 

constantly kept during the harvest* The climate and soil of the

1 . The farmers stated that one kilo of bulbs cost about 350 rials 

and that about 10 0 kilos were necessary to plant 1 ha. of land.

2* Guard was kept in this way over other market garden crops and 

also grapes during the harvesting period, for pilfering was a 

major problem in the open fields.
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Plate 6 Gladioli cultivation in Sha’ban

Plate 7 Wheat cultivation on the land of the former 
landlord, flmir Hosein Khan Zafarit in Paba 
Rostam (see Case 8 in Chapter 7). The thinness 
of the wheat and the large number of wild oats 
and other weeds visible typify the generally 
poor hushandry of the landlords in tha valley.
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valloy seemed well suited to the cultivation of gladioli; all that

was apparently holding back more farmers was lack of horticultural

knowledge, lack of confidence in the initial investment risk,

and the worry of over-Bxtending their labour on a risky cash crop

at the expense of more reliable food crops*

Other crops grown in the study area in 1973-74 included

tobacco, cotton and sunflowers but in all they occupied no more
1than a few parcels m  the eleven villages . One farmer in the 

sample had 1,000 square metres of cotton in Torkan Torkan and 

another farmer had a small plot of sunflowers; both were grown for 

their own household use. The climate is not well suited to these 

three crops due to the short growing season* Moreover, tobacco and 

sunflowers were not favoured by the small-holders, both because 

they could only be grown under government licence, being national 

monopolies, and also because they took a lot out of thB soil and the 

fixed prices were generally considered too low to compensate for 

this and for the amount of work involved.

Opium Poppy

As was mentioned in section 4.2*1*, opium cultivation was 

banned in Iran in 1955. The loss to Olya was considerable because 

in the dry, temperate climate prevailing yields were high (between 

5-10 kilos per jarib) and the income substantial. Thus, the re- 

introduction of opium from 1970-1972 inclusiv/G was warmly welcomed, 

despite the fact that cultivation was a government monopoly and 

under the strict supervision of the Ministry of Co-operation and 

Rural Affairs. Cultivation was permitted only .in a certain number

1, During fieldwork in 1973, six parcels of cotton totalling six 

jarib, two parcels of tobacco and two parcels of sunflowers 

wore recorded in tha eleven villages.



of villages each year and in each village its cultivation was 

confined to one block of land to facilitate supervision. Each 

farmer was then allocated a set area of land in the collective 

block, according to his nasaq, or the amount of land he held in 

terms of joft (see Table 34). Many of the farmers questionned 

said that the income derived from opium in these three years 

accounted for more than their total income from the rBst of their 

land (see Chapter 5.3.). It should be noted that the opium was 

sold to the government at a fixed price of 3,500-4,500 rials/ 

kilo, depending on its quality, and, given a yield of 5-10 kilos 

P0r .jarib, the gross income could reach over 40,000 rials per 

jarib„

Source; Fieldwork, 1973~74

Note s 1. To make up for flood damage in summer 1971, Kuhani

third year in 1972.

The opium poppy is particularly suited to agricultural 

conditions in Olya in several respects. First, it requires 

irrigation only in spring, when water is plentiful. Secondly,

Table 34 Opium cultivation in the eleven villages (jarib) 

1970 1971 1972

Kuhani 
Oahanabad 
Baba Rostam 
F iazeman 
Sha’ban
Qal*eh'»e Qobad 
Bey an

Raziabad
Gol-e Zard

1/nasaq
3/joft (including

landlord)

Landlord only 
•2 /nasaq

Baba Qasem 
Mi lab

2/j£ft

and Oahanabad were permitted to plant opium for a
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it can ba planted in autumn, following wheat in tha rotation 

sequence, and harvested in Dune, early enough for the land to 

bo cropped again with pulses or melons. Thirdly, it is labour 

intensive, and provides useful employment. Finally, as already 

pointed out, the income from opium is substantial.

In 1973 and 1974, opium cultivation was again forbidden 

by the government except under licences which were granted solely 

to farm corporations and farm production co-operatives. The village 

small-holders were thus adversely influenced by government 

interference and deprived of a substantial source of income. In 

thB Nahavand district a total area of about 300 hectares was under 

cultivation at the two collectives of Aran (170 ha0) and Barzul 

(130 ha.) in the spring of 1974, but yields were lower than those 

obtained by the farmers in Olya, and averaged only five kilos per 

jarib or less.

Tree crops

In terms of area, fruit trees, timber trees (mainly poplars) 

and grapes have been an important element in the eleven villages 

over the last decade or so. In particular, fruit trees have 

increased in importance. The air photographs of the study area 

taken in 1966 show that there was then only a small total area of 

fruit orchards. Those that did exist were not well spaced and 

largely consisted of apricot trees. Fruit trees of various types 

were, however, plentiful in small groups or as single trees along 

the edges of fields and in gardens close to the villages. They were 

regarded as a supplementary food crop. Thus, apricots were largely 

dried for winter consumption. It was not possible to find reliable 

estimates of the total area of orchards .in the early sixties for the 

eleven villages? of the farmers in the sample only four had fruit 

orchards by 196B and these totalled just over half a hectare (sec 

Tabla 35).
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Table 35 Sample area of fruit treBS planted, 1968-1974 (ha *)

Village Total 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
pre-1968

Gol-e Zard 0*105

Raziabad 0,15

Kuhani 0*2

Oahanabad 

Baba Rostam 

F iazeman 

Sha1 ban

Qal'eh-e Qobad 0 e1

0*15 0.25 0*04

0.6
0.35 0.2

0.15

0.3

0.1

0*45 1.0 1*55

0*16

0.5 0.4 1.0

0.075 

0*15 0*4

Total- 0.555 0*15 0*5 1.2 1*36 1.625 2*99 = 8*38

Sources Fieldwork* questionnaire surveys^ 1973-74

Note; The farmers sampled in Beyan, Baba Qasem and Flilab had no orchards

Area of 
orchards 
(ha.)

Years
1967 68 69 70 71 72
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1In 1967 Cohn Metz , an American Peace Corps volunteer,

started extension work in the Nahavand valley and, together with

his Iranian counterpart, devoted much effort to the education of

those villagers interested in establishing new, correctly spaced

orchards with improved varieties of trees, and the correct

cultivation practices necessary to ensure successful, profitable

fruit production. They were particularly successful in the

village of Gol~e Zard where they helped to establish some 3-4

hectares of orchards between 1967 and 1970 (see Figure 20), and

also in Kuhani and Sha'ban, and their work stimulated the

Agricultural Extension Department to encourage further orchard

development (see below and Chapter 6,2,),

By 1973 a considerable variety of fruit trees — including

red and golden (Lebanese) apples, apricots, peaches, pears, plums,

cherries, quinces and nectarines - was under cultivation in both
2properly spaced orchards on a grid pattern and in the old 

scattered manner along the edges of fields. The largest concentration 

of orchards was found bordering the Sha'ban canal between 

Dahanabad and Nahavand city (see Figure 17), but the villages of 

Baba Rostam and Sha'ban also had considerable areas. On the other

hand, the villages of Fiazeman, Qal'eh-e Qobad, Boyan, Baba Qasem
- 3and Milab were almost devoid of orchards , It was not possible to

1, The information in this section for 1967-1970 was largely 

gathered from correspondence with Cohn Metz, now living in Ohio, 

U.S.A., and from his field notes and reports in the files of the

Peace Corps Office, Tehran (see Chapter 6,2,),

2, The extension workers advised apple and pear trees to be planted 

at six metre intervals in a grid pattern,

3, I am not clear why this was so? possibly the reason bias the

lesser amount of extension work done in these villages, possibly

the adverse influence of the landlords.
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Figure, 20 The growth of fruit orchards in Gq1-»8 Zard

Village
boundary. Jlaziabad

 ̂a r? / /17

Scalej 1 to 2 0 ?0 0 0

Name of farmer (datB of planting orchard):

1 * Aqa Sami'i - Q„7ha* (1969)
2* Haji Doktor Tabibian - 7hae (1969s72j,73?74)
3. Taqi Zamanian ~) _ ^  (1gsgs70)
4. Naqi Zamanian ~) 12, Nasht Reza - 0,1 ha* ( ? )
5*, Sardar Khosrav.i - 0o4haP (1969P70) 13, Hosein Zamanian - 0o1hao (1968)
6 <> Karim Zafari ~ 0,4hac (1969) 14* Hosein Zafar.i - 0o1ha, (1972)
70 Ahad - 0o2hao (1969;, 73) 15, Hosein Zamanian ~ 0c05ha6(old)
Bo Ram Khoda Khosravi - 0,15ha, (1973)
9o Masht Rashid 0„3 (1969) 160 Aminol.lah 'All Bakhshi 0.07ha

10c Hosein Zamanian ~ 0„2 (1972) 17. » " ■> (old)17,
11, 'Abdol Reza Zafari - 0o1 (1969) 10o

1o Air photos j 1966
2e 3ohn Fiotzs fialcl-notes 9 1968-70
3 0 Fieldwork? 1973-74

0c035hac (old) 
o"o45ha, (1974
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Plate 8 Well-spaced orchard of two-yeor old trees in 
Kuhanit with sugar beet below them.

plate 9 Old established orchard. The trees on the 
right have been piuned with the assistance 
of two extension corpsmen.

/
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measure accurately the total area of orchards, but approximately 

60 hectares of trees were under cultivation by summer 1973 (see 

Table 36). During 1973 alone some 25 hectares of new orchards 

(in seven of the villages in the study area) were planted, with the 

encouragement and assistance of several members of the Extension 

Corps (see Chapter 6„2,)e The new trees were bought from the 

government-run nursery at Karaj, near Tehran, at a subsidised prico, 

and were of the best quality available in Iran, Several farmers in 

the village of Kuhani, however, had established their own small

Table 36 The area of l1newH orchards in the eleven villages

Village Approximate total Area planted Number of
area, (Ha,) in 1973 (Ha,) farmers
Autumn 1973

Gol—e Zard 12 2,5 2

Raziabad 2 1 , 0 3

Kuhani 19 10.5 18

Oahanabad 5 1 P5 2

Baba Rostam 9 7,5 15

Fiazernan D . 2 0 . 2

Sha*ban a 2,5 2

Qal'eh-e Qobad 1

Beyan

Baba Qasem

Flilab

JJOTALj 56.2

SOURCE: Fieldwork, 1973,

25,7 42
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nurseries and were propagating now trees and grafting new stock 

on to older trees* It was estimated by the Extension Department 

in Nahavand that in all there were about 100 hectares of well 

spaced orchards of improved varieties of trees in the main valley 

of Olya by summer 1974*

During the questionnaire survay an effort was madB to 

discover the dates when the separate orchard plots of thB farmers 

in the sample were planted* Table 35 and its accompanying graph 

illustrate very clearly the positive rate of extension of orchards 

over the last decade* By the summer of 1974, 19 (37%) farmers in 

eight of thB villages had 8*38 hectares of orchards (see Figure 18)*

The market price of good quality fruit was high (the best apples 

reached 60-70 rials/kilo) and all the farmers questionned showed a 

good deal of interest in orchard development* In 1974, however, 

rumours and speculation that their land might be taken over as a 

farm corporation had rather dampened their enthusiasm and led them 

to question the wisdom of present and future investment in fruit 

trees*

Walnut and almond trees were commonly grown in the valley, 

not in orchards but as individual trees at the edges of fields and 

in gardens* Some of these trees were surprisingly productive, though 

often of great age, and their yield was marketed on a small scale*

For example, 1 ,000 walnuts in 1973 sold for 400-500 rials * It 

was not made clear from farmers' answers why walnuts and almonds

were not considered more seriously as cash crops*
1 .Grapes were grown widely but on a small scale in all the

villages* Some were sold fresh, but most grapes were kept by tho

1# Grapes are grown on the sides of deep trenches and flood-irrigated* 

In winter snow fills the trenches and preserves the roots, while 

the plants are protected with earth*
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household as an important additional foodstuff, whether fresh, or 

converted into vinegar or a type of syrup* Of the 51 farmers in 

the sample, 27 ( 5 )  had plots of grapes but most of theso were 

small in area and yields were generally low (see Figure 18)«

The last important tree crop found was a fast growing type 

of poplar, known locally as raj! or tabrizi, and was an indispensable 

item of house construction, for which it provided the beams* Any 

surplus above household needs was sold and might bring in 14-15,000 

rials per jarib ~ but, it should be noted, income from these trees was only 

realised about once every ten years* Tabriz! were particularly 

grown on either side of the Ab-e Nahavand river and formed a dividing 

line down the centre of the valley from the village of Baba Qasem 

to the city* Other concentrations of tabrizi and willow, another 

but far less important timber crop, were found bordering the length 

of the Sharban canal and round all the villages except Fiilab, which 

was above the line of irrigation and where water was in exceptionally 

short supply* Half of the farmers in the sample had parcels of 

tabrizi, but these were generally small in area (see Figure 18)*

The extent of tabrizi would seem to have changed little sincB 1960*

The questionnaire survey indicated a small increase between 1973 

and 1974, but fieldwork suggested this was not a general trend* It 

seems likely that tabrizi will continue to be a widely grown crop 

in the future, due to their importance in house construction, despite 

an increasing preference in Nahavand and Bven amongst the wealthier 

villagers for iron beams and frames for roofs and windows respectively 

(see Chapter 5.1.).
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4*2,3, LANDLORD-OWNED LAND (see Table 37and Figures 17 and 18)

Land use in 1973--74 on that section of the village land 

retained by the landlords at land reform was based predominantly 

on a two-year rotation of wheat and beans, just as it was under 

the share-cropping system in 1960, The only pronounced difference 

was that the fallowed area had almost disappeared, even at tho 

extremities of the Beyan and Fiazeman canals where water had in 

the past been the limiting factor (see section 4,1.)„ Other field 

crops grown included barley, sugar beet, sunflowers, clover, alfalfa 

and potatoes, but they accounted for a very small total area. In 

Baba Qasem, for example, the Zolfaqari brothers planted 40 Hectares

Table 37 Land use on landlord-owned land, 1973 (1974) (Ha *)

Wheat Beans Barley Sugar Clover, Sun- Tree
beet Alfalfa flowers crops

2 (5) ?

8(20) 20 (0) ?

? 6(7)

15(25) ' ?

3 (1) ?

?

?

1 (?) ?

Khanum Zafari, 1B(11) 2 (2)
Raziabad
Amir Khan 55(55) 20(30) 10(5)
Zafari,
Baba Rostam
Haji Dr, ? ? ?
Tabibian,
Gol~e Zard
'Ali Ehsan 40 (?) 30 (?) 2(?)
Zafari,
Fiazeman
* Abdol^Amir 25(25) 15(15)
Zamanian,
Dahanabad
Oavad Khan 20(20) 20(20) ?
Zafari,
Beyan
Haji Vali 20(20) 20(20)
Mo 1azzami,
Beyan
Zolfaqari 40 (?) 30 (?)
brothers,
Baba Qasem

SOURCES Fieldwork, 1973-74 NOTE? ? — not available
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of wheat and 30 hectares of beans in 1973, but only 1 hectare of 

clover and no other crops, None of the landlords showed any real 

interest in fodder crops for they had no sheep or goats and the 

few cows they owned were looked after by villagers on a form of 

share agreement (see Chapter 5,2*1,), Attempts by several landlords 

to introduce alternative summer crops had largely floundered. For 

example, Amir Khan Zafari of Baba Rostarn planted 20 hectares of 

sunflowers in 1973 but the yield was poor and in 1974 his 20 

hectares of sugar beet failed to germinate successfully and was 

ploughed in (see Case 8 in Chapter 7), It should also be emphasized 

that yields of even their main cash crops, wheat and beans, were in 

general much below those obtained by the small-holders.

The landlords also all owned land planted with tree crops, 

whether tabrizi , grapes or fruit trees. However, the total area 

was relatively small, the trees generally old stock and yields on 

thB whole low. For the most part these tree crops had been planted 

before land reform and were cultivated by the villagers on a share 

basis (see Chapter 3,2,), However, three landlords « ’Abdol Amir 

Zamanian of Dahanabad, Haji Dr, Tabibian of Gol—e Zard and Davad 

Khan Zafari of Beyan and Tokeh — have each planted new, properly 

spaced fruit orchards in the last few years, ’Abdol Amir by 1974 

had a 1,5 hectare orchard; 3avad Khan had a 4 hectare orchard in 

Tokeh; and Haji Dr, Tabibian had 7 hectares of mainly Lebanese 

apple trees, which were being looked after by a gardener, and 

showed every sign of producing a valuable yield in the next few 

years *



4*2*4, CHANGES IN THE CROPPING PATTERN

Although in 1974 the cropping pattern was still one of 

fairly distinct crop zones with open fields (see Figure 18), there 

had been a number of important modifications to the pattern of 1960. 

First, there had beon an increase in the number of crop zones.

This increase was a direct result of the provisions of the land 

reform law, which provided in certain cases for a division of the 

land into blocks belonging to the landlord and blocks belonging to 

to the share-croppers (see Chapter 3). In the villages of Baba 

Rostam, Raziabad, Fiazeman, Dahanabad, Baba Qasem and Milab, where 

the land was divided between a single landlord or group of landlords 

and the share-croppers, the number of crop zones was subsequently 

increased by each organising the land into new zones. Where there 

were several separate landlords, as in Gol-e Zard, Beyan and Qal’eh- 

Qobad, a more complex pattern of zones emerged. In the peasant 

proprietor villages of Kuhani and Sha’ban, however, the crop zones 

were largely undisturbed by land reform.

Secondly, on the land belonging to the sinall-holders there 

had been a reduction in the uniformity of the crop zones _themselves. 

As Figure 1 8 shows, this reduction varied considerably from one 

village to another. In the villages of Milab and Fiazeman it was 

least marked and the belts of wheat and beans had few parcels of 

other crops inter-mixed with them. Elsewhere, as demonstrated in 

section 4.2,2., the cultivation of alternative rotation crops had 

increased considerably. In Sha’ban, this was particularly marked, 

and vegetables and gladioli were found amongst larger belts of 

wheat or beans (see Figure 19).

The third major difference was the much larger area under 

fruit trees in 1974 than in 1960 and their extension into the
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traditionally opBn fields* As mentioned before, this was especially 

pronounced in 1973 and 1974. Along with laying down of orchards 

fencing had been ©rectBd to protect the trees from damage by 

animals* In Kuhani and Sha'ban these developments had progressed 

farthest and the open fields had become somewhat dissected.

The crop pattern of the former large landed proprietors 

had changed much less over the past decade than that of the small

holders, for large belts of crops permitted operations to be 

mechanized*. However, as mentioned in Chapter 5.2. p they had not taken 

full advantage of this means to increase their productivity (see 

Case 8 in Chapter 7). Only davad Khan Zafari had significantly 

altered his open fields in the village of Tokeh, outside the direct 

scope of study, by planting a four hectare orchard below the Beyan 

canal in spring 1974 and fencing it off.

That individual land ownership by the small-holders has 

not led to the disappaarence of the traditional cropping patterns 

may be accounted for by the continuing need of the small-holders 

to grow food crops, such as wheat, and to follow similar cropping 

systems to facilitate access to fragmented plots for field operations, 

as mentioned in section 4*2.1*. But the changes which have been 

discussed above seem likely to continue at an accoleratBd pace with 

the encouragement of greater profits from the introduction of new 

crops or different rotations* Moreover, the increased availability 

of irrigation water to tho whole of the village land area, better 

access to fields by the widening or construction of tracks, and 

the different abilities of the small-holders are encouraging a more 

individual attitude to crop choice.
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4.2.5, CONCLUSION

In Chapter 3 it was suggested that the small farmer 

population in the study area, many of whom have only recently become 

individual owners of land, werB becoming increasingly concerned in 

1973—74 by the possible loss of thair land to a government-run 

farm corporation. The argument for the establishment of such a 

large-scale unit is based on its alleged greater efficiency of farm 

management with the consolidation of holdings into larger blocks 

and the mechanization of operations, which it is alleged would 

result in a more intensive use of the land and increased production.

It is the contention of this chapter that such an intervention 

would lead to the disruption of what has in recent years come to 

be an area of intensive land use, with high production per hectare, 

and where on-going changes - the breakdown of crop zones, reduction 

of the fallowed ares, introduction of more valuable summer crops 

and fruit orchards - suggest a growing progressive and able class 

of small-holders, responsive to prices and profit and willing to 

change their land use when it is in their best interests to do so.

In contrast, there has been far less effort by the landlords to 

increase production, and yields on their land lag well behind those 

of the small-holders. The landlords, indeed, seem less capable as 

farmers and far less interested in developing the potential of 

their land than the small-holderse

The eleven villages under study show changes in land use 

to different degrees. For example, Kuhani and Sha'ban, the two 

villages which were not under the control of large landed proprietors 

before land reform, have shown ths most marked developments. Hilab 

and Baba Qasem have shown the least changes, but yields of wheat and 

beans, the traditional crops, have nevertheless risen sharply.
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What is now needed is stability — that is, an end to the 

disrupting effects of government changes in policy ovor land 

ownership, prices and monopolies (see Chapter 6.4®) - so that the 

farmers can again feel sufficiently secure and confident to proceed 

with investments in their land*
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CHAPTER FIVE SOCIAL AMD ECONOMIC CHANGES

It is the aim of this chapter to examine systematically 

the changing nexus of the social and economic circumstances of the 

rural population of Olya, The main emphasis will be placed on the 

position of the small-farm sector during the period 1971—74 when 

fieldwork was carried out. It was found very difficult to establish 

reliably the past position of, for example, the socio-economic 

structure of the family and various aspects of the economy of the 

small-holders. For this reason generalisations are unavoidable and 

must be excused? where possible fieldwork data has been presented 

to support the arguments put, but it is recognised that all too 

often this data is Dnly partially complete.
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5.1. POPULATION TRENDS

Chapter one (section 1*2,,) briefly described the general 

characteristics of the population of Olya and the study area* but 

it was suggested that the data presented in Table 1 , taken from 

the censuses of the Iranian Statistical Centre and the Nahavand. 

Malaria Department, should be viewed with caution* Fieldwork 

revealed differing opinions as to the village papulation size 

given by the censuses and in several cases villages, recorded in 

the censuses as being populated, were found to have been deserted.

The censuses, moreover, offer very little household data concerning 

such matters as family size, birth and death rates, migration, 

literacy and employment, which have particular relevance to a study 

of the small-farm family and its changing circumstances. For this 

reason I attempted to collect such household data for the small

holder section of the village included in the questionnaire survey 

(see Appendix 1*), It is acknowledged that the data presented in 

this section contains some inconsistencies and errors due to the 

problems of defining questions and categorising responses accurately. 

For example, it was not always easy to decide whether a.person was 

a permanent or absentee member of the household. Nevertheless, the 

information is considered worthy of inclusion in that it does show 

the household to be an evolving body and worthy of much closer 

examination as part and parcel of the process of agrarian change.

With regard to the rest of the village population, there was not 

time to include the former large landlord families and the 

’’landless1' section, and such comments as are made are riot to be 

considered of universal applicability even in such a small district 

as Olya.

The sample population of the eleven villages is a young one.
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The age pyramid displays this clearly by its very broad bass 

(sea Figure 21 )« Over 60^ of the population is below 20 years of 

age, while only S% is over 60, In the overall sample the two 

sexes are almost equally represented, with 169 males and 162 

females. However, a group~by«group examination reveals the 

unbalanced nature of sex distribution. In almost all groups there 

is a predominance of females in the sex composition. The sex 

ratio for the age group between 20-60 is 129 females to every 

1 0 0 males, but in the age group 1 0 - 2 0  there are only 60 females to 

every 100 males. These discrepancies cannot easily be accounted 

for with the limited demographic data collected during fieldwork, 

but they clearly merit further study, Nevertheless, certain 

explanations may be put forward for two other trends noted from 

the age pyramid. First, the sharp decrease in the number of males 

from the age group 10-20 years (50) to 20-30 years (10) may be 

accounted for by their establishment of new households in the 

village (13 or 3% of the total census), and by their movement into 

either the armed forces (9 or 2,17a) or the urban centres (19 or 4,470. 

Secondly, the steady fall in the number of females aged 10-30 may 

be explained by marriage and their resultant departure from the 

household.

The large proportion of children in the population may be 

more clearly shown by an examination of family size. It was found 

that the average sized family of 6,5 members (recorded as "permanent” 

members of the household during the survey) contained 4,2, children 

and showed a higher number of boys than girls (see Table 38 ) «, The mean

1• The apparent anomaly of too many adults per household may be 

explained simply by the presence of relations other than the 

parents in the household, such as widowed mothers - 6 in the 

sample, and divorced daughters — 2 ,
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Table 38 Composition of household members present in sample at 

time of surv/oy

Village Sample no, Haad of Wife Son Daughter Daughter-
of families family in-laui

Gol~e Zard No, 2 2 2 6 5
% 13.3 13.3 40 33.4

Raziabad 1 1 1 1 3
16,7 16.7 16.7 50

Kuhani 8 8 8 24 15 1
13.7 13.7 41 .4 26 1.72

Oahanabad 6 6 4 12 11
15.8 10.5 31.6 29

Baba Rostam 4 4 5 10 10 1
13,3 16.7 33.3 33.3 3.3

Fiazeman 2 2 2 1 1
33.3 33.3 1 6.7 16,7

Sha’ban 10 10 9 28 17
14.9 13.4 41.8 25.4

Qal’eh-e Qobad 4 4 4 12 10 1
12.5 12.5 37.5 31.3 3,1

Beyan 6 6 6 8 11 2
16.6 16.6 2 2 . 2 30.6 5.6

Baba Qasam 5 5 4 6 6 1
16.7 13.3 20 20 3.3

Mi lab 3 3 3 11 5 1
13 13 48 21,7 . 4.3

Total 51 51 48 119 94 7
14.9 14.2 34,4 27.6 2.3

Total census 51 48 154 135 7
number, including 1 1 . 8 1 1 . 2 35,8 31 .4 1 . 6
absentees

(continued on next page)
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(Table 38 continued)

Village Brother Sister Mother Grand- Grand- Grand- Sample
mother daughter son total

Gol-e Zard 15
1 0 0

Raziahad 6
1 0 0

Kuhani 2
3.4

50
1 0 0

Oahanabad 3 2 (widows) 
7.9 5.3

38
1 0 0

Baba Rostam 30
1 0 0

F iazeman 6
1 0 0

Sha * ban (widows) 2 1 (widow) 
3 1,5

67
1 0 0

Qalfeh-e Qobad 1
3.1

32
1 0 0

Beyan 1
2 . 8

2
5.6

36
1 0 0

Baba Qasem 

Mi lab

1 2 (widows) 2 
3,3 6.7 6.7 

(divorced)

3
10

30
1 0 0

23
1 0 0

Total 4 6 1 5 6 341
1 . 2 1 . 8 0.3 1,5 1 o 8 1 DO

Total census 8 9 6 1 5 6 430
number, including 1.9 2 . 1 1.4 0 . 2 1 . 2 1.4 10 0
absentees

Source % Fieldwork, questionnaire survey, 1974



Figure 22 Composition of sample households, summer 1974 (%)

Heads of
households
14.9%

Daughters 
27 . 6%

Sons
34.4%

Sourcei Fieldwork, questionnaire, 1974

Table 39 Number of women by cohorts of complated fertility 

who have had various numbers of children

Number of children Number of women %

None 1 2.1

1-3 5 10.4

4-9 39 81.25

10 + 3 6.25

Total 48 100%

Source; Fieldwork, questionnaire survey, 1974



Table 40 Number of children in sample households, 1974

Nale F emale Hale F emale

1. 3 2 27. 3 4 (2 )
2* 3 3 28. 4(1) ~(2)
3. 1 3 29. 5 1
4. 7 1 30. - 2
5. 2(1) 4 31. 2(2) 3
6e -(2) 2 (1 ) 32. 1(3) -(1)
7. 3 1 (1 ) 33. 5 2(1)
8* 3 2 (1 ) 34. 2(2) 5(1)
9* 4(1) 1 (2 ) 35. 4(2) 3
10. 3 3 36. 4(1) 1(3)
11. 2 1 37. 1(2) 1(4)
12. 1(3) 1 (2 ) 38. 2 -(2)
13. 1(1) 2(3) 39. 2 -
14. 1 2 40. 1 5(1)
15. 4 2(1) 41. ~(4) -(1)
16. 5(1) 3(1) 42. 2(3) 2
17. 4 4(2) 43. “ 4
18. 5(1) 44. 3(1) 2(1)
19. 2(2) 2(2) 45. 1 2(2)
20. 1 4 46. X X
21. 2 4 47. « --
22. "(1) 1(2) 48. 1(2) -
23. 1(3) -(4) 49. X X
24. 2 3 50. 3 . 1(2)
25. 5 1(1) 51. 1(2) 2(3)
26. - ■“(unmarried) 112(153) 92(14'

204(294)

KEYz 3 » Present in household at time of survey
(2) *» Absent from household at time of survey 
X - Left out as unreliable

SOURCEt Fieldwork, questionnaire survey, 1974
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total number of children in the 51 families, whether of "permanent" 

or "absentee" status was found to be six. The largest family 

recorded was outside the sample and contained 21 children, the 

offspring of one father and three wives. Polygamy was, however, 

rare and only one man in the sample had two wives. The birth rate 

is therefore high and, though birth control has been available in 

Nahavand city for about a decade, preference amongst the heads of 

households interviewed generally was for a large number of offspring, 

particularly of boys, for this is customarily regarded as a sign 

of manly dignity and fortune. Nevertheless, many of the men, 

especially the younger ones, were aware of the inconsistency of a 

large family with the wish for an improved standard of living and 

were showing a greater interest in contraceptive practices. It 

was not possible to raise this matter with the village women, but 

a doctor in Nahavand city and a woman assistant at .the Rural 

Cultural Centre (khaneh~e farhang-e rusta^i) in Kuhan.i village 

both agreed that birth control was on the increase amongst the 

village woman. Much more detailed study is necessary to assess 

the success of the campaign being undertaken in Olya to decrease 

the birth rate.

Overall, therefore, there is little doubt that the 

population has increased considerably over the past decade, due 

to the sharp decline in infant mortality and the general 'increase 

in life expectancy, both of which have resulted largely from the 

spread of improved health and living standards, the eradication 

of cholera and malaria (still endemic amongst the tribal people 

who annually traverse the valley), the construction of piped drinking 

water systems and the availability of doctors and medicine. (see 

Chapter 6.).

Yet it would seem that the present population level of the



villages and individual households would have been much higher if 

outward migration in particular of men had not occurred. In the 

past migration of men largely took three forms, first, there was 

inter-village migration, often involving very small distances, of 

whole families in search of more and better land for cultivation. 

Such was the motive behind the movement of Mohammad Vali Saqi’s 

father from Alvand Kamar, in the mountains above V/esht, to Sha'ban 

where he bought land. Secondly, therB was the migration of at 

first the head of the household to Tehran (and other large cities) 

to establish himself in employment, to be joined later by his 

family. In some cases the family would not sever all its links 

with the village but might, if sufficiently wBll-off, continue to 

maintain a house and share-crop their land. Thus, ?Ali Mohammad 

'Ali Bakhshi of Sha*ban, who worked in the Abadan oil industry for 

much of his life, returned to his home and land six years ago to 

retire. Thirdly, temporary absenteeism of young males in the age~ 

group 15-30 years was common. There has been a tradition in Olya 

of annual winter migration to Kuwait for periods of usually two to 

four months for work as piece-paid labourers at salaries often four 

or five times those prevailing in Iran - 400 or 500 rials per day

m  the late sixties . Of the men in the sample households about

half had visited Kuwait for work (and in their homes had souvenirs 

rugs, wirelesses etc.) and several spoke Arabic.

At the present time, although temporary migration for

winter work remains important, visits to Kuwait are less frequent,

for wage levels in urban Iran have risen markedly over recent years 

Similarly, inter-village movements have been increasingly replaced

1. Razavian, M„T. "Iranian communities of the Persian Gulf: a

geographical analysis", unpublished doctoral thesis, University 

of London, (1975)
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by "single-step" permanent emigration to towns and cities, especially 

Tehran, often in the wake of a relative. The sample survey 

revealed that 34 of the 51 households had 89 "permanent absentee" 

members (20^ of the total census population); these were largely 

in Tehran.

Finally, it is interesting to note several exceptions to 

the rule of emigration. The purchase of land in Kuhani village by 

two Tehran! brothers in 1973 caused widespread interest and 

surprise tothe local population. Nevertheless, their intensive 

market-garden operation gives considerable promise of financial 

success. In a different vein was the inward migration into 

Gahanabad of the villagers of Kalindar-e Olya after the flood of 

1971 destroyed their homes.

Closely connected with population trends are the factors

of education, social welfare and employment, for only a literate

and healthy population can be a significant economic asset.

Information Dn all three factors at the family level in Iran is

limited. The general tendency is to regard the rural population

of Iran as illiterate, diseased and unproductive, a national 
1liability . Before 1960 only three schools were established in 

rural Olya (sea Chapter 6.6.) and illiteracy was the general rule. 

Although it is difficult to define precisely the educational level 

of the members of a family, fieldwork did suggest a marked 

degree of improvement overall by 1973-74. This showed itself most 

clearly in the large attendance of children at thB village 

schools (dabestan). Thero was a general acceptance by the adult 

population of the necessity of schooling for the future success of 

at least their male children, which was demonstrated by the 

attendance at the village schools of about 600 boys from the

1« Allen, HcB. "Rural education and welfare in the Middle Fast", 

page 2, London (1946)
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nine villages for which data was gathered and all the boys aged 

between 7 and 12 years in the sample (see Table 41 )* This is a 

clear sign of the improving economic circumstances of the family 

for only a few years before boys WBre needed to help in the fields 

or to supplement the family income by tending sheep* However, long 

summer vacations of three months during the harvesting period permit 

help to be given when it is most needed* A considerable number of 

boys also attend secondary school (dabirestan) in Nahavand city, 

travelling daily by foot or bicycle from the nearer villages and by 

bus or taxi (kerayeh) from the farther ones* Several boys are 

receiving higher education at Ramadan agricultural college* Borujerd 

agricultural high school and at the technical school at Malayer, 

and a few speak English? some are even applying to university 

in Tehran, a remarkable sign of change* Not surprisingly the 

literacy rate was highest amongst those males aged between 11-30 

years who had had the advantage of educatione On the other hand 

girls are generally not considered to require any education (by 

their parents), but are deemed better employed in the household 

making carpets until they can be married* Only 80 girls from thB 

nine villages were attending school in summer 1974* However, there 

are signs, as in Kuhani, that elementary education for girls is 

increasing, though most parents do not allow their daughters to 

be taught by male teachers.

Thus there is at present a great and increasing diversity 

in educational attainment amongst the members of a household. Of 

the 51 families included in the sample, 110 boys were receiving 

education of which perhaps two-thirds could be classed as literate. 

On the other hand only 12 girls were receiving education and then 

seldom full-time. Similarly, six heads of households declared 

themselves literate or semi-literate, but none of their wives wore



Tab.le 41 Number of children attending elementary school in 

the eleven villages, summer 1974

Village Boys Girl;

Gol-e Zard X X

Raziabad 30 5

Kuhani 115 40

Baba Rostam 40 -

F iazeman 40

Oahanabad 70 -

Sha * ban X X

Qal'eh—e Qobad 100 20

BByan 100 -

Baba Qasem 52 a f i

Milab 50 10

Total 597 75

Source? Fieldwork, 1974 

Note? x - not available
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Table 42 Number of years of schooling of children in the

51 households

1 (i Sons 8,6; Daughter 1 27, Sons 7,6; Daughter 3
2. Sons 5,1; Daughters 2,1 28. Sons 8,7,5,1
30 29, Sons 8,3,1 ,1
4. Sons 11,10,8,7,6,4,3 30. (Father 6)
5. Son 11 31. Sons 7,4,3,?,?
6. Sons ?,?; Daughter 3 32. Sons 11,9,7,7
7* Sons 7,5; Daughter some 33. Sons 8,5,2
Be Son 2 34. Sons 11,9; Daughters 6,2,1
9. Sons 9,8,6,6; Daughter 4 35. Sons 7,6,6,5; Daughters 1,1
10c Sons 2,1 36. Sons 9,3,?
11 . Son 3 37. Son 7; Others ?
12* Son 6 38, Sons 6,6
130 Sons 6,6 39,
14, (Father 3) 40. Son 7; Daughter 5
15, Sons 16,14,11,4; Daughter 5 41. ?
16. Sons 7,3,2,1 42. Sons 11,7,7,3,1; Daughter 6
17. Sons 7,2; Daughter 3 43, Sons 7,6,6,1
18, Sons 9,7,6,4,1 44, Son 4; Daughter ?
19. Sons 6,4,?,? 45. Sons 2,2
20. Son 2 46. Sons 10,8,7,3
21. Son 10 47. Sons 6,3,1
22, 48. ?
23. Son 11; Others ? 49. ?

24. Son 2 50, Sons 10,5
25, Sons 10,5,3,1 51. ?
26.

Source; Fieldwork, questionnaire survey, 1974
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literate. The last decade or so has therefore seen the emergence 

of a young, educated male rural class with knowledge and aspirations 

differing markedly from its parents. It is unfortunate that to—date 

little attention has been paid to this class, especially in view 

of the tendency for it to leave the village for an urban way of 

life, a tendency generally encouraged by parents, for in the 

next few years many of the rural and urban problems of Iran will 

closely concern this generation (see section 5.4.).

Dust as illiteracy was the rule in 1960, so too insanitary 

conditions prevailed and disease was widespread. Cholera was 

reported to have decimated the population in the 1940’s and malaria 

was endemic. Drinking water was drawn from shallow wells and the 

open irrigation canals and was the cause of much disease. Fieldwork 

in 1973-74 again suggested an improvement. The healthy appearance 

of the population of the eleven villages was confirmed by local 

doctors and the director of the Malaria Department who stated that 

cholera and malaria had been eradicated from the villages in the 

last few years by vaccination and annual DDT spraying respectively.

It should be added that there is now little obvious malnutrition 

and that both men and women use the medical facilities in Nahavand 

city with enthusiasm, although medical expenses can be a considerable 

drain on their resources. Similarly? food consumption has increased 

in recent years, closely matching rising agricultural production.

The staple food remains traditional farm produces bread", dairy

1. The local doctor in Nahavand city stated that vitamin deficiences 

were present, and showed themselves in a mild form of rickets 

and in skin diseases.

2. The villagers questionned stated that thoy required 300 kilos of 

wheat per annum per adult (half for children) for bread. This 

figure is approximately double the usual amount used in calculations 

by the World Bank of rural wheat consumption in Iran (see IBRD, 1970).
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products, fresh vegetables and fruit when in season, and dried fruit

in winter, and the main cooked foods, ab-e gusht, a soup made chiefly

by boiling a little meat with home-grown split peas and other pulses,

and various khoresht (a meat and vegetable stew); but this staple

food is now both in greater abundance and being supplemented with

growing amounts of bought meat, vegetables and rice. Additionally,

tea is the main beverage, sweetened with cube sugar,, The level of

food consumption and its calorific or nutritional value could not be

accurately gauged, but the villagers all agreed that they now ate far

better than ever before. Certainly they gave every appearance of

being healthy by their high degree of activity throughout the year „

The form of dress worn by the villagers varies considerably«

The customary black, baggy trousers, shirt, knee-length coat with
2large pockets and wide sleeves, felt cap and giveh are still worn 

by many of the older men, but European-styled clothes are increasingly 

taking their place„ The young in particular wear jeans and the style 

of dress amongst the adult men largely depends on the wealth and 

status of the individual* A suit and hat with a brim is considered

1« Little detailed nutritional data of rural families has as yet

been collected in Iran* Sen Gupta et al (1963), in a general 

survey of LQrestan, found that 9Q% of households surveyed were meeting 

with their calorie requirements, largely due to the high consumption 

of bread, but that anaemia and parasitism were widespread, there 

was a lack of calcium in the diet, and a high level of child mortality

and of malnutrition of women of child-bearing age, Hedayat et al

(1969), in a survey of seven villages in the plain of V/aramin betweeR 

1965-1967, drew similar conclusions*

2„ Shoes, with the upper made of a thick yarn and the sole of a

piece of rubber from a car tyro*
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well-dressed, but ties are not worn * For work in tho fields the 

traditional clothes are more appropriate and generally worn by alio 

The women commonly wear long ’‘pyjama11 trousers and over them a 

brightly coloured cloth dress. On their heads they wear a knotted 

kerchief which facilitates the carriage of goods for the household*

In their homes the chador-e s h a b (ankle-length veil) is not 

considered necessary and is an encumbrance for work, but outside 

on the street, visiting friends, or shopping, the chador-e shab 

is invariably worn by all females as a mark of social responsibilityj 

despite the movement in Iran to ban the chador-e shab, widely 

discussed in the village, social etiquette demands its uses* Children 

wear a mixture of clothes and cheap plastic shoes* Finally, it is 

important to point out that clothing has for all villagers increased 

considerably in both quantity and quality? few now have a wardrobe 

consisting of only those clothes being worn.

Housebuilding and household possessions may also usefully be 

studied to determine the scope of change in the villages of Olya.

The traditional building materials of mud-brick and wood are being 

at least partially replaced by more expensive and more prestigious 

fired brick, metal beams and metal window frames* However, thick 

mud-brick walls are not being completely replaced for the people 

recognise the value of their insulating properties* The house is 

now being built with larger windows, a veranda and often plastered 

walls, though otherwise generally in the same style and size - a 

single-storied, three-roomed, flat-roofed dwelling with a yard (hayat) 

and surrounded by a high, protective, mud-brick wall* in the 

courtyard there is usually a pool, well or even running water in the 

form of a Juts to serve household needs, but houses in some villages 

now have taps and piped water though this is the exception rather than

1 s The tie has overtones of westernization and sometimes .irreligioru
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the rule. Each house has a latrine which in general is shallow 

and insanitary, but again a few households have installed more 

healthy, deep pit latrines. Partly for this reason, but also because 

the family animals are kept in the yard close to the house, swarms 

of flies abound in summer. However, the use of window and door 

mesh mettle screens and fly sprays are becoming more common. Of the 

51 households sampled, nine had constructed new houses since 1971 

using a mixture of new and old building materials, and offered a 

striking example of the improvement in living conditions which can 

be brought about by better housing. This was particularly true of 

Kuhani and Jahanabad where the flood of 1971 had destroyed much of 

the central part of the villages. In Oahanabad the landlord had 

welcomed the opportunity to sell off uncultivated land by the village 

for new housing. In all tha villages in 1973-74 there were considerable 

signs of either new houses or at least house extensions and re

building. For most families, however, their houses were small and 

over-crowded, with perhaps only one living room and one working room 

for ten people. Of the 51 households included in the sample, 32 

had only two rooms and for them improvements are still necessary.

Household possessions have increased markedly. In particular, 

the number of carpets covering the floors of households - a good 

sign of affluence in Iran - have increased. Carpets are generally 

made by the family itself and sold when ready money is needed quickly, 

so their presence may be taken as indicating a growing wealth and 

security, especially with the recent sharp rise in their value* In 

addition, almost all the houses had a radio, clock, a paraffin cooking 

stove and samovar and occasionally such relative luxury items as a 

tape-recorder and record-player, souvenirs usually of working visits 

to Kuwait or of the pilgrimage to Mecca. Hone of the villages of Olya 

have yet received electricity and rely largely on charcoal, animal
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dung (tapaleh), and paraffin for cooking and heating* Lighting is

provided by kerosene lamps and occasionally by battery torches* The
1 —korsl has not yet been superceded by stoves (bokhari) as the main

means of heating, but for cooking gas cylinders are beginning to 

be introduced in a feu households, though charcoal is still favoured* 

Cooking is dona in copper vessels but the use of aluminium pots and 

pans is increasing* Crockery is no longer rare but often reserved 

for guests and special occasions only*

The final element which may be usefully examined under the 

heading of population trends is the changing employment structure of 

the eleven villages* In the past the bulk of the population (that 

is, the male population) was employed in agriculture but there was 

a certain amount of non-farm employment as, for example, that of the 

molla, shopkeeper, miller, blacksmith, irrigation official (abiari), 

bath-tender (hammami), teacher and house-builder (which varied from 

village to village according to their size and prosperity), Moreover, 

as has been mentioned before, there has traditionally been a winter 

migration of men to Kuwait and elsewhere for work*

Although it was not possible to gather reliable data for the 

employment structure of the total population of the eleven villages, 

it was for the 51 sample households, and from this two facts emerged* 

First, it was clear that although agriculture still employed the 

major portion of the male work-force, an increasing number of men 

were finding employment in non-farm activities in the study area.

In particular, the service sector has seen the largest growth in

1* The korsi consists of a four-legged, low table covered with a 

quilt (lehaf) which extends on to the floor on all sides* Under 

the table a metal basin full of burning charcoal is placed which 

generates warmth. On the four sides of the table mattresses are 

laid and on the sides nearest the walls cushions as back, or head, 

rests* The people rest or sit under the lehaf in cold weather 

during the day and sleep under it at night*
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employment opportunities ouer the last few yBars and the number 

of shopkeepers, house-builders, merchants, tractor and taxi drivers, 

village officials and government employees have all increased 

considerably,, These opportunities havo been eagerly accepted by the 

"landless" section of the village as offering greater security of 

income and more prestige than agricultural labouring* A number of 

the more prosperous peasant proprietors have also seized the chance 

of strengthening their economic and social status by taking up part- 

time employment as, for example, manager of the village co-operative, 

representative of the Irrigation Department or by opening a shop 

or starting a small wholesale business (see Chapter 6 )* Secondly, 

it should be noted that the employment of village women seems to have 

changed little from its traditional pattern* Women are occasionally 

employed in agriculture at certain labour-intensive periods, notably 

planting, weeding (especially of sugar beat) and harvesting, and 

generally on land belonging to the household. Otherwise their place 

is in the home in charge of food preparation, milking the animals, 

child-care and carpet-making. The only signs of change were the 

employment of several women as assistants at the kindergarten of the 

Rural Cultural Centres of six of the villages and the fact that some 

girls were allowed to attend school (see section 5.4.).

Fieldwork established the employment structure of the 

population present in the 51 sample households at the time of the 

survey in summer 1974 (see Table 43). 20.5$ (69) of the population

- that is, the working men - were found to be employed in farming.

Of these, ten were also engaged part-time in non-farm employment, 

as either a shop-keeper, taxi, van or tractor driver or miller. All 

of the women were recorded as doing housework and some part-time 

carpet-making.The village girls above six years of age but unmarried 

were almost all engaged in carpet-making, with just a few (1 ,0^) 

attending school. School-boys accounted for 2 0 . of the sample
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and children below school age for a further 2 0 .8%.

The conclusion to be drawn from this brief examination 

is that although the number of people in non-agricultural employment 

in the eleven villages is still small compared with the total 

working population, non-agricultural employment is relieving the 

direct employment pressure on agricultural resources and permitting 

an all-round growth in productivity and a rise in income levels.

It should also be mentioned that there were signs of increasing use 

being made of uncosted family labour on the farm with the introduction 

by many farmers of more labour intensive crops, such as fruit trees 

and flowers, and more intensive farm practices (see section 5.2,).

Table 45 Employment structure of the sample population 

present in household at time of survey

Number %

1 . Farmer (head of household) 51 15,3
2 . Family-farm labourer 18 5,5
3, Housewife (housework only) 41 12.5
4, Housewife (part-time carpet- 

making)
21 6.4

5. Girl carpet-making 56 16.9
6 , School-boy 69 2 0 , 8

7. School-girl 6 1 . 8

8 , Shopkeeper 3 0.9
9. Taxi or van driver 2 0 . 6

10 . Tractor driver 4 1 . 2

11 • Flour miller 1 0.3
12 o Children below school age 69 2 0 , 0

341 103%

Note s The total appears as 105% because 3% (10) of the men in
categories 1 and 2 were recorded as having part-time jobs 
in categories 8 , 9, 10 and 11,

Source; Fieldwork, questionnaire survey, 1974



Plats 10 Outdoor class of school-boys in R3ziabad.

Plate 11 Girls carpet-making in Gol-e Zard.
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5•2• F ARM PRACTICES

In a situation of land shortages such as exists in Olya, 

the only way to increase agricultural production is by expanding 

output per hectare* The improvements in farming practice which 

have made this expansion possible will now be examined*

502*1e LIVESTOCK

The Nahavand Department of Agriculture produces annual 

estimates of the total shahrestan numbers of livestock based on 

the reports of its vaccination unit which tours the villages 

during the summer months vaccinating free of charge any animals 

presented to it* But it admitted that it could not give a reliable 

estimate of the total number of livestock in thB individual villages 

of Olya* FiBldwork only served to confirm the problems of census- 

taking even in a single village because? for one thing? with the 

exception of the wandering? largely wasteland-fed herds of sheep 

and goats? the animals are rarely seen* Cattle? cows? donkeys and 

poultry are generally kept inside the yard (hayat) behind high mud- 

brick walls* Moreover? the numbers of sheep and goats vary 

considerably during the year? for the farmers of Olya are on the 

whole "middlemen" in the meat industry? purchasing animals from 

nomads (whether Kurdish? Lori? Torki or Torkoshavand) in the 

neighbouring mountain pastures (yeilaq)? during the summer and 

autumn months? "fattening" them and aiming to sell them at the 

period of highest prices in spring just before the Persian New 

^ea3? (Now Ruz), This near invisibility of animals is no doubt 

one of the causes of so little in-depth study of them to-date in 

Iran*

Not surprisingly then it is.difficult to assess the changes
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taking place in livestock numbers and their place in the farm

economy* To come to terms with this problem fieldwork attempted

to gather data for the 51 farms sampled* It should be noted that

data collection did not cover a single full year, but rather attempted

to assess the position in consecutive years * Because of the

necessary reliance on the answers of thta farmers an element of

unreliability has been introduced0 Nevertheless it is felt that

the information collected is a useful guide to the present situation

and to recent changes in the livestock sector0

□n the 51 farms sampled in summer 1973, numerically sheep

were by far the most important type of livestock (see Table 44)o

The sheep are of the fat-tailed variety and mainly of the Mehiaban 
1breed * They are reared for their wool, which is little in 

2quantity but fine in quality and suitable for carpet-making, for 

their milk and for their meat* The farmers said that in the past 

the sheep population was greater than at present, though this 

could not be substantiated* But in summer 1974 a repeat of the 

livestock census showed a small fall in the number of sheep*

Although this might bo taken as a sign of a trend, it should be 

pointed out that several farmers still intended to buy sheep later 

in the year after the harvesting period, and thus it would seem 

that numbers were after all much the same as in 1973* There was, 

however, widespread discontent with the shortage of institutional 

credit being offered by the co-operative societies and the 

Agricultural Bank to finance sheep purchases and anxiety that the 

rising price of sheep would in these conditions force out many of 

the smaller farmers from the fattening business in subsequent years* 

Table 45 shows that 27 of the 51 farmers had 580 sheep ill 1973, only

1* Bones, R.G* "Sheep industry in Iran", LLS.. AID, Tehran (1954)

2* The average unwashed fleeco weight recorded in the eleven villages 

was 1*5 kilos.



Table 44 Total number of animals on the 51 farms sampled in thn

11 villages in summer 1973 and (1974)

Village Number 
in sample

Dairy
cows

Work
cattle

Calves Horses Mules Donkey

Gol-e Zard 2 5 2 4 1
(4) (2 ) (5) (-) (1 )

Raziabad 1 2 2 *+• (ll> 1
(2 ) (-) (~) (“ ) (1 )

Kuhani 8 9 2 4 8

( 9 ) (2 ) ( 9 ) (-) (1 0 )

Oahanabad 6 11 1 8 «*• 7
(1 0 ) (1 ) ( 9 ) (-) (“ ) (G)

Baba Rostam 4 7 3 6 ,_ 5
( 8 ) ( 3 ) (5) <-) (4)

F iazeman 2 4 2 1 1 1
(4) ( 2 ) (-) (1 ) (1 ) (2 )

Sha’ban 10 B 2 - 7
(8 ) (-) ( 8 ) (-) (6 )

Qal’ah-a Qobad 4 2 •=4 5
( 3 ) (~) ( 3 ) (-) (") (5)

Beyan 6 13 3 7 m 8
(1 0 ) (4) (7) (-) (B)

Baba Qasem 5 7 6 4 M 6
(6 ) (G) (5) (-) (»-) (6 )

Mi lab 3 1 4 _ 3
(») (4) (-) (-) (5)

Total 51 69 25 35 1 1 52
(64) (24) (51 ) (1 ) (1 ) (54)

No* of farmers 1973 41 18 18 1 1 44
owning animals 1974 40 18 34 1 1 44
Largest herd 1973 5 2 4 1 1 3

1974 4 2 4 1 1 2

Smallest herd 1973 1 1 1 1 1 1
1974 1 1 1 1 1 1

Average herd 1973 1*7 1 *4 1*9 1 1 1 * 2
size 1974 1 * 6 1.3 1*5 1 1 1 * 2

(continued on noxt page)



(Table 44 continued)

Village Sheep Goats Hens Turkeys Bee hives

Gol“»a Zard
(-) (“ ) ( 4 ) (1 )

Raziabad 21

(-) (-) (2 ) (-)
Kuhani 55 11 10 ar«

(79) (1 1 ) (13) (-) (1 2 )

Oahanabad 31 2 2 1
(29) (■-) (26) (2 )

Baba Rostam 15 22 «*• «•«
(-) (-) (1 0 ) (") (-)

F iazeman 150 7 5 r* 1
(150) (7) (4) (“ ) (1 )

Sha*ban 53 20 50 1
(131 ) (1 0 ) (617) (_) ( D

Qalreh~e Qobad 121 15 18 2 1
(45) (-) ( 4 ) (m ) (41)

Beyan 50 19 25 1 6
(31) (8 ) (13) (1 ) (7)

Baba Qasem 53 2 3 4
(45) (4) (3) (1 ) (4)

Milab 31 5 8 «T»
(38) (2 ) (-) (” ) (-)

Total 580 79 163 3 14
(548) (4 2) (696) (2 ) (69)

No* of farmers 27 15 33 2 9
owning animals 25 11 28 2 12

Largest herd 150 15 12 2 4
150 7 300 1 40

Smallest herd 3 1 2 1 1
3 1 1 1 1

Average herd 21 05 5*3 4*9 1*5 1 *
size 21*5 3*8 24*9 1 5*

Source; Fieldwork, questionnaire surveys, 1973-74
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Table 45 Number of sheep on The sample farms

Summer 1973 Summer T974

G ol -e  Zarcl

Raziabad

Kuhani

1

2e «* (sold 20 before Now Ruz) -
3^ 21 ~ ( 2 0 sold in

autumn 19735 will buy soon 
if he can get a loan)

4. 25 (holds s 50^ share in 25
these only)

5* 5 ^ 4 (1 sold for
3,000 rials in 1973)

6 0 -

7* -

Oahanabad

9 o -
10. - (8 died in flood of 1971)
11 * 25 (holds a one-third share

in these only)
12o -
13. 10
14. -
15. -
16. 15

17. 6

Baba Rostam 18c -
19. 15 (kept in the village

of Amirabad)
20. - 
21. -

Fiazeman 22. -
23„ about 150

Sha'ban 24. -
250 5 (sold 150 at Now Ruz)

26. - (sold 50 at Now Ruz)

27. -
20B - (sold 80 in Ahvaz at 

iNowj R i jz )

0 10 (sold 20 at Now Ruz) 
(continued on next page)

50 (one third 
his)

11

9 (none bought 
or sold in 1973-74, but 
3 died in winter and 3 
were eaten)

9.(2 iambs sold 
in winter 1973)

(15 sold at 
Now Ruz)

about 150 
(still wants to buy more)

80 (bought in 
spring)

- (hopes to buy 
at end of summer)

14 (will sell 
a t Noii) Ruz)
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(Table 45 Contd.) Summer 1973 Summer 1974

Qal? eh--e 
Qobad

Beyan

30o

31.
32*
33.

34.

35.
36.

37.
38.
39.
40.

41.
42.
43.

Baba Qasem 44,

45,

46,

47,

48,

49,Milab

"• (will but later 9 
after harvest)

- ( 1 2 sold in spring)
— ( 2 Baten by them only)
30 (bought recently; 40

sold in Ahvaz in spring)
18 (14 sold in Beyan in

winter for 6S500 rials/
J£fi)

43 (bought in early summer;
60 sold in winter in 
Borujerd)

60 (one third is son's share)
17 (sold 1 0 0 last winter)
3

10 (sold 10 .in Borujerd in 
autumn 1973)

- (50 sold at Now Ruz; 
will buy later, after harvest)

12

25

20

9

14 

5

10

15

37
10

4

50,
51,

1 0 ( 1 0  sold in autumn 
1973)

6
15

14 (sold 70 at Now Ruz 
in Ahvaz)

6 (none bought or sold 
in 1973-74)

10 ( 2 died, 2 eaten in 
1973-74)

1 (5 sold in village 
in winter; no cash to buy 
more this year)

12. (5 sold locally in 
autumn 1973)

16 (7/8 sold in winter 
to nearby villages)

20

10 (5 sold locally in 
winter)

Total 580 548

Sourcet Fieldwork, questionnaire surveys, 1973-74
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one household in Fiazeman had over 100 animals, 11 had 10 or less 

and the average was 2.1* In 1974 25 farmers had 54Q shBep.

Goats were also kept for their milk and meat but in much 

smaller numbers. Only 15 farmers kept goats in 1973 and the largest 

herd was of 15 animals (see Table 44). In 1974 their numbers 

dropped even more steeply than sheep, falling from 79 to 42*

Traditionally sheep and goats in Olya were grazed on the 

village wasteland as natural pasture for much of the year, 

supplemented by "on-farm" grazing of wheat stubble and other remnants 

of the harvest in late summer and stall feeding of clover and straw 

in the winter months. Ten of the villages under study had rights 

to graze (or cultivate) different areas of unirrigated land of the 

lower hill slopes adjoining the village irrigated land (see Chapter 

Four)a The exception was Fiazeman which had no such rights, being 

hemmed into the Ab-e Nahavand valley by the land of Tokeh village, 

and from where a spring transhumance of flocks was made to a 

traditionally visited grazing area on the high mountain slopes, 

known as Kuh-e Chalkhar, some three hours by donkey south of the 

village. It would seem that the villagers have been bringing their 

animals here for some 90™100 years, despite the hostility •» now 

only verbal *~ of the Hasanvand section of the Lori nomadic population

which regards all the pastures along the edge of Lorestan and
-  1Nahavand as its own » The flocks were brought down to the village

after about three months, in late-June/early-July, when the mountain 

grazing was sparse and they could be fed on the stubble. The 

1 ivestock economy of Fiazeman thus takes on a far more semi-nomadic

1. Black, 3* "An ethnographical and ecological survey of Lorestan, 

Western Persias modernization in a nomadic pastoral society",

Middle Fast Studies, Vol. 10 (2) (1974)
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than sedentary appearance with the result that sheep and goats have 

a greater significance in the overall farm economy and individual 

flacks are larger than in the other villages under study (sea Case 

6 in Chapter 7). In 1974 there were only 13 tents (or households) 

with an average of some 150 animals each. Before land reform the 

villagers of Fiazeman said that the numbers of tents had been far 

more numerous and that smaller numbers of flocks from other villages 

had also made this annual movement to take advantage of common 

spring grazing. It is not possible to tell whether this also 

suggests a fall in the sheep and goat population, but the villagers 

say this is the case. It may be, however, that wasteland grazing 

is made up for by the greater cultivation of clover and alfalfa 

as fodder, mentioned in Chapter Four* ThB future of the transhumant 

economy is in any case in grave doubt if rumours in Nahavand in 1974 

were correct, for there would seem to be plans afoot to forbid 

mountain grazing rights to all but the nomadic population who have 

always vied with the villagers for its use.

At night during the summer months the village flocks return 

to the separate farm hayats for safe-keeping. But for three or four 

months in winter, when temperatures fall below zero and snow covers 

the ground, the sheep are customarily kept in underground stables » 

caves cut out of the earth under the hayat. Occasionally they are 

as much as ten metres below the surface and reached by a mud stair

way and are dark, dank and unhealthy. The rate of death and disease 

is not known but it is certain that the animals put on little weight. 

If the winter is particularly harsh, moreover, lambing may occur

before its end and in such unhealthy conditions the high mortality
1rate is exacerbated . Fodder supplies may also run short and animals

1. Unfortunately farmers do not keep written records of flock 

numbers, mortality rates or twinning rates.
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die. Of tha 51 farms sampled, 34 (67l/n) possessed underground stables 

for winter use. The remainder generally had fewer sheep and therefore 

no need for a large stable or, in four cases, lived in newly built 

houses and kept thoir animals above ground in more hygienic mud- 

brick stables, but these were small, dark and poorly ventilated - 

probably to lessen the effect of the cold. The prevailing fear 

amongst the majority of farmers was that the winter cold would kill 

their animals . A demonstration, "show-piece11 stable above ground 

will be necessary to convince the farmers of thB ability of the 

animals to withstand cold, due to the thickness of their coats, and 

the value of fresh air conditions for thoir health and weight gain. 

Nonetheless, it was commonly recognised that disease in the underground 

stables was a major problem (see section 5 .2 0 3 .),

Sheep and goats are largely kept for commercial production 

as meat on-the-hoof (see section 5.3.), Cattle, donkeys, poultry 

and other animals, however, are first and foremost for home 

subsistence, though they often take on an additional commercial 

role. Of the total cattle population in 1973 in the 51 sample 

households, over 5Q/£ were dairy cows. They may be regarded as a 

very special element for the household as they provide year-round 

milk for cheese, butter, yoghourt and dugh which are staple food 

products. They produce an average of 800-1,200 litres of milk 

per annum, which is far above the figures of about 1 0 0 litres for

1. It might also be usefully noted that shearing in Olya, as in

the rest of Iran, takes place only after the summer has started 

and there is little, if any, possibility of further cold nights.

This is much later than is generally accepted in Britain or 

the United States. Because of this, it is not unusual for the 

sheep to suffer from heat in the period before shearing.
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1goats and 50 litros for sheep , and excess products above household 

needs are generally sold locally in the village or in Nahavand city 

(see section 5,3.)« On the 51 farms sampled the largest herd was 

five cows and the smallest one (see Table 44). The cows are kept 

almost completely inside the hayat and fodder, especially clover, 

brought in for them. In 1974 there was talk in Kuhani of the 

possible establishment of a small milk-procBssing plant to make 

use of the excess milk of the surrounding villages, following the 

success of two such plants in the village of Deh Ful some ten 

kilometres west of Nahavand city where the household dairy industry 

has expanded considerably and cheese is now marketed as far away 

as Hamadan and Borujerd. Once again, however-, the inability of the 

several individuals concerned to secure financial guarantees from 

either the co-operative organization or the Agricultural Bank was 

delaying matters. Without a processing plant it would seem likely 

that milk production and dairy cow numbers will remain fairly static 

in the future.

Work cattle (gav-e kar) are far less important than cows 

and have been, declining in number for more than a decade as they 

have been replaced by tractors for draft work, whether ploughing 

or threshing (see section 5.2.2.). Fieldwork revealed that in 1973 

18 (35^) of the 51 farmers still had a work team (gavband) or a 

half share in one. The farmers gave mixed views for the retention 

of work cattle depending on how they costed the upkeep and operation 

of their animals. Host agreed, however, that on irrigated land 

tractor-pulled ploughing resulted in a deeper tilth and saved a 

great deal of time. On the other hand they invariably favoured 

the gavband for deimi ploughing, as being more adaptable to hill- 

slopes and less disruptive of the soil.

1. Department of Agriculture, Nahavand
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Finally, calves may be mentioned as a minor but useful 

commercial asset. They are generally fattened and sold locally 

for their meat, Table 44 shows an increased number from 1973 to

1974 but this may be accounted for by annual variations. There

was no clear evidence to suggest an increasing emphasis on cattle 

production either for beef or milk? mutton is in any case preferred 

to beef in Iran*

Other work animals, in addition to cattle, include donkeys 

and a small number of mules and horses. Donkeys are by far the 

most common in the study area and ara used for the transport of 

both goods and people. Only seven of the 51 households did not

have a donkey and then there was a good reason? for example, in the

case of Namdar * Ali Bakhshi of Sha’ban who owned a tractor and 

Safar ’ Ali Zafari of Fiazeman who was too infirm to work and whose 

farm was run by his sons. Only one farmer in the sample owned a 

horse and mule and this was Shah 'Ali Zafari of Fiazeman who took 

part in the annual transhurnance to the pastures of Chalkhar and 

needed them for transporting his tent and belongings (see Case 6 in 

Chapter 7), As a means of transport, other than in the village, 

donkeys, mules and horses have been largely superceded in the last 

few years in the Nahavand valley by taxis, vans and motor-bikes 

(see Chapter 6,3,),

Of the remaining small livestock, hens and bees make the 

most important contribution to food supplies and income. Improvements 

.in both poultry and bee-keeping by a feu farmers have shown that 

a considerable income can be earned from these hitherto purely 

subsistence products, particularly in view of the growing market and 

higher prices for chicken meat and honey in neighbouring towns. 

Traditionally just a few hens were kept to provide eggs for household 

needs, and in 1973 the average number on the 33 farms with hens was
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Plate 12 Chicken pro ject in Shaman

Plate 13 Old and nem bee hives in Qal'oh-e Qobad»
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five. Up to 1973 tho only notable exceptions to this rule in

the eleven villages under study were Ardeshir 'Ali Bakhshi of

Sha'ban, who ran three hen houses in his hayat each with differing

ages of chickens and totalling about 1,500 (increased to 3,000 in

summer 1974), Khoda Morad of Sha'ban with 500 chickens and a

farmer with about 300 chickens in Oahanabad (see Chapter 6 02„)e

In spring 1974 two other farmers in Sha'ban, both included in the

sample *=* Haji Mohammad 'Ali Bakhshi and Qobad Shoja'ian, jointly

established a hen house of some 500 chickens (see Table 44 and

cases 4 and 7 in Chapter ?), Other farmers in Kuhani and Beyan

were also showing interest in similar plans*

Bees are of loss importance, yet honey is enjoyed by the

villagers as a luxury item. To-date, however, the traditional

type of round, mud and straw hive and poor cultural practices
1have made large-scale production uneconomic . But the introduction 

by the Agricultural Extension service of modern Langstroth bee hives 

four years ago, and their much greater success in production terms ™ 

10-20 kilos per hive rather than the usual 3-8 kilos ~ is slowly 

having results (sea Chapter 6.2„)e Only nine of the sampled farmers 

had hives in 1973, but this increased to twelve in 1974. Of these 

all but three had new hives alongside their old ones. The most 

remarkable developments were in Qal'eh-e Qobad and Kuhani where 

two farmers purchased forty new hives and twelve new hives 

respectively0

To sum up, it has been shown that individual numbers of farm 

.livestock are generally small, but that the total village number 

is considerable. The animals have traditionally been viewed for

1. Meier, D 0 11 Beginning beekeeping in Iran for American Peace 

Corps volunteers1', Heydarabad Livestock Research Station,

Karaj (1968)
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subsistence, but the commercial outlook is growing (see section 

5,3«,)o There would seem to be signs that animal husbandry is 

adapting to the changing economic climate and that specialisation, 

particularly in poultry and bee-keeping, is beginning*

5,2.2. CULTIVATION EQUIPMENT1

The main tillage implement in Olya until recently has been

the animal-drawn wooden plough (gav-e ahan)» with a steel-tipped

wooden wedge but devoid of a cutting edge and having very restricted

powers of furrow-making or .inversion* Thus it left a mulched
2rather than furrowed surface * Of the 51 sampled farmers in 1973 

32 still owned a wooden plough, but only 18 farmers had a pair of

oxen (or a single ox), which are necessary to pull it. The

traditional plough is, however, being replaced by the tractor- 

drawn metal plough and disc* The villagers suggest that this 

replacement started some ten to fifteen years ago, when tractors

began to be widely available in western Iran* By 1968 there were

about a dozen tractors in the area around Nahavand city* Bohn 

Metz, a Peace Corps volunteer who arrived in Nahavand in that year 

(see section 6*2*), recorded six individuals in Olya as owning 

tractors? the three landlords of Beyan, Fiazeman and Baba Rostarn, 

two farmers in Sha'ban and one in Qal'eh-e Qobad* In 1973-74 the 

number of tractors in the eleven villages under study alone was 

20-30 (see Table 46), and four farmers in the sample were found

1* On this subject the reader's attention is drawn to hJulff, H*L,

"The traditional crafts of Iran", page 260-277 (1966)

2* Bowen-Oones, H« "The Land of Iran", page 504-586, (i960)
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Plate 14 Ploughing by gavband in Nilab

Plate 15 Cutting fodder with a scythe in Kuhani
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to own tractors (2 BN Volvos and 2 Nassey-Fergusons) and related
1equipment: plough, disc and thresher <. It might be thought that 

the availability of tractors was now sufficient to displace the 

old wooden plough completely* Yet the latter was still partly 

used by 23 (45$>) of the sampled farmers for, although they knew

Table 46 Approximate number of tractors in_the_V\jj 11 lages,

1973-74

Village Farmors (in Sample) Landlords

Kuhani 1 (~) -»

Dahanabad 1 (-) •»

Baba Rostam 2 (1) 1

fiazeman 3-5 (1) 1

Shaf ban 12—15 (2)

Beyan - («■) 1

Baba Qasem 1 (*-) -

SOURCE: Fieldwork , 1973-74

it was slower and gave a shallower tilth, nevertheless the fact that

it disturbed the ground only a little and produced a fine tilth

was advantageous on sloping land and on deimi land where a metal

plough increased the susceptil.ility of the soil to erosion and to
2water loss by evaporation «. By not costing their own labour or 

the upkeep of their cattle, some farmers even considered its use

1C A precise figure of the total number of tractors cannot be 

given as it was not possible to be certain how many tractors 

were working elsewhere on contract, especially in the 

neighbouring area of Lorestane 

2„ Keen, B.A, "The Agricultural Development of the Middle Last", 

page 53, (1946)
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cheaper than hiring a tractor which cost 60-70 rials per Jarlb of 

irrigated land (or 140 rials per hour) and 50 rials per jarib of 

dslmi lando But 45 of the 47 farmers interviewed who did not own 

a tractor now hire onB to work at least part of their land (22 do 

not uso the old wooden plough at all) and it would appear that thG 

majority consider the monetary expense of hiring a tractor to till 

their land to be more worthwhile in terms of higher crop yields and 

far less trouble than maintaining a pair of oxen.

Although a plough is generally used in Lilya for field tillage, 

digging by spade (bil) is quite common, especially for vegetabla 

cultivation, flowers and grapesa A variety of local iron spades 

are found, apparently developed for varying conditions and needs.

One has a triangular blade that easily penetrates hard soil, with 

a wooden wedge as a footrest; another is longer, square-tipped and 

has turned over edges that act as footrests. For all the irrigated 

land, borders surrounding each field have to be raised and this is 

done with a short, broad spade or scoop (kartqar), guided by one 

man and drawn, by a pair of ropes or chains, by another man. This 

same scoop is used to provide the furrows and ridges characteristic 

of pulse and vegetable cultivation (see Chapter 4.1.). Irrigation 

canals are similarly all hand-dug by spade. The only change that 

was observed in these implements was the use by some farmers of steel 

spades, of greater durability but more expensive and no more 

efficient. Besides the spade the farmers also use a pointed iron 

pick (kolang) to break up the soil and occasionally a large wooden 

mallet to beat the clods. Traditionally field-bed preparation made 

use of a wooden spiked harrow or leveller to prepare the 3oil prior 

to planting and afterwords to cover the seed, but the introduction 

of the tractor and metal disc or harrow have now largely taken their 

place. As yet, however, the mechanical hand plough or "rotavator"
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has not been introduced and is not readily available except in 

Tehran. For weeding a hand trowel (qos-e kari) is used by all, 

even on the larger, consolidated fields of ths landlords. Though 

a laborious process, thorough weed control would seem to be of 

great importance for yields especially during tho early stages 

of crop growth .

Cereal crops in Olya are generally reaped with a hooked 

hand sickle (das). The stalks are gathered into the left hand 

and cut using the right hand in a smooth action as near to the 

soil as possible which ensures the minimum loss of grain and the 

maximum collection of straw. A long-handled scythe (das-e bo2:0 rq) 

is not used for this purpose as it would knock too many ears of 

grain off the stalk and into the field, but it is used to cut 

clover and alfalfa for fodder (see below). For the majority of 

small farmers, with fragmented fields of generally less than half 

a hectare in area, combine harvesters cannot at present be used.

However, for the former landlord class, with large consolidated 

wheat areas,combines have been used increasingly since land reform.

The majority hire a combine with driver at a cost of usually 

12-15'/o of the harvest. In early August 1973 six combines were 

seen at work in the Olya valley. Only 'Ali Ehsan Zafari of Fiazeman 

owns his own combine (in partnership with three villagers) and this 

is also let out on hire.

The harvested sheaves of wheat or barley are traditionally 

piled into a circular heap on the threshing floor and, with the use 

of a threshing machine (kharmankub) - a wooden frame holding a set 

of rollers fitted with iron blades that is drawn by cattle or 

donkeys - are broken up to separate the grain from the husks. Of 

the 51 farmers sampled, 34 (67l/o) owned a traditional thrasher in

1. Keen, B.A., pages 51-52, (1946)
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Plate 16 Hand sickle (das) used for reaping cereal and
fodder crops*
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1973. But this method of thrashing has been displaced to some 

extent by new machinery. Because of the availability of tractors, 

a considerable number of farmers hitch a disc harrow on and run 

it over the heap on the threshing ground for about two hours which 

is sufficient to break the straw and speed up the entire operation 

from about five days to one. Fieldwork showed that the most recent 

introduction, a mechanical thresher (kharmankub-a mashln) 'which 

is linked to a stationary tractor for power, is the most efficient, 

time-saving method and is being increasingly used in Olya. About 

half the sample used a mechanical thresher for at least part of thsir 

harvest. In this case tractor arid thresher are hired by the farmers 

at a cost of 200 rials per hour in 1973, or about 150 rials (f hour) 

per jarlb of wheat. When the straw is broken up sufficiently and 

the husks have been separated from the grain, the whole is winnowed 

by being cast into the air with a five-pronged, wooden fork (arshir), 

so that the wind carries the chaff and husks away while the grains 

drop straight down. The chaff is valuable fodder for the animals 

and is carried to the village for storage in coarse nets (tur) 

usually on donkey back.. A final cleaning of the grain is done by 

sifting with a sieve (karri) to separate the grain from the remaining 

straw, husks and gravel. It should be noted that chick-peas and 

beans are traditionally harvested and threshed in much the same way 

as cereals.

The scythe has already been mentioned. It is another 

recent introduction in Olya, brought originally, it is thought, by 

Kurdish travelling hay-reepers in the mid-sixties who found 

seasonal employment in the Nahavand valley cutting clover and 

alfalfa on contract for farmers at a cost of about 100 rials per 

Jarib, They usually travelled in groups and it would take three 

men about one hour and a half to cut one jarlb . Since 1972 several
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blacksmiths in Nahavand city have begun to make and sell the scythe 

for 700-1000 rials and its use is spreading for it permits a much 

faster cutting of fodder than does the hand sickle.

Finally two other relatively new implements to be observed 

in the villages are small hand pruning shears (qsichi) and pesticide 

sprayers (sampash-e dasti), With the growing interest in the 

improvement of vines and especially fruit trees, extension workers 

in the study area have encouraged the use and purchase of secateurs 

to take the place of the less efficient pruning knife or small saw 

(see Chapter 6,2,), But feu people own them and only two of the 

sampled farmers owned a pair. Spray equipment consists of a back

pack pressure canister with a hand-directed nozzle. Its much 

increased use over the last few years is largely due to inclusion in 

the "package” contract organised by the sugar beet office with the 

farmers, the opportunity to borrow sprayers owned by the extension 

workers, and to the growing appreciation from direct observation of 

the difference that correctly sprayed pesticides can make to crop 

yields. In 1974, however, still only six farmers in the eleven 

villages, and none of the landlords, were found to own spray 

equipment.

The majority of farmers still use the traditional implements 

and have done remarkably well with them on the basis of an intensive 

application of largely uncosted hand labour. Fieldwork, however, 

revealed a growing interest in (but, it should also be added, some 

suspicion of) new mechanical equipment, especially the tractor. As 

yet its scope and role are only partially understood and for most 

farmers with small, fragmented holdings and limited financial 

resources its usefulness is very limited. Those villagers who 

have invested in a tractor and related equipment view them as an 

additional source of income and employment to their farm rather
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than complementary to it. By leaving thoir land to the attention 

of other members of the family they turn machine contractor for 

much of the year both locally and, with the growing numbers in 

Olya competing for a limited amount of work, farther afield in 

Lorestan (see Cases 4 and 6 in Chapter 7). For the small group 

of landlords, on the other hand, who grow crops predominantly for 

commercial marketing, mechanization has been recognised as a 

labour-saving device and economically advantageous. Yet for them 

too technical understanding of the potential of a tractor and 

subsidiary tillage implements is only partial and most machinery 

is inefficiently used.

Technologically, therefore, Olya is in a stage of transition. 

It has been shown that during the last decade there have been signs 

of an intensification of this process of change in the study area, 

both by the introduction of new machinery and by the improvement of 

traditional farm implements. Yet fieldwork in 1973-74 suggested that 

investment or the intention to invest by the farmer, small or large 

alike, in cultivation equipment, notably the tractor, has fallen 

markedly. The major reason for this would seem to be the uncertainty 

introduced into the study area by the likely location of a farm 

corporation centred on Sha'ban.
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Plate 17 fin extension corpsman demonstrating the
practice of castration to a group of farmers 
in Beyan.

Plate 18 Threshing ujhcat in the traditional manner 
in Jahanabad,
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5.2.3. DROP AND ANIMAL HU5RANORY

In th.is section an examination will be made of changes in 

the use of methods of husbandry closely connected with raising 

agricultural production not previously considered: the adoption 

of new crop varieties, chemical fertilisers, pesticides and animal 

improvement by vaccination and breeding*

The adoption of new crop varieties was mentioned in Chapter 

Four. The first significant introduction was of Omid wheat seed 

from the Hamadan shahrestan in the early sixties. Information on 

its availability and rate of acceptance by the farmers is scanty 

but by 1968, when it is mentioned in agricultural extension corps 

reports to thB Hamadan agricultural department, it would seem that 

the seed was widely used; it required little change in the management 

methods of the farmer and was, moreover, recognised by him as a 

"good thing"e However, by 1968 much of the seed had lost its hybrid 

vigour, was "dirty" and was yielding much the same as the local, 

so-called Tehran!, seed* In 1970 new seed - in the form of high 

yielding Ornid and Russian varieties ~ once more became available 

in Olya, together with chemical fertiliser (see below), -under a 

government subsidised programme to raise yields (see Chapter 6,2. )<> 

Fieldwork found that the majority of farmers in the eleven villages 

studied were using this new seed, particularly Omido The Russian 

seed, though recognised as giving a high yield, is a hard wheat, 

unsuited to bread-making, and therefore far less popular* Only in 

Milab was the local seed still widely used and the reason for this 

was not clear; certainly the farmers affirmed that their yields 

matched those elsewhere* UJhat seems to have happened is that the 

new seed has again lost its initial vigour. The reasons are not 

hard to find. There is first the custom of saving part of the crop 

for next year's seed which unavoidably leads to deterioration and
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1contamination • Secondly, there is not a sufficient quantity of seed

available to enable farmers to regularly plant a tested, high standard

variety„ Moreover, in 1973-74 it was clear that the large land-ouners

in the shahrestan, whether former landlords or the two state farm

corporations, were being given preference, thus exacerbating the

shortage for the small village farmers. Finally, it seems likely that

the quality of the Omid seed in 1970, by the time it reached the

farmers, was over-emphasized, for the present serious problem of wild

oats in the wheat seems to have originated from that seed.

Since 1971 new varieties of barley, alfalfa and sugar beet

have also become available through various government programmes *

Similarly, imported Lebanese varieties of apples from the main Iranian

nurseries at Karaj and Reza'iyyeh are extensively grown in the study

area* Perhaps the most remarkable example of the recognition by the

farmers of the difference in seed varieties has been the use of Dutch

gladioli bulbs in Sha'ban (see Chapter 4 *2 6 ) 0 It may be concluded

that there is little doubt of the farmers' willingness to adopt new

crop varieties, but that all too often good seed is not available or

hard to come by.

Closely connected with the successful adoption of now crop

varieties and with the aim of increasing agricultural production is

the maintenance of an adequate level of plant nutrients in the soil

by the application of natural or artificial fertiliser. It was

pointed out in Chapter 2.4. that the soil in the Nahavand valley is

short of nutrients in general and phosphorous in particular. There

has always been some recognition by the farmers of the connection

between the application of human or animal manure and increased crop
2yields, especially of grapes and vegetables . But the use of artificial

1. Keen, B.A., pages 68-69 (1946)

2. It should be noted that animal dung was used much less than human 
manure, because of its value when mixed with straw and mud and 
formed into a flat brick (tajpa.loh) as the main household fuel,.
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fertilisers by a majority of farmers has only come about over the 

last five years or so, as first fertiliser became more widely 

available and secondly the farmers began to be convinced from 

demonstration plots and their own experiments of its usefulnessc 

This process of acceptance was helped in particular by the inclusion 

of cheap, subsidised fertiliser (and insecticides - see below) in 

the seed improvement programmes of the Department of Agriculture 

and Sugar Beet Office (see Table 47)o Thus, under the contract to 

plant beet in 1974, the farmers were given 30 kilos per jarib of

Table 47 Fertiliser prices in Olya (rials/kiseh)

Fertiliser Department of Sugar Beet Village Nahavand
Agriculture Office co-operative bazar

societies
1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974

Urea 294 - 400 448 420 460 430- 450-
450 500

Diammonium 356 - 500 540 500 550 500- 600-
Phosphate 520 650

Ammonium n.a„ - n.a, 262 n*a„ n,a0 250- 350-
Nitrate 260 375

Sourcei Fieldwork, 1973-74

Note; n,a<> Fertiliser unobtainable
- Not available until autumn 1974 (after the completion of

fieldwork)
1 kiseh = 50 kilos

each of the three main fertilisers (urea, ammonium nitrate and 

diammonium phosphate) at reduced prices, and instructions as to its 

best time and method of application* For example, it was suggested 

that phosphate be put on the land in autumn to give it time to 

break down over winter before the beets were planted* Similarly 

the Department of Agriculture encouraged the farmers to use urea 

and diammonium phosphate in the following quantities?
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Urea piammonlum phosphate
(kilos/hectare)

Wheat 110 100

Barley 50 75

Clover & Alfalfa - 200

It should be stressed that the availability of new seed, 

subsidised fertiliser and insecticide depended on an annual 

contract with the Department of Agriculture that was not automatically 

renewablec Indeed, in the case of wheat, this has meant only a 

single opportunity for most villages due to the great demand 

and shortage of supplies,, In the case of beet, however, supplies 

are readily available and it was pointed out in Chapter 4,2, that 

the planted area is steadily expanding.

5ome abuse of this programme of new crop varieties and 

subsidised fertiliser by the farmers was found. They would, for 

example, try to contract with the Sugar Beet Office to plant more 

land than they owned in an effort to obtain extra, cheap fertiliser 

which could then be used for other crops or even sold for profit. 

Nevertheless, these schemes have at least had the effect of giving 

the farmers access to fertiliser and the opportunity to learn of 

its Bffects by practice.

In 1974 chemical fertiliser was used on most crops, though 

human and animal manure was still preferred for certain crops, 

notably grapes. The general quantities of chemical fertiliser 

applied by the farmers to different crops were as follows?
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Urea Diammonium
Phosphate

Ammonium
Nitrate

(kilos per jarih)

Wheat 15 20

Beans 20

Clover 20 20
Sugar beet 30 30 30

Grapes

Fruit trees A little

All but one of the 51 farmers sampled had purchased fertiliser

in 1973-74 (see Table 48)„ However, conversation with these farmers 

revealed that on the whole it is applied rather blindly. There is, 

therefore, the danger that unless the farmers are madB aware of the 

importance of its optimum use incorrect applications may lead to 

disillusionmente On several occasions farmers were encountered 

who were inclined to doubt the value of the "scientific11 approach 

as a whole. The moral would seem to be that any advice given must 

be overseen in its application and thoroughly understood by the 

farmer in order to prevent any failure due to misuse of that advice 

(see Chapter 6.2.).

of plant pests and disease carried by parasites, such as black 

srnut0 Yield losses from these factors could not be accurately 

measured, but fieldwork observation would suggest that they are 

considerable 4 The main pasts and diseases are as follows^

1*. CENTO, "Report of the panel on pesticides and pest in Iran, 

Pakistan and Turkey", Ankara (1971). This report suggested 

that losses from plant pests in Iran averaged more than 25% 

annually.

Another major problem which the farmer has to face is that
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Table 43 Quantity of fertiliser purchased by the sampled farmer

in the cro£_ _year 1973-74 (kis eh)

_Uo P.P. A.N. DcP, AoN.

1 . « 10 12 27. 4 - -
2 . 5 3 3 28. - 6 -

3C 4 7 6 29* ■** 2 4
4.- 1 12 - 30c 3 6 3
5. «. 2 3 31 o 2 3 3

76. 32 c “ 4 -
7c 6 - 33. 3 7 5
8 o 3 6 34. - -
9, 2 13 *■* 35c 5 -* -
1 0 * - 10 36o 2 - “
1 1 * - 10 10 37. 15 15 -
1 2 * 7 - 380 - 18
13* 2 10 2 39c “ 5 —
14* 40 - 40. 4 7
150 5 50 - 741 *
16* 1 2 42. 2 - 2

17* 4 12 - 43 c 4 6 -
18* ~ 17 “ 44. - 2 2

19o 8 18 - 45. 6 6 -
2 0 c 1 6 1 46. - «. 6

2 1 * 1 2 2 747 c
22c 1 2 - 48. « 3 3
23* - 14 - 49, 2 6 * 4
24* 5 5. 50, 4 6 6

25* 3 3 - 51, 10 7 •"

26. 6 5 4 118 379 83

SOURCE % Fieldwork? questionnaire surv/oy? 1973—74 

NOTEl U. - Urea

D .P. - Diammonium phosphate 

A .N. “ Ammonium nitrate 

7 “ not rocorded
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Pasts Aphids

Crown borer 

Brown elm leaf beetle 

Laaf-roller 

Rites

Leaf hopper 

Shot hole borer 

Diseases White mildew 

Black smut 

(NOTEs In the early spring 

particularly rife.)

- beans, fruit trees

- sugar beet 

c“ tabrizl

- fruit trees

- bBans

- sugar beet, beans

- fruit trees

- grapes

- wheat

and dry summer of 1973 aphids were

The adoption by the farmers of various typos of insecticides 

to deal with this problem originated, as with fertiliser, from their 

inclusion in the wheat and sugar beet improvement programmes, Thus, 

for every hectare of beet planted on contract one litre of Dimegosol 

spray was given to the farmer at a subsidised rate, together with a 

back-pack sprayer on loan (one for every 3.ix hectares) and instructions 

as to their correct use., Similarly, for wheat and barley, Sarrason 

and Tretizon insecticides were given to the farmers frse of charge.,

But, as mentioned earlier, only in the case of beet has supervised 

provision of insecticides been continually available.,

Fieldwork revealed that, although the majority of farmers 

had used an insecticide at some time over thB last few years, 

much the same conclusions that were drawn for fertiliser are again 

relevant. The use of insecticides is still very much in its 

infancy and only six farmers out of the total population of the 

eleven villages owned sprayers (see section 5,2,2c.), Nevertheless, 

widespread recognition of the value of insecticides to increase 

crop yields is present amongst the farmers and it would bo a pity
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if the ground that has been made so far should be lost for lack of 

supporting services in the form of extension work (see Chapter 6.2,).

Three other problems concerning crop husbandry may also be 

briefly mentioned. First, weeds continue to be dealt with in the 

absence of herbicides by ploughing and hoeing. Secondly, mice were 

found to be a serious nuisance by consuming newly planted wheat 

seed in autumn before it had germinated. Some effort was made by 

the extension workers in Olya from 1970-1973 to persuade farmers to 

coat their seed in a poison solution before planting, but this has 

since been discontinued by the majority who are wary of such 

practices affecting their own health. Finally, a major recurring 

problem has been the damage done to young fruit trees by scavenging 

hares in the winter months. The trees reach above the level of 

snow when all normal food sources are covered and their still soft 

trunks are bitten. The farmers have adopted the practice of binding 

cloth or plastic sacking round the trunks of all trees up to the 

age of three years for protection during the cold season,

dust as there have been changes in crop .husbandry so 

livestock husbandry has also felt the impact of technological 

innovations. Reference has already been made to the general 

inadequacy of housing of animals, especially of sheep and goats in 

the winter months (see section 5,2,1,), and to improvements in the 

provision of feed, notably the expanding area under alfalfa and 

clover (see Chapter 4,2.), Although it was not possible during 

fieldwork to gather reliable data as to the timing and extent of 

other changes, even for the sample of farmers, several important 

developments were observed. For example, farmers were showing 

widespread interest in the cure and prevention of diseases amongst 

their animals by vaccination. This has been encouraged since the 

late sixties by the Department of Agriculture which provides free
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vaccination services to combat such major diseases as foot-and- 

mouth amongst cattle, Newcastle disease amongst hens and 

enterotoxaemia amongst sheep and goats (see Chapter 6.2.) and 

centres to which sick animals can bo brought for diagnosis and 

advice on treatment* In addition several farmers have learnt to 

vaccinate their own animals, and for those with large numbers of 

sheep or hens this is particularly important,, The use of Nilverm 

powder to counteract lung-worm and stomach-worm in sheep has also 

increased since it became available in the Nahavand bazar in 1972. 

Finally some attention should be drawn to signs of interest by the 

farmers in up-grading their animals following the introduction of 

a young Holstein bull into Kuhani village by the extension service 

in .late-1973 to service the local cows (see Chapter 6 0 2 *)*

Similarly, farmers are being more selective in their choice of 

bees and chicks for fattening, which are now generally bought in 

Tehran 0

On the whole, therefore, it would seem that mental resistance 

to change is not as great in the livestock sector as in the crop 

sector, perhaps because losses through disease are generally more 

catastrophic in their impact on individual farmers. Moreover, 

results are more obvious and immediate.

Farm practices in the study area have thus changed 

considerably in recent years. The farmers in general have shown 

themselves able and willing to introduce new equipment, to adopt 

improved methods of husbandry and to take advantage of government 

assistance* In addition, a small number of farmers have begun to 

specialize in certain practices, such as rearing poultry for meat, 

bee-keeping, the cultivation of fruit trees or flowers, and the hiring 

out of their tractors* This progress, which, given the opportunity,
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shows every sign of continuing, must now be translated into a 

scientific idiom and tho application of "rules of thumb" replaced 

by a basic understanding of icho processes involved.
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5 *3 a THE FARM ECONOMY

It is the purpose of this section to examine the effect 

of change on the prosperity of the rural peoples of Olya. Data 

was collected during fieldwork on income from agricultural land, 

other income, on credit and debt and on more general economic aspects 

indicative of relative prosperity such as marketing, wages and 

savings (see Appendix 1). This data was difficult to come by, 

partly because of the tendency of the farmers to avoid answering 

questions on income and related matters, or to under-declare, 

partly because it was not easy to fit complex answers into neat 

answer frames, and thus complete reliability cannot be placed on it.

For a more detailed examination of the information collected 

reference should be made to the case studies in Chapter 7.

Unfortunately little comparative data is available. Perhaps 

the most useful surveys so far made have been those conducted by 

the Research Centre of the Ministry of Co-operation and Rural Affairs 

which concern the financial position of farmer members of rural 

co-operatives. However, these surveys do not as yet include co

operatives in the Nahavand area.

5.3.1 o THE GROWTH DF INCOME

All the farmers questionned in Olya agreed that their money 

income, whether from the sale of crops, animals, dairy produce, 

carpets or from other sources, had increased considerably over the 

past few years. In the absence of reliable figures for previous 

years this growth cannot be accurately shown. However, an attempt 

was made during fieldwork in the summer of 1974 to gather data on 

income from these various sources for the samplB of farmers for the 

Iranian year 1352 (March 21st, 1973, to March 20th, 1974)*
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Firstt the volume and value of crops sold will be considered. 

It was found that beans were by far the most important cash crop 

and were marketed by 45 (8 8^) of the 51 farmers (see Table 49)«

The high market price of beans, about 20 rials per kilo, and reliable, 

high average yields of 1-̂- tons per hectare ensured a good return for 

the farmer * Seven farmers were each recorded as earning over 

40,0D0 rials from beans in 1352. As was pointed out in Chapter 4 <,2., 

beans have been the main cash crop in Olya since the late fifties 

and wheat the main subsistence crop. Yet wheat, too, has always 

been sold or bartered when over and above the annual requirements 

of the household. Fieldwork showed wheat to be the second most 

important cash crop, marketed by eighteen of the 46 farmers who 

planted it. It should be noted that it was generally only marketed 

by the larger farmers, who had a greater opportunity to produce a 

disposable surplus.

Sugar beet and gladioli flowers, unlike wheat, were grown

entirely as cash crops. The former, grown under contract, had to

be sold to the Borujerd sugar factory. Gladioli are noteworthy

as offering an income per Jari^ which compared favourably with

opium ~ about 30,000 rialsi ~ and were of particular significance in
1the village of Sha’ban where landholdings were generally small .

The remaining crops — barley, apricots, cucumbers (each sold 

by only one farmer in the sample), grapes (by 3), chickpeas (by 5), 

tomatoes (by 7), potatoes (by 11), clover (by 13) and straw (by 14) ~ 

were grown both as cash and subsistence crops. Of these, clover 

was of the greatest monetary importance, rivalling beet as the 

third major cash crop. Attention should also be drawn to the value 

of vegetables, for they have been increasing in significance in

1 o Opium was an important cash crop from 1970--1972 inclusive (see 

Chapter 4,2.).
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Table 49 Gross income of sampled farmers from agricultural land 973(1352)

Village F arm Beans Wheat Sugar Clover Straw Potatoes Other Total
& farmer size beet income
■ I . *

(ha*) (rials)

Gol”-e Zard 1 c 3 . 4 6 0 0  6 0 0 15 To pG» 4 6 , 2 0 0
( 1 2 0 0 0 ) ( 4 4 0 0 ) ( 1 8 0 0 0 ) ( 1 1 8 0 0 )

2c 1 * 6 2 0 0 To 6 * 0 0 0
( 4 0 0 0 ) ( 2 0 0 0 )

Raziabad 3o 1 * 7 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 To 2 7 * 7 5 0
( 2 2 0 0 0 ) ( 7 5 0 ) ( 5 0 0 0 )

Kuhani. 4 . 5 . 4 2 4 0 0  9 0 0 2 4 0 0 5 3 , 8 0 0
( 4 4 0 0 0 ) ( 5 0 0 0 ) ( 4 8 0 0 ) v  2

5c 0 e 6 9 0 0 1 8 , 0 0 0
( 1 8 0 0 0 )

6 0 0 . 2 3 0 0  9 0 0 1 8 0 0 1 4 , 1 0 0
( 6 0 0 0 )  ( 5 1 0 0 ) ( 3 0 0 0 )

7 e 1 . 5 1 0 5 0 1 8 0 0 9 0 0 Apo 4 0 , 5 0 0
( 2 1 0 0 0 ) ( 1 3 5 0 0 ) ( 1 0 0 0 ) ( 5 0 0 0 )

Bo 2 . 4 1 5 0 0 9 0 0 3 1 , 5 0 0
( 3 0 0 0 0 ) ( 1 5 0 0 )

9c 3 * 9 3 0 0 0  2 4 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 8 2 , 5 0 0
( 6 0 0 0 0 ) ( 1 5 2 0 0 ) ( 2 1 0 0 ) ( 5 2 0 0 )

1 0 * 2 c 8 2 4 0 0  1 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 5 9 ,DQQ
( 4 8 0 0 0 ) ( 8 0 0 0 ) ( 3 0 0 0 )

1 1 . 8 o0 1 8 0 0 ? Cc 6 9 , 0 0 0 ?
( 5 4 0 0 0 ) ( 1 5 0 0 0 ) 4

Oahanabad 12c 1 * 5 3 0 0 ? 9 0 0 6 , 9 0 0 ?
( 6 0 0 0 ) ( 9 0 0 )

13c. 2 * 6 1 8 0 0  3 0 0 0 6 0 0 1 8 0 0 2 4 0 0 7 3 , 2 . 0 0
( 3 6 0 0 0 ) ( 2 2 0 0 0 ) ( 3 0 0 0 ) ( 4 2 0 0 ) ( 8 0 0 0 )

14o 8 . 1 6 0 0 0  6 0 0 0 10 9 0 0 4 5 0 0 1 2 0 0 C u o p 0 »2 1 3 , 5 0 0
( 1 1 6 0 0 0 ) ( 4 2 0 0 0 ) ( 2 5 0 0 0 ) ( 4 0 D 0 ) ( 4 5 0 0 ) ( 4 0 0 0 ) ( 1 8 0 0 0 ) v  4

15 c 1 1 * 8 3 0 0 0  6 0 0 0 2 * Cc 1 2 8 , 2 0 0
( 5 8 0 0 0 ) ( 4 3 2 0 0 ) ( 3 0 0 0 ) ( 2 4 0 0 0 ) v  2

1 6c 0 „  5 6 0 0 1 2 , 0 0 0
( 1 2 0 0 0 )

1 7 0 2 . 7 1 5 0 0  3 0 0 0 1 8 0 0 5 5 , 8 0 0
( 3 0 0 0 0 ) ( 2 1 0 0 0 ) ( 4 8 0 0 )

Baba 1 8 . 3 . 2 2 4 0 0 6 0 0 2 0 , 2 0 0 ?
Rostarn ( 1 9 2 0 0 ) ( 1 0 0 0 )

19c 5 * 9 60 0 15 Cc 4 6 , 0 0 0
( 1 1 2 0 0 ) ( 1 8 0 0 0 ) ( 1 6 8 0 0 )

2 0c 1 * 6 6 0 0 1 2 , 0 0 0
( 1 2 0 0 0 )

2 1c 2 . 4 6 0 0 Cc 6 , 5 0 0 ?
( 1 0 0 0 ) ( 5 5 0 0 )

Fiazeman 22  c 1 . 7 9 0 0 1 8 , 0 0 0
( 1 8 0 0 0 )

23c ScO 1 2 0 0  9 0 0 2 6 , 2 0 0 ?
( 2 0 8 0 0 ) ( 5 4 0 0 ) ■7*3

Shaman 24 c 2 C 0 3 0 0 6 0 0 T„ 1 1 , 1 0 0
( 6 6 0 0 ) ( 3 6 0 0 ) ( 9 0 0 )

25 c OoB 1 2 0 0 2 4 , 0 0 0
( 2 4 0 0 0 )

26c 0 * 3 9 0 0 18 To 3 9 , 0 0 0
( 1 5 0 0 0 ) ( 2 1 6 0 0 ) ( 2 4 0 0 )

2 7  c 0o 6 3 0 0 9 0 0 1 1 , 0 0 0  .
( 6 0 0 0 ) ( 5 0 0 0 )

(continued on nnxt page)
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(Table 49 continued)
Village 
& farmer

Qal* eh-e 
Qobad

Beyan

Baba
Qassm

Flilab

Notes 600

Farm Beans Wheat Sugar Clover Straw Potatoes Other Total
size beet income
(ha*) (rials)

28* 2 * 8 900 1800 5 34,200
(18000)(10200)(6000)

29. 0.9 -

30. 1.5 450 Glad. 26,000
(9000) (17000)

31 * Go6 600 12 26f400
(12000) (14400)

32* 1*0 ? 1 2 0 0 4,0001
(4000)

33. 2.6 900 600 12 36,000
(18000)(3600) (14400)

34e 1.1 600 900 ? G. 17 ? 5001
(1 0 0 0 0 ) (6000) (1500)

35. 3.7 900 7 1200 21*0007
(15000) (6000)

36. 7.0 2700 1500 6000 4800 G. 133,800
(54000)(9000) (46000)(4800) (2 0 0 0 0 )

37*15.4 600 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 21*0007
(1 2 0 0 0 ) (8000) (1 0 0 0 )

38. 6.0 ? 3000. 2 1 , 0 0 0 1
(2 1 ,0 0 0 )

390 1.4 300 GjjOOD
(6000)

40. 1 . 8 1 2 0 0 36,000
(36000)

41. 2.2 ***?

42. 2.4

43. 1.6 600 900 1500 34,000
(12000)(7000) (15000)

44. 1.0 450 900 900 16,050
(8250) (4500) (3300)

45. 3.8 1 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 ? B. 48,700
(24000)(14700) (1 0 0 0 0 )

46. 1.3 300 300 450 8,700
(4500) (2 0 0 0 ) (2 2 0 0 )

47. 0.0 300 6 , 0 0 0
(6000)

48. 2.4 1 2 0 0 1200 1500 T. 40,500
(24000) (8000) (7500) (1 0 0 0 )

49. 3.4 900 15,0001
(15000)

50. 3.4 900 18,0001
(18000)

51. 3.3 300 600 9,8001
(6000) (3800)

volume of crap in kilos (tons for sugar beet) „ Tomatoes
!) income from crop in rials G * h“* Grapes
— income divided into four sharos Ap.~* Apricots

Cc ~ Chick-peas
- of uncertain accuracy Glad — Gladioli

B. — Barley
ildwork , questionnaire survey, 1974 Cu,,- Cucumber
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recent years, Similarly, in the next few years fruit sales should 

further improve the income lev/els of farmers for since about 1970 

over a third of the farmers in the sample have invested in apple, 

peach and plum trees, but no return has yet been received.

Although some reservation must be expressed as to the 

reliability of the above data, it was found even more difficult to 

collect reliable data on income from sources other than land, and 

for the most part the account must be purely qualitative (see 

Table 50), The sources of subsidiary income that should first bo 

mentioned are those most closely connected with the farmers' own 

holdingsi namely, income derived from such occupations as dairying, 

pouitry-'keeping and sheep-fattening, Their growing importance to 

the annual income of farmers in the study area was discussed in the 

previous section,

The majority of households also supplemented their incomes 

by the sale of home-made carpets. In 41 (80%) of the sampled 

households looms were being worked and 34 had sold at least one 

carpet in 1973 (1352), Carpets were sold directly to a merchant 

in Nahavand city or to a visiting "collector" and the customary 2v>- 

squnre metre size fetched between 10,000 « 14,000 rials depending 

on its quality, (In the summer of 1974 (1353) the price rose to 

between 12,000 - 16,000 rials or almost double the 1970 price).

In most households the women, especially the younger ones, were 

found to make carpets for much of the winter and at least part of 

the summer months. The villagers said that it was possible for 

two girls working "full-time" to produce one 2-g- square metre 

carpet per month, but the normal household output was about two to 

three a year, for the women also had other jobs to do in the 

household. Carpets could therefore make an important contribution 

to income levels and yet did not require a high initial monetary
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Tabla 50 Gross income from sources other than land in

1973 (1352) (rials)

Village Sheep Dairy Carpets Labouring Winter work Other
& farmer ~ noc produce (no* locally away from

sold per week sold) village

Gol'-e Zard 1 * 300 X
(share-cropping)

2 c 150 1 0 , 0 0 0 Share in flour
• (D mill, about

Raziabad 3e 21 750 X 2 0 , 0 0 0  rials0
(2 )

Kuhani 4 o 25 2 0 0 (in 14,000
winter) (1 )

5e 5 X 40*000 X
( 4 )

6 0 11,500 Son's remittances
( 1 )

7 c X X(D (share-cropping)
Bo 13,000(D
9c 2 0 0 (in 34,000

winter) (2 )
10c 400 (in 34,000

winter) (2 )
11 o 25 X

(3)
Oahanabad 1 2 * 3 months

in Tehran
13, 10 30,000

(2 )
14 c X Share in village

shop, rents out
land in city*

1 5 0 X Landlord's representat
(2 ) ive,. receives 10% of

harvest*
16 c  15 2 0 0 25,000 Dorks for

(2 ) landlord
17 c 6 40,500

(3)
Baba 180 X Son's remittances
Rostam

19c  15 Son's remittances

2 0c X Tractor income

2 1c 1 0 0 (in X
summer) (construction)

F iazeman 22 o Son's remittances

23c150 X Tractor income

Sha'ban 24 c 300

25 o 5 X X Tractor income
(1)

(continued on next page)
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(Table SOcontinuod)
Village Sheep Dairy Carpets Labouring Winter work Other
& farmer - no, produce (no* locally away From

sold per week sold) village

Sha'ban 26o 50
i

X

27* Tractor income

28* X

29, 18 10*000
(1)

30o X

31, 250 (in 18^000 x
winter) (1)

320 NIOC pension of 4,000
rials per month, and

330 30 12*000 son's remittances
(1)

Qal'eh-834* 18 22*000
Qobad (2)

35* 300 36,000 Shop income, honey
(3) sales of 24,000 rials^

36* 43

37, 60 X Tajsrizl sale
(3)

Beyan 38* 17 X Landlord's .representative

39* 3 X X X
(1) (share-cropping)

40* 1 D 40,000w
41, Sons' remittances

420 X

43, 20 X Half share in village
shop

Baba 44 a 9 11,000 Son's remittances
Qasem (1)

45 o 14 X X

46 a 5 25,000 x X
(3) (construction)

47a 10 X

480 15 X Son's remittances

Hi lab 49 a 10 X Son's remittances

50o 6

51, 15 X X
(200 Trials, per day)

Sources Fieldwork* questionnaire survey* 1974

Njdtsj x “ income uncertain
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investment, for the wool and wooden frame of the loom wore both 

produced on the farm itself. In ail tho households visited during 

fieldwork there were carpets on the floor of at least the main 

living room (as distinct from the work room), and many households 

had above ten carpets, some of which were rolled up in a corner 

of tho room ready for sale. The farmers questionneri wore generally 

found to view carpet production as a useful safeguard against 

indebtedness during times of difficulties or as a method of 

accumulating reserves in preparation for a major investment. For 

example, Aminollah ’ Ali Bakhshi of Gol~e Zard had sold his six 

carpets in 1972 (1351) to pay for part of the cost of his new house, 

and many farmers reported the sale of carpets to pay for medical 

expenses c

In addition, farmers1 incomes were to some extent supplemented 

by other employment, whether in kind from working another person’s 

land on a crop-sharing agreement or in cash by labouring locally or, 

very often, from work away from the village in the winter months 

(as described in section 5 . 1 One farmer in the sample had a 

half-share in a flour mill at Gol-e Zard, three had shops, four 

owned tractors, two were the landlord’s representativesj one farmer 

in Sha'ban received a pension from the Notional Iranian Oil Company, 

and several received remittances from sons working away from the 

village.

The farmers all agreed that their economic position was 

better than in the past. By introducing new farm practices yields 

have increased all-round, permitting a greater marketable surplus 

to be produced. Moreover, the farmers were much more aware of 

prico and market conditions, both locally and nationally, and responsive 

to changes in them. Thus, cultivation of specialised, high-value 

produco such as sugar beet, vegetables, fruit and flowers, which
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offered a greater return than wheat or pulses, had increased.

But more than this, the farmer has shown himself to he aware of 

the limitations of his farm, due to its small size, for increasing 

his income, and to be willing to make up for this by increasing his 

income from alternative sources.

Growth of income was also apparent amongst both the "landless" 

and the landlord classes. The former were, for example, more fully 

employed, especially in jobs away from Olya. Locally, too, daily 

wages for labourers both in agriculture and in construction work 

have doubled since 1969 (see Table 51). The landlords too, despite 

their loss of land at land reform, have increased their personal 

wealth. They were unwilling to disclose their sources and levels 

of income, but it was clear from their .large new cars and increasing 

travel abroad for education or holidays that this was the case.

Table 51 Approxlmate averaqe^daily wages for agricu1tural

laboursrs .in 01 ya (rials)

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1 974
(1348) (1349) (1350) (1351) (1352) (1353)

Hen 70 80 110 120 130 140

Women 50 60 75 90 90 100

Boys 40 50 70 80

Note: 1„ Labourers also rece .ive a midday meal.
2o Hen’s wages reached a maximum of 200-‘300 rials per day in

1974 at harvesting time.
3e Some men are employed on a permanent basis as, for example, 

a gardener and generally receive about 5,000 rials a month 
as payment (and/or a share in the crop).

4C The Irrigation Department paid only 120 rJ.aJ.s_ per day to 
men cleaning the Sharban canal in early spring 1974. Thus, 
wages rise and fall according to supply and demand.

Source; Fieldwork, 1973-74
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5 -3-28 THE GROWTH OP' INDEBTEDNESS1

The introduction of improved seed, fertiliser, new crops 

and cultivation equipment, which has resulted in the rise in the 

smallholder's level of income in Olya, has only been made possible 

by borrowing money to finance these innovations, for few small

holders had any financial savings to draw on. The major sources 

of credit may be divided into two groups? institutional, which 

include the village co-operative societies, the Agricultural Bank 

in Nahavand, other banks and the sugar beet office, and non- 

institutional, which include village and city shops, merchants and 

other money-lenders* They will be discussed more fully in Chapter 

605o0 For the moment attention will be focussed on the use made of 

these sources by the 51 farmers questionned by 1st Farvardin, 1353 

(21st March 1974)*

Loans from the village co-operative societies and the

Agricultural Bank were recorded in some detail (see Table 52)* The
2former had granted loans to 50 farmers , averaging 11,500 rials 

per farmer. Only nine had received the maximum loan allowed of 

20,000 rials, The loans were used mainly for current expenses, 

such as the purchase of fertiliser and improved seed, and repayment 

was timed for the end of the harvest, 27 farmers also held loans 

from the Agricultural Bank, generally for such capital requirements 

as the replacement of livestock or to meet house-building costs*

These loans were repayable after three years and carried the same

1* For a general analysis of the problem of indebtedness in rural 

Iran before land reform see Lambton, A.KoS,, Chapter xxii 

(1953)

2„ One farmer in the sample, who was not a member of a co-operative 

society, did not receive a loan.
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Table 52 Ins titutional sources of loans to the sample of 51

farmers, spring 1974 (1353) (rials)

Village Village Agricultural Village Village Agricul'
& farmer co-operative Bank & farmer co-op Dank

Gol-e Zardt 1 . 20 5 000 30,000 Sha*ban 29c 5,000 30,000
2 „ 20,000 60,000 30. 10,000 18,000

Raziabad 3, 15,000 31 . 4,000
Kuhani 40 10,000 60,000 320 10,000

3 o 7,000 330 5,000 30,000
60 6,000 Qal1 eh™e34c 20,000 25,000
7 o 10,000 Qobad 35c 20,000 35,000
B 0 15,000 36 c 10,000
9, 20,000 8,000 37. 10,000

10. 15,000 30,000 Beyan 38c 12,000 18,000
11 0 10,000 40,000 39. 8,000

3ahanabad 12. 13,000 12,000 40 c 12,000 16,000
13. 12,000 41 c 10,000 10,000
14c 19,000 40,000 42^ 7,000
15. 20,000 43c 5,000
160 5,000 14,000 Baba 44 c 8,000 16,000
17. 20,000 Q as em 45. 10,000 15,000

Baba 18. 7,000 46. 7,000
Rostam 19c

20c
13,000 30,000 47.

48c

11 ,000 
20,000

21c 10,000 24,000 Milab 49o 10,000 20,000
F iazeman 22e 10,000 50c 10,000 15,000

23. 11,000 50,000 51c 8,000
Shaf ban 24c 

2.5 c 
26c 
27 c
28c

7.000
15.000
20.000 
10,000
3.000

18,000
20,000

Sources Fieldwork, questionnaire survey, 1974
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6% interest rate as co-operative loans . In additions advances 

were received by 12 farmers from the sugar beet department for 

the purchase of seed, fertiliser and insecticide for the cultivation 

of beet on contract, the amount received being deducted (without 

interest) from the value of the crop after harvesting* Finally other 

banks, such as Rank-eMelli and Bank-eSaderat, had granted loans to 

several farmers, though the amounts of these loans were not disclosed0 

It was found very difficult to assess reliably the extent 

of the use of non—institutionsl credit, for the small-holders were 

unwilling to discuss it in detail* However, all stated that they 

bought considerable quantities of foodstuffs and household goods on 

credit from shopkeepers in the village and in Nahavand city, for 

which they paid in cash or the equivalent amount of grain or pulses 

after the harvest, that is, when prices were at their lowest and 

the amount of grain required to pay off the debt was thei'efore 

considerably greater than it would have been at the time the loan 

was contracted„ Thus, in effect the villager paid a high rate of 

interest* Several BM Volvo tractors were bought by farmers on an 

instalment basis from a dealer in Maloyer, at an interest rate of 

about 12% on the outstanding cost* For farm imputs, such as 

fertiliser, the farmers also relied heavily on non-institutional - 

credit, though they realised this increased its cost; thus, 

fertiliser cost 20% more in the bazar if payment was delayed till 

harvest—time * It was generally agreed that about 50% of the total 

loans were from non-institutional sources, and that only by taking 

these loans could sufficient money be raised to meet farm and 

household expenditures * Such loans, moreover, were easier to 

negotiate for there was far less "red-tape" attached to them than

1c The co-operative interest rate was reduced to 5% in the summer 

of 1974.
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to institutional loans.

The above figures of the volume and sources of loans to 

small-holders in Olya can be compared with figures published by 

the Central Organisation for Rural Co-operation for various regions 

of Iran for 1968 (see Table 53). This comparison serves to justify

Table 53 Volume and sources of loans to small-holders in various

regions of Iran, 1968 (1347)

Average Co- Agricultural Other
loan per operative Bank banks
family
(rials) % from

Land- Noney- 
ouner lender

Qasr-e Shirin 15 ,076 43 13 D, 5 - 43.5

Sanandaj 12,739 39 18 - 0 , 6 42.4

Golpayagan 23,156 19 29 9 0.4 42.6

Garmsar 15,474 37 3 1 o 5 - 58.5

Sari 19,580 31 6 11 0.9 51 ,1

Hamadan 13,238 45 4 7 0 . 1 43.9

Birjand 7,350 41 20 - 0.4 38.6

SOURCEi Central Organi 

Sob Denman, D „

sation for 

R,5page 201

Rural Co- 

(1973)

'operation

NOTE; Some reservation as to the reliability of this data must 

be expressed.

the conclusion that indebtedness amongst the small-holders in 

Olya has grown considerably in recent years. Yet this seems to 

have been accepted by the small-holders, who regard borrowing as an 

essential and normal practice. Similarly, by comparing Table 52 

with Table 49 it will be clear that credit needs often exceed income 

from the land. Yet indebtedness would not now soem to be the mill

stone round the neck of the small-holder that it undoubtedly was in
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the past,For tho income from sources other than his land and reserves 

in, for example, carpets mean that he can generally manage to meet 

loan repayments when they fall due® However, it should be emphasized, 

credit is not particularly effective in promoting capital investment 

or increased productivity® Credit at low interest rates is in 

very short supply and the benefits of abundant non-institutional 

credit are greatly reduced by the harshness of the interest rates 

attached to it, which may reach 3Q%>*

The general consensus of opinion among the farmers questionned

in Olya was that much more could be achieved by them if a greater

volume of institutional credit was made available at the same rate 

of interest as that offered by the co-operative societies but over 

a longer period of time . However, they felt that the likelihood 

of this happening was remote® They also resented the fact that 

large quantities of cheap government credit were being channelled to 

the new farm corporations, large private farms and to agri-businesses. 

Nonetheless, there was an effort by some farmers to mobilize their 

savings and credit more effectively by joint investment in, for 

example, a combine harvester in Fiazeman, tractors, two poultry 

schemes in Sha’ban, a fruit tree programme in Beyan, improving tracks 

to the fields in Kuhani and, on a village-wide basis, the construction 

of a system of piped drinking water in Kuhani, Jahanabad and Baba 

Rostam®

1® The Central Organisation for Rural Co-operation has estimated

a figure of 75,000 rials_ per farming family as the "typical

annual credit need"® See Pickett, L®, "Co-operatives", in 

ILO Mission Working Paper No® vii, page 11 (1973)
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5*4* FAR 14, VILLAGE AND THE WORLD OUTSIDE

Consequent upon the improvements in the standard of living, 

farm practices and economy in the villages undor study, the social 

separation between the villagers and the community outside has 

narrowed appreciably? there has been an increasing .recognition of 

the need for and value of greater links with the world outside 

the village, and a breakdown of the close social ties of the 

villages* These changes, which started before land reform, were 

undoubtedly accelerated in the sixties by the ending of tho 

subservience of the villagers to the landlord class, by the 

accompanying social and economic reforms, and by the improvement of 

communications* The spread of schools, transport, the radio and 

alternative employment opportunities from the towns have enabled 

the villagers to sample a more sophisticated way of life and culture 

and this has produced a dissatisfaction with rural society as it 

has been*

In the past the villagers knew that as a class they were 

regarded as low in the social scale by urban opinion? they accepted 

their position in society fatalistically as immutable* But the 

expansion and diversification of the Iranian economy have presented 

the villagers with realisable alternatives to the traditional way 

of life and amongst many of the younger generation who have had the 

opportunity of educational and other material facilities fieldwork 

revealed an eagerness to escape from tho ties of the farm and the 

.low social status of the farmerP Fven amongst the older generation 

the former fatalistic acceptance of their lot and links with the 

land are no longer as firmly entrenched as they used to be; there 

is now a more or loss felt and expressed wish to improve matters 

affecting their individual circumstances and particularly to ensure 

their children a bettor future* In many cases I found that the
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younger generation was actively being discouraged by their parents 

from considering farming as a livelihood and encouraged to work in 

tho city.

The village was traditionally the community-group in Olya 

and the focal point for most social interaction* Each village was 

to a large extent a separate, self*~contained community, to which 

its people were committed by birth or marriage and bound by many 

ties * 1 his produced a cohesiveness and homogeneity of interest

which ensured the sustenance, both material and moral, of its
2members, though faction between families could still be fierce „

Contact with neighbouring towns and cities and with Tehran was 

generally limited to infrequent visits, temporary employment or 

military conscription until buses and improved roads transformed 

communications especially during the late sixties (see Chapter 6*3*)Q 

By 1968, when the road from IMahavand to Borujerd was asphalted, 

there were two buses to and from Tehran each day. Thea subsequent 

increase in transport facilities and communications has seen a marked 

growth in contacts between village and town and a sharp rise in 

the number of villagers travelling away from Olya for employment, 

education, to sell or purchase goods and to visit relations.) People 

look especially to Nahavand, and to a lesser degree to Borujerd, 

for social services and entertainment. The majority of farmers 

questionnsd had made a pilgrimage to the shrine of the Emam Reza at 

Mashhad, whereas ten years ago this journey was the exception rather 

than the rule. In winter 1973-74 ten villagers from Sha’ban, two 

from Kuhani and three from the other villages under study also

1c This is underlined by the very tew family names in each village? 

for example in Kuhani, Matin and Bahirai predominate? in 

fiazeman, Zafari? and in Baba Qasem, Zolfaqari*

2c See Sunderland, E«, in "Tho Cambridge history of Iran", Uo.‘U1, 

page 613 (1968)
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made tho pilgrimage to Mecca*

Economically, too, tho degree of contact between the former 

share-croppers and peasant proprietors and the world outside the 

village has intensified in recent years, partly out of the necessity 

of having to perform the tasks formerly undertaken by the landlord, 

and partly because of the expectation of making themselves a 

better future from such contact* In the past economic links wore 

generally confined to the sale of small quantities of agricultural 

produce to Nahavand city, to the visits of travelling pedlars and 

barbers, and to the purchase of sheep from neighbouring nomads*

Now they include the transport of flowers to Tehran and sheep to 

Ahvaz for sale, the purchase of tomato plants from Pol—e Dokhtar for 

transplantation in the valley and the hiring out of tractors*

Contact with government departments, banks and merchants in Nahavand 

has also increased^ *
2The focus of village life in the past was the mosque e Of 

the eleven villages under study only Baba Rostarn, Kuhani and Sha*ban 

could afford to pay for the permanent presence of a mo1 1a (or 

akhund); the other villages would receive a visit from a molla from 

Qom, the nearest major religious centre, at thB main festivals, for 

example in Ramazan and Moharram* The mo1la was thus an important 

link with the world outside the village* He combined general 

advisory duties with his spiritual role* Because the mosque was 

the major social gathering place, the molla was in a position to 

exert considerable influence on village affairs* The picture 

sketched above has been modified in the last decade or so, in that 

the jflolla has lost stature in political terms and also, amongst the 

younger generation, in religious terms* The mosque is now regularly

1* Mclachlan, K„5CJ in "Land reform in Iran", page 712 (1968)

2„ Spooner, B.B*, in "Iran faces the seventies", page 173 (1971b)
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attended only by tho older generation and the devout and numbers 

vary with the quality of the mo11a„ Nevertheless, the community 

as a whole is conscious of a duty towards the upkeep of the mosque, 

which is the symbol of the religious persuasion of the village, 

that is to say Shi}ism* In Beyan and Kuhani new mosques were under 

construction in 1973-74 at considerable expense to the villagers, 

and the mosque has become very much a prestige building for the 

village„

There have also been changes in the village social structure 

and at the family levels. Social stratification has widened * There 

are a growing number of non-agriculturalists and increasing 

specialisation of labour in all the villages studied * In Sha’ban, 

the largest village, this is particularly marked and small—holders, 

share-croppers, agricultural labourers, artisans such as the 

carpenter and blacksmith, officials such as the headman and 

director of the co-operative, tradesmen such as shopkeepers and 

merchants, the mo1 1 a and extension corps workers may all be found0 

The professional class is also represented by teachers, a nurse and 

a visiting doctor.. Similarly, the spread of government-supported 

primary education has produced a young literate group which has an 

awareness of new possibilities of economic and social life outside 

farming and outside the village community., It was clear from 

fieldwork that this group has only just begun to break away in 

substantial numbers from what it generally sees as the ties of the 

farm and the low social status of the farmer«, In terms of the 

social pattern of the villagers, this means that there is a very 

significant distinction to be mode between the older generation 

of farmers proper and the younger generation whose direct attachment 

to the land is weaker. This weakening is reflected in the departure 

of the young for employment and an .increasing questionning of
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traditional principles and values, such as the power of thB mo11a, 

the expanse of the pilgrimage to Mecca, and the emancipation of 

women* Nonetheless, it is still true to say that there is a strong 

sense of village cohesion and loyalty* Traditional practices, such 

as alms-giving and recognition of the father as the family head, 

are still continued by the young, whilst the old in turn have, for 

example, replaced their narrow outlook by a far mors outgoing one*

In the same way the village layout has itself become less nucleated 

and defensively clustered, and taken on a more open pattern, 

especially where new houses have been built, as in Gol-e Zard,

Kuhani and dahanabad.

The section of the population least affected by change is 

that composed of women * Despite the increasing emancipation of 

women in neighbouring towns, they continue to play a limited role 

in village activities* Their activities outside the home are 

largely confined to going to the mosque, to the emamzarieh, shopping 

and work in the fields ? they invariably wear the chador-e shab in 

the presence of non-family members* Although they would appear to 

take a distinctly secondary position in society, married women carry 

a great deal of influence In their own households and argue home 

decisions often violently with their husbands. Indeed, I 'found the 

level of democracy in the household surprising, the husband controls 

the farm and his wife runs the household„ Carpet-making, milk- 

processing and related finance are generally her responsibility and 

she also carries the keys to cupboards. The wife’s position is thus 

not one of subservience, nor one of equality as we would think of 

it5 her role was separate from hor husband’s, and he would not 

trespass into it. This dichotomy of roles was reflected in the 

children - the boys at school, the girls largely considered only 

for employment in carpet-making. But there are small signs that
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this division is changing. For example, an increasing number of 

girls now attend primary schools, a few of the younger village 

women work in the Rural Cultural Centres, and there is a growing 

interest in family planning. It can only be a matter of a few 

years before? what is becoming accepted in nearby cities spreads to 

rural Olya*

In conclusion, it may be said that the social transformation 

of the villages matches the economic changes. Although tho farmer’s 

link with the land is still strong, his realisation and expanding 

knowledge of the world outside the village has spurred him on to 

improve his standard of living and forced him to alter his attitudes.

To many of the younger generation, literacy and the awareness of a 

different way of life beyond the village have brought a growing 

dissatisfaction not only with the social regime of the village, but 

also with the farming on which the community has depended. In the 

coming years the manner in which this dichotomy of interests between 

young and old and between farm, village and the world outside is 

handled will determine to a large degree the success or otherwise 

of rural development in Olya* It is therefore hoped that greater 

attention will be paid to the changing social structures and 

aspirations of the rural population*
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CHAPTER SIX THE SUPPORTING SYSTEM

Closely connected with the changes discussed in the previous 

chapter are the institutions and services which may conveniently 

be grouped under the title "the supporting system"I namely,. rural 

co-operatives, agricultural extension, communications, the market, 

credit and other village services* Partly in order to replace the 

landlord as an institution, partly to introduce some positive 

social and economic benefits, these services have received considerable 

official support in Iran’s rural areas since land reform* Fieldwork 

attempted to examine their effectiveness in Olya, with particular 

reference to the eleven villages.

601 * THE RURAL CO-OPERATIVES1

The Iranian co-operative movement is of recent origin* It 

was legally established by the law of 1955, which set up a council 

to undertake the task of making rules and regulations to govern 

co-operative societies. By 1960 there were over 600 societies with 

some 290,000 members, but many had only a nominal existence and the 

movement as a whole had made little impact on the countryside.

Under the first stage of land reform, as mentioned in 

Chapter 3, membership of a co-operative society was a condition to 

the receipt of land. Where societies already existed they were used. 

Elsewhere new societies, whose membership was confined to share

croppers receiving land under the reform, were established by the 

land reform officials. Thus, the initiative for the societies 

came largely from the government. It was intended by those who 

drafted the law that the co-operative societies should take tho

1. For a full account of rural co-operatives in Iran up to 1968, 

see Lainbton, A.K.8 , "The Porsian land reform, 1962—1966",

(1969a)
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place of the landowners in villages transferred to the share

croppers, and play a key role in agricultural improvement by 

fulfilling all or some of the following activ.ites;

1 * operations concerned with the production, exchange, 

storage, transport and sale of the produce of its 

members ;

2» the provision of agricultural implements and machinery, 

pesticides and fertilisers;

3* the provision of primary necessities, such as foodstuffs, 

fuel, clothing and household utensils;

A* the purchase of the agricultural produce of the members 

and its sale;

5 C the giving of loans to members;

6 c to accept deposits from members; and

7 0 to obtain credit*

In 1963 tha Central Organisation for Rural Co-operation 

(CDRC) was set up by the government as an independent joint stock 

company to take over the establishment and supervision of rural 

co-operative societies from the land reform organisation and the 

Agricultural Bank* Supervision of societies was carried out on a 

provincial basis* Each province was divided into a number of areas 

in which the societies were organised into groups of 15-20 under 

a district supervisor*

Olya district was one such grouping® The villages had been 

affected little by the development of co-operative societies in the 

fifties and few were directly involved in the first stage of land 

reform* The situation was, however, transformed between 1965 and 

1968 by the second stage0 The exact sequence of events could not 

be reconstructed from conversation during fieldwork, but of the

eleven villages under study co-operatives wore established in Gol-e
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Zard, Baba Rostam, Kuhani, Sha'ban, Qal'ah-e Qobad, Sayan and
„ „ „ .   - 1Baba Qasem, and the villages of Raziabad and Mrlab joined the

societies of Gol-e Zard and Sefid Khani respectively, while

Fiazeman and Dahanabad joined Sha'ban, As mentioned before,

every share-cropper receiving land became a member of the society.

The ultimate decision in affairs of tha society lay with the

general assembly composed of all members * Day to day administration

was in tho hands of a small executive committee, appointed by the

general assembly by a majority vote for two years. The executive

committee appointed a manager from the members of the society to

carry out its decisions and those of the general assembly.

All the societies serving the eleven villages were used at

first solely for credit purposes. Their capital was small and

consisted of the share of capital of members supplemented by a

government grant of up to five (later ten) times the capital

subscribed by members. This was given through the Agricultural

Bank to the societies and carried a 4% interest rate, A co-operative

member could receive as a loan from the society five (later ten)

times the value of his share capital at an interest rate of 6%

(E>% in 1974), with an upper limit of 10,000 rials, which was in

1968 raised to 20,000 rials (see Chapter 6,5,), Co-operative loans

were welcomed by the farmers for the societies demanded a lower

interest rate than other lending sources and enabled the purchase

of such farm imputs as fertiliser and improved seed which had been

used very little before. The farmers questionned unanimously

1 P During fieldwork .in Mi lab the abandoned original of fice of the 

co-operative was seen, identified by the plaque on the door.

The villagers said it had operated for a short time only before 

its amalgamation with Sefid Khani in 1966,
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agreed that co-operative loans had also helped to reduce the two

linked problems of foreselling of crops and indebtednessa Permission

was not granted by the Nahavand Department of Co-operation and

Rural Affairs to consult its records of loans given to the villagers,

but it would seem from national average figures released by CGRC

that loans were generally well below the upper limit (see Table 54 ) e

This was because funds meant for CDRC were often diverted elsewhere,
_ 1and the local office could not get the money from Tehran «

Table 54 National average loans per recipient in the rura.l 

c(>,~nPerative soc.ieties of_ Iran (rials)

1111 1342 1343 1344 1345 1346 1347 1348 1349

2 s 970 3,330 4,360 4,800 5,400 6,100 6,820 6,820 7,000

SOURCE % C0RC and Ministry of Co-operation and Rural Affairs - see 

Denman, D 0R« ’’The King’s Vista”, page 204 (1973)

Although knowledge of co-operative principles and practices 

was certainly lacking amongst the villagers in the study area at 

the outset, it would seem that the possibility of the establishment 

of societies was greeted with enthusiasms For this much praise must 

be given to the officials from outside the villages who initially 

started the individual societies and trained village officials to 

run them, but the members themselves during the latter years of 

the sixties undoubtedly welcomed the societies, which they saw as 

the means to establish their social and economic independencen As 

evidence for this the building of premises by the members may be 

noted, for the premises, as a visible sign of the existence of a 

society, gave a great lift to morale * Similarly, the subsequent

1c Lamb ton. A, !< t S, ? page 310 (1969a)
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ability of the societies to increase their activities on broader 

lines may be noted (see Table 55). The first of these to become 

widespread was the sale of oil and kerosene as agents of the 

National Iranian Oil Company* an activity much appreciated by 

members and non-members* who were beginning to realise the greater 

convenience of these fuels over traditional ones,, Secondly* some 

of them sold fertilisers* pesticides and improved seed* and a 

limited range of consumer goods* such as tea* sugar* soap* rice* 

shoes and other household commodities„ These goods were obtained 

from the federation in Nahavand city and sold at reduced rates*

Their availability in the village also removed the need to travel 

into Nahavand for their purchase*

Professor Lambton visited Nahavand in 1968 whilst examining 

the co-operatives of Hamadan province. She found that there had 

been a considerable change in morale compared with 1964* and that 

there was a much greater confidence amongst the small-holders and 

an absolute certainty in most cases that conditions were much 

better than in the past. The following account of conditions in 

one of the eleven villages under study* Baba Ljasem* is taken from 

her 1968 field notes and* it will be seen* contrasts sharply with 

the depressed condition of the co-operatives found during fieldwork 

in 1973-74*

''The co-operative society (of Baba Qasem) had been set up 

in 1965 and served four villages, Members of the managing committee 

were drawn from all villages* The society acted for the NIOC as an 

agent for the sale of kerosene* It also sold some consumer goods 

from time to time* The manager seemed competent and was enthusiastic, 

lie and his father and grandfather before him had been kadkhodao,

He had been to the first congress and was full of enthusiasm for it 

and for the "revolution"*
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Table 55 Rural co—operative society activities in t hs eleven 

villages under study

Village Kerosene Shop Rural Nursery Radio Library 
Sales Cultural club

Centre

Gd1*“B Zard

Raziabad

Kuhani

Oahanab Esd

Baba Rostam

F iazeman

Sha1 ban

Qal'eh™e 
Qobad

Beyan

Baba Qasem 

Hi lab

5BURCL i Fieldwork y 1973-74

NrjTL; 1, Opened in 1972* but to-date still unused

Ambar

x
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It was alleged that one of the landowners was creating 

faction and division and putting obstacles in the way of the co

operative* For example, when the members built roads, he was 

alleged to have destroyed the bridges, and when the federation sent 

goods to the society for sale, men working for him were afraid to 

buy* Nevertheless, in spite of these and other difficulties the 

members said that on no account did they wish to return to former 

conditions*

The manager had great expectations for the society if it 

could undertake the sale of consumer goods and marketing* He felt 

a sense of unity with other societies and even with the international 

co-operative movement, and was a go-ahead fellow* He thought that 

the Persian co-operative movement would grow and prosper through the 

integrity and work of the managing committees and the officials of 

CORC*"

Fieldwork in 1973-74 aimed to examine the effectiveness of 

the co-operative societies since 1968, but before discussing findings 

in Olya it is necessary to review briefly the major changes in 

government outlook towards co-operatives and agricultural development 

in Iran as a whole during this period. First, the incorporation 

of CORC into the newly formed Ministry of Co-operation and Rural 

Affairs in 1967 subsequently resulted in an increase of government 

intervention in the societies, as reflected by the ministry 

beginning to play a greater part in the provision of managerial 

functions* Professor Lambton considers that before 1967e "One of 

the reasons why the officials of the Central Organisation for Rural 

Co-operation were able to win the trust of the peasants was that 

they were not regarded in the same way as government officials, or
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at least not in the same way as tho general run of' civil servants’ 1 *

As the intervention of the government manifested itself in an 

increasing external influence being brought to bear on the running 

of the societies it is not surprising that tha loyalty of the members 

was soon lost* Secondly, there was mounting evidence that investment 

in agriculture was being diverted from the land reform and co

operative movements as originally conceived into private ventures 

and the new centrally controlled farm corporations which had been 

established under the third stage of land reform in 1968 (see 

section 3*2* ) 0 Finally, the growing demand for managerial skills 

in the industrial sector of the economy and for trained men in other 

aspects of public life, which was being actively encouraged by the 

government, was exacerbating the problem of recruitment of such men 

to the co-operatives, where conditions of service and opportunity 

were not as good* Thus, it was clear that the original conception 

of the societies playing a key role in fostering the growth of an 

independent small-holder population had lost government support*

The results of these developments in Giya were not .immediately 

apparent* Indeed, from 1968-1973 the activities of the co-operatives 

expanded faster than in the period 1965-1968 and took on if anything 

greater economic and social significance* Sales of oil, kerosene 

and consumer goods all grew and the oo—operatives played an active 

part in the distribution and sale of improved wheat seed, fertiliser 

and pesticides to the smal.l-holders * Moreover, the upper limit of 

credit to members was raised to 2 0 , 0 0 0  rials and was in great demand* 

Between 1969-1972 six of the villages under study also built Rural 

Cultural Centres (khaneh-e Farhang-e Rustavi), using their own labour 

and materials, but with the financial aid of the federation, which 

provided the staff and furnishings for the nurseries and the books, 

sewing machines and family, planning facilities that the centres

1 * Lambton, A . K. 5 *, page 33 6 (1969a)
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contain (see Table 55)„ Perhaps the most potentially significant 

development 5 however, was the construction of a storage barn 

(ambar) in Kuhani in 1971 to Bnable the collection of pulses by 

the co-operative for sale to the army* (Similar ambars were also 

built in Nahavand city and in thB Sofia sub-district at Garzul and 

l<eriz0)

Nevertheless, by 1973 it was clear that the small-holder

members of the co-operative societies no longer regarded them as

their own nor folt towards them the loyalty and pride which was

found eax'lier* The sense of unity among members had also disappeared *

From the observations of two American Peace Corps volutecrs who
1had worked in Olya between 1968 and 1973 s it would seem that the 

change in attitude of the villagers came before 1970 as they realised 

that the management of the societies was no longer in their hands 

but was under the control of government officials in the Nahavand 

Department of Co-operation and Rural Affairse The actions of the 

village co-operative managers no longer reflected the opinion of 

the members but were dictated by government officialsc Nat 

surprisinglys the considerable enthusiasm and feelings of independence 

and self-respect which the co-operatives had fostered have been 

somewhat dissipated *

This is not to say that fieldwork in 1973 found the co

operatives unusedp but that they were no longer effective instruments, 

as originally conceived, far creating a self-reliant rural population* 

The members now use the co-operativo facilities just as they use 

other institutionsj such as the bazar or banks, whereevor and 

whenever they benefit their own interests «> Thus, co-operative loans 

are taken up in full for they still offer the cheapest short-term 

source of money (see section GoS*,)* But, as was pointed out in

1c Bee section 6*2o
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Chapter 5„3o, the co-operatives only partially moet the growing 

demand for credit as farmers attempt to intensify their activities 

by introdicing new crops and improved methods of cultivation.

Sales of kerosene and oil in the villages also remain buoyant 

and use of tho nursery facilities continues to be popular. However, 

other social and cultural activities of the Rural Cultural Centres 

have remained largely dormant, though a useful start to birth 

control had been made in Kuhani. Similarly, prices of consumer 

goods and fertilisers sold by the co-operatives are often higher 

than those of village shops or the Nahavand bazar and their 

variety far less. Sales havo therefore fallen off considerably.

During 1973-1974 two further developments closely connected 

with thB co-operative societies occurred in the Nahavand shahresban f 

which further accentuated the degree of external influence in 

village affairs. The first was the establishment of the Aran farm 

corporation and the Nahavand farm production co-operative west of 

Olya which was discussed in Chapter 3.3. The second was the large- 

scale reduction in the number of societies in autumn 1973 which 

in Olya wore reduced from about twenty to four. These four societies, 

which now represent the 70 villages in the sub-district, are all in 

the study areas

25th Shahrivar society in Baba Rostam, serving also 

Raziabad, Gol-u Zard, Amirabad and hloradabad.

2. Arash society in Kuhani, serving also Borjak, Oshvand,

Ban Sareh and Shaterabad.

3 0 Khayyam society in Sha'ban, serving also Beyan, Qal'eh-e 

Qobad, Fiazeman, Oahanabad, Tokeh and Gerde Cham.

(Chapter 3.3. also mentioned that Sha'ban was designated 

at this same timo a rural township and was to receive 

special investment in a variety of facilities, such as
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new schools, a post offico and a cinema, which will 

serve the surrounding villages® In Nahavand district 

four townships were to be set up - Deb tor and Barzul in 

the farm corporation and farm production co-operative 

respectively, and Deh Shahrak (west of Barzul) and 

Sha’bano Construction of a sixty bed hospital was

started in Shalban in summer 1974 (see section 6 o6 „)a

4 0 Ferdowsi society in Baba Qasem, serving also Milab and 

Sefid Khanio

Together they constitute part of the Nahavand federation, which 

now includes the sixteen societies remaining in the whole district 

and has its headquarters at the Department of Co-operation and

Rural Affairs in Nahavand city® The argument behind amalgamation

was that by uniting the many small societies into a limited number 

of large societies the latter would be economically stronger and 

the work of supervision would be lessened,, Fieldwork found that 

despite the fall in loyalty to the societies, there was still 

strong opposition to the idea of amalgamation® Great store was 

originally set by CDRC on the members having a close knowledge of 

each other and amalgamation seemed to mark the final abandonment 

of the original co-operative ideals« The four remaining societies 

are no longer easily accessible to members in other villagesa 

Fiilab, for example, is over half an hour*s walk from Baba Qasem®

For this reason there is little doubt that the payment and recovery 

of loans will be more difficult® Professor Lambton argued that 

the weakness of the former small, scattered societies could best 

be overcome by strengthening the federations, through which co

operative policy for the different areas could be decided and the
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. . 1purchase and sale of commodxties be made * But the chance to do 

what she suggested has now gone In Ulya. tven the amber in Kuhani, 

which in fact was used as a point of col.lect.ion for pulses solely 

for army purchase on a form of quota system, was closed in spring 

197 A*

Thus, tho co-operative societies, which with their original 

aims and ideals promised so highly and were welcomed by the small

holders who had to join them, are now looked on disparagingly as 

yet another arm of the governments The amalgamation of the societies 

is viewed as merely a transition stage in the more widespread 

establishment of government-directed farm corporationse At the 

village level in Olya it is suggested that this can only bo viewed 

as a retrograde step* Government policy at present shows all the 

signs of continuing this process of change and the future for the 

small-holder as an independent producer therefore looks bleak„ 

Co-operation, which is so necessary if greater amounts of capital 

are to be mobilised and more far-reaching changes undertaken, is 

once again only being practised between small groups of farmers, 

often in competition with one another0 An air of uncertainty has 

returned to the villages and it will be a tragedy if this uncertainty 

is permitted to cloud what has in recent years proved to be a clear 

example of successful agrarian change®

1o Lamhton, A.K.5., "Land reform and rural co-operative societies 

in Persia", page 153 (1969b)
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6*2* AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION 

6 o 2.1o INTRODUCTION

The Iranian Extension Service was launched in 1963 with

the active support of the United States technical assistance
1programme;, Point IV „ Its aims were to assist farmers to increase

their agricultural productivity and rural incomesP and to this end
2extension offices were established in every province c The

difficulties involved in such an undertaking were considerable;

for agriculture was underdeveloped in most areas and the distances

to be covered were immense* More important stilly there was a
3shortage of both teachers and teaching materials 0 Thus, the

first need was to train extension agents in agriculture and extension

methodology; and an intensive system of in-servico training of

recruits was developed* However, the speed of recruitment and

training was initially slow and by 1960 there wore only 241
4extension agents operating in the whole country « In the next two 

years the numbers increased steadily and by 1962 there wore 1,200 

agents * This increase may be seen as marking the recognition by 

the Ministry of Agriculture of the value of the Extension Service 

as an agency for agricultural development* As a result its budget 

has since been steadily expanded*

In Iran* as in the United States, the key element in 

introducing new techniques to local farmers was the demonstration 

plot, a reserved area whore a co-operating farmer agreed to try the

1 * Baldwin, "Planning and development in Iran", page 91 (196?)

2 0 Nichols, A*Do "Development of the Iranian agricultural extension 

service ~ a case study", page 38 (1957)

3o Najjar, IU "Agricultural extension", page 4 (1959)

4 (, Plan Organisation* "Third plan frame; agriculture", (1961)
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new methods proposed by the extension agent „ The aim was that

these plots would ''speak for themselves" as the villagers observed

and talked about the new seeds, new methods of cultivation,

fertiliser applications and »=• above all — the final crop0 But it

was realised that there were problems to be overcome in applying

this theory* One of the main problems was that the majority of

extension agents were "foreigners" in the village and neither know

the land and people nor wore held in confidence by the villagers *

Equally, the social structure of a village clearly played an

important role in determining whether or not an agent could enter

and go to work, and whether or not the villagers folt it worth their

while to undertake the initial risks and added costs which more

modern methods involved0 This was especially true on landlord-

owned land where the landlord might refuse to share the costs but

would demand a share in the benefits0 A village owned by a landlord

suspicious of government agents might be shut tight against

extension worke Even where the absentee landlords were sympathetic

the communication links between them and their local representatives

were often so slow or infrequent that the spread of new information

by extension workers could be painfully slow and uncertain* For
2these reasons, special emphasis was put on "distributed areas" and 

peasant proprietor villages where the small cultivators could at 

least be expected to take a certain amount of interest in new methods 

to improve their lot*

The first decade of agricultural extension in Iran thus 

witnessed several important achievements:, The number of agents 

working in the villages had increased considerably* They had

1o Baldwin, G , page 91-92 (1967)

2e That is, land of the Pahlavi estates distributed during the 

fifties,,
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a large number of demonstration plots and had begun to have results 

in the introduction of improved agricultural practices — the control 

of posts, fruit tree pruning and propagation, and animal vaccination*

In addition, the scope of extension had been widened to include 

home economics and rural youth work (4—D clubs)* The situation was, 

neverthelessP far from satisfactory * The distance of agents in 

remote villages from their regional headquarters made supervision 

and guidance difficult0 Moreover, the number of agents was still 

small in comparison with the 45-60f000 villages in Iran, and the 

quality of agents9 administrative personnel and the facilities at 

their disposal often left much to be disired „

During the Third Plan (1962-68) the extension service was 

intended to become the primary channel by which information about 

agricultural programmes and the techniques necessary to implement 

them would be channelled to farmers * To this end, the number of 

agents was to be doubled to 2,500 and emphasis laid on training 

personnel and fitting them for their reponsibilities0 However,

Baldwin pointed out that plans for such a rate of expansion wore 

highly optimistic because of the high costs involved^ 0 The plans 

for expansion would, for example, have required an increase in the 

1961 extonsion budget of three million dollars to about ninB million 

(Baldwin bases these figures on an average cost of 3-5,000 dollars 

per annum to train and support one agent including overheads)„

In the event those plans were interrupted by the first 

stage of land reform in 1962, and during the next few years many 

extension agents were seconded to the land reform organisation and

1c See Gharatchehdoghi, C*, page 112 (1967)

2e Plan Organisation, page 195 (1961)

3 0 Baldwin, page 92 (1967)
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1diverted from thoir own work * Yet the value of agricultural

extension was not forgotten and the land reform law laic! down

that extension services should be provided in the villages that

wore transferred to the share-croppers* To further this endf

an Extension and Development Corps was formed in 1964 and was

given the task of ’'raising the living standards of the rural

populations promoting their welfare? teaching them modern

principles of agriculture for increasing farm and livestock

productiony developing rural industries9 and directing thorn in
2the reconstruction and modernization of rural areas*” The

Extension Corps was modelled on the lines of the Literacy Corps?

which had been established in 1963 (see section 6 *6 *)« Veterinarians

and graduates of agricultural colleges were exclusively drafted

into the corps* All recruits wore given a six month training

course in extension practice and theory at the Karaj Training Centro

and then posted for 18 months* By 1974 there were some 4-5s000

corpsmen actually stationed in the villages and over 1 ?0 0 0

3supervisory and administrative personnel *

The village corpsmen were required to complete a minimum 

number of specific tasks during their period of service* These 

tasks includeds

(1 ) filling up a village questionnaires with details of 

populations physical resources and agriculture? so that 

an operational plan for the village could be drawn up;

(2 ) setting up at least one experimental field;

(3) teaching improved methods of fruit tree planting and

1 * LambtonP A*K.S.s page 350 (1969a)

2* Agricultural Extension Service* Ministry of Agriculture*

"Extension and development corps of lran% (1971)

3* Sources Department of Agricultural ExtensionP Tehran
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pruning?

(4) helping to improve the lighting and ventilation of 

stables ?

(5) vaccinating at least 200 cattle and sheep?

(6 ) demonstrating the use of pesticides and fertilisers„

The provision of an agricultural extension service,,. however, 

is different from the teaching of literacy, for which a limited 

technique only is necessaryo IhB smal1-holders * in most cases, 

are not unskilled in agricultural practices0 Rany of thorn, given 

the means at their disposal, cultivate the .land extremely well? 

and, in any case, have local experience, which is of groat importance 

in agricultural affairs* Consequently, they are not always ready 

to accept advice from newcomers* A degree of experience and maturity 

is therefore essential in the extension service, if it is to make
'Ia valuable contribution to agricultural improvement *

During the period 1970-1974 I visited a large number of 

extension corpsmen in the villages of the Hamadan and Kermanshah 

provinces to assess their impact* On the whole 1 found their 

individual performances poor, for they were technically lacking, 

had little motivation, received a minimum of support or supervision 

and perhaps of still more importance were regarded with suspicion 

and distrust by the small-holders* Rany corpsmen were also regularly 

absent from their designated village and most considered farming of 

low social status* Nonetheless, some corpsmen had succeeded in 

coming to terms with these problems and in winning the confidence 

of the small-holders and wore assisting them to improve their 

agricultural productivity (see section 602o3*)c In particular, they 

were having considerable success in helping farmers to establish 

correctly-spaced fruit orchards*

1* Lambton, A*K*5*, page 350 (1969a)
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A list of the achievements of the extension corps nationally 

since its establishment in 1964 is given in Table 56 below,*

Jable 56 Some extension corps achievements a 1964--1 9'72

Model farms% seed improvement 

Node! farms? chemical fertiliser 

Model fruit orchards 

Livestock vaccinated 

Poultry vaccinated 

Livestock treated 

Pest control 

Rodent control

Pilot village projects

14,800 hectares 

1,290 hectares' 

49,120 hectares 

12,013*380 

1*630*720 

1*567,970

6*870 hectares 

91*570 hectares 

155

SOURCE t International Communicators Iran. "The revolutionizing 

of Iran"* page 39 (1973)

6„2c2 c THE FIRST PILOT VILLAGES PROTECT IN IRAN DUSAO2

The first pilot villages project in Iran was established in 

the Kharaqan sub-district of Saveh, about 170 kilometres south

west of Tehran* in 1965e Kharaqan formed part of the area badly 

damaged by the Qazvin earthquake of September 1962* As a follow-up

1o See sections 6*2«,20 and 6C2030

2P Much of the information in this section is drawn from reports 

by Eybergen, "Pilot villages project on rural development

in Iran", (1970), and by other project personnel* Eybargen, 

a Dutchman, was project manager in Dusaj from 1966-1971*
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ttT*i
to relief activities in the area the Iranian government and FAQ

agreed to undertake a rural development project in several villages
2with Dusaj as a centre * The project was not only intended to

hBlp a number of impoverished rural villages, but was also meant to •'

be a “pilot project1'f whose results and experiences could be used 

to advantage in establishing similar rural development projects 

elsewhere in Iran* The main objectives, according to Eyborgen, 

were t

(1) To raise the standard of living of the population of 

the villages through the introduction of measures 

designed to improve agricultural output and living 

conditions ?

(2) To strengthen the agricultural and home economics 

extension programmes in the villages through suitable 

training programmes based on a study of the adaptation 

of extension methods to local conditions £

(3) To promote and strengthen joint action activities in 

the supply of basic agricultural necessities such as 

seeds and fertilisers, in the marketing of agricultural 

products, and in the improvement of land and water

resources and social amenities?

(4) To examine the possibilities of establishing or 

strengthening rural industries and other opportunities 

of employment for the "landless" classc

1s The project was established under FAQ's "Freedom from Hunger 

Campaign" and was carried out by FAQ's Rural Institutions and 

Services Division in co-operation with the Ministry of Agriculture's 

Extension Department*

2 0 Smit , EoHoD* “Dusaj agricultural development project", page 2 

(1964)
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I visited Dusaj and several neighbouring villages in 

Kharaqan in 1972 and 1973 to assess the success of agricultural 

extension. Although Eyborgen had suggested in his report that in 

the period 1965-1968 considerable achievements had been made in all 

aspects of the project and that the villagers were co-operating in 

extension work, I found substantial evidence that these achievements 

had been short“*lived6 For example, the co-operatives were largely 

inactive in fields other than credit provision and sales of 

kerosene and were held in low esteem by their members, the Yongi 

Kand dam irrigation outlet was broken and no effort was being made 

to repair it, the piped drinking water system in Dusaj was brokenf 

the roads had deteriorated, and there was an acute shortage of 

improved seed and fertiliser in all tho villages. It should 

perhaps be added that some lasting improvements had been made, for 

example in health, through medical treatment and improved hygiene, 

and in education, but these improvements were largely the result 

of work done by the Health and Literacy Corps and outside the scope 

of the project.

In conclusion, a number of reaons why the pilot villages 

project in Dusaj has not boon successful in the long-term may be 

postulated4 First, it would appear that the project was based on 

the assumption that an injection of capital and infastructure and 

a crash programme of extension work alone would result in rapid 

rural development * The necessity to cater closely for the needs 

and limited aspirations of the people was largely ignored,, This 

lack of regard for the human factor, stressed in tho literature an

1e According to A. Saqafi of the Agricultural Extension Department, 

Tehran, the Dusaj project had a budget of over 100,000 dollars 

a year,, Eyborgen, recorded the budget of 1965--1968 as

350,000 dollars«
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agricultural! extension , has resulted, as mentioned before, in 

the failure of many of tho objectives of tho project*. Secondly, 

little attention was paid to working within the narrow bounds of 

tho supporting services and institutions that were available*

Thirdly, the physical resources of tho Kharaqan area had very 

limited potential for agricultural development, in that water for 

irrigation was in short supply, the cultivable area was restricted 

by topography and soil depth, the surrounding mountains were eroded 

and bare of vegetation for grazing, and the climate was harsh*

Finally, the project personnel were composed to a large degree of 

foreigners on contracts of two years or less with FAO and could 

not hope to win the confidence of the villagers or make a significant 

contribution to rural development in that period* Moreover, their 

command of farsjl and the local Torki dialect was weak and prevented 

communication*

1* See Weitz, R®, ’’From peasant to farmers a revolutionary strategy 

for development” (1971), and Uirone, LcE*, ”A practical 

approach to rural development”, pages 39-4 0 (1969)
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6 ® 2 * 3 * THE SECOND PILOT VILLAGES PROJECT - OLYA -

During the period 1968-19G9 the Extension Department

resolved to establish a similar project to the one in Dusaj* In

this they received considerable support and advice from the Shell-”

sponsored Technical Assistance Centre at Bcrgo a Mozzano in Italy,

where there had been a highly successful and well publicised

programme of technical assistance since 1954 6 After some

consideration the eleven villages in Olya, which are the subject

of this thesis, were chosen and designated Iran's second "pilot 
2project1' in 1970 f with Kuhani as the official centre*

Before 1970 extension work in Olya had been limited in 

scope and largely haphazard in application® During the early years

1* See Wirone, l„E* "Borgo a Mozzano® Technical assistance in a 

rural community in Italy", (1963)* It should be noted that in 

terms of population, numbers and area the project in Nahavand 

is very similar to that of the commune of Borgo* Of greater 

importance is the fact that the Borgo project has been used as 

a training ground for Iranian extension service personnel, 

whether village agents or supervisors, since 1970 In preparation 

for the staffing of other pilot village projects,, There are

now 155 single village projects throughout Iran*

20 In fact, the village of Yasuj, in the Kuhgiluyeh, was first 

chosen by the Extension Department as a pilot village in 1969, 

but after only a few months it was abandoned due to the objections

and interference of the local landlord and tribal Kharw He

was, for example, attempting to force the small-holders to 

plant sugar beet for his recently constructed factory in place 

of rico and other traditional crops*
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of the sixties not only were there few extension personnel, but

they had to servo the whole district of Nahavand, and thus contact

with tho villagers of Olya was slight and ineffective* Moreover,

as mentioned before, they were as much involved with land reform

work as with agricultural extension* The first village agent in

Olya was Gudarz Matin, an extension corpsman, who was placed in

Boyan in 1967 for one year (see Table 5?) and then transferred to

his homo village of Kuhani* At the end of 1968 he joined the

extension sorvice as a "technician", based in Kuhani* Another

corpsman was also established in Gol-e Zard in 1968 for eighteen

months* In addition, a United States' Peace Corps volunteer,

3ohn Metz, who was assigned to the Nahavand Dspartmsnt of Agriculture

from 1967— 1970, also spent a considerable amount of time in a

number of villages in Olya, especially Fiazeman, Sha'ban, Beyan and 
1Gol—e Zard *

The work of these three young men, who were inexperienced 

In extension theory and practice, was at first very limited and 

largely uncoordinated* Yet their achievements are worth noting as 

they laid the basivS for the succoss of technical assistance in the 

years since 1970, when the pilot villages project got under way* In 

particular, as mentioned in Chapter 4«,2020, a number of farmers, 

especially in GoI-g Zard, agreed to plant fruit orchards on a grid 

basis for the first time and began to prune their frees„ A large 

number of sheep, cattle and poultry wore vaccinated* In Bayan and 

Sha'ban two chicken projects were initiated with individual farmers, 

the) latter with 1.000 birds (see Chapter 5*2*1 *) £ in Kuhani, with 

Matin's help as co-ordinator, a piped drinking water system was 

built? and in Go 1-9 Zard a bridge suitable for motor vehicles was

10 SOURCEt John Metz's field reports in tho Hamadan Extension 

Office and the Peace Corps Office, Tehran*
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Table 57 Number of agricultural exten a ion c orjipjii o n in the

eleven villages; 1967«~1974

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Gol-e Zard 1 1

Raziabad

Kuhani 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Oahanabad

Baba Rostarn 1 1

Fiazeman

Sha9ban 1 1 1 1

Qal'eh-e Qohad 1 1 1 1

Beyan 1 1 1 1

Baba Qasem 

Ml lab

SOURCE; Fieldwork

NOTEg Exclusive of Peace Corps volunteers
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constructed over tho Shafban canal* Finally, demonstration plots 

of wheat, sugar beet, beans and sunflowers wore sot up, and the 

value of the correct use of fertilisers and pesticides was 

demonstratedo

There were only two extension workers in the pilot villages
. 1project when it officially started in autumn 1970s Matin and a

new Peace Corps volunteer, Don Lieb^* They were based in Kuhani,

whore an office and accommodation for Matin and his family were

constructed in spring 1971c Two additional corpsmen were placed

in the villages of Sha’ban and Qalseh-e Qobari in 1971 and another

two in Baba Rostam and Beyan in 1972 (see Table 57 they were under

Matin!s control and thus extension activities could be co-ordinated*

During 1970--1974 emphasis was put on extending assistance

to farmers in those activities in which earlier work had been

successful and where the farmers were asking for help* First and

foremost, a major effort was directed towards increasing the arsa of

fruit orchards, especially of top quality Lebanese red and golden
3apple trees 9 whoso fruit had a high market value * A considerable 

stimulus was given to this effort in autumn 1971 by the extension 

service starting a national scheme whereby the farmer was? given one 

tree free of charge for each tree he bought* The farmers had only 

to agreo to plant the trees at six metre intervals on a grid pattern, 

with the assistance of the corpsmen* By spacing the larger apple 

and pear trees in this manner, the farmers could plant peach trees 

between them at threa metre intervals* Peach trees produce a crop

1 * Matin completed a ono month training course in agricultural 

extension at Borgo a Mozzano in summer, 1971*

20 Lieb worked in Olya from August 1970-1973*

3 0 A mixture of 15‘/> red and 05/v. golden apple trees was recommended 

to onsure good pollination and yield*
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after only throo years* whereas the apple trees take five years 

to roach maturity * When the latter reach thoir seventh year they 

will start to shadow the former9 which can be pulled out to allow 

the further development of the apple trees® The planting of 

fruit trees was followed by demonstrations of their correct 

management? pruning* irrigation* application of fertiliser and 

grafting* and use of tho land under the trees for other crops®

Although in 1973 the subsidy for fruit trees was reduced to 30/S 

and in 1974 only the costs of organization and transportation of 

the trees from tho Karaj nursery were met by the extension service* 

the area of orchards increased steadily* as shown in Chapter 4 c2c26

As a second nprojact"9 the corpsmen aimed to assist farmer’s 

to take maximum advantage of the impact programmes* whether of 

wheat* barley* clover and alfalfa from the Department of Agriculture 

or of sugar boet from the Sugar Boet Office (see Chapters 4 02<>2e and 

5*2*3*)* Farmers were given encouragement and assistance to organise 

their dealings with tho relevant departments co-operatively as a 

village group* and thus reduce much of the time-wasting paper work 

involved in these negotiations® The extension personnel were also 

able to advise farmers on correct rates of seeding and fertiliser 

applications®

Other technical assistance work has included the vaccination 

and castration of animals* the encouragement of farmers to take their 

animals for treatment to tho veterinary surgeon in Nahavand* 

demonstrations of row-cropping and sudan grass* the introduction of 

box-hives for bees* and advice and help, with pest control* Tho 

Kuhani office had a one hundred litre mechanical sprayer rand a 

number of back-pack sprayers and pruning shears under its control 

which it loaned out to farmers free of charge for specific tasks*

An agricultural survey was also startod in 1972* following tho
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example of Borgo a Mozzano* and it was repeated on a systematic

basis with my help in 1973 and 1974 (see Appendixl)* Tho most

recent project in Olya was the introduction of a young Holstein

bull in 1973® The bull was bought by the extension service and

was put into the care of a villager in Kuhani* under tho supervision

of Matins Once the bull has reached maturity * that is at about

two years of age* it will be fully utilised to service local

heifers and cows and thereby to upgrade stock (see Chapter 5*2C3*)0

Despite these achievements * progress has been held back by

constraints inherent in the institutional framework in Olya® The

shortcomings of the co-operatives have been discussed above (see

Chapters 5*3* and 6*1*)* There has also been a lack of co-ordination

between the work of the extension service and other departments

connected with rural development* which will bo discussed in later

sections of this chapter® But the extension service is itself open

to criticism for failing to recruit sufficient personnel to work

in the villages* Thus* in summer 1973* when both Lieb and an

extension corpsman left Olya at the completion of their service*

no replacements were found and not surprisingly the volume of
1extension work fell „

In conclusion* I should like to suggest that the pilot

village projects of Dusaj and Olya have highlighted a number of
2important principles for extension workers %

(1) Extension is not a form of charity and the extension 

worker must never bo guilty of "giving something for

1o In spring 1975* at the request of tho Extension Department* 

another United States Peace Corps volunteer was placed in 

Mahavand to assist Matin*

2® See Sovile? A*H« "Extension in rural communities"* pages 8-9 (1965)
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nothing"® Such a policy merely turns people into 

beggars® The rural population may have no money to 

support a project but it must be willing to give its 

time and energy for the good of the community*

(2) Extension work must never bo forced on tho people0

The people must be given the chanco to feel the need 

and ask for the extension worker’s help in reaching a 

solution to their problems*

(3) The rural population must take part in every stage of

extension work® Only by this means can they be taught

to solve their own problems®

(4 ) The extension worker must be content with steady progress 

and avoid attempting to do "too much too fast"®

(5) Progress In extension largely depends on tho training 

and offectivoness of local leaders *

Until those principles are applied by extension workers throughout 

Iran success will remain limited®
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6*3* COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSPORT

In the early sixties transport facilities in rural Olya 

were very limited* The individual had to roly very much on himself* 

often in the form of head* shoulder or back porterage* Oeasts of

burden - mainly donkeys - were used for the transport of crops

from the field to tho farm and from the village to the town* These

methods were slow and the amount of produce which could bo

transported relatively small* Lorry transport was also used* But* 

in the absence of co-operative arrangements for marketing* this 

means was seldom used by the share-cropper or small-holder for the 

transport of his surplus to the market5 its use was confined to the 

large landed proprietor or the merchant* who wore concerned with 

the transport and sale of relatively large quantities of agricultural 

produce* For both large and email farmers* however* inadequate 

communications and the high cost of transport mads it difficult for 

them to do anything but sell their produce locally in Nahavand city, 

though the price was often disadvantageous., Only sugar beet was 

always transported out of Olya, but the cost of transport was 

subsidised by the sugar factory®

The transportation of people to and from Giya sub-district 

was very limited at the start of the sixties, though it was 

beginning to increase® Mention has already been made, of the 

annual migration of many villagers to Kuwait and southern Iran 

for winter work (see Chapter 5 d s) and to Mashhad on pilgrimage®

There was also the growing movement of both rural and urban people 

to Tehran, which was becoming a major attraction for employment and 

educatione But in the first half of tho sixties buses and other 

forms of transport wore still few in number* Roads linking Nahavand 

to neighbouring cities wore narrow, unpaved dirt-tracksand
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travelling was time-consuming and relatively expensive0 By 1967 

there were, however, two bus servicesP Auto Taj and Auto flalayer, 

which ran from Nahavand to Tehran and back each doye Several buses 

were also in service between the larger villages? ouch as Varaineh, 

Beyan, Giyan and Barzul, and Nahavand* Nevertheless, for the majority 

of village people local transport was still largely by foot or donkey 

along the detailed network of path-ways linking town and village*

Even in the city of Nahavand, with its asphalted main streets there 

were only ten private cars by 196B and a few taxis and motor— bicycles„ 

Since 1968, however, the picture has been transformed„ The 

first major development was the straightening and asphalting of the

thirty kilometre section of road from Nahavand to the Nalayer-Borujerd

turning* At the same time tho earth road from Nahavand to Kangavar 

was widened and improved to make it more suitable for motorized

vehicles^, and a new gravGl road was constructed over the Qarin

mountains from noar the village of Qal'oh-e Qabad to Lorestan*

Similarly, during the last few years, tracks to all but the most 

remote villages in Olya have been sufficiently improved for mini

buses „ tractors and the like to reach them*

The improvement of communications has bean matched by the 

increasing volume of both public and private vehicles in dlyar. buses, 

tractors, .lorries, pick-up vans, taxis, private cars and motor-bikes. 

This increase has been particularly marked in Nahavand city where, 

for example, there were a dozen taxis in 1974» There has also been 

a rapid growth in the number of vehicles bringing goods into Nahavand 

for the city and its fast expanding hinterland* But even in the

villages there has been a marked investment by individuals or small
3groups of people in vehicles, though not as yot in motor cars « Tho 

1* Bohn Hetz, Peace Corps field notes in Tehran*
2* In 1974 it was announced that this road was also to bo asphalted*
3* The only exceptions wore tho former landlords of Baha Rostam, 

Eiazoman, Beyan and Baba Qasem who oach hod a motor-car*
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growing number of tractors was mentioned in Chapter 5e2„2* In the 

village of Sha'ban in summer 1974 five commune trucks wero counted,

four minibuses, three pick-up vans and one taxi*

Not surprisingly, the price of transport has fall on and its

use increased many-fold* For example, the cost of a bus ticket

from Nahavand to Tehran was only 10G rials in 1574 and the majority 

of farmers questionned paid a visit there at least once a year*

Children from Boyan and Qal'eh-e Qobad now travel daily to high school 

in Nahavand by mini-bus, at a cost of five rials each way* This

would have been impossible twenty years ago? the five ridIs would

not have been available* A regular taxi service for people and

goods runs between Baba Rostam and tbs city, and the use of taxis

for travel between villages along the main road and the city is 

commonplace* In economic terms, tho marketing of farm produce has 

been considerably encouraged0 Not only can surplus grain and 

pulses be quickly and relatively cheaply sent by pick-up van for 

sale to Nahavand, but flowers from Sha'ban may profitably be 

transported by bus or lorry to the markets of Tehran and Fsfahan* 

Similarly, sheep are taken by lorry to Ahvaz for sale, and tomato 

plants and fruit troes brought for planting to Olya from Pol-e 

Dokhtar and Tehran respectively (see Chapter 40202*)* Nevertheless, 

tho donkey lias remained the main means of transport of produce 

within the village area, due to the small size of individual 

production and the fragmented nature of holdings*

In conclusion, the improvement of communications and the 

provision of cheap transport have boon of considerable importance 

to rural development in Olya, as indeed they have been in the whole 

of Iran* They have widened the market for farm produce by bringing 

a groator number of buyers and soilers into contact with one 

another, and thus stimulated further production and the growth of a
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modern exchange economy* Secondly, they have allowed a freer 

exchange of goods between the urban centre and the surrounding 

rural area* Thirdly, they have encouraged and facilitated the 

specialisation of agricultural production and the intensification 

of agricultural imputs, such as chemical fertiliser and now seed* 

finally, the opening up of communications has had important 

consequences in the educational and social field (see Chapter 5*4* 

and section 6*6*)*

6 * 4 * THE MARKET

Chapter 5*3* pointed out that farming in the study area 

to a greater or lesser extent is undertaken for marketing* It is 

thereforo essential to consider the mai'ket as an institution, the 

opportunities it offers the farmers of the study area for the sale 

of their produce and its imperfactions * The market may be

divided into several component partss on the one hand there are 

various government-controlled bodies; on the other hand there is 

the private sector of individual purchasers, shopkeepers and merchants*

The government of Iran has a presence in tho market in 

several forms'* First, it exercises a monopoly over the purchase 

of tobaccos tea, oilseeds and opium, with the objective of controlling 

production of these crops* There are separate offices which license 

tobacco and oilseed production in Nahavand* In the last feu years 

only the government-run farm corporations have hcen granted a 

licence to cultivate opium (see Chapter 4*2*2*) and the small-holders 

in Olya feel bitter about not being permitted to grow opium 

themselves, which would considerably increase their present income

1* See Kaneda, H*, page 4 2 (1973)
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levelso Secondlyf the government plays a major regulating role

in tho production and pricing of sugar boet and cottonp though crop

purchase is generally made by private factories and ginning plants

respectively,, As mentioned in Chapter 4 6262OJ there is a Sugar

Baet Office in Nahavand which contracts with farmers to plant beet

for the Borujerd sugar factory (this is particularly successfulf

for linked to the contract there is the incentive of cheap credit

for such imputs as fertiliser and pesticides and the amount of

bureaucratic "red-tape" involved is minimal}* ThirdlyP the

government in 1974 introduced a guaranteed price of 10 rials per

kilo) for wheat at its storage silos in an attempt to encourage
1marketing and stabilize prices * The impact of this guaranteed 

pries appeared minimal in Olya in its aim of encouraging the 

marketing of wheat* But it did result in the private merchants 

increasing their prices above those offered by the Cereals 

Organisation - from 6-8 rials per kilo in summer 1973 to 12-16 rials 

in summer 1974 — and thus maintaining their supplies of wheat and 

control of the market* It was also of course beneficial to the 

farmer* Fourthlys the Department of Co-operation and Rural Affairs 

annually purchases a set quota of produce for the army* To this 

end a storage barn was built in the village of Kuhani in 1971 as a 

collection point for pulses* but it was closed in 1974 (see section 

6,10)e Fifthly9 the intervention of the Neat Organisation in the 

meat market has served only to keep consumer prices .low and given 

no real financial assistance to the producer.

The private or free—market sector is less rigid and less 

easy to define. It is composed* as stated above? of a mixture of

1, The government first intervened in the wheat market in 1933* but 

the results for the farmer were negligible, See Jelali* 

"Flarkoting of agricultural produce in Iran1'* page 32 (1963)
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individuals* shop-keepers and merchants* located in the villages 

themselves* in Nahavand and in other cities6 Individually they 

are stages in the marketing hierarchy for farm produce which 

exists between producer and consumer<> Thus*, the village shop- 

keepers and small wholesalers who trade in wheat or pulses form 

tho first link in the bulking-up of produce (see Case 2 in Chapter ?)0 

In Nahavand city* with its wider catchment area for produce* throe 

major middle—men and six smaller ones wore recorded as buying farm 

produce in 1973-1974* The former specialised in the buiking-up of 

grains and pulses* which they transported to the Tehran market by 

lorry0 The latter were only active seasonally as a market for fruit 

and vegetableso The prices these merchants offered to the farmers 

for their produce was largely controlled by the prices they in 

turn wore offered by the major wholesale merchants in Tehranf who 

dominate the private marketing sector6 During fieldwork in 1973-1974 

I kept a record of prices offered by merchants in Olya at various 

stages in the bulking— up process of produce* and found* contrary to 

general beliefP that their individual profits were on the whole small« 

The considerable difference in tho price the farmer receives for 

his produce and the price paid by tho consumer in Tehran and other 

largo market centres may be accounted for by the combined profits 

of the many middle-msn through which the produce passes and by 

transport coots^ e

Of the 51 ssnall-holders interviewed* 27 of the 43 who sold 

beans in 1973-1974 did so directly on an individual basis to merchants 

in Nahavand;. 14 sold to a village agent or iniddls-mnri and only two 

sold to the co-operative* For wheat* the picture was different* 

with GT/o of sales within the villages (largely for consumption 

purposes) and only 39/1 to city merchants.. Sa.los of vegetables and

1, detail* A.9 pages 12-14 (1963)
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fruit were also divided fairly equally between village and city*

In the case of apricots* it was found that merchants from Nahavand 

would visit the villages and contract to buy the crop before it 

had come to maturity* offering an advance percentage payment as an 

.incentive to the farmer to sell* albeit at a lower price* Dairy 

produce was sold eithor to shopkeepers in the city on a contract 

basis* so much yoghourt or choose per day* or the farmer's wife 

would sell any surplus on tho city street on a day-to-day basis*

Three exceptions to this norm of local marketing were noted* First* 

large numbers of sheep were taken by groups of farmers collectively 

for sale to Ahvaz at Now_Rjjz » when prices were at a peak and above 

those in Nahavand* Secondly* sugar beet had to be sold to the 

Borujord factory* to which the farmers were contracted* Finally* 

the gladioli growers of Sha'ban transported almost thoir entire 

crop by lorry or bus to Tehran and Esfahan for direct sale to 

established retail outlets*

Although* as in the past* the market for agricultural produce 

in Olya continues to be dominated by several important merchants in 

Nahavand city* there are nevertheless a greater number of alternatives 

open to* and being taken up by* tho farmor for his surplus produce0 

To a limited degree this has been aided by tho government establishing 

itself as a channel for certain crops* But of greater importance 

would appear to be the improvement of communications and availability 

of relatively cheap transport* the growing recognition by farmers 

of prices outside the confines of Olya* and the willingness of the 

producers to take their crops to the mare advantageous markets6 The 

major imperfection of the market arises largely out of the virtual 

absence of co-operative marketing arrangements amongst tho small

holders and thoir subsequent lock of bargaining power with a long 

established and powerful private* marketing network*
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6 • 5 « AGRICULTURAL CREDIT

Tho extant to which formers in the study area use the 

different sources of credit available to them was discussed in 

Chapter 503f,2„ It is the aim of this section to examine the 

sources themselves* They may* like marketing opportunities* be 

divided into two groups? institutional* which include the village 

co-operatives« the Agricultural Bank* the Agricultural Development 

fund of Iran* other commercial banks* special government programmes 

and processors of agricultural products? and non-institutionalP 

which include village and city shops* merchants and other' money

lenders c,

Tho operation and effectiveness of the co-operatives as a 

credit institution were discussed in section 6*1a It was concluded 

that the co-operatives provided a valuable source of credit at a low 

rate of interest* but that the individual sums offered to farmers 

wcjre too small for capital investment needs* whether in land* 

buildings* new livestock or machinerya

The Agricultural Bank* also known as the? Agricultural 

Co-operative Bank of Iran* was originally established in 1930 as the 

agricultural branch of Bank-e Hclli-e Iran* It became independent 

in 1933 and has since provided both long- and short-term credit to 

individual farmers,, Interest charges for any term of loan to fifteen 

years aro 6% to individuals* plus a 1% evaluation feeP In addition* 

the bank has performed such functions as accepting deposits* paying 

landlords the purchase price of villagesf collecting from the farmers 

the instalments owed by them on land* arranging the government 

financial support for co-operatives (at a 4% rate of interest)* and 

financing special government programmes for the improvement of 

agricultural production*. The main weakness of the Agricultural Bank's 

lending operation for the individual small-holdors would socm to be 

that tho sanction and the aizo of each loan is related more to tho
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collateral security offered than economic viability* repayment
1capacity* or even the intended purpose of the loan « But an 

equally important shortcoming * perhaps* is the fact that loans to 

individuals are not supervised adequately and often tho use of 

the loans for the stated purpose is the subject of doubt * The bank 

in Olya seems to have attempted to come to terms with these problems 

by standardizing the length of the repayment period to three years 

for the small-holders? and largely ignoring tho question of 

supervision e
2The Agricultural Development Fund of Iran (ADFI) was created 

by the government as an autonomous agency in 1960 to provide long

term finance of 6-15 years for large agricultural projects* 

including farm corporations* and to invest in private companios 

by equity participation« Its share in the total volume of 

agricultural credit is small* but it handles the major portion of 

the institutional long-term credit for agriculture0 ADF'I may not 

make loans of less than one million rialjs (five million until 1972) 

and in its first three years of operation the average size of loan 

was about fifteen million rials., This largo size of loans* lack 

of representation in,the provinces* and inability to finance short

term credit have limited the clientele of the bank to only large 

commercial farmers* who constitute a relatively small part in the 

total spectrum of agricultural production units in Iran. Thus* in 

Olya* ADFI has so far played no part in the provision of agricultural 

credit*

The credit activity of commercial banks for agriculture is 

a minor part of their total lending operation - in 1970 only about

1 <■, flehradj 0o ’'Agricultural credit in Iran”* Cffv'TO* Tehran (1972)

2 ADFI was re-named the Agricultural Development Bank in 1974*
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,110y> * In the absence of a production credit system for agriculture, 

most of the commercial banks* finances which end up in agriculture 

are in the form of credit to big agriculturalists, processors? 

merchants and exporters, which is often sub-lent to the farmers 

at stiffer terms« Three banks, Bank-e Sederat, which has the 

biggest network of rural branches of all the banks, Bantoe Sepah 

and Bank^e Nelli'1’ were identified as active in agriculture in Olya*

In the eleven villages under study, only ShaTban had a small branch 

of Bank-~e Sadsrat (see Table 59), which had been established in 

19680 The loans from the commercial banks are totally unsupcrvised, 

generally short-term, not orientated towards production purposes 

and carry a high interest rats of usually 12-16^

Institutional credit is also provided to farmers through 

certain special government programmes and agencies0 The channels 

may be regional development authorities, such as the Western Develop

ment Authority, organisations concerned with individual crops, such 

as sugar beet or tobacco, or government agencies in charge of the 

distribution of farm machinery and fertiliser,, The programmes for 

which credit is provided aim generally for improved production 

practices of special crops, notably sugar beet in Olya (see Chapter 

4o2e20)s, encouragement in tho use of modern inputs, and enhancement 

of agricultural development in special areas* The most important 

positive aspects of these types of credit are their production 

orientation and concessionary rates, for example, tho reduced price 

of chemical fertiliser and fruit trees* fjoreovorp by providing 

most of the credit in kind, its use for the purpose intended is 

almost guaranteed* The main disadvantages of direct government 

credit are its relatively high cost and again the lack of trained

Wohrad, B*? pans 223 (1972)

2* Since 1972 Bank—o Nelli has provided credit for agriculture in

co-operation with ADI"I*
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staff to supervise its correct usee

It was shown in Chapter 5e3„2<, that organised credit 

accounts for only about 50/' of the total amount of loans obtained 

by fanners in Olya,, Tho remaining amount is obtained from private 

money-lenders? middlemen traderss shop-keepers and relatives* These 

loans have several major disadvantages for the farmer?, they generally 

carry interest rates of 20-30/S or more, they are not production 

orientatedthe repayment period is usually short, lasting until 

tho salo of the farmer's crops at harvest-time; and they may 

include foresale of the crops at disadvantageous prices, especially 

when traders are the lenders (see Cass 2 in Chapter 7)* The only 

advantages and the reason for the success of this type of credit 

are its ready availability and? as mentioned before, its freedom 

from bureaucratic "red-tape"* The government of Iran hopes that 

gradual education of farmers about the high cost of nan-institutional 

creditp and the availability of organized credit with greater 

relative ease, will gradually reduce the importance of non- 

institutional credit from private money-lenders *

1 <. Despite press announcements (ses Jĵ ayjnan J[n_ tor nation a 1 ? 27;11s72, 

and Econo mist Intolllg^ Q ER, "Iran", No* 4, 1972) of a

"loans wipe-out" of small-holders' debts in 1972 by tho Ministry 

of Co-operation and Rural Affairs, there wore no signs of such a 

move in Olya in 1973—74 * In any case, such a move would havo 

only a temporary impact, given the continuous need to borrow of 

tho farmers, when what would be of much groator significance would 

be tho provision of much larger quantities of low-cost, 

institutional credit *
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6 ° 6 « VILLAGE SOCIAL SCin/ICCS

The tBXpansion of village social services and institutions

also shows the magnitude of changes in rural Olya* This expansion

has been encouraged by government assistance in tho provision of,

for example, schools, drinking water systems, a malaria eradication

programme, and tho compulsory establishment of village councils and

Houses of Justice* But particular attention must be drawn to tho

efforts of the villagers themselves to improve thoir social

environmenta Village initiative may be soon in, for example, the

number of new public baths and mosques constructed in the last few

years* Finally, tho growth in numbers of village shops will be

examined as a further indicator of change,

A major aim of the social reforms of the last two decades

in Iran has been the establishment of primary schools throughout

the country with the goal of universal education and literacy* To

this end a Literacy Corps was established in January 1963* The

corps consisted of military recruits who spent six months receiving

both basic military training and teacher training, and then

eighteen months teaching in village primary schools* The programme

worked well and expanded rapidly* Between 1963-1972 over 80,000

men taught in the Literacy Corps* In 1969, the corps was expanded

to include women as well, and by 1972 over 10,000 corpswomen hod also
1served in the literacy programme *

Rural Olya was poorly provided with schools at the start 

of the sixties* Of the eleven villages under study only Kuhani,

Sha'ban and Beyan had schools by 1960, but attendance was low and 

teachers few in number* However, tho Literacy Corps programme has

resulted in the transformation of this picture. By 1974 there was

1 * International Communicators Iron, pages 31-33 (1973)
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a primary school in each of the eleven villages, and indeed in 

almost all the villages of the Olya sub-district * The number of 

teachers was adequate (see Table 58), teaching materials had 

improved, and tho attendance of both girls and boys had increased 

markedly (see Chapter 5*1*)* Facilities for further education had 

also expanded in Nahavand city, whore there were throe secondary 

schools in 1974, and in neighbouring) Malayor (a technical college) 

and Borujerd (an agricultural college)*

The government has also helped to deal with the problems 

of ill-health and disease in rural Iran by the introduction of a 

Health Corps in 1964 and other medical investment, by programmes of 

family planning education and malaria eradication, and by financial 

assistance in villages to improve their drinking water supplies*

In Olya the improvement of communications has put even tho remotest 

villages in relatively easy reach of the hospital, clinics and 

several doctors in Nahavand* A two day a week clinic has also 

operated in the village of Sha'ban since 1970 and construction of 

a small hospital in She'ban was begun in 1974* In addition,

Nahavand has a mobile medical unit which travels to the villages 

for vaccination and for emergency casesc

A third professed aim of the government in recent years 

has bean to turn the affairs of tho villagos over to the villagers 

themselves and thus give them a greater say in tho running of their 

own affairs* The establishment of rural co-operatives, as mentioned 

in Chapter 6*1*, played some role in fulfilling this aim* But of 

greater importance has been the creation, or in some .instances the 

revival, of the institution of the village council (anjjcrivjiv-o dnh) «.

Some form of consultation among tho elders and heads of households

1 <> The council consists of five to ten elected members who work 

on an honorary basis*



Tab1eJ58_ Primary school facilit!es in t h e s tudy area

Primary school

1960

Literacy Corps 
teachers

1974 Mala Tamale

Other

Mala

Go1—0 Zard

Razlabad

Kuhani

Baba Rostam

Fiazeman

Jahansbad

Sha'ban

Qal'eh-a Qobad 

Boy an

Baba Qasem 

Flilab

TOTAL 11 35 11

SOURCE s Fieldwork* 1974

teachers

f- emalo
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has traditionally existed in Iran's villages, though in the pro

land reform period village councils were to be found in only a 

small number of villages and such consultations as took place 

generally had feu results* Over the last decade there has been an 

attempt by tho government to establish village councils in a much 

larger number of villages, to provide them with some source of 

revenue, and to turn over to them responsibility for small-scale 

local development projectst In Olya it was found that the villagers* 

contributed a certain amount of money each year, which in theory 

represented 2% of their income, as a form of village development 

tax* Tho village council was then responsible for using this money 

for such projects as a new public both or improving the drinking 

water supply*

Since 1963, villagers have also handled and settled their

own minor judicial disputes* This has been accomplished through

the vehicle of the House of Justice or Equity Court* Three persons,

elected by tho villagers themselves and approved by the provincial

judiciary, farm the court of each village* The court is empowered

to hear and decide on cases involving small sums of money or
1disputes of a minor nature , and works chiefly through arbitration 

by hearing out a dispute and proposing a settlement to which both 

sides can agree* In this way, tho courts In Olya have saved 

villagers the nsad to travel to Nahavand in order to settle minor 

disputes and also reduced the pressure on the provincial court and 

staff*

However, I found that tho villagers were in general far 

from proud of their village council or Equity Court and often 

unwilling to stand for election to these bodies, which were honorary*

1 * Serious disputes and criminal offences aro handled by the 

gendarmerie and provincial court In Nahavand*
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Indeedf they considered the village council and Equity Court in 

much the same light as they regarded the co-operatives or gendarmeries 

that iss as further extensions of the arms of the government and 

detrimental to their independence *

The villagers' own role in social improvement has boon 

expressed most clearly in their considerable investment of time 

and money in the construction of piped drinking water systemss more 

hygienic public hath facilities and now mosques0 In the past 

drinking water in the eleven villages was largely derived from 

natural springs and wells„ Since 1970 Baba Rostams Kuhani and 

Bahanabad have built underground pipe-linas to carry water from 

their larger springs into the village and to a network of taps®

Other villages have improved their springs by cementing them in 

and adding taps for convenience of use and conservation of the 

water*. Similarly9 new public baths (jigmwarn) have been built in 

Kuhanif Bahanabadf Sha'bans Qal'eh-e Qobads Boyan and flilab,.

Finallyf though all eleven villages have mosques9 new onos have 

been added in Kuhani and Beyan„

Bust as village infrastructure and institutions have 

expanded and benef.ltted the villagers socially9 so the number of 

shops and other private sector services have grown» Tho national 

census of 1966 recorded a very limited number of shops and other 

services in the eleven villages under study (seo Table 59 )t 

Although some reservations may be made as to the accuracy of the 

1966 censusf it is clear from the survey I conducted in 1973 that 

there had been a considerable expansion in both tho number of village 

shops and also of services such as flour mills? joiners and a 

bank*.
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Ta blc3ir5 9 Shops and $ Brule as in the? s tudy a roa

GoI-e Zard 1966 - 1 A/K
1973 - 1 A/K - 2 E - 1 H

Raziabad 1966 ~
1973 ~

Kuhani 1966 » 12 A - 1 C/K -* 2E - 1 F - 1 I - 1 K
1973 ~ 11 A - 2 8 -■ 1 I3/D -- 1 C/K - 2 I - 1 H

1 I - 1 K - 1 L ~ 1 n - 2 q
Bahanabad 1966 ~ 1 A - 1 F - 1 I «. 1 K - 1 L

1973 - 4 A - 1 A/B « 2 A/C - 1 B «~ 1 D - 1 E
1 F ™ 1 1 - 1 K — 2 L ~ 1 P

Baba Rostam 1966 - 4 A - 1 E ~ 1 L
1973 - 3 A — 1 A/B « 1 E - 1 H «- 1 L

Fiazeman 1966 « 1 A ■- 1 E
1973 - 2 A

Sha* ban 1966 - 7 A *“ 2 B - 2 E „ 1 I ... 1 i/3 „ 1 L - 1
1 p _ 1 T

1973 - 8 A 1 A/B « 2 A/C ~ 4 B - 3 C 2 D -
1 G « 1 H - 1 I - 1 1/3 ~ 1 L - 1 n » 1

1 p „ 1 Q ~ 1 R - 1 S

Qal'eh-e Qob'ad 1966 ~ 4 A - 1 B ~ 1 T
1973 - 5 A - 1 A/B **• 1 E ~ 1 H •“ 1 L » 1 p

Beyan 1966 - 7 A - 3 0 « 1 E « 1 L
1973 - 9 A - 1 A/B 3 B - 2 E “ 1 H ~ 1 L

Baba Qasem 1966 « 1 A
1973 - 3 A ~ 2 A/B 1 E » 1 P

Hi lab 1966 - 3 A «• 1 E
1973 ~ 4 A/B 1 E - 1 P

Key; Ac Retail outlet ™ general goods 
Co Merchant/wholesaler 
E„ Flour mill 
G © Bank
I* Bicycle repairs

Bc. Butcher
D, Fruit and vegetable shop 
F P Fetal work 
Ho Co-operative shop 
Bo Fochanic 

(Continued on next page)



Table 59 (Continued)

K* Toa-house U Barber
n. Baker No Donkoy saddles
0 * Kerosene Po Ooiner
Q a Nou? empty shop R& Clinic
s* Charcoal To Shoe-maker

SOURCEg 1» 1965 information from Plan Organisations Iranian

Statistical CentreB "Village Gazetteer„ Hamadan 

and H a m  f ar ma n dari-e koils1 n (1970)

2e 1973 information collected during fieldworke
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6*7* CQNCLUS1HM

This chapter has shown that over the past decade, and in 

particular over the last four to five years s there has been a 

marked growth in the number and range of services and institutions 

available to the rural population of Olya* There is no doubt that 

the expansion of the supporting system has brought significant and 

lasting social benefitss improved health and welfare, increased 

literacy and opportunities for further educations and aspirations 

for a better life for the future* Economically, however, many of 

the benefits, as originally conceivod, have been dissipated* Thus, 

the co-operative societies which were intended to establish the 

independence of their members, now appear more an arm of tho 

government and a vehicle for the collectivization of agriculture* 

Similarly, institutional credit has never matched up to the needs 

of the small~holdors«



In the following case studies a detailed examination is 

made of seven individual farmers and one former landlord* These 

cases have bean selected from the 51 farm-households studied in 

depth during fieldwork (see Appendix 1) and sight large landlord 

families studied in less detail, and rnay be seen as the "human 

evidence" upon which the arguments of this thesis have been based* 

An attempt has been made to consider each case against the 

background of the changes outlined iri the preceding chapters0 

At the end of the chapter a summary of the data collected through 

questionnaire surveys of the seven small-holders is presented in 

tabulated form to facilitate cross-comparison*
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CASE 1 HASAN OF KUHANI

Hasan lives in a mud-brick house in the centre of the 

villagB of Kuhani* The house belongs to him and consists of two 

living rooms, a stable, two work rooms and a yard of some 300 square 

metres* He has three young sons (aged '12, 9 and 5 years) and three 

daughters (6 , 3 and 2 ) to support and does not want any more 

children*

Hasan farms an area of 2*8 ha* of irrigated land, which
113 divided into eight parcels scattered over the village area *

The farthest parcel is ever half a kilometre from his home (see 

Figure 25)* He also lias the right to cultivate a share of Kuhani5s 

dry land to the north of the ShaMian canal, but rarely uses it for 

tho soil is thin and stony and yields are generally poor* Hasan 

received this land at the time of land reform in 1965 but has still 

not paid off the full cost of it, nor received the title deeds,

and thus has not been able to exchange land and consolidate his

scattered parcels * Before land reform all his land was owned by 

Mohammad 3afar Matin and Shirzad Zamanian (see Case 3), the two main 

peasant proprietors of Kuhani, for whom Hasan worked it.under a crop- 

shoring agreement (see Chapter 3*1*)„

Since becoming a sinall-holder Hasan has made a considerable 

effort to improve the income from his land* First, although his 

farm implements are much the same as a decade ago, he works harder 

on the land and irrigates more thoroughly* Improved irrigation has 

been facilitated by the greater availability and reliability of water 

supplies from the Sha*ban canal since 1969, and has enabled Hasan to 

intensify cultivation and reduce to nothing the fallowed area

1. Hasan shares one parcel - planted with grapes -- with his brother,

who receives one-third of the harvest*
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Figure 25 Hasan: land use, 1973 (1974) (ha•)

^r.45
B(U) KUHANI

0.22
U(B)
k0.5 
W(C1)

<** 0.075

Seale: 1 to 20,000

Key

U Ulheat T
Ba Barley V
5 1 Sugar beet Su
B Beane G1
C Chick-peas G
Cl 1 Clover F
A Alfalfa Tn
P // Potatoes Fa

T omatoes 
Vegetables 
Sunflowers 
Gladioli 
Grapes 
Fruit troea
Tin.bar trees (tabrivi) 
F nllow
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which in the past had generally accounted for one-third of the land 

each year* He pays a total of 1,260 rg^fhs annually (45 rials per 

Jarib) to the Irrigation Department for water,, which he regards as 

a reasonable price*. Secondly, ho has made increasing use of chemical 

fertiliser, and in 1973 purchased 500 kilos (10 kisoh) of 

diammoniurn phosphate at a cost of 6,000 rivals * Thirdly , he sold 

his two work cattle (qavband) in 1971 and has since hired a tractor 

and related machinery from a contractor (see Cases 4 and 6 ) for 

ploughing and threshing operations* He feels that deeper ploughing 

by tractor has improved his soil whilst saving him time and the 

expense of the year-round upkeep of cat t i e* fourthly, in 1972 he 

joined with a large number of farmers in Kuhani to participate in 

the wheat deal of the Hahavsnd Department of Agriculture (see 

Chapter 5*2*3,,) and has since planted improved Omid seed* His 

prosent yield averages about 300 kilos (one? J^horvar_) per jarib, or 

about double the yield of a decade ago* Fifthly, he purchased for 

the first time a litre of Flalathion pesticide spray in 1973s with 

the advice of an extension carpsman, to counteract aphids on his 

beansD Finally, ho planted a well spaced orchard of rod and golden 

apple trees in spring 1974 on almost half a hectare of land, 

following the example set by more progressive farmers (see Chapter 

4 02c)0 This marks his first real effort to introduce a more 

profitable crop (that is, other than opium)*

Hasan spends the greater part of his time working his land*

He receives .little help from others* His eldest son is able to 

help his father with the lighter jobs, but Hasan prefers him in any 

case to concentrate on li.ls education at secondary school in 

Nahavand* Home help is provided on a reciprocal basis by his 

brother, Nurollnh, who also has land in the village, particularly 

in field preparations when a two-man shovel is used to make



irrigation ditches, but at the busiest times of tho year - planting 

and harvesting - he must employ "landless" villagers as paid 

labourers* His equipment includes the traditional farm implements 

described in Chapter 5*2*2* (see also Table 66 )* In addition, he 

borrowed a back-pack sprayer from tho Kuhani extension corps office 

in 1973 and 1974*

Agricultural production is directed first and foremost to 

meeting the basic needs of the household; that is, wheat for bread, 

pulsos to enrich various stews (khoresht), grapes for vinegar or 

eaten fresh as a dessert, and clover to feed the animals (see 

Table GO below)* The latter - 2 cows, 1 donkey and 5 hens in 1973 

in turn provide dairy produce, transport and eggs repectivoly.

Hasan asserted that tho profit on buying and selling sheep was too 

small to be worth the time which it requires * It seems mors likely 

however, that ho cannot raiso sufficient credit at a low enough 

rate of .interest to make such transactions worthwhile*

In the last feu years Hasan has planted much the same 

crops on his land* Thus, wheat and beans have occupied the bulk 

of the holding and Hasan rotates those two crops annually on thee 

parcels to the west and east of Kuhani following traditional 

practice (sec Figure 25)0 A questionnaire undertaken by the 

extension corps in the village in 1971 showed that his only other 

crops were clover, opium and grapes (see Table 60 below). As 

mentioned above, the introduction of fruit trees in 1974 suggests 

that Hasan is now seeing the advantage of introducing new cash 

crops„

Although Hasan suffered from the flood of Duly 1971 (his 

house was damaged, ho lost crops to the west of the village, and 

eight sheep were killed) he was able to mako up financially for 

these lassos by tho incoma from his opium crops In 1971 and 1972,
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Tabla 60 Land useg Hasnn (haff)

1971 1973 1974

Wheat 1 , 2 2 1 , 2 2 1.05
Beans 1 , 1 1 ,3 CM0CD

Chick-peas 0*45
Clover 0 03 0 . 2 0,5
Opium 0 , 1

Grapes 0C075 0*075 0,07!
Fruit, trees 0.45

Total 2,795 2*795 3,245

Notei No dry land crops since 1971,

Sources Fieldwork, questionnaire surveys.

In the last few years, however, only the government-run farm 

corporations have been granted a licence to cultivate opium 

(see Chapter 4,2,2,) and Hasan and the other small—holders in 

Kuhani feel bitter about not being permittod to grow opium 

themselves, which would considerably boost their present income 

levels,

Despite the occasional setbacks, Hasan asserts that he has 

always produced a surplus, which he has sold or bartered for other 

goods, and that this surplus has grown considerably in the last 

few years. Of his 1973 (1352) harvest I recorded the sale of 1,200 

kilos of wheat, 2,400 kilos of beans and 1,500 kilos of straw, 

which gave him a total gross income of almost 60,000 rials.

However, the improvements in husbandry which have given 

rise to an increased marketable surplus and farm income have only 

been achieved by borrowing heavily « In 1973 Hasan held a one year 

1o He does not have a bank account for savings. His reserves take 

the form of hand-mado carpets, of which ho hod four in 1974.
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loan from tho Kuhani co-operative of 15,000 rials and a three year 

loan from the Nahavand Agricultural Bank of 30,000 rials. In 

addition? he considered that he also had outstanding debts of some
™ 'I

60,000 rials at tho time of the harvest of 1973, which wore owing 

to shopkeepers in both village and city shops for advance purchases 

of household goods and foodstuffs, to labourers for wages, and for 

medical costs0 Hasan managed to meet these costs only by the money 

earned from sources other than land. Of these sources the sale of 

carpets, made by his wifo and oldest daughter, are the most important 

and in 1973 they sold three (each of 3 sqf metres) worth in all 

some 50,000 rialae They make two or three carpets on average'each 

year. His wife sells excess dairy produce from their two cows in 

the village and in Nahavand in the winter months which might earn 

400 rials per week.

Although Hasan is clearly prospering, he is also aware of 

the limitations imposed on him by the nature of his farm, his 

large family of six young children, and the rising costs of farm 

imputs and the requirements of his family*, He feels that the co

operative society has not lived up to its promises, though tho 

credit it offers has been valuable to him. He welcomed the 

assistance of the extension corps workers in laying out his new 

orchard but asserted that they had not provided him with any other 

help. Believing that agriculture holds little future for his sons, 

he hopes that they will find employment in the city, and intends to 

encourage them in that direction. For himself he is fatalistic and 

accepts that his future is not in his hands® Moreover, he fools 

little security, for he still does not hold the title deeds to his 

land, and the prospect of losing his land to a farm corporation has

1„ It is difficult to bo sure of the accuracy of this figure for 

Hasan dons not keep written records of his debts.



reduced his confidence in the future. On the other hand he is 

not discontented and recognises that his standard of living is 

much hotter than a decade agoc



AHAOGLLAH Of 3AHAHAGA0

Ahadollah is a no of four brothers who form a working

partnership. This is based first and foremost on tho joint

ownership of some eight hectares of irrigated land and ten hectares

of dry landc Secondly, it is based on the ownership of a piece

of land in Hahavand city which is rented by the Department of

Agricu.1 ture* Thirdly, the three brothers who are permanent residents

in Jahanabad (the fourth is a m o a n d  lives in Qom) jointly own

a village shop and a taxi, fourthlyP the brothers own a number

of animals:; 4 cows, 2 work cattle, 3 calves, 2 donkeys and 2 hens 
1in 1973 . There is a large degree of division of labour among 

the brothers, with the one in Qom taking no part in family economic 

affairs, Ahadollah in charge of the cultivation of the land, the 

third brother, Haji horad, running tho shop and organising 

financial matters, and the fourth driving the taxi. The brothersc' 

wives and children look after the animals, which are kept mainly 

to meet household needs. The women of the household also make carpet 

« usually 3-6 per year.

Their father, who died in the mid-sixties, had been a 

share-cropper in Dahonabad before land reform and had worked some 

six hectares of irrigated land (one joft) on a crop-sharing agreement 

for the landlord. At land reform in 1965 the family was loft with 

only half this area, but the brothers have added considerably to 

the holding in the last few years. In 1967 Ahadollah and Haji 

Morad bought six JaxiJbfL land in Kuhani and in 1969 tho brothers 

added a parcel of four jarijbs_ to a one hectare block they already 

owned just below Dahanabad. Finally, in 1971), in joint partnership

1S Tho brothers do not buy and sell sheep, which they considor 

"too much trouble".
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Fiqurn 26 Ahadollah: land uso, 1973 (1974) (ha.)

3AHANABAD

Jf) * 05 
G(G)

Scale: 1 to 20,000
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with a farmer from Fiazeman, they bought a nine hectare block of 

irrigated land by tho river from the landlord (see Figure 26)* In 

the fallowing discussion only half this area - 4*5 ha* will bo 

regarded as their own, for they receive half tho harvest each year 

as their share*

In both 1973 and 1974 all 8 ha* of irrigated land and also 

2 ha* of dry land were under cultivation* Tho main crops included 

wheat, pulses, clover, sugar bset and fruit trees (see figure 26)» 

On the parcels of land which lie in the midst of the village open 

fields (s^hfo.) they follow closely tho traditional crop rotation 

of wheat and beans* However, their orchard plot by the track to 

Fiazeman, which is surrounded by a mud wall for protection, stands 

out clearly as a break with custom* Similarly, the nine hectare 

block is planted with a range of crops which bear no relation to 

the village crop patterns

. 1973 (ha*) 1974

Wheat 2 * 2 2*25

Beans 2*5

Chick-peas 0 * 6

Sugar beet 0 * 8 4.5

Clover 0 * 8 0*5

Potatoes 0o3

Fruit trees 1 03 1 *3

Tabri zi 0*5 0c 5

TOTAL 9*0 9*05

The greater part of tho work on the land is undertaken by 

labourers* Fox' pulses and sugar beet this takes the form of a 

crop-sharing agreements, by which Ahadollah providos all tho impubs 

except labour and receives two-thirds of tho harvest* For wheat
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and clover labourers are hired for only the planting and harvesting 

periods on a daily wage basis and can choose to be paid either in 

cash or kind. In addition, much of the spring-time work of field 

preparation -■ ploughing and discing - is accomplished by hiring a 

tractor* The brothers havo a plough team, which they use in their 

orchard and on their dry land, but Ahadollah maintains that hiring 

a tractor is economically beneficial to him and reduces tho volume-) 

of work failing on his shoulders „ Nevertheless, he dismisses the 

idea of buying a tractor as too risky an investment given the 

current uncertainties of farming, above all the possible loss of 

the land to a farm corporation, and his own lack of mechanical 

knowledge <■

Yet the brothers have shown themselves keen to intensify 

the use of their land and to increase their income from .it* In 

particular, they have invested in new fruit trees, which now occupy 

2 hectares of land* Similarly, they planted over two hectares of 

sugar beet in 1974 and halted cultivation of chick-peas which had 

given very low yields over the last few years* They have also 

markedly intensified their use of agricultural irnputs, purchasing

2 , 0 0 0  kilos of diammonium phosphate fertiliser and four'litres of 

pesticides in 1973, and buying pruning shears and a back-pack 

sprayer to use on their fruit trees* It is very difficult to 

assess their total income from the land, but Ahadollah suggested 

that in 1973 it amounted to soma 200,000 rials, of which 120,000 

rials came from beans alone * Up till now their fruit orchards 

have not produced a return but they can be expected to bring in 

considerable additional income as they ranch maturity in the next 

fow years* Ahadollah is concerned that this long-term investment in

1* Ahadollah has a full range of farm implements, and also a pair 

of socatours and back-pack sprayer.
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fruit may be at risk, due to the threat of the farm corporation, 

but accepts this fatalistically* Ho hopes that the principle of 

"root—rightsu, upheld at land reform (seca Chapter 3), will ensure 

the brothers compensation if this throat materialises* It is 

noticeable, however, that he has not planted any new trees since 

1972, and has no intention of doing so until the governments 

intentions regarding tho location of the farm corporation in 

Olya are made clear*

in the face of this uncertainty, which is the only real 

cloud blotting their prospering farm activities, the brothers are 

in a very favourable economic position when compared with many 

other small—holders, for they have the security of several different 

sources of income other than the land to draw on* Their shop in 

Oahanabad, which they opened in 1969 (1348), sells a wide range 

of foodstuffs and household goods such as vegetables, sugar, tea, 

cigarettes and razor blades,, Haji Nor ad, who runs the shop, also 

acts as a middlo-man in the village, and thin provides another 

valuable source of income* He thus forms the first link in the 

bulking-up of farm produce, mentioned in Chapter 6*4*, buying 

especially wheat and pulses from the farmers and in turn selling 

to the larger merchants in Nahavand*. In addition, he advances 

credit on the guarantee of repayment in kind at harvest-time and 

sells fertiliser* In summer 1973 Haji florod demanded 1 kilo of 

wheat for every 5 ripIs credit he hod advanced, although tho market 

prico of wheat in the Nahnvand bazar was 6 or 7 rials per kilo, thus 

earning himself a 20-40^ profit (see Chapter 6 ,,5) * Tho second 

major source of income is tho I'lercodes Benz taxi which tho fourth 

brother operates between Nahavand and tho surrounding villages*

Finally, the brothers own a 900 square metre piece of land in 

Nohavand, purchased in 1969 for about 600,000 rials, which they



lease to the Department of Agriculture for a rent of 7,000 rials 

per month*

The largo capital assets - land, taxi and shop - of the 

brothers have been made possible by their ability to raise credit, 

which has in turn boon secured on their collateral of form land in 

Dahanabad and initial ability to re-pay their debts from agriculturel 

incame* Ahadollah was very unclear about the total volume of credit 

the family held in 1973, for he does not keep a written record, 

but thought it approached 150,000 rialjs and was borrowed mainly 

from the village co-operative, Agricultural Bank and non-institutional 

sources* I should add that his brother, Haji Norad, who was the 

senior member of the family and the main manager of tho householdfs 

finance as well as the shop and merchant business, was very reticent 

in discussing anything to do with money matters*

I asked Ahadollah for his opinion of the village co-operative 

society, of which he had had to become a member at the time of 

land reform* Although he at onco praised it for providing him 

with credit, it was clear that ha felt no loyalty towards it* His 

share in the co-operative did not instill in him any real self- 

interest in its success, and the volume of credit he could draw 

from the society was disappointingly small*

Finally, I should like to mention that despite tho considerable 

capital assets of the brothers and the high income they earn, they 

have to support 17 permanent members of the household ( s o d  below) 

and the fourth brother in Qom;

Ahadollah - wife, 1 son (4 years old), 2 daughters (2 and 6 ) 

Haji Norad wife, 6 children 

Third brother - wife, 1 child 

Their mother
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CASE 3 SHIRZAD OF 3AHANABAD

Before land reform Shirzad was one of the u a a .1t. h .i. 0 o t and 

most influential villagers in Olya* This position was a result 

not only of being the landlord!s representative and a share-cropper 

with turn Jofyt of land in Cabana bad , but also of being a peasant, 

proprietor (khordoh malek) in his own right in the villages of 

Kuhani? where he jointly owned SO hectares of land with Haji 

Mohammad Dafar Matin (see Chapter 3*1*), and Sha’bsru As a result 

of the second stage of land reform, he sold half his land in 

Kuhani and all his land in Sha*bans but was able to retain half 

the land he worked in Cahanabad# He has since sold several 

additional pieces of land in Kuhani*

His present total holding of 12 hectares of irrigated land 

and his retention by the landlord, fAbdol Amir Zainanian, as manager 

of his remaining 50 hectares of land in Bahansbad,. have ensured 

Shirzad a continued position of respect and economic strength*

This was demonstrated in 1973 by his construction of a large new
1house, built of fired- and mud-brick and with metal window frames , 

with an orchard and garden of over 2 , 0 0 0  square metres, the whole 

surrounded by a high mud wall, on the edge of tho village*

In 1973-74 almost all his 19 parcels of irrigated land 

were planted with whoat or pulses, which are rotated annually in 

keeping with the traditional village cropping pattern (see Figure 27).

In addition, Shirzad owned a fruit orchard of two jorib , which ho 

had planted in 1971, and hold two parcels of grapes and tabrizi 

jointly with tho landlord, who receives one-third of tho crop as 

his share* Although his crops are largely the same no a drcadc ago, 

Shirzad has considerably increased his income from tho land by 

reducing his fallowed area, introducing now Omid whoat seed, and

1„ It has five living rooms and adjoining stables and work rooms.
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making greater use of pesticides and chemical fertiliser. In 

1973 he purchased 2,750 kilos of diammonium phosphate and urea.

By these same improvements in husbandry he has also increased crop 

production on the landlord's land and thus his own income which 

amounts to 1 (f/> of the annual harvest*

Neither Shirzad nor his brotherf who has a half share in 

the land, do any manual work themselves, but instead employ hired 

machinery or labour* For pulses, ploughing in spring is done by 

hired tractor but labourers are employed for all other operations 

on a form of crop~sharing agreement, by which Shirzad provides all 

tho impute except labour and receives two-thirds of tho harvest * 

For wheat, labourers are hired for the planting and harvesting 

periods only on a daily wags basis« However, ploughing in autumn 

is done by tractor and in 1974 Shirzad preferred to use a hired 

combine for harvesting, for, by co-ordinating operations on his 

Dun and the landlord's land, he found this more profitable than 

hiring labourers*

Despite his managerial skill and relative wealth in 

comparison with other villagers in Olya, Shirzad considers farming 

to be an occupation of low status when put in the perspective of 

new employment opportunities in the urban areas of Iran (see 

Chapter 5.4»)( Moreover, he feels that the small—holder has been 

largely neglected by the government in recent years and that the 

promises made at land reform have not been fulfilledP He has no 

confidence in tho village co-operative, nor in the support of 

agricultural officials in general, and in particular is concerned 

about the possible loss of his land and livelihood to a farm 

corporation.

1* Shirzad thus provides the farm implements, water (at a cost of 

about 4,000 rials per annum), f ortil.i cor, send and poetic, i d-
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For these reasons he is giv/ing his children every encouragement 

to become properly educated and qualified for a job which is not 

tied to the land. His oldest son, aged 23, is now at college in 

Hamodan training to be a teacher0 He speaks a littlo English, his 

hobby is drama, and he has no wish to stay in dahanabad or work on 

the land in his father's place, Tho second son is an employee of 

the Nahauand Agricultural Department, The third is at secondary 

school in Hamadan and hopes to enter university in Tehran, Shirzad 

hopes that his youngest son, aged 8 years, will follow their example.
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CASE 4 HASH MOHAMMAD OF SNA'RAN

Haji Mohammad is 47 years old and his wife 42a They were

born in Sha'ban and now live in a two*™storied, mud-brick house, 

with two living .rooms on the upper floor, and stables and storage 

space below*, Their family consists of five sons and two daughters, 

one of whom is married and lives in Ahvaz* The eldest sons are 18 

and 12 years and assist their father with farm work,

Haji Mohammad was one of the first villagers in Olya to

purchase a tractor and related equipment metal plough, disc and 

threshing machine ~ in the early sixties and to do work on contract 

for other farmers* In 1973 he had a Masssy-Ferguson tractor, which 

he bought for about 600,000 rials from a dealer in Malayer the 

previous winter, and spent much of the year from spring to autumn 

working with it away from the village, especially in the province of 

Lorestan0 Over the past decade contract work has provided his main 

source of incomes He charges 500-700 rlaIs to plough one hectare 

of land, 300 rials par hectare for discing and 200 rials per hour 

for threshing, and can earn more than 3,000 rials per day at peak 

periods of work*

When he is not working with his tractor, Haji Mohammad 

divides his time between the land he owns in Sha'ban and his animals*

He has three parcels of irrigated land totalling 7,750 square 

metres, which in 1973 were planted with white beans, as a cash 

crop, and clover for his animals (see Figure 28) s
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Wheat

Beans

Clover

upiu.Ti

Fomatoes

Gladioli

Apple trees

Tabriz.1

1972

0,4

0.2

0.1

Oft 05

1973 

(ha,)

0.4

0.35

TOTAL

0.025

0*775

0,025

0.775

1974

0o15 

0 c 15 

0.2

0 0 24 

0,01 

0.4 

0*025

1.175

X recorded one cow, a donkey, five sheep, five goats and three hens 

in his yard in summer of the same year® These animals are kept 

mainly for household needs. In addition, Haji Mohammad buys sheep 

in late summer for fattening over winter and sale at now JMJ2 , In 

spring 1974 he sold 150 sheep in Ahvaz and in summer purchased a 

further 80 ewes in lamb for fattening.

Nonetheless, it was his tractor hire business that 

was his main source of income and in 1973 he was seriously considering 

purchasing a second tractor. The two tractors would then provide 

work for both him and his son, who was 10 years old and keen to work 

with his father. However, during my second period of fieldwork 

in Olya in summer 1974 I found that Haji Mohammad had decided to 

postpone this investment, for he was reluctant to burden himself 

with largo repayments at a time of uncertainty about the future 

of the village in view of its possible expropriation os part of a 

farm corporation development.

Instead, ho had decided that his son should toko over 

work with the present tractor and that ho would devote himself to 

three now ventures in Shs'baru Tho find, was to purchase 6U0
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week-old chickens in partnership with another small-holder«, Qobad

Shoja'ion (see Case 7), with the aim of establishing a poultry™

rearing operation (see Chapter 5*2*1*)* The chickens had been

bought far 2D rials each from a reputable company in Tehran,

vaccinated against Newcastle disease? special feed had been purchased,

and a room in his house hod been converted for them* Haji

Mohammad argued that another villager , Ardeshir f A.1 i Bakhshi, had

already successfully demonstrated tho profitability of fattening

chickens for sale (at 90-100 rlaIs per kilo) in the neighbouring

towns and that in the event of losing his land to a farm corporation

this operation could continue unaffected* It was from Ardoshir

that lie sought advice for his venture* Secondly? Haji Mohammad

followed the example of other farmers by planting 150 fruit trees,

mainly apples, on his largest parcel of land* Moreover, he

bought a pair of secateurs and pruned them at the correct height of 
1SO centimetres * lh.ird.ly, ho planted a 100 square metre plot of 

gladioli bulbs in one corner of the orchard as a further effort 

to intensify his use of the land* This experiment proved successful 

and Haji Mohammad now has plans to increase his area of gladioli 

and other flowers (see Chapter 4*2*2*)*

1 * Unfortunately, ha planted the trees at only 4-5 mot.ro intervals, 

instead of the recommended 6 metros*
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CASE 5 MOHAHNAD AQA OF GA8A RPSTAN

Mohammad is 62 years of age and has lived in Doha Rostam 
1all his life « Before land reform in 1965 he worked as a share™ 

cropper for the landlord , Amir Hosoin Zafsri but now farms six 

hectares (one joft) of irrigated land and a small area (one sha/ir) 

of dry land with his two eldest sons (aged 26 and 21 years) ,

Tho older of tho two was given tho right of ownership to, and thus 

income from, half the land when he married in 1970, and the younger 

one shares the income from the other half of the land equally with 

his father =■ However, the land is still farmed by the three men as 

a single unit and, though Mohammad himself at present does little 

work due to illness and addiction to opium, his decision in farm 

affairs is usually finale

Tho irrigated land is divided into 21 parcels, scattered 

over the village area and ranging in size from 1,500 square metres 

to 8,000 square metres (ses Figure 29)e Contrary to what I would 

have expected, Mohammad finds the fragmented nature of his holding 

quite acceptable, for ho points out that the soil and thus yields 

vary in different parts of the village,, Me does not think that his 

yields would he any higher if the land was consolidated, but does 

agree that consolidation would make irrigation and the use of 

machinery easier and also reduce the time spent in travelling to 

the lands

1c Mohammad is one of tho few villagers I mot in Olya who had 

two wives,

2„ His two youngest sons, aged 14 and 11 years, attend secondary 

school in Nohavand but also help on the farm., especially 

during the long summer holiday„ Mohammad’s two youngest 

daughters and tho wives of his sons make car pots at homo \ hie. 

two eldest daughters arc: married and .Live outside the vil3age.



Figure 29 Mohammad Aqa: land use, 1973 (1974) (ha.)
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Since land reform Mohammad and his sons have made a 

determined effort to intensify their land use, improve their 

husbandry, and thus increase their income from the land* This 

has been helped particularly by the greater availability and 

re lia b ility  of irrigation water in the fiazeman and Asiab canals 

since 1969, when responsibility for the control and distribution 

of water in Olya was taken over by the Department of Irrigation 

and taken out of the hands of the landlords (see Chapter A Js2, ) 5 

Whereas a decade or so ago up to half Mohammad and his sons' land 

would lie  fallow each year, only one parcel of 1,500 square metros 

was le ft fallow in 1973* Moreover, they have taken advantage? of 

the seed improvement scheme of the Department of Agriculture and 

replaced their local, low yielding variety of wheat with new, high 

yielding Omid seed* They have also hired a tractor to plough much 

of their land in the last few years, although they keep a plough 

team of two cattle* Finally, they have made increasing use of 

pesticides and chemical fe rtilise r, which have only become widely 

available to the small—holders since 1970* In 1973 they purchased 

400 kilos of urea and 900 kilos of diammonium phosphate, and now 

achieve a wheat yield of 300-400 kilos per ija£ib? or double their 

yield in the mid-sixties * Their main complaint about fe rtilise r is 

its  rising price, even from the village co-operative (see 

Chapter 6*1*).

However, Mohammad's most important investment, and the 

clearest indication of the families1 desire and ab ility  to develop 

their holding, has been in the cultivation of sugar beet and fru it 

trees6 In 1973 they planted 0*45 hectares of beet, which gave a 

good yield of 15 tons, and in 1974 they increased this area to 

almost one hectare* More important s t i l l ,  however, is their investment 

in fru it trcos♦ They wore amongst tho f irs t farmers in Bab a Hostam



to take advantage of the Extension Corps Department's scheme to 

buy fru it trees at a subsidised price (see Chapter 6 0 2 *)* With 

tho help of Matin and Lieb they planted 10S Jar-ib of mainly apple 

trees in 1971, 5 Jj^ib, of apricot trees in 1972, and a further one 

hectare of apple and peach trees in 19?4„ Hares have damaged the 

fru it trees, but they now protect the young trunks by tieing plastic 

or sacking round them* Figure 29 shows that land use on almost a ll 

their parcels of land on the same side of the river as the village 

has now been intensified* As yet tho investment in fru it trees 

has not produced a return, but sales of fru it can ho expected to 

boost considerably the families' level of income in the next few 

years *

At present agricultural production is directed above a ll 

towards the subsistence requirements of the eleven members of the 

three families* Almost a ll the wheat produced is consumed and any 

excess is generally bartered in the village for other foods tuffs| 

pulses are added to various stews® and clover is fed to the animals*

The latter ™ two cows, two work cattle, two donkeys and six chickens 

in turn provide for household and farm needs* But over the last 

few years the volume and value of production bartered or marketed 

has grown appreciablye Of the 1973 harvest, I recorded the sale 

of 1,500 kilos of beans, 900 kilos of chick-peas and 15 tons of 

sugar beet, which gave the three families a gross income from the 

land of over 50,000 r ia ls „ I t  is interesting to note that in 1970 

and 1971 Mohammad planted 3 Jarlb of opium under government licence, 

and earned over 60,000 rials_ from this crop alone (see Chapter 4*2*2* 

Other income is derived from occasion*!! sales of carpets, which
1arc made by Mohammad's youngest daughters and his doughtcrs“ in~law ,

1 * Throe carpets were ready for sale in summer 1973, rolled up in 

a corner of Mohamma d f s 1 iv i ng roam„
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from his half-share in 30 head of sheep and lambs (which are being 

looked after and fattened by a villager in Atnirabad), and from non- 

agricultural work done away from the village by the two oldest sons 

in winter* In 1973-74 tine second sen worked in Tehran for four months 

and earned 250 rials a day as a labour For on a building site.

The present prosperity of tho families was demonstrated in 

summer 1974 by the sons, with the help of two hired workers, 

constructing a new, larger house and hayat for their father on 500 

square metres of their land on the south-east edge of the village* 

Looking towards the future, Mohammad himself seemed 

oblivious to the danger of losing his land to a farm corporation*

His sons were aware of this possibility, but uir-rs typically fa ta lis tic  

in their attitudes and replied to my question sardonically that 

their destiny was in the hands of God*



CASE 6 SHAH [ ALI HE EI AZEflAN

Shah 'A li is the owner of six hectares of irrigated land,

which hs received under land reforme Although this is a relatively

large holding, i t  has to support tho families of both him and his

three married sons, who in fact do most of the work, for their
1father is now 62 years of age „ But land is only one source of 

their income.? In addition, they own a tractor, which they hire out, 

fatten sheep for sale, and soil carpets which the women of the 

household make*

The land is divided into 16 parcels (see Figure 30), I t  

is cultivated largely by tho eldest son, flajid, but hs receives 

assistance from his brothers when he needs it» Since land reform 

he has, he says, intensified the use of the land and considerably 

increased crop yields by making use of the improved supply of 

irrigation water over especially tbs last five years, new Cmiri 

seed and chemical fe rtilise r. Wheat production has kept up with 

the growing needs of the four families, who now number 19 persons, 

and beans provide a surplus for sale. In addition, he grows clover 

and alfalfa for fodder for the family's animals c Ha has been 

reluctant to depart from the usual village rotation of wheat and 

beans, despite some encouragement by extension corpsmen in recent

1, Shah 'A li and his three married sons each have a mud-brick house 

in the some hjyyaj;0 The total household consists of the following 

Shah ’A li, wife, son (17 years), and four daughters who are a ll 

married to villagers in Eiazomari and live outside the household| 

1st son, llajid, wife, one child;

2nd son, Ahmad, wife, five children;

3rd son, Eiorad, wife, four children*
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years to plant sugar beet and sunflowers<, However, in 1973 he 

did plant and prune a small orchard of mixed fruit trees with 

their assistance and is considering planting more apple trees»

The second source of income is sheep„ This may appear 

surprising, for Fiozeman, unlike the other villages in the study 

area, has no dry land grazing (see Chapter 4.1*3,)* But this 

disadvantage has for many years bean successfully overcome by 

the villagers making an annual seasonal migration with their 

sheep to a grazing area known as Kuh-e Chalkhar, lying in the mounts 

about four hours by donkey above the village, whero they camp in 

tents,. Sheep rearing follows a definite rhythm. The sheep are 

purchased in late March-April from nomads in the neighbouring 

districts of Nurabad or Kangavar, grazed at Kuh-e Chalkhar until 

Oune-Ouly, and then brought down to Fiazomun to graze on the wheat 

stubble following the harvest* They are finally stabled in the vill 

over winter, where they have their lambs, before being sold in 

Ahvaz in the period running up to March 21st, the Persian new year 

s when prices reach their peak. In 1974 I counted 13

tents at the summer camp and 1,200 sheep and goats, Shah Mil had

130 sheep and 10 goats, one of the largest flocks* Most of the 

work connected with the sheep is done by the second son, Ahmad, 

assisted by Shah rAli, and the youngest son (aged 17) also helps 

with grazing the sheep when he is not at school in Nahavando Shah 

1 All told ms that his flock had increased in size over the last 

decade and that in spring 1974 he had sold 150 sheep in Ahvaz for 

4,000-5,000 rials a pair* But he also pointed out that the profit 

margin on sheep had narrowed over the past year or two and that if 

this trend continued ho would have to reduce his flock*

The third source of income of the family is a BM Volvo 650

tractor and related equipment, which the third son, Mcrad, works on
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Plate 19 Kuh-e Chalkhar: the summer tent camp and 
pasture land of Fiazeman.
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a hire basis in Nahavand district and in Lorostan,, This reorecants 

an investment of over 700,000 £ialj3 ? but the family seems pleased 

with the income derived from itc

Despite the improved standard of living and economic position 

of Shah fAli over the last feu years, exemplified in 1974 by him 

moving into a new house, he showed himself deeply concerned about 

the uncertainty of the future. In particular, ho is anxious about 

recent government moves to license mountain pastures only to the 

nomadic sheep herders, which would prevent the villagers of 

Fiazeman from using what they regard as their traditional grazing 

area at !<uh~e Chalkhar. For Shah 5All and many other villagers 

this would be very serious for they have a heavy and long-standing 

economic dependence on sheep fat honing. When I asked him about 

the possible expropriation of his irrigated land os part of a form 

corporation development, he said that he did nut properly understand 

the full implications of this, but that for him any interference 

by the government was undesirable0
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CASE 7 QODAD OF_ ... SNA * BAD

Qobad and his brother ? Hojats together farm 1«5 hectares of 

irrigated land which is divided into eight parcels* Part of this 

.land was inherited from their father after his death about six years 

ago, two parcels bolong to each of their wives, and two parcels 

belong to their grandmother who they support0 Whilst thoix' father 

was alive and farming the land, the brothers worked in southern Iran 

and Kuwait for several years in order to both supplement tho family 

income and also to save sufficient money to meet the expanse of 

marriage and establishing their own separate households. Neither 

brother originally intended to follow in his father*s footsteps as 

a sinali'-holdor or incised stay in Sha*ban? but the unexpected death 

of their father changed their mindse Responsibility for their mother, 

grandmothers, two brothers and two sisters was put into their hands 

and they decided to farm the land themselves in partnership and to 

set up a joint family household in the villages

In the sixties the. land had been worked by their father in 

the traditional manner* Ho practised the usual rotation of wheat 

and beans g and also had single paresis of clover, grapes and t fin:i.zi ,, 

This is still reflected in the present use of the land by his sons 

(sec Figure 31)* However, in the last few years Qobaci and Hojet have 

made a considerable effort to improve their farming and income from 

the land* In particular they have developed their largest parcel of 

land "» 3000 square metres which is located only 100 metres from 

their home just below the village and the Shacban canal* At first 

they followed tho example of other mors progressive farmers and 

experimented successfully with gladioli flowers« Then, in 1970, with 

the assistance of the extension corpomen from Kuhani, fiatin and Lieb t 

they planted this parcel with high quality apple and poor trees (with 

peach trees between thorn), laid out on a grid pattern* I found tho
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intensity of cultivation of this place of land very pronounced 

in 1973-74s

Fruit trees 

Beans 

Iomafcoes 

Potatoes

Other vegetables 

Gladioli

1973 (sq.m.)

3000

1300

500

2 0 0 (onions? squash, 
cueumber)

1000

1974 

3000 

1000 

750

250 (carrots9 onionsf 
cucumber etc*)

1 0 0 0

The vegetables are sold locally, both in the village and in 

Nahavand, and provide a reliable source of income® But it is the 

gladioli flowers which hove become of greater economic significance 

to the brothers in the last few yearse Although the area of 

flowers is small5 Qobad told ms that ho earned about 17000 rials 

from their setle in Tehran in 1973® This matched the income from e 

similar' area of opium in 1972 and in 1973 was greater than the 

income from the rest of the lands As stated in Chapter 4<*2*2® the 

cultivation of gladioli requires a great deal of work by the 

brothersf but they seemed to think this well worthwhile. Moreover, 

because the parcel of land is so close to their home, no time is 

wasted travelling and guard may be easily kept on tho flowers during 

the harvesting period* Qobad emphasized the importance to him of 

the income from gladioli during the period before the new fruit 

trees roach maturity * In the years to come ho plans to move the 

cultivation of flowore and vegetables to the 1500 square metro parcel 

further along the track to KaXindsr—e Sofia.

Although Qobad and his brother have paid particular attention 

to a single parcel of land, their other seven parcels have not been 

noglectod<, They are used first and foremost to meet the nub sis tone a

16 Tho peach trees producod their first crop in summer 1974 c,
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■]
requirements of the household and fodder for the animals (soo 

Figure 31) p and yields of all crops have i n c r e a s e d T h i s  has boon 

achieved by the brothers taking advantage of the availability of 

new wheat seed „ a secure supply of irrigation waterp chemical 

fertiliser snc! pesticides<> For examplet in 1973 they purchased 150 

kilos of urea* 300 kilos of dxammonium phosphate and 150 kilos of 

ammo n i u m n i t rate

Tho brothers have also attempted to increase their income 

from sources other than the land* Firsts they have continued and 

expanded their fatherfs practice of fattening sheep during tho 

autumn and winter months for sale in Ahvaz at now^ruz* In 1974 they 

sold 60 sheep* Secondlyand of greater potential economic 

importance5 was their purchase in partnership with Haji Mohammad 

(son Case 4) of 600 wesk™old chickens for fattening in early summer 

1974 and their plans to increase this number* If successful, this 

venture offers the possibility of considerable profit (sen Chapter 

502*1«,)» Thirdly5 the women of tho household make carpets for sals 

and I counted nins completed ones in their homec Finally9 Qobad 

and Hojet are seriously considering buying a small truck which they 

would hire out locally for the transportation of goods* As yot they 

remain uncertain of making such a purchase9 which would require them 

to take on a large loan* for the rumour of losing their land to a 

farm corporation has lessoned their confidence* Moreover}, in 1974 

they still had outstanding debts totalling over 40000 ricls^ owing 

to the village co-operative-, Agricultural Bank and 8 ank~c Bcderat 

(see Table 71 )s

1* One cow and six chickens only in summer 19?3S but a]so sh.Tp 

in winterc
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CASE 8 AMIR HOSE IN KI-IAN OF PAPA ROST A rl

Under the second stage of land reform, which was put into 

practice in Olya in summer 1965, Amir Hosein Khan, the landlord of 

Baba Rostanu chose to divide his land between himself and the share

croppers in the same proportion as the wheat crop had been divided 

under the crop-sharing agreement (sea Chapter 3)« Thus, he kept 

20 joft (about 1 2 0 hectares) and 20 jafjp was divided among the

nasacp holders,-. Land planted with troa crops was not divided, but

remained under the ownership of Arnir Hosein, who, however,

continued to lease it to the small-holders on a two-thirds crop-

sharing agreement in their favour« Amir Hosein also retained two 

houses in Baba Rostam, one with a walled garden of 4,000 sq*!ru 

(and a swimming pool), one with a yard, garage, flour mill and rooms 

for his representative and servants5 the house’s occupied by tho 

villagers remained in their possessione

As Figure 32 shows, Amir Hoseinfs land is located in seven 

blocks, ranging in size from 5 hectares to over 40 hectares0 Up 

until the late sixties much of his land on the southern side of tho 

river lay fallow each year due? to the shortage of irrigation water*, 

However, tho improvement of the reticulation system since 1969 (see 

Chapter 4*1*) has made it possible for a reliable supply of water to 

be delivered to land below even the far end of the Fiazeman canal 

and fallowing is now unnecessary* Land use in 1973-74 was based on 

an annual rotation of wheat and beans, just as before land reform, 

but his poor yields of these crops contrasted sharply with tho 

extremely high yields of the sample of 51 small-holders T quootionned 

in the eleven villages (sac Chapter 4,,2 „ ) 0 Amir Hosein shows little 

interest in fodder crops for he has no sheep or goats and his 

five cows are looked after by two villagers on a form of crop- 

sharing agreement, whereby they feed the animals and take all



Fionra 32 Amir Hosc.tn Khan: lan r)  use, 1973 (1 9 7 4 )  (ha«)
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'Iproduce , but most provide Amir Hosein with his dairy requirements 

when he is in the village,. His attempts to introduce alternative 

summer crops have largely failed* As mentioned in Chapter 4*2*3,, 

his 20 hectares of sunflowers in '1973 produced a very poor yield 

and in 1974 his 20 hectares of sugar beet failed to germinate 

successfully and was ploughed in and the land replanted with beans®

Even his yield of opium in 1972 was much helow the average for Haha 

Rostam*

Land use;

1221 (ha*) 1974

Wheat 55 5 5

Barley 10 0

Doans 20 30

Sugar Beet 8 20

Sunflowers 20

Fallow 7 10

1 2 0 1 2 0

Although Amir Hoseinfs blocks of land are scattered over the 

village area, ho has over the past decade sufficiently improved the 

tracks to these blocks to allow access by farm machinery0 But the 

land is not. worked intensively by tractorr combine harvester and 

other machinery, as is the case on the estates of several former 

landlords I visited in 1972 in other parts of Hamadan province*

Wheat cultivation is partially mechanised; ploughing is done by 

Amir Hosein’s own kassey-Ferguson tractor; the sued is sown and 

the growing wheat irrigated by hired labourers paid in cash or kind; 

and tho harvesting since 1959 has boon carried out by a hired 

Bohn Deere combine at a cost of 6^ of the gi aj.ru Conns, on tho 

other hand, are cultivated by the villagers on a form of pro--lend

1« Amir Hosein also has the right to any calves [torn*
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reform crop-sharing agreement, whereby Amir Hosein ploughs the land

by tractor but all other work is done by the labourers who receive

one-third of the crop as their share,

Amir Hosein*s low yields and poor standards of husbandry

are due in large part, I suggest, to his outdated method of farm

management. As in pre-land reform days he is still an absentee
1in Tehran for much of the year , but, unlike the landlord of

Bahanabad, he has not given his representative the incentive or

power to make decisions which are necessary to ensure the land is

well cultivated (see Case 3)* His representative is in fact a

"landless” villager, with little technical expertise, and acts more

as a silent watch-dog than an active overseer, Amir Hosein dictates

how the land is to be cultivated on his two annual visits to the

village in spring and late summer, but he too has little technical

knowledge* Thus, the important day-to-day decisions of irrigation,

weeding, fertiliser application and pesticide control are largely

neglected* The crops and land display only too clearly this

neglects low yields, a serious problem of wild oats, soil erosion,

tracks in disrepair, and gulleys caused by the excessive use and

runoff of irrigation water*

Yet Amir Hosein shows little interest in making improvements«
2For him the land remains primarily a symbol of social prestige , and

3the income it produces is of secondary importance * Moreover, he

1 * His two sons were sent to school in England, attended Salford 

University, and now work as engineers in Tehran*

2* His Mercedes Benz car might be similarly viewed*

3* Amir Hosein was not prepared to discuss his financial affairs* 

Thus, I have no firm data concerning his agricultural sales or 

income* His crops were largely sold in Nahavand to one or 

other of the major merchants*



recBives a considerable income from his share of the Zafari 

family's land in neighbouring Sofia sub-distriGt, which is still 

reputed to amount to 1 , 0 0 0  hectares, and he owns property in 

both Nahavand and Tehran. I asked him about the threat of a 

farm corporation and, although he was noncommittal, he gave the 

impression of not being willing to give up his land without a 

fight*
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Tabulated data from tha questionnaire surveys of ths seven 

small-holders

Table 61 Number of permanent household members„ 1974-t-BTrrrrr-im -in-i-n i rrr rrr ~r -inr- mm > l  r~ m  mnionrrrraTirinV-iinrinTr n  n r m         i   ... !1<'Hrr— n *—

Case
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Father 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Wife 1 1 1 1 2 1 1

Son 3 1 3 5 4 4

Daughter 3 2 2 1 2 2

Daughter-in-law 2 3

Brother 2 2

Sister-in-law 2 1

Nephew 4 S 3

Niece 3 S 1

Mother 1 1

Sister 1

Grandmother 1

Total 8 17 7 8 11 19 14
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Table 62 Numbei? and ~bype of rooms in household, 1974

Case
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Living rooma 2 7 5 2 1 2 3

Work rooms 2 4 4 2 1 2 3

Stables 1 1 2 2 2 4 3

Underground
stable

1 1

Area of enclosed 
yard (sq0mo)

300 300 400 200 150 400 400

Garage for 
tractor

1 1

Mud and mud- 
brick house

X X X X X X

Mud and fired 
brick house

X

New house built 
(or rooms added) 
since 1970

X X X
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Table 63 The land, 1973 (ha.)U,

Cass
1 2  3 4

Total land area 2,8 18 12 0,775 6,4 6,3 1,5

No, of parcels 8 19 19 3 22 16 8

Irrigated area 2,8 8 12 0o775 6 6*3 1*5

No* of parcels 8 17 19 3 21 16 0

Deiml area 2sha M r  10 0,4
(2ha0 cultivated)

No© of parcels (uncultivated) 1

Largest parcel 0*5 1*4 2C? 0o4 0*8 1,3 0,3
of irrigated
land

Smallest parcel 0,075 0o1 0,1 0,15 0,15 0,05 0,1
of irrigated
land

Table 64 Number of animalsc 1973 (1974)

Case
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Dairy cow 2 (2) 4 (4) 5 (4) 1 ( 1 )  2 (2) -3 (3) 1 (1)

Work cattle 2 ( 2 )  2 ( 2 )  2 ( 2 )

Calf - (1) 3 (5) 4 (4) - (1) - (1)

Horse 1 (1 )

Flule 1 (l)

Donkey 1 (2) 2 (2)  3 (2) 1 («) 2 (2)  1 (1)

Sheep (& lambs) 5 (80) 15 (») 150 (130)60 (?)

Goat 5 (4) 7 (10)

Hen 5 (“ ) 2 (2) 6 (6 ) 3 (300) 6 (-) 5 (4) 6 (300)

Bee hive 1 (1)
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(ha,)

Casa
1

Irrigated wheat 1,22 (1*05) 2,0 (2,9) 4,05 (5,95) - (0,15)
Beans 1,3 (0,72) 1,625 (1,3) 3,95 (5,05) 0,4 (0,15)
Chick-peas *=■ (0,45) 1,35 (-) 3,0 (•*)
Clover 0,2 (0,5) 1.8 (0,65) 0,35 (0*2)
Alfalfa *•= (0,2)
Sugar beet 0,4 (2,25) 0,2 (— )
Tomatoes ~ (0,17) *> (0,24)
Other vegetables 0,5 (0,6)
Gladioli *= (0o01)
Fallow 0,17 (-)
Grapes 0,075 (0,075) 0,05 (0,05) 0,2 (0,2)
Fruit trees ■» (0,45) 2,05 (2,05) 0,2 (0o2) - (0,4)
Tabriz! 0,35 (0,35) 0.4 (0,4) 0,025 (0.G25)
Deimi wheat 1*0 («)
Chick-peas 1,0 (2,0)

Total 2,795 (3,245) 12,125 (12,15) 12,17 (12,17) 0,775 (1*175)

Irrigated wheat 3,45 (1,25) 2,475 (2,8) 0,3 (0,2)
Beans 0,75 (1e95) 1.8 (2,025) 0.1 (0,25)
Chick-peas 0,35 (-)
Clover 0,5 (1.2) 1.4 (0,6) 0,2 (0,15) '
Alfalfa 0,5 (0,5) - (0,1)
Sugar beet 0,45 (0,95)
Potatoes 0,05 (*»)
Tomatoes 0.02 (~) 0,13 (0.075)
Other VBgetablBs0o2 (™) 0,02 (0,025)
Gladioli 0.1 (0.1)
Fallow 0.15 (0,2)
Grapes «> (0.3) - (0,25) 0,3 (0,3)
Fruit trees 0.65 (1.6) 0.075 (0,075) 0,3 (0,3)
Tabriz1 0.15 (0.15) 0,05 (0„05) 0,3 (0.3)
DeJ.mi wheat 0.4 (•»)

Total 6.65 (7,6) 6,32 (6.3) 1.8 (1.8)
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Table 66 Farm implemon ts and machinery , 1974

Case

HW.njnwiHiith'iHiMrnNPnMWWiii—Eiiwnfc pnnjrfrg«*i na-a

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Wooden threshing 
machine

1 1 1 1

Hand sickle 2 2 5 2 2 2 2

Spade 2 2 2 1 2 1 2

Pick 1 1 2 1 1 1

Wooden plough 1 1 2 2 1

Yoke and draw bar 1 1 2 1 1

Winnowing fork 2 1 4 1 2 2

Net for wheat 2 2 3 1 2 1 2

Donkey saddle
bags

1 2 3
v.

2 1

Donkey panier 1 1 3 1 1 1

Two-person spade 1 1 2 1 . 1 1 1

Donkey saddle 1 1 3 1 1 1 1

Grain sieve 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

Hand trowel 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

Tractor 1 1

Mechanical
thresher

1 1

Disc 1 1

Metal plough 1 1

Pruning shears/ 
secateurs

1 1 1

Back-pack sprayer 1
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Table 67 Husbandry, 1974

Case
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Hires a tractor X X X (uses 
his own)

X (uses 
his own)

X

Uses pesticide X X X 7 X X X
Borrows back™ 
pack sprayer

X (uses 
his own)

X ? X X X

Uses Omid wheat 
seed
Uses chemical 
fertiliser

X

X

X

V
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Uses natural 
fertiliser

X X X X X X X

Planted new 
fruit trees

X
(1974)

X
(1972)

X
(1971)

X
(1974)

X X
(19719 (1973) 
72 & 74)

X
(1970)

Table 68 fils c ell an b o u s  in f orrna t ion

Case
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Bank account X X X X X X X

Carpet-making X X X X X X X

No0 of carpets 
in house

4 14 20 5 6 * 3 9

Member of co- x 
operative society

X X X X X X

Purchased land 
since 1970

X

Hires other X X X X X X X
labour
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Table 69 Gross income from the land, 1973 (1352) harvest

Case
1 2 3 4

Wheat 1200 kilos 
(8000) rials

6000
(42000)

6000
(43200)

Beans 2400
(48Q00)

6000
(120000)

3000
(58000)

1200
(24000)

Chick-peas 900
(18000)

1200
(24000)

Sugar beet 10 tons 
(15000)

2-2 tons 
(3750)

Clover 900
(3600)

Potatoes 1200
(4000)

Straw 1500
(3000)

4500
(4500)

Total (59000) (207100) (128950) (24000)

5 6 7

Wheat 900
(5400)

Beans 1500
(28000)

2400
(42000)

450
(9000)

Chick-peas 900
(16800)

Sugar beat 15 tons 
(22500)

Gladioli «a»

(17000)

Total (67300) (47400) (26000)

Notes The iaccuracy of these figures should bs viewed with reserve
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Table 70 Gross income from sources other than lanclg 1973 (1352) 
(rials)

Case
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Dairy produce 400 per x x
weak in
winter

X X

Carpets 50000 x x x x 
(3 sold) (2 sold)(l sold)

X X

Non-agricultural x 
employment

X X

Rant from land 7000 
per month

Landlord®s 
representative

X

Tractor hire X X
Sheep 150

sold
150
sold

60
sold

Wool X

Table 71 Value of loans received in 1973 (1352) (rials)

Css 0
1 2 3 4 5

> M W 3 U W I n m i P
6 7

Institutionali

Village
co-operative

15000 20000? 20000? 15000 13000 11000 10000

Nahavand
Agricultural
Bank

3 0 0 0 0 aoooo? ? 20000 3000Q 5GD00 18000

Other ? 50000 15000

Non-1n stitutionals

60000 ? ? 50-100000 60000? 140000? ?

Total 105000 150000? ? 150000? 103000? 200000? 43000?

Notes ? ™ figure is uncortain
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CHAPTER EIGHT CONCLUSION

This thesis has been concerned with agrarian change in 

eleven villages in Olya sub-district, Western Iran, and in 

particular with the changing economic and social circumstances 

of thB small-holder population since? the commencement of land 

reform in 1962e It should ba noted that no attempt has bean 

made to relate this case study of Olya to Iran as a whole, for 

generalisation in the Iranian context is almost invariably 

misleading, Moreover, Olya is atypical in that land relative 

to water is in short supply.

The thesis has shown that.the redistribution of land 

ownership under the first two stages of land reform in 1962 and 

1964 has freed the rural population from the burden of landlord 

domination and insecurity of tenure and created a far more 

independent and self-reliant population with aspirations and a 

degree of individual enterprise it had never before possessed,.

It was to be seen, for example, in the great demand for education, 

for increased transport to the neighbouring towns, for household 

goods, for new machinery and for improved seed. However, between 

the farm population and the small group of landowners, the former 

landlord class, who were still absentee for much of the year, there 

remained not surprisingly a wids social and economic gulf.

The effects of land reform and the expanding local economy 

are difficult to measure accurately in terms of increased yields 

or income per head, but everywhere the land had been transferred 

to the former share-croppers it was under mors intensive cultivation 

because it was now regarded as their own. Furthermore, there was 

a greater diversification of crops under cultivation than aver 

before, a breakdown of the traditional cropping pattern, a growth 

in cash-cropping and a steadily developing interest in taking 

advantage of the wealthy urban markets both locally and as far
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away as Tehran and Esfahan. In this way direct farm incomas have 

risen while at the same time new employment opportunities in trade, 

transport and other services have been produced which have to some 

extent relieved direct employment pressure on agricultural 

resources« It is true that the smallholders. have not yet 

recognised sufficiently the need to consolidate their holdings to 

motivate them to do a great deal about it themselves„ However, a 

number of the more progressive farmers were demonstrating an 

interest in consolidation in 1974, as the advantages for mechaniz

ation and increased use of fertiliser and pesticides of larger 

parcels of land became apparent« In duo course, the demand for 

consolidation will, in all probability, spread<.

Throughout the study area there were signs of great 

activity by the villagers in building better houses for themselves, 

clear evidence of an improvement in social and economic conditions« 

Before land reform in those villages owned by landlords few dared 

to undertake activity of this kind* Now, using local raw materials 

and surplus seasonal labour, they were exerting extra effort to 

raise their standard of living<> This activity, moreover, has not 

been confined to housing? there has also bean an impressive communal 

effort for the provision of public amenities such as schools, baths 

and piped drinking watero The number and range of shops has 

similarly grown*

These changes have been hBlped by government expenditure 

and encouragement in a number of important and closely connected 

ways* First, there was the stimulus of the co-operative movement, 

which was seen by the smallholders as the means of establishing 

their social and economic independence, and in particular of the 

short-term credit which it provided* Secondly, irrigation water 

control under government administration has become more efficient
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and the fair distribution of water has been assured* Thirdly, 

there was a considerable improvement in communications and the 

provision of cheap transport* The effect of mobility afforded to 

the villagers by the motor bus is manifest for all to see*

Fourthly, village social services were expanded* Fifthly, thore 

was the encouragement and assistance of a small but dedicated 

number of extension workers In the villages0 Sixthly, the growing 

demand for such specialised produce as flowers and fruit, in 

addition to the more customary and basic grain, pulse and vegetable 

crops, in turn produced the incentive for considerable improvements 

in quantity and quality of these crops*

It is true that land reform did not affect all the 

villagers equally? those who received legal ownership of land in 

the early sixties clearly received more favourable treatment than 

the class of agricultural labourers (barzoqar) who did not hold 

the right to receive land® The latter .indeed were only indirectly 

affected by land reform* Despite this I found that they were far 

from discontented with their position* Agricultural wages had 

risen and the number of opportunities for more remunerative 

employment outside agriculture, especially in tho services sector, 

had increased*

For the former landlords the major impact of land reform 

was to restrict them politically0 Economically, however, they had 

suffered little, being legally permitted to retain largo consolidated 

tracts of often the best land* Their position as the major single 

producers of a marketable surplus and social superiority by way of 

spending power ensured their continued economic affluence and social 

influence* Yet they have shown themselves little interested in 

taking an active role in the management of their farms, and continue 

to employ representatives in the traditional manner0 Indaad, the
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large landed proprietors have developed the potential of their 

land far less than the small-holders.

This thesis has repeatedly emphasized the degree of 

confidence and individual enterprise of tho farmers of Olya and 

their willingness to take advantage of circumstances only when they 

can see that it is in their best interests to do so# It is 

therefore ironic that improvements in their social and economic welfare 

have shown themselves most clearly during the last 4-5 years when 

changes in government policy with regard to land ownerships the 

rural co~=operativa societies, credit and prices have emerged which 

would appear to threaten the stability on which this progress has 

restede First and foremost, the likely location of a farm corporation 

in Olya, centred on the village of Sha'ban, under the first step of 

the third stage of land reform9 consequent upon the demand of the 

state for increased agricultural output? has given rise to an air 

of uncertainty which has reduced investment* Secondly, the 

co-operatives, which were intended to establish the independence of 

the farmerss now appear more an arm of the government and a 

vehicle for the collectivization of agriculture# Thirdly, the 

small-holders have seen an increasing proportion of low interest, 

institutional credit bo directed by the government to large 

agricultural enterpriseswhether private farms or farm corporations, 

and their own credit needs neglected# Similarly, marketing 

assistance has boon directed towards tho small number of largo 

producers to the exclusion of the majority of the farm population#

The question must be asked whether the establishment of a 

farm corporation, with its aims of increasing food production and 

a more efficient agriculture still unproved, can compensate for 

the displacement of an established, independent and increasingly 

sophisticated and prosperous rural population, with high production
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levels per unit area of land and with an increasing diversification 

of non-agricultural sources of income* Certainly the Aran farm 

corporation in Khezel sub-district has had a disruptive impact*

This is not to say that the authorities are not interested in the 

welfare of the people of Olya, but that an intrinsic incompatability 

exists between the self-help principles of land reform, as 

conceived by Dr* Arsanjani, and the economic interventions, with 

an accompanying desire far quick results, underlying the farm 

corporation?as conceived by Dr Ualian® Imposing change is very 

different from encouraging change*

What is needed rather, after the radical changes of land 

reform? is a period of stability in which the rural population? 

in particular the land-holding, agriculturally^dependent community, 

can gain confidence* At the present time this would seem particularly 

important, for many individuals are recognizing the need for 

longer-term investment in land improvement, the consolidation of 

their holdings, the purchase of more land and equipment if the rate 

of increase in productivity and agricultural income is to bo 

maintained* However, the threat of losing their land and the 

fear of forfeiting the fruits of their endeavours has so far held 

them back from actually implementing most of their plans* It is 

therefore suggested that the government would do bettor to invest 

in the growing class of village commercially orientated farmers, 

both small and large alike, who would push ahead with their 

innovations if only they were provided with concrete signs of 

government confidence in tham in the form of a better marketing 

system and if more credit and services wore channelled their way*
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APPENDIX 1 EXPLANATION OF DATA COLLECTION

In May 1973 a census of all households owning land in the
1eleven villages under study was carried out « It excluded the 

large landed proprietor class (the former landlords) but made no 

distinction between the former share-croppers, the peasant proprietors 

and others who had acquired land since land reform* From the 

census list for each village a 5^ random sample of small-holders 

was chosen using a random numbers table (see Table 72). For each 

of the small-holder households a questionnaire concerning farm and 

family was implemented (see Table 73)„ In summer 1973 the

questionnaire was completed by a member of the Extension Corps

Department who was both the main extension worker in the Pilot

Villages Project and also a villager of Kuhani by birth. In 1974

it was repeated by myself* It should be noted that six of the 

farmers had already been questionned in 1971 and these formed a 

suitable basis for checking inconsistencies, of which many were 

found and corrected*

The questionnaire was prepared initially by the Shell
‘ 2Agricultural Studies Centre at Borgo a Hozzano in Italy-„ It was 

adopted by the Iranian Agricultural Extension Service in 1970, 

modified slightly and translated for use in the 155 pilot village 

projects established by 1973*

In addition to questionnaire implementationf land use maps 

of each small-holding were drawn up with the sample farmers1

1o Census figures already existed for 1965 and 1972, but it was 

felt that in view of the lack of a complete cadastral survey 

in Olya their accuracy should be checked and the figures 

revised (see Table 72).

2. Virons, L.E* "A practical approach to rural development", 

page 16-17 (1969)
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Table 72 Total number and sample numhBr of smalL-holder 

households In the eleven villages under study

Village 1966
Census
figure

1972
Extension
Department

1973
Fieldwork
figure

5#
sample
number

_ _ _ _ _
figure

Gol~e Zard 36 35 42 2
Raziabad 23 30 25 1

Kuhani 176 154 160 a
Oahanabad 64 1 0 0

1119 6

Baba Rostam 63 90 72 4

Flazeman 47 43 47 2

Shatban 225 180 204 10

Qal'eh-e Qobad 98 85 82 4

Bey an 1 2 0 1 2 0 115 6

cn nn noBaba Qasem 87 1 0 0 106 5

Fli lab 58 70 55 3

Total 997 1007 1027 51

Sources Fieldwork? 1973-74

Notes 1* The figure for Uahanabad has increased greatly since 1966

because of the influx of the villagers of nearby Kalindar-e

Bala after the flood of 1971 destroyed their village„



participation in both 1973 and 1974 using air photographs* Huch 

data could thus be checked on the ground and informally in 

conversation with the farmers while they took me to thoir parcels 

of land* Furthermore^ during fieldwork personal visits were made 

to all households included in the sample and data checked where 

possible by sight* Thus9 it is hoped that inaccuracies have been 

limited to a minimum® Howevers it should be emphasized again that 

in a Persian village it is very difficult to arrive at the truth*

It should be pointed out that perhaps the most difficult 

problem planners in the agricultural sector in Iran face is the 

shortage of reliable data at the individual farm and village level* 

No easy solution to this problem is offered here* Rather it is 

hoped that by showing the value of intensive data collection in 

improving our understanding of one small areaf other similar 

surveys will be encouraged elsewhere in rural Iran*
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Table 73 FARM AND FAMILY SURVEY

F armer * * V/ r 11 a q 0 «»•*•*•*» Shahrestan «*«oe«**o Province •««<> c«•

Agricultural year •«•«•*•««

Data collections

Information collected verbally * * 

also basad on written comments 

also based on account books and other documents co<>oeSo 

Date of survey 

Surveyor „«c * o<>*

000* 0000

O  ©  *  *  <5 O  C*Total noe of pieces of land 

Nos of irrigated pieces 

No * of deiml pieces * o«** <,*«*»*. ® 0 o 

Minimum piece of irrigated land <>oeo 

Minimum piece of deimi land 0*0 * * 0 0 0  

Or her land occocecoefsec

Total area

Area c«$ee<t f i <>c*cc6eoo

Area

Maximum piece e,® 00 0 0 0  

Maximum piece

Number of members of the family 0 0  c c 0 C C C <F

Membership of co-operatives and other associations oooocooooc-oo

FAMILY

Name and Relationship Birth Employment Education Marital 
surname to head of status

household Place Year

1c 

2 e 
3o 
4 .

5e
6 ®
7 a
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Wages

Salaries paid to hired workers: men no* of days *.*•«.« at -

women no, of days ******* at -

children no* of days «.*•«,* at =

TOTAL:

The land and fixed assets[

Category Class and Area Value
description (Ha* etc*)

1* Type of dwelling

20 How many rooms for:
People
Animals (stable)
Storage

3* Size of yard

4, Size of kitchen garden

5* Trees and other perennial crops:
Grapes 
Tabrlzl 
Fruit

6 * Cropland: Wheat
Barley 
Pulses

Total area and value

Category

livestock

Breed Number Value

Cattle

Horses
Mules
Donkeys
Sheep
Goats
Poultry
Bees

Milking c d w s  

Bulls 
Calves 
Calves

over 1 year old 
under 1 year old

TOTAL VALUE
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Type Number

Machinery and equipment

Make Special Horae Year of l/alue
characteristics power purchase

666O6O60060

o o t e o o o o * * #

600066660*0
6666*6600*6

TOTAL VALUE 

Value per hectare

Farm production

Products Total Saleable Price Value of Family
production production per unit saleable consump*

production tion

£0000000006
ooooc ec eooo

66906660600

0 6 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6

O O © O O O P P 3 <? Q

TOTAL VALUE

Value of 
family 
consump
tion

Items

Expenditure on 
reduction

Seed 66000006666

Chemical fertil
isers 6 0 O 6 O Q D O 6 6

Farm expenditure

Unit of Quantity 
measure

Price per 
unit

Total
expenditure

Organic manure 

Pesticides PPocc. 

Hiring of machinery 

Planting trees 

Expenditure on livestock 

Fodder 

Feed-stuff 6 0 6 6 0
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(Farm expenditure contd.)

Items Unit of Quantity Price per
measure unit

Servicing and artific* 
ia.l insemination

Restocking o & & e a a &

Others eosece&oeos

Expenditure on machinery 
and equipmsnt

Fuel

Lubricants

Repairs and 
maintenance

Spare parts

Others

Insurance on;

Buildings

Livestock

Produce

Taxes and contributions

Other expenses

Electricity

Irrigation water

Processing of 
produce

Transport & visits

Repair and malntenance jof;

Farm buildings

Road & other farm 
works (irrigation9 
drainage? etc)

TOTAL VALUE™

Total
expenditure
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Farm debts outstanding at the end of the year 

Nature and conditions of debt Total amount Annual repayment 
(including interest)

TOTAL

Family expenditure 

Item Annual expenditure

Purchased food coso

F uel
Lighting
Clothing
Medical
Education
Transport and visits 
House repairs and maintenance 
Household and furnishing 
Social events 
Personal taxes
Member fees for associations etc
Other e f r o o o 0 6 e f i c o e # 0

Family debts outstanding at the end of the year

Nature of debt

f eeorct oooeeoec> c

Total amount

o&oe

»©©co«o©o*cv©

Annual repayments 
(including interest)

TOTAL =

Family earnings outside farm 

Source of earning Annual earnings

G G O C C O G G G G n O O C C i O O

TOTAL
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Appendix 2 Breakdown of the total village population of Dlya

Village Population Number of Number of kms,
households from main road

Abalfathabad 160 24 2

ArdBshirabad 124 23 9
Alvand Kamar 137 24 1

Amirabad 149 28 4
Baba Rostam 765 147 3
Baba Qasom 8 6 6 159 3
Ban Sareh 192 40 8

Borj-e Bsmail X X 3
Borj-e Haj Aqa Davad X X 3
Borj-e Zir Duraj 13 3 3
Borj-e Qahreman X X 3
Borjak 454 81 15
Bey an 862 168 3
Panbeh Dar 59 16 6

Taz-e Nab-e Sofia 140 26 9
Taz-e Nab-e Olya 186 38 9
Taz-e Nab-e fAli Mohammad124 24 4
IaZ“G Nab-s Mohammad 1 0 0 17 9
TaZ“*e Nab-e Vosta ^aqer 251 50 8

Torkan Torkan 22 4 3
T aqiabad 107 19 5
Tokeh 285 50 3
Da’farabad 255 47 2

Dajnanabad 752 155
Hajiabad-s Milab 107 21 5
Hoaeinabad-e Baba Qasem 166 29 -
Khajeh Hoseini 36 8 3
Kheyr Qoli 25 5 3
Dar-e Bbrahim 453 85 7
Deh Choqa'i 338 65 2

Deh' Heydar 292 51 9
Deh Now-e Sofia 2 1 0 34 2

Deh Now-e Olya 1B6 32 4
Ravand—e Sabzad 50 9 4
Ravand-e Sofia 72 15 4
Ravand-e Olya 85 13 4
Ravand-e Vosta 32 6 4
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Village Population Number of Number of kms.
households from main road

Raziabad 237 47 -
Zamanabad 31 5 -
Salarabad 186 34 6

Sorkh Kandi 99 21 3
Sefid Khani 614 111 1

Sohran 765 137 12

Shaterabad 121 21 1

Sha1 ban 1499 308 -
Shahvarabad 20 2 3
Shishangeh 10 1 3
Oshvand 609 118 10

Fiazeman 436 78 2

Qeahlaq-e Baba Rostam 70 12 4
Qal{eh-e Barudab 37 4 5
Qal’eh-e Zorrati 1 0 2 21 9
ga1 1eh—s Qobad 711 145 1

Kaftar Haleh 19 6 2

Kaleh Ftar-e Sofia 117 27 9
Kaleh f'lar̂ e Olya 301 62 11

Kalindar-e Sofia 42 7 2

Kalindar-e Olya 86 16 2

Kuhani 1427 273 -
Gamasb 639 127 10

Gerde Cham 80 17 2

Gorg 157 23 9
Gorg Heydar 314 57 10

Gol-e Zard 276 56 -
Mohammad Gap-e Sofia 78 15 5
Mohammad Gap-e Olya 145 29 5
Moradabad 211 42 3
Milab 610 111 i4
Nesar 320 63 5
Varaineh 642 128 6

Vesht 558 ■ 102 6

TOTAL 19632 

Note; x - not available

3742

Source; "Village Gazetteer" Statistical Centro of Iran ('
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p pan a ix 3 Average market prices for crops in Olya sub-district

(rials per kilo)

Wheat

Barley

Straw
Beans
Chick-peas
Clover
Sugar beet
Potatoes
Tomatoes
Cucumber
Gladioli
Grapes
Apples

Summer 1973 

6 - 8
( 2 0 0 0  rls/kharvar) 

6
( 2 0 0 0  rls/kharvar) 

300 rls/kharvar 
20-30 
30
2 0 0 0 rls/kharvar 
1500 rls/ton 
3-4 
3-5

150—200 rls/ 1 00

5-10 rls/bloom 
3-6
6-20

Summer 1974

12-16

800 rls/kharvar 
15-20 
25

3000 rls/kharvar 
2500 rls/ton 

6-8 
3-5

200-300 rls/100
5-10 rls/bloom 
3-6
6-20

Source? Fieldwork, 1973-74
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GLOSSARY

ab—e gusht - a thin soup, containing potato and meat. 

abi - irrigated (farming, land)*

abiar ■» village official in charge of irrigation., 

abiart - irrigation.

akhund - member of the religious classes (molla)e 

ambar - storehouse, storage room* 

anjoman-e deh - village council* 

arbab *- landlord, landowner*

arshir ■» five pronged, wooden fork used in thrashing and winnowing. 

a 1yan — tangible property^ in popular usage the house, outhouses 

and trees of a holding as distinct from the land itself, 

which is known as the 'arseh. 

bakhsh - sub-district. 

bal_a - upper.

Bank-o fielll-e Iran - the major clearing bank in Iran. Other banks 

include Bank-e Saderat and Bank-e Sepah. 

barxegar - cultivator, agricultural labourer (not a share-cropper), 

bazar ■" the market. 

bi.l ~ spade, 

bokhari^ - stove* 

bongah - department, institute. 

chador-e shab - light veil, 

dabestan - primary school, 

dablrestan - secondary school.

da nig - one-sixth part of any piece of real estate. 

d_as — hand sickle* 

dns-e bozoeg ™ scythe.

daslTtban - village official whose duty it is to protect the village 

fields from damage and thoft*
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deh - village.

dehestan - sub-district.

deim - unirrigated (dry) farming.

jdeimi - unirrigated (dry)*

ckjgji - kind of buttermilk.

smam - the leader of the Shi1i community.

emamzadeh - shrine.

fakhri - type of grape.

farmandari-s koll - governorate.

farsi — Persian language.

gavband - yoke of oxen; the owner of the oxen in a crop-sharing 

agreement. 

qav-e _ahan - animal-drawn plough, 

gav-e kar - work cattle, work-teame

giveh — shoe, the uppers of which are made of a cotton weave and

the soles of rubber (tyre) or of coarse thread.

gos-e kar - hand trowel.

Ha,i 1 - title give to person who has made the pilgrimage to Hecca. 

hammam - bath. 

hammami - bath-keeper.

haqq-e rishie.h, - right acquired in the soil by cultivating it 

(risheh - root). 

hayat — walled compound or yard.

Jarib - measure of area, varying in size. In Nahavand it is

usually reckoned at 1 , 0 0 0  square metres (see further 

Lambton, A.K.5., page 405-409, 1953). 

joft — yoke of oxen, ploughland, 

ju, jub “ irrigation channel, 

kadkhodn — village headman, 

kam - sieve, for grain.
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kargar - agricultural labourer, who does not own or provide any 

of the factors of production, other than his own labour, 

for which he receives a wage in cash or kind. 

kartgar (katar_) - two-man spade„ 

kerayeh - taxi. 

khalili - type of grape.

khan - a complimentary title; tribal leader* 

khaneh-e ensaf - equity court*

khaneh-e farhang-e rusta’i - rural cultural centre*

kharmankub - animal-drawn threshing machine.

kharmankub-e mashini -- mechanical thresher.

kharvar ~ 300 kilos*

khordeh malek - peasant proprietor.

khoresht - stew*

khoshneshin - inhabitant of a village who is neither a landowner 

nor a share-cropper„ 

klseh - 50 kilos® 

kolang - pick.

korsl - low table covered by a quilt placed over a charcoal brazier 

used for heating in winter® 

kud - manure* 

kuh - mountain. 

lehaf - quilt.

lori — a Persian dialect, largely incomprehensible to modern 

Persian speakers.

1 iibia- ye sef id (qermez , ch tt t i s sora t t l , mashak , polo , cheshm-e 

bolbo li) -  various types of pulses grown in Olya, 

rnaj.lis - National Consultative Assembly, 

m -. '2 rd< - landowner*
official in charge of the distribution of water for 

irrigation *
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mohandes - title given for academic qualification, 

molla “ see akhund<

mgsha/ ~ jointly ownBd in undivided shares 

naft ~ kerosene.

namayandeh - landlord’s representative. 

nasaq ~ division of the village lands into 

nesf(i) - used of a crop-sharing agreement 

produce is divided equally between 

nokhod - chick-peas, 

now ruz - new year. 

olya - upper. 

ostein — province. 

pa1 in - lower. 

qahvehkhaneh tea house. 

qanat - underground irrigation channel made by excavation (see 

Beaumont, P. "Qanat systems in Iran", (1971). 

qeichl - secateurs. 

qeshlag - winter quarters. 

ra*iyyat - a peasant, 

raji - see tabrizi. 

rial - unit of currency in Iran. 

sahra - open fields of a village. 

sampash—e dasti — hand sprayer. 

sepah-e danesh - literacy corps.

sepah-e tarvij va abadani - agricultural extension corps. 

shah - king, 

shahr - town.

shahrak-~e rust,a/ 1 - rural township, 

shahroston - district.

sjpadjog - some villages are divided into 96 sha'irs; one-sixteenth 

of a dang.

(of land).

ploughlands. 

under which the 

the two parties.



sherkat-e omran-e gharb - western development authority* 

sherkat-e ta'avoni-e rusta'i - rural co-operative society® 

sherkat-e ta'avoni-e towlid ™ farm production co-operative. 

sherkat-e zera’i - farm corporation*

Shi * ism — Shi1i sect of Islanu

sofla - lower.

tabrizl - poplar tree*

tapaleh - dung brick*

taqpeh - hill®

tur - net for wheat®

vaqf (pi* ouqaf) - land immobilised for some purpose, usual 

religious or charitable* 

yaqf-e khass - private or family vaqf* 

yezarat - ministry® 

yaqutl — type of grape* 

yellaq ™ summer quarters for grazing*



REVIEW QF THE LITERATURE!

The considerable agrarian changes that have taken place in 

the rural districts of Iran over the lost decade have received only 

limited attention. What literature is available can be placed in 

certain broadly defined categories. First are the general works 

which examine land reform and agrarian changes countrywide. Lambton 

(1969a), who travelled widely in rural Iran during the sixties, has 

provided a comprehensive assessment of the emancipation of the 

peasantry with detailed local examples to support her conclusions.

The more recent account by Denman (1973) lacks critical evaluation of 

the changes and the acknowledgement of the very varied agricultural 

conditions in the many diverse parts of Iran. Other more concise 

accounts by the United Nations (1966), Gp't Land (1966), Bowen-Oones

(1968), Keddie (1968 &1972), McLachlan (1968), Khatibi (1972), Field

(1972), Kaneda (1973) and Planck (1975) have added by their insight 

to our understanding of agrarian change. A number of these authors, 

notably Lambton (1969a), Kaneda (1973) and McLachlan (1974), have 

drawn attention to the countrywide loss of confidence and fall in 

capital investment amongst both peasant proprietors and landlords 

of small commercial farms as a result of government land acquisition 

for large-scale agribusiness and farm corporations in the last few 

years. Moreover, they suggest that these large-scale agricultural 

units, which are displacing the traditional cultivators, have not so 

far lived up to expectations in terms of increased production. 

Professor Lambtonfeels that it is of profound importance that the 

government should give practical, reaffirmation to the original aims 

of the land reform law of 1962 and regain the full confidence of 

both peasant proprietors and former landlords alike or there can 

be no rise in production over the country as a whole, for it is they 

after all who own the largest area of agricultural land.
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Secondly, there are detailed studies of individual villages 

as case studies by Planck (1962), Alberts (1963), Miller (1964),

Dno (1967), Ajami (1969), Boyce (1969 ),Okazaki (1969), Djirsarai (1970) 

and Ehlers (1973) from which a considerable amount of supplementary 

information is to be gleaned* However, they aim more at description 

of present circumstances than analysis of change.

Thirdly, there is the literature concerning social or general 

agricultural developments on a regional level, but again it tends 

to be descriptive and limited in scope* Perhaps the most important 

contribution has been made by the Institute of Social Research of 

Tehran University, which has a considerable collection of monographs 

in Persian. This material has not been made use of in this work.

Summaries of the institute’s reports are frequently published in the 

Persian language journal Tahqiqat-e Eqtysadi» and have been referred 

to. Similarly the Ministry of Co-operation and Rural Affairs’

Research Department has carried out some useful survey work, often in 

conjunction with Tehran University, for example in Sanandaj and 

Birjand (1971), Other regional studies of value include those of 

Gharatchehdaghi in Varamin (1967), Okazaki in Gorgan (1968),

Eybergen in Dusaj (1970?), Connell (1970?), Ehlers (1971 ) and Gigon

(1974)*

Finally, there are a number of publications, often with 

limited circulation, dealing with specific sectors of the rural 

economy, such as Beddoes’ study of the co-operative marketing of 

agricultural produce in the Caspian Sea provinces (1972), Cawley’s 

investigation of the Nahovand irrigation scheme (1963) and Tahal 

consultant engineers’ agricultural development investigations of the 

Qazvin plain (1966), which may be of great value as groundwork 

material *

Overall, therefore, if must be concluded that what limited 

attention has been paid to agrarian change in Iron has largely failed



to examine the changing position of the rural population, whether 

land-holding or "landless", in particular since the effects of the 

third stage of land reform in 1968 began to take effect*

The lack of detailed studies may be accounted for by the 

paucity and unreliability of existing data to assist evaluation.

Census information is available for 1956, 1960 and 1966, but its 

accuracy and coverage is limited and for individual village household 

studies it is of little help. An agricultural census is presently 

being undertaken, 1973-75, but again it is a sample survey and will 

only yield information relevant on a regional level. Furthermore, 

no strict cadastral survey as yet exists; in so far as land is 

registered, registration merely states in very general terms the 

limits of the property concerned. Similarly, local environmental 

conditions remain little studied, and generalisations from scarce 

data in consultants’ reports are often widely misleading (see Chapter 

For this study, existing data at the village level was viewed 

with reserve and was tested wherever possible. Greater emphasis was 

instead put on personal data collection over two consecutive crop 

years with a sample of land-owning households in the eleven villages 

(see Appendix 1). Much importance was likewise placed on mapwork, 

where the accuracy of air photographs, notably a mosaic taken in 

1966, was found to be indispensable. Only painstaking fieldwork, 

even then, could ensure reliable data. Quick results are not possible 

in a village locality, where awkward questions elicit a negative 

and generally inaccurate response and suspicion of outsiders makes 

research work difficult.
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